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Dear to me always was this lonely hill 
And this hedge that excludes so large a part 
Of the ultimate horizon from my view,
But as I sit and gaze, my thought conceives 
Interminable vastnesses of space 
Beyond it, and unearthly silences,
And profoundest calm; whereat my heart almost 
Becomes dismayed. And as I hear the wind 
Blustering through these branches, I find myself 
Comparing with this sound that infinite silence;
And then I call to mind eternity,
And the ages that are dead, and this that now
Is living, and the noise of it. And so
In this immensity my thought sinks drowned:
And sweet it seems to shipwreck in this sea.
Giacomo Leopardi (1798-1837)
(Translated by R.C.Trevelyan, in Translations from Leopardi, 
Cambridge University Press, 1941; and quoted by 
Frank N. Bash in Astronomy, Harper &: Row, 1977)
Do not undertake a scientific career in quest of fame or money. There are easier and better 
ways to reach them. Undertake it only if nothing else will satisfy you; for nothing else is 
probably what you will receive. Your reward will be the widening of the horizon as you 
climb. And if you achieve that reward you will ask no other.
Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin
From The Walrus and the Carpenter 
The time has come, the Walrus said,
To speak of many things.
Of shoes and ships and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings.
Of why the sea is boiling hot.
And whether pigs have wings.
Lewis Carroll (1832-1898)
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A b s t r a c t
A search for long-period variables (LPVs) has been made in the bar and southern 
regions of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) using a series of 7-band UKST plates, 
resulting in the discovery of 471 Mira variables and 572 SRa variables. By using mainly 
automated methods of determining periods and amplitudes of variability, corrections for 
incompleteness have been estimated. The Miras show a trend towards larger amplitudes 
and brighter luminosities with period, both of which should contribute to increased mass 
loss rates. The period distribution falls abruptly longward of ~420 days and shortward 
of ~140 days, whereas the corresponding limits in the solar neighbourhood are ~450 and 
~220 days, suggesting different histories of star formation in the LMC and the Galaxy. In 
particular, there appear to be relatively more old stars in the LMC.
Infrared JHK photometry and visual spectra have been obtained for a large proportion 
of these LPVs. Various aspects of the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) evolution of LPVs 
are discussed using this data. The birth /death  rate of LPVs of different ages in the LMC 
is compared with the birth rates of appropriate samples of planetary nebula«, clump stars, 
Cepheids and O H /IR  stars. It appears that there are many fewer large amplitude LPVs 
per unit galactic stellar mass in the LMC than in the Galaxy. We suggest that this may 
be due to the fact the evolved intermediate age AGB stars in the LMC often turn into 
carbon stars which tend to have smaller pulsation amplitudes than M stars. A distance 
modulus to the LMC of 18.6 is derived by comparing the LMC LPVs with P~200 days 
with the 47 Tue Mira variables in the (77, logP) plane. The (77, logP) relation is also 
used to examine the tilt of the LMC populations of old and intermediate age stars, with 
no significant tilt being found in the North-South direction.
Radial velocities obtained for a sample of the LPVs showed that the shorter period 
LPVs have a high velocity dispersion, and low rotational velocity about the LMC, giving 
direct evidence tha t they are one the oldest populations yet studied in the LMC and that 
they belong to a bulge/halo population. This is the first evidence of the LMC possessing a 
spheroidal population. A kinematic analysis applied to a wide range of LMC populations 
(H I gas, CO molecular clouds, planetary nebulae, old clusters and CH stars) showed that 
the dynamics of the LMC is dominated by a single rotating disk, with all populations 
having a similar kinematic line of nodes We find further evidence of the older populations 
possessing a lower mean systemic velocity than the younger populations, in the outer parts 
of the LMC.
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C hapter 1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Long-Period Variables (LPVs) are pulsating red giant branch stars with periods be­
tween approximately 50 and 1000 days. Observations of LPVs in field of the Galaxy (Feast 
1963) have shown that their ages increase with decreasing period, from young (~  0.5 Gyr 
up to ~10 Gyr. This age range is confirmed by the existence of LPVs in clusters ranging 
from very young clusters and associations such as x Per (Stothers & Leung 1971), with 
ages ~  107 years, up to the old globular clusters, such as 47 Tue (Sawyer Hogg 1973; Fox 
1982) with ages of ~  13 Gyr. The results of infrared observations of Magellanic Cloud 
LPVs, combined with pulsation theory (Wood, Bessell and Fox 1983; hereinafter WBF), 
confirm that both the masses and luminosities of observed LPVs generally increase with 
period. LPVs of various periods can therefore be used as a tracer of age to map out the 
kinematic and star formation history of stellar systems, their luminosities can be used to 
estimate distances (Glass & Lloyd Evans 1981; Kinman, Mould & Wood 1987) and, with 
surface abundances, they can provide constraints on the results of pulsation and stellar 
evolution theories (Wood 1986).
This thesis has three aims: (1) to make as complete as possible a search for Long-Period 
Variables in the Large Magellanic Cloud; (2) to use infrared photometry, spectroscopy, and 
pulsation theory to determine current LPV masses, the amount of their stellar mass lost 
since the main sequence, their Luminosity-Period relation, and to provide some constraints 
on the theories of the late stages of stellar evolution and on the star formation history of 
the LMC; and (3) to determine the kinematic structure of the LMC from observations of 
the velocities of LPVs of various ages, especially the very old stars (age ^  3 Gyr). These 
aims are treated in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
These main chapters (2 - 4) have been written as papers to be published in journals, 
with minor changes made to reduce repetition and increase continuity. As the topics 
covered by this thesis pertain to both galactic kinematics and stellar evolution, a brief 
introduction on each is given. These are followed in Section 1.3 by a summary of previous 
work done on LPVs and LMC kinematics, and an outline of the thesis.
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1.1 R e v ie w  o f  S te lla r  E v o lu tio n
Low to  In te rm e d ia te  M ass S ta rs  P r io r  to  th e  A G B
The LPVs studied in this thesis are those on the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). It 
is therefore useful to cover the relevant stages of stellar evolution before the AGB that 
will influence the behaviour and appearance of the AGB stars, such as their abundance 
and total mass. Much of the following has benefited greatly by the reviews given by Iben 
(1974 and 1980).
Stars on the main sequence of a Hertzprung-Russell (HR) diagram have, as their main 
energy source, the nuclear burning of hydrogen (H) in their core. So much energy is 
released by this process that the star remains on the main sequence for ~80% of its 
lifetime. As the main sequence star ages, the products (mainly helium, He) of its core 
H-burning are continuously accumulating within the core. When all the H in the core has 
been converted to He, the core contracts while the H continues to bum in a shell about the 
He core. The envelope of the star expands, causing the surface temperature to drop and 
the star to appear redder, while a region of convection begins to extend inward from the 
surface as the star evolves towards the red giant branch on the HR diagram. By the time 
it begins to ascend the red giant branch most of the volume of the star is convective. H 
the convection reaches sufficiently far into the star, the products of nuclear reactions that 
occur in the centre can be mixed to the surface, and the surface abundance will change. 
This first cycling of core nuclear products into the envelope is called the first d redge-up , 
and the resulting changes in surface abundance will depend on both the metallicity of the 
star and its mass, with the major abundance changes taking place being a depletion in 
carbon (C) and an enhancement of nitrogen (N), with less significant depletions of H and 
oxygen (0 ) and enhancement in He (Becker & Iben 1979).
For post-main sequence low m ass s ta rs  (~0.8 and 2.5 M®), the He core grows in 
mass as a result of the H-shell burning, the core temperature continues to increase, and the 
star evolves up the (first) red giant branch. The increase in the density of the core causes 
the core electrons to become degenerate, thus preventing any further core contraction. 
The core temperature continues to rise, and as the degenerate electrons are good conduc­
tors, almost the entire core is of uniform temperature. When the core temperature does 
eventually reach the point of He ignition, the rate of He-burning (determined principally 
by the temperature) rapidly rises over a short period of time, releasing a vast amount of 
energy (the H e-core flash), until the degeneracy of the core is lifted, and normal He-core 
burning commences, this lasting ~20% of the star’s total lifetime. Stars in this phase (of 
He-core burning) form the h o rizon ta l b ran ch  observed in globular clusters, and are the 
clum p s ta rs  observed in open clusters.
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The products of He burning are mainly C and 0 , which accumulate in the core. When 
the He in the core is eventually exhausted, the envelope expands again, and the star moves 
redward and up towards the upper part of the first red giant branch, entering the stage of 
its evolution known as the asym ptotic giant branch (AGB).
Stars of interm ediate mass (initial main sequence masses of between ~2.5 and ~9 
M q ) follow a similar evolutionary sequence to the low mass stars, except their core tem­
peratures are sufficiently high that they start to bum He in their cores before the electrons 
become degenerate, hence there is no He flash, but rather a more gentle transition from 
H-shell burning to He-core burning plus H-shell burning. Both the intermediate mass stars 
and the low mass stars have formed a degenerate C-0 core when they reach the AGB.
As the stars move towards the AGB, envelope convection again grows from the surface, 
reaching further and further into the envelope, mixing more products of the H-shell burning 
to the surface in the second dredge-up phase, resulting in further but smaller surface 
abundance depletions in H, C, and 0 , and enhancements in He and N (Becker h Iben 
1979)
The evolutionary phases of the AGB will be covered in detail below, but briefly, it 
is on the AGB that many (all?) red stars start to pulsate, thereby becoming long- 
period variables (LPVs), with periods between ~50 and 1000 days. These pulsations 
are expected to enhance the mass lost by these stars to the interstellar medium through 
stellar winds (Wood 1979; Bowen 1988). The size of the C-0 degenerate core at the tip of 
the AGB determines the ultimate fate of the low to intermediate mass stars. If their core 
mass reaches ~1.4 M© (the Chandrasekhar lim iting mass for white dwarfs), then they 
will end their stellar lives in a violent supernova explosion (designated as a supernova 
of type 1  ^ by Iben & Renzini 1983). If their core mass is less than this, then they will 
eventually lose their envelopes to form a planetary nebula (PN), with the remnant core 
slowly cooling as a w hite dwarf (Iben & Renzini 1983).
High M ass Stars
The post-main sequence scenario for high mass stars (more massive than ~9 Mq) 
differs from the lower mass stars because they have core pressures and temperatures so high 
that fusion reactions between the progressively higher elements (C and 0  and beyond) can 
take place and hence they never reach the AGB as they don’t form a degenerate C-0 core, 
but instead undergo C core burning. Their luminosities are also much greater than those 
of the low and intermediate mass stars, and they are often referred to as supergiants. 
When supergiants less massive than ~30 Mq become red, they will also pulsate as LPVs, 
but both their low amplitude of pulsation and high luminosity, in general makes them 
easily distinguishable from the AGB LPVs (WBF).
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The C and subsequent core burning phases produce even heavier elements in the core, 
each burning phase being progressively shorter than the last. When virtually the entire 
core has been converted to the Fe-peak elements the source of nuclear energy is exhausted, 
the core collapses, and the star explodes as a supernova (of Type II), dispersing the 
envelope of the star into the interstellar medium, and leaving behind a remnant of the 
core that is now so dense that even the neutrons are degenerate (a neutron star), or 
in the case of a very massive star, a remnant so dense that not even light can escape its 
gravitational field (a black hole).
The A sym ptotic Giant Branch
Much of the following has relied on the excellent review of the asymptotic giant branch 
(AGB) provided by Iben & Renzini (1983; hereinafter IR83).
After stars of 0.5 to 9 M® have exhausted the He in their cores, He burning continues in 
a shell about the C-0 core, which in turn is surrounded by a H burning shell. Initially, the 
He-burning shell contracts and increases its temperature to the point where the increased 
energy output re-expands the envelope, causing the star to evolve onto the AGB. This 
simultaneous contraction of the inner He burning shell and envelope expansion cools the 
region of H-burning, which ceases (temporarily), so that the only source of nuclear energy 
is the continually narrowing He-burning shell. The duration of this so-called early AGB 
phase (E-AGB) is dependant mainly on the star’s initial mass, and lasts approximately 
107(2/M{)3-64 years, for an initial mass Mi > 2 M®, and is ~  107 years for Mi < 2 M® 
(IR83). The predictions of the current theoretical models regarding the stellar luminosity 
L and surface temperature Te are dependent on the adopted values of l /H  (the ratio of the 
mixing length to the pressure scale height in the convective region) and opacity (especially 
of the molecules in the envelope). Both the mixing length and opacity are still uncertain, 
and therefore observations of the absolute values of L and Te are required to provide 
constraints on the model parameters (IR83). Observations of AGB stars in the LMC are 
therefore important as the absolute luminosities can de determined with some certainty. 
This is because all stars in the LMC can be assumed to be at a common distance that is 
reasonably well known (which is not the case in studies of field stars in the Galaxy).
Further into the E-AGB phase the He-burning luminosity declines and H re-ignites 
in a thin shell. The H-burning shell ‘eats’ its way outward into the envelope, producing 
a He-rich region between it and the He-burning shell. When this He-rich region reaches 
a critical mass it ignites at its base, producing a dramatic increase of He shell-burning 
luminosity known as a H e-shell flash, or therm al pulse. This pulse is sufficiently 
energetic to create a convection zone extending from the base of the He-burning shell 
almost (but not quite) to the H-burning shell. The energy released by the pulse expands 
the H-burning shell to regions of lower temperature, thereby extinguishing it, and causing
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the observed luminosity L to slightly dip. This is followed by a quick positive pulse in 
L of a few hundred years duration (Wood & Zarro 1981) as the energy from the thermal 
pulse reaches the surface. The star then settles into a phase of He-shell burning only, with 
the luminosity of the He-burning shell slowly reducing, causing a post-flash dip in L of 
~   ^ magnitude. As the inter-shell He is consumed, the He burning luminosity decreases 
and the rate of H-burning increases towards its pre-flash level, until the next pulse. The 
duration of the post-flash dip is ~20% of the inter-pulse period (Wood k  Zarro 1981), 
and depends on the core mass. The length of the period between pulses is dependent on 
the mass, but is typically ~  104 to 105 yrs (Wood k  Zarro 1981), and decreases with 
increasing core mass.
The thermally pulsing phase of the AGB (TP-AGB) occurs in intermediate mass stars 
(2.5 - 9 Mq) when the mass of the core interior to the H-burning shell Mh ~  0.59 + 
0.0526Mi (where Mi is the initial, main sequence mass, and all masses are in the solar 
unit). In low mass stars it occurs when M h  ~  0.53 M q (IR83), and increases with mass 
for low metallicity stars (Lattanzio 1986, 1987). The maximum luminosity between pulses, 
which is reached just before each pulse, is mostly that due to the H-burning shell, and, for 
the lower mass AGB stars (<  3 Mq ), is given by (Paczynski 1971; Wood k  Zarro 1981)
L h ~  59250(Af// — 0.495)
where all parameters are in solar units. For ~5 to 9 M@ stars, Lh  is given by (IR83)
L h  ~  63400(M# -  0.44)(Af/7)°-19 
where M  is the total (current) mass.
At the height of a thermal pulse the convective shell associated with the He-burning 
shell can mix the products of the He-burning (mostly C, He and s-process elements, such as 
zirconium Zr and technetium Tc) almost to the base of the H-burning shell. Following this, 
at the peak of the surface luminosity associated with a thermal pulse, envelope convection 
can, in the right circumstances, reach down into the region that has been enhanced in C, 
He and s-process elements, and mix these elements to the stellar surface. This two-stage 
mixing is referred to as the third dredge-up, and is the explanation for the existence 
of a mixture of M, S and C stars that are observed on the AGB. C stars occur when the 
surface abundance ratio C/O > 1, and S stars are seen when C/O ~  1. Note that the 
two earlier phases of dredge-up enhance the surface abundance of the H-burning products 
(mainly He and N), and deplete the surface abundance of C and 0 . Hence the existence of 
C and S stars is direct evidence of the third dredge-up having occurred, and is a definitive 
confirmation of AGB membership (WBF).
In stars with massive envelopes many thermal pulses and consequent third dredge-ups 
are required before the surface abundance of C exceeds that of 0 , and the star changes in 
spectral type from K or M (oxygen-rich) to C. Because each dredge-up only makes a rela­
tively small change in envelope abundance, these massive stars are also likely to be seen to
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pass through an intermediate S stage (in which C /0  ~  1 and the normally weak absorp­
tion lines and bands due to s-process elements, such as Zr and Tc are detected). However, 
the picture is complicated by the possibility of the most massive AGB stars having high 
enough temperatures at the base of their convective envelopes between shell flashes for 
the dredged-up carbon to be converted to nitrogen via the CNO cycle, a process known 
as envelope (or hot-bottom ) burning. Hence the abundance of C may never become 
large enough to exceed 0 , and these stars would never be seen as C stars (Iben 1981), 
but instead should have enhanced abundances of N (see WBF and references therein). 
The large envelope masses of the luminous AGB stars and/or envelope burning may be 
an explanation for the lack of carbon stars in the Magellanic Clouds with Mbol < —6, 
although the absence of bright C stars, plus a depletion of bright M stars, might also 
suggest that the AGB of many massive stars is being terminated (presumably by mass 
loss) before significant dredge-up ( Reid & Mould 1984, 1985; Mould 1984; Iben 1985; 
Mould & Aaronson 1986; Mould & Reid 1987).
For low mass stars, where the envelope mass is relatively small, it could be that only 
one dredge up is required to convert the star from M to C, and no intermediate S star 
would be observed (IR83), although the luminosities of S stars on the red giant branches of 
Magellanic Cloud clusters, being intermediate between the M and C stars, clearly implies 
that single thermal pulses do not dredge up enough carbon to convert low mass stars to 
C stars (Bessell, Wood & Lloyd Evans 1983; Lloyd Evans 1984). Not all AGB stars are 
expected to undergo third dredge-up, and the minimum mass required for dredge-up is 
still uncertain, being an increasing function of increasing metallicity and decreasing 1/H 
(Wood 1980). Observations of the relative numbers of M, S, and C stars on the AGB, and 
how these vary with mass, are required to constrain the theories.
Long-Period Variables
As previously mentioned, a phenomenon occurring in a number of AGB stars is that 
of envelope pulsation, giving rise to the long-period variables (LPVs), with periods 
of ~  50 - 1000 days. This pulsation is quite separate from the thermal pulses (He-shell 
flashes) which occur in the core of the star.
When the V  amplitudes of variability (peak to peak) of the LPVs are less than ~  2.5 
magnitudes they are also referred to as Semi-regular variables of type a (SRa), and when 
their amplitudes are greater than this they are called Mira variables, after the first such 
star to be discovered, by Fabricius in 1596 (also known as o Ceti, and was in fact the first 
pulsating star of any kind to be discovered). The amplitude of the variation varies with 
wavelength. At visible wavelengths, variations in TiO opacity throughout the pulsation 
cycle greatly enhance the magnitude of variation. A Mira variable with an amplitude of
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2.5 magnitudes in V  may only have an amplitude of 0.5 magnitude in K , which is similar 
to the amplitude of the bolometric magnitude variation.
Simple theoretical stellar pulsation models predict the period, mass, and radius of a 
pulsating star to be related by
Q = P ( M / R 3)i
where R  and M  are the radius and mass in solar units, and Q is the pulsation constant, 
the value of which is affected by the mode of pulsation, effective temperature, opacity and 
metallicity. Detailed evaluations of the P  —  M  — R  relations for LPVs have been given by 
Fox & Wood (1982) and Fox (1984). There has been some debate as to whether the Miras 
are pulsating in the fundamental (Po) or first overtone (P i) mode of pulsation (Willson 
1980; Wood 1980; Ostlie & Cox 1986), a problem that is still unresolved.
The short period (~150 to 225 day) LPVs have been shown to be old objects (^ >10 
Gyr) by Feast (1963), who found such Galactic LPVs to have Population II kinematics. 
In addition, LPVs with periods between 100 and 225 days are found in metal-rich ([Fe/H] 
> —2) globular clusters (Feast 1965, 1973; see also Sawyer Hogg 1973). For example, 
47 Tucanae, for which Hesser et a I. (1987) have estimated the age to be 13.5 Gyr, has 
3 LPVs with periods between 192 and 212 days, with an additional 2 small amplitude 
variables with periods of 155 and 165 days (Lloyd Evans, 1983), and many shorter period 
variables (Fox 1982). As the most luminous phase in the entire lifetime of a low to interme­
diate mass star is the LPV phase, the LPVs are ideal tracers for studying nucleosynthesis 
and kinematics of stars in external galaxies.
The bolometric luminosities of the LPVs are directly related to their period (see Glass 
& Lloyd Evans 1981 for low mass LPVs; Kinman, Mould & Wood 1987 for supergiant 
LPVs). As they are so red, bolometric luminosities are best determined from infrared 
J H K  photometry, which is fortunate as their amplitudes of pulsation are the smallest 
in these bands, and problems of reddening due to intervening dust are minimised. LPVs 
therefore may become very useful as distance indicators.
M ass Loss on the AGB
As most of the gas in the atmosphere of a red giant is far from the centre of mass, 
escape velocities will be relatively low, and it is likely that significant mass loss will occur 
at this stage. Throughout a star’s life some mass is probably always being lost, creating a 
stellar wind (as is currently observed in the solar system). However, because the surface 
gravity in dwarfs is so much higher, the mass loss is not likely to become significant until 
the red giant stage. The mass loss rate of a red giant due to a stellar wind is highly 
uncertain, but a rate widely used in stellar models is that of Reimers (1975)
M  = - 4 z l0 -13- ^  M© yr“ 1
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where all parameters are in solar units, g is the surface gravity, and 7j is a scaling factor 
in the range 1 ^  rj ^  3 (Iben and Renzini 1983). This is a semi-empirical relation, and if 
a star is pulsating, rotating, or in a strong magnetic field, the actual mass loss rate may 
be significantly modified.
The ultimate product of mass loss for all but the most massive AGB stars is a plan­
etary nebula (PN). The outflow velocities, radii and mass estimates of PN require the 
mechanism producing the PN to have a minimum M  ~  10-5 M® yr-1 , which is approx­
imately 10 times the Reimers’ rate (Renzini 1981). This envelope ejection, which turns 
a Mira into a PN, has been treated in most calculations as being due to a superwind, 
lasting a short time but creating such a high M  that by the time it ceases almost all 
the star’s envelope has been lost (Renzini 1981). If the LPV is a first overtone pulsator, 
then a transition to fundamental mode pulsation may be sufficient to cause such a high 
M  (Jones et al. 1983). However, if they are pulsating in the fundamental mode then 
the superwind must be due to a rapid increase in M  with evolution up the AGB. While 
mass loss rates tend to increase to the superwind rate as P  increases to ~  500 - 600 days 
(Wood 1987), and it is certain that pulsation enhances the mass loss rate in AGB stars 
(Wood 1979; Willson & Bowen 1986; Cuntz 1987; Bowen 1988), many Miras have been 
observed to have mass loss rates only ~  1/100 that required for the superwind (eg. Knapp 
& Morris 1985 have observed M  as low as ~  10~7 M® yr-1 , but also as high as a few 
10~4 M q yr-1 ). Near and far infrared observations of Miras give a direct relationship be­
tween their luminosities and pulsation amplitudes and the mass of their circumstellar dust 
shells, and hence to their mass loss (Whitelock, Pottasch & Feast 1987). Frogel & Elias 
(1988) have estimated M  ~  5xl0-6 M® yr-1 from infrared observations of the circum­
stellar shells around LPVs in globular clusters. The precise mass loss rates are important 
for determining the amount and type of interstellar enrichment, the maximum luminosity 
reached on the AGB, and the number and type of carbon stars, LPVs, planetary nebulae 
and white dwarfs produced (Renzini 1981).
As the typical luminosity of a TP-AGB star is directly related to the core mass, then 
as the core mass grows, so too will its luminosity, and the star will evolve up the AGB at 
a rate of ~  10-6 mag yr-1 (Wood 1974). This relation and mass loss estimates have been 
used in determining the ages of LMC clusters, by measuring the maximum luminosity 
of the AGB (Mould and Aaronson 1982, 1986; and Aaronson and Mould 1982, 1985). 
However, the ages derived by this method for the younger clusters have not been in good 
agreement with other age estimates, such as the position of the red giant branch (Flower 
1984), or the maximum luminosity of the main sequence (Hodge 1983). This disagreement 
may be due to the uncertainty in both the rates of normal mass loss and the rate and 
time of occurrence of the superwind (Mould 1984), but may also be a consequence of 
convective overshooting on the main sequence in the younger clusters that greatly alters 
the conventional picture of intermediate mass stellar evolution from the main sequence 
through to the AGB phase (Bertelli, Bressan &: Chiosi 1985).
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1.2 G alactic K inem atics
In our Galaxy, stars may be kinematically classified into two broad groups -  disk stars 
and halo stars. The disk stars form a flattened disk distribution with large rotational 
speeds about the Galactic centre, and are far from being homogeneous. The youngest disk 
stars (Population I) form a thin disk with an exponential scale height of ~  100 pc, while 
other disk stars of greater age are seen to form an old disk with a larger scale height up 
to ~  300 pc, probably due to collisions over time with density fluctuations in the disk, 
such as giant molecular clouds and/or spiral arms (Weilen 1977). There is also evidence 
of another, thick disk, of scale height ~  1 kpc (Gilmore & Reid 1983; Gilmore & Wyse 
1985; see also Norris 1986).
The second, much smaller, general group of stars that can be kinematically identified 
are the globular clusters and stars with high space motions that form a spherical halo with 
very little rotation about the galactic centre and having large velocity dispersions; these 
are referred to as the halo or spheroidal population. The halo stars and clusters are very 
old (~  15 Gyr) and of low metal abundance, and are also known as Population II stars 
(see Freeman 1985 and 1987 for reviews of the Galaxy’s old populations).
When studying external galaxies, the only kinematic parameters that can be directly 
measured are the line-of-sight velocities of stars and gas at various points in the galaxy. 
From these measurements we can derive the galaxy’s mean velocity, or system ic velocity, 
and the amount of scatter, or velocity  dispersion, about this mean velocity. Because our 
observations of stars and gas in external galaxies are restricted to two spatial directions 
(perpendicular to the line of sight) and one velocity component (in the line of sight), 
studies of the kinematics of galaxies have to rely on some basic assumptions, in order to 
infer the other (unseen) dimensions from those observed. Studies of the morphology of the 
galaxy can often allow the likely true (3 dimensional) light (and mass) distribution and 
orientation to be inferred. For instance, it is known that in undisturbed spiral galaxies 
most of the visible matter is in a flat disk, which is assumed to be circular in shape. Hence 
any apparent ellipticity can be used to deduce the angle of tilt to the line-of-sight. The tilt 
or inclination of the plane of the galaxy to the plane of the sky (the plane perpendicular 
to the line of sight) is determined by fitting an ellipse to the observed outer isophotes, 
and assuming this to be simply a tilted circle. The long axis of the ellipse defines the 
photom etric line o f nodes which is the line of intersection between the disk of the 
galaxy and the plane of the sky.
When velocity measurements are made of the stars and gas in a disk galaxy, contours 
of constant velocity often reveal a pattern resembling a spider. These contours arise 
from the stars and gas rotating about the centre of the disk galaxy. By assuming these 
orbits to be circular, the true rotational velocity at a given radius can be determined 
from the inclination of the disk. A plot of the rotational velocity versus the radius is
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called the rotation curve of the galaxy. The line joining the maxima of the velocity 
contours with the minima is called the kinem atic line o f nodes. In general, material 
in a line perpendicular to this line of nodes have small velocities (ideally zero) relative to 
the systemic velocity because the direction of motion is parallel to the line of nodes, and 
hence is perpendicular to the line of sight. The rotation curve is therefore most easily 
derived from velocity measurements made along the line of nodes. The angular position 
of the kinematic line of nodes will be rotated relative to the photometric line of nodes if 
there are non-circular motions, such as a contraction or expansion in the radial direction 
(relative to the galaxy’s centre), or elliptical orbits, or a tranverse motion across our line 
of sight, or a significant component of motion perpendicular to the disk, or a warped disk 
(van der Kruit & Allen 1978).
For stars and gas in circular orbits the inward gravitational force is balanced by the 
outward centrifugal force:
GM(R)  = VC2 (R)
R 2 R
where G is the Gravitational constant, M( R)  is the mass contained within a radius 72, 
and VC(R)  is the circular velocity at R.  Therefore the mass distribution of a disk galaxy 
can be directly determined from its rotation curve. If the stars and gas in the disk were 
moving as if imbedded in a solid body, then the rotational velocity will increase linearly 
with the radius, and this will be seen in the rotation curve. Such rotation is usually seen 
in the central parts of spiral galaxies. This solid body rotation (VC(R)  a  72) will occur 
in regions where M{R)  a  723, such as a spherical distribution at constant density. In 
many disk galaxies the central isphotes are often seen to be circular, implying a spherical 
distribution of luminous matter, referred to as the bulge. If virtually all the matter 
in the galaxy were confined within a radius 72j, then the rotation curve should fall as 
V(R)  a  R~% (when 72 > R t ), and is known as a Keplerian rotation curve. However, 
beyond the solid body radius, the rotation curve in most disk galaxies is seen to change to 
a flat (sometimes even a rising) rotation curve. Part of this flat rotation can be attributed 
to the sum of the bulge and disk matter. The distribution of light intensity I  in the bulge 
can normally be well fitted by (de Vaucouleurs 1948)
log/ =  a -bRll i
where a, b are constants, while that of the disk can usually be approximated by an expo­
nential disk (Freeman 1970)
7 = /0« p ( - f - i )
where Io is a scaling constant, z is the perpendicular distance out of the disk, and h and 
zq are the disk scale length and disk scale height. In our Galaxy, the old disk has h ~  3.5 
to 5.5 kpc, and zq ~  300 to 350 pc (Freeman 1987a). When 72 ^  3h the bulge and disk 
mass distributions, assuming the light distribution is proportional to the mass distribution, 
combine to produce a flat rotation curve (Kalnajs 1983; Freeman 1986). However, most
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galaxies that have had a rotation curve measured beyond 3h also show a flat rotation curve, 
implying M (R)  oc i£, which can be modelled by the mass distribution of an isothermal 
sphere. Such a distribution, however, has not been seen in optical nor radio images of disk 
galaxies, and is therefore referred to as dark m atter (Freeman 1986, 1987b).
The photometric observations of external edge-on disk galaxies by van der Kruit & 
Searle (1981a, 1981b, 1982a, 1982b) were well fitted by a luminosity distribution
L(R,z )  = Zoexp sech2 ^
where h is the radial scale length of their model exponential disk, and z is the distance 
perpendicular to the galactic plane with a scale height zq. (Due to a sharp decline in 
the luminosities of the disk of these galaxies, the above model was truncated to zero at 
radii R  > Rmax •) If the ratio of the galactic mass to emitted light is a constant, then 
this light distribution will trace the mass density distribution, so the local surface mass 
density distribution in the plane of the exponential disk will be
S(fi) = S ( 0 ) e x p ( - | )
and the local space mass density will be (van der Kruit & Freeman 1984) 
p(R ,z)  = p(0,0)exp (j - j )  sech2 ( j £ )  =
If the contribution to the gravitational potential over most of the disk of the galaxy of 
the bulge or spheroid component is small compared to the disk component, and if the disk 
is rotating in centrifugal equilibrium (mainly circular motions, with little z dispersion), 
then the z motions will be approximately decoupled from the circular motions. In this 
case, the z velocity dispersion az will only depend on the distribution of matter in the z 
direction (given by the scale height of the disk) relative to the local gravitational potential 
energy (given by the local mass density), so that (van der Kruit & Freeman 1984)
a 2 = irG'E(R)z0 = 2xGp(R,  0)zq
We can therefore infer az in an edge-on galaxy by assuming the galaxy to be an exponential 
disk and that the maximum rotational velocity observed will be that of matter in the plane 




where Vrot occurs at a radius of 2h. Therefore £(R ) (and hence az) can be easily deter- 
mined since Md = 27rE(0)h2 for a thin exponential disk (Freeman 1970).
Alternatively, if a disk galaxy is not seen edge-on, but nearly face-on, then VTOt and az 
(of a population representative of the dominant exponential mass distribution) can both 
be measured, and we can therefore infer the scale height zq of the disk. Furthermore, 
having determined the mass distribution of the main disk, then the scale height zq2 of any
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other kinematically distinct tracer population (of negligible total mass that will therefore 
respond to the potential of the main disk without distorting it) can be determined by 
measuring its velocity distribution [a z2 ) ,  since
rr2 a 2
-52. =  jtGS(-R) = -5- 
^02 20
Therefore, if the age of the tracer population is known, then the variation of 202 and <?z2 
with age can put constraints on models of galactic formation and velocity diffusion.
As in disk galaxies, spheroidal systems maintain their shape, or distribution, by bal­
ancing the energy of the motion of the individual stars (their kinetic energy) against the 
gravitational (potential) energy, so that from the Virial theorem
GM
Rg
where (V2) is the mean-square speed, M  is their total mass, and the gravitational radius 
Rg = G M 2/\W\,  where W  is the potential energy of the system (Binney & Tremaine 
1987). For a uniformly dense sphere of radius a, Rg = 5a/3, and for simple systems, 
Rg ~  2.5Rh, where Rh is the median radius, such that M(Rh) = \M .
1.3 P revious W ork and T hesis O utline
There are basically two inter-related reasons for finding and studying Long-Period 
Variables (LPVs) in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The first is to study LPVs in 
there own right as pulsating stars, and to observe and derive parameters such as radius, 
temperature, luminosity, stellar mass, age and mass loss rates. Such information will help 
to see how LPVs fit into the late stages of stellar evolution, where LPVs are believed to 
be the last stage of the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB), and the precursors of OH/IR 
stars and Planetary Nebulae (PN). The second reason for studying LPVs in the LMC is 
to use them as probes to study the spatial distributions and kinematics of stars of various 
ages (particularly the oldest), and thereby provide clues to the galactic and star formation 
history of the LMC, and provide constraints on theories of the dynamics of the LMC.
LPVs in the LMC have become of increasing interest recently for both these reasons. 
Wood, Bessell and Fox (1983; hereinafter WBF) observed the Harvard LPVs in the Magel­
lanic Clouds and used the observed and pulsation characteristics of supergiants and AGB 
stars to determine such properties as initial masses, the amounts of past mass loss and 
s-process enhancement, and mass limits for planetary nebulae and supernovae precursors. 
Glass and Lloyd Evans (1981) have obtained bolometric magnitudes (Mboi ) of LPVs to 
find a Period-Luminosity relation useful as a distance indicator, potentially independent 
of the Cepheid and RR Lyrae scales. Wood, Bessell and Paltoglou (1985) searched a 
small area in the bar of the LMC for LPVs and showed that the carbon stars formed a
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well-defined P-L relation which is slightly fainter than that for the lower mass LPVs of 
M spectral type. They also found further evidence to support Frogel and Blanco (1983) 
in their suggestion that a burst of star formation occurred in the bar of the LMC ~  60 
Myr ago, by relating theoretical pulsation masses (and hence age) to the distribution of 
Mbol with period. Glass and Reid (1985) and Reid, Glass and Catchpole (1987; here­
inafter RGC) have made an extensive LPV search of a ~  16 square degrees area covering 
the outer northern region of the LMC, and found the distribution of LPV periods and 
luminosities to be also consistent with a recent burst of star formation.
The LPVs are an ideal group for studying the kinematics of the LMC as they are 
reasonably easy to identify, and represent a very luminous population of stars with a large 
age range which is bright enough to obtain accurate velocities. Studying the kinematics 
of an old population in the LMC is important because the LMC differs fundamentally 
from the Galaxy in that it possesses clusters that both span a wide range in age (^  1 to 
~  13 Gyr) and possess disk kinematics, whereas in the Galaxy the ~  13 Gyr old clusters 
possess mainly spheroidal kinematics. The LMC thus appears to have no halo population, 
but does possess the right conditions for forming clusters. Understanding why this is so 
may give us clues as to how these galaxies and their clusters formed. For these reasons 
Freeman, Illingworth & Oemler (1983; hereinafter FIO), derived rotation solutions for the 
LMC clusters. They found the old clusters were rotating as fast as the HI gas (~40 km s-1 ) 
with a small velocity dispersion (17 km s-1 ), but had both a lower systemic velocity (~14 
km s-1 less than the young clusters) and a line of nodes at 41°, ~40° different to the 
young populations. These results suggested that not only was the LMC lacking a halo 
population of globular clusters, but also that the old clusters were rotating in a different 
disk to all the other populations so far studied, a situation which is dynamically unstable 
(FIO).
In an attempt to confirm the extraordinary findings of FIO, Bessell, Freeman & Wood 
(1987; hereinafter BFW), measured the velocities of a small group of mainly old LPVs 
in the bar of the LMC. Because of the small numbers and restricted spatial distribution, 
they were unable to determine a rotation curve, but found the velocity dispersion was 
consistent with a thin disk plus bar potential, and the systemic velocity was that of the 
local HI gas.
The only other kinematical studies made of a population older than ~  2 Gyr in the 
LMC have been those of the PN and of the CH stars. The most recent study of the 
PN was that made by Meatheringham et al. (1987), who found a kinematic solution not 
too different to the young populations, and used the velocity dispersions to derive an 
approximate age for the PN of ~  1 - 3 Gyr, entirely consistent with their evolutionary 
age, but far younger than the oldest clusters, implying that if the FIO finding was real, 
then whatever caused it must have occurred ^  3 Gyr ago. The CH stars in the Galaxy 
are members of the halo and are found in globular clusters, implying an age of at least 
~  10 Gyr. The kinematics of a sample of 39 LMC CH stars was recently examined
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by Hartwick & Cowley (1988) who found these stars to also have disk kinematics. The 
complete sample of CH stars had a systemic velocity near that of the old clusters, due 
mainly to a group of stars with low velocity near and to the south of the bar. Hartwick &: 
Cowley therefore suggested the low systemic, velocity may be due to peculiar (unspecified) 
dynamics associated with the bar. This suggestion seems unlikely as the bar is well 
mixed, and we would therefore expect to see the same peculiar dynamics affecting other 
populations, such as the PN. Until a detailed dynamical analysis is made of the complex 
LMC-SMC-Galaxy system, the cause of these effects can only be explored by further 
observations of old stars.
A large sample of LPVs in the LMC should prove most useful, both for the study of the 
intrinsic properties of AGB stars and LPVs in particular, and as a probe of the kinematics 
of the old and intermediate age populations. With this in mind, a search for LPVs was 
made on a series of UK Schmidt I  plates. The details and results of this search are 
described in Chapter 2, where the methods used for discovery and period determination 
are detailed and the distribution with period is presented. Chapter 3 presents the results 
of an infrared (J H K ) and spectroscopic study of a sample of those found in Chapter 2, 
plus others found from a reanalysis of the raw RGC I  magnitudes.
Velocities have been obtained using Fourier cross-correlation techniques, for a signif­
icant sample of the old to intermediate age LMC stars. The methods used and results 
pertaining to the kinematics of LMC populations of various ages are described in Chapter 
4. Finally, Chapter 5 provides a summary of the thesis and suggestions for future work.
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C hapter 2
SEARCH  A N D  DISCOVERY
2.1 Introduction
Until recently, most of the known long-period variables (LPVs) in the Large Magellanic 
Cloud (LMC) have been those reported by Payne-Gaposhkin (1971a), using the Harvard 
plate material. This survey was based on a series of blue-sensitive plates and detected 
only the brightest LPVs, these being the young massive (~5 Af©) red giant variables on 
the LMC’s upper asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and the younger more massive (<^9 Af©) 
supergiant variables (Wood, Bessell & Fox 1983).
To find fainter LPVs, a program to obtain a series of /-band Schmidt plates was 
initiated by Dr B. L. Webster and carried out by the staff of the United Kingdom Schmidt 
Telescope (UKST). Wood, Bessell & Paltoglou (1985; hereinafter WBP) used some of 
these plates to search a small section of the bar and showed, among other things, that the 
majority of variables found have ages ^  1 Gyr. Glass & Reid (1985) and Reid, Glass & 
Catchpole (1987; hereinafter RGC) have used COSMOS to search more of these plates in 
the outer northern region (~  16 square degrees) of the LMC where crowding is low. Glass & 
Lloyd Evans (1981), the above studies, and Glass et al. (1987), demonstrated the existence 
of a relation between period and infrared (K ) luminosity for the lower luminosity, shorter 
period LPVs, showing these variables to be useful as a distance indicator, potentially 
independent of the Cepheid and RR Lyrae scales.
Feast (1963; 1980) and Feast & Whitelock (1987) showed that the periods of the Galac­
tic LPVs are a good indicator of age, with the fainter, shorter period (~200 days) LPVs 
being extremely old (~10 Gyr). If this is also true for the LMC, then the numbers and 
characteristics of the shorter period LPVs will provide important evidence in determining 
the evolutionary and kinematic histories of the LMC, and will also provide constraints for 
theoretical models of the late stages of stellar evolution (WBP).
In this Chapter a search for LPVs in the bar and southern half of the LMC using the 
UKST plates is reported. When combined with the search of RGC, an almost complete
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survey of the UKST plates of the LMC north and south fields is obtained, an area of ~53 
square degrees. The methods used for discovery and period determination are detailed and 
the distribution of the LPVs with respect to period, amplitude, and brightness is presented. 
The effects of crowding and the sampling bias due to the distribution of plate dates have 
been estimated, allowing corrections to the relative number density. These results plus 
infrared luminosities will be analysed in detail in Chapter 3, and the kinematics of a sample 
of predominantly old (periods ^220 days) LPVs will be presented in Chapter 4.
2.2 P hotograph ic D ata  R eduction
Details of the set of I  plates taken with the UKST over the period 1976 to 1985 
used in the survey are given in Table 2.1. Using I  plates to search for LPVs has two 
advantages: (1) LPVs, being red giants, are brightest in the infrared, hence on I  plates 
their magnitudes are enhanced relative to the more common bluer stars. This greatly 
reduces crowding effects in dense areas such as the bar. (2) There is less reddening 
due to interstellar absorption. Although the amplitude of variability of LPVs decreases 
with increasing wavelength (typical peak-to-peak amplitudes of Mira variables, the large 
amplitude LPVs, range from ~5 mag in V  to ~2 mag in J, to only 0.5 mag in JV), most 
of the Mira variables will still be found as the uncertainties in photographic magnitudes 
can be easily kept well below typical amplitudes of variability.
2 .2 .1  A rea s  S ca n n ed
The UKST plates, each 6x6 degrees (plate scale = 67-1 mm-1 ), were taken in two 
series that covered the north and south regions of the LMC, overlapping on the bar. The 
northern set of plates are the same as those used by RGC in their search of the uncrowded 
outer regions, plus 5 more that were taken after their search was completed. The outer 
southern region (scan G, see Figure 2.1) was kindly scanned by Dr H. T. MacGillivray at 
the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh using COSMOS in threshold mapping mode, as used by 
RGC. Because COSMOS cannot scan crowded regions, the bar was digitally scanned using 
the Photometric Data Systems (PDS) microdensitometer at Mount Stromlo Observatory. 
As the PDS is limited in scan area, the bar had to be sectioned into 5 scans A, B, D, E 
and F (see Figure 2.1). A further scan (C) was made of the southernmost region of the 
south plates. The coordinates (right ascension and declination) covered by each of the 
scans are given in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.1: P late D ates
S c a n s  A , B , C ,  G S c a n s  D , E , F
P la te D ate Ju lian  D ate P la te D ate Ju lian  D ate
No. ( U T ) (-2440000) No. ( U T ) (-2440000)
2816 1976 Dec 30 3143 2854 1977 Jan  26 3170
3736 1977 Nov 07 3459 3719 1977 Nov 03 3451
4022* 1978 M ar 27 3595 4583 1978 Oct 18 3800
4593 1978 O ct 22 3804 4636 1978 Nov 21 3834
4644 1978 Nov 23 3836 4693 1978 Dec 07 3850
4702 1978 Dec 09 3852 4753 1979 Jan  04 3878
4757 1979 Jan  05 3879 5457 1979 Nov 13 4191
5496b 1979 Nov 27 4205 6513 1980 O ct 20 4533
5567 1979 Dec 25 4233 6716 1981 Feb 12 4648
6600 1980 Nov 26 4570 7213 1981 Sep 20 4868
6677 1981 Jan  13 4618 7385 1981 Dec 05 4944
7386 1981 Dec 05 4944 7388 1981 Dec 14 4953
7391 1981 Dec 15 4954 7390 1981 Dec 15 4954
7966 1982 Aug 08 5190 7440 1982 Jan  05 4975
8100 1982 Sep 08 5221 7483 1982 Feb 03 5004
8150 1982 Oct 07 5250 7949 1982 Aug 02 5184
8200 1982 Nov 04 5278 7981 1982 Aug 10 5192
8275 1982 Dec 03 5307 8097 1982 Sep 07 5220
8961 1983 Dec 24 5693 8149 1982 O ct 07 5250
9051 1984 Feb 23 5754 8199 1982 Nov 04 5278
8274 1982 Dec 03 5307
* No B, C, G scans were m ade from 8409 1983 Feb 20 5386
pla te  4022. 8818 1983 Sep 30 5608
b No G scan was m ade from plate 5496. 9648 1984 Oct 14 5988
9725 1984 Nov 12 6017
9815 1984 Dec 15 6050
9840 1984 Dec 27 6062
9906 1985 Jan  30 6096
Table 2.2: Parameters for Each Area Scanned
Scan Scan Corners crpo3




14 < I c < 14.5
A..... 05 52 20.9 -70 34 43 
05 51 02.2 -69 23 57 
05 14 22.8 -69 27 07 
05 13 32.3 -70 38 05
2.12 0.18 0.16
B..... 05 53 49.9 -71 30 00 
05 52 20.7 -70 33 13 
05 17 49.6 -70 42 09 
05 17 35.8 -71 39 24
1.62 0.27 0.39
C..... 05 58 31.8 -74 51 22 
05 56 39.4 -73 54 36 
05 15 09.4 -74 01 46 
05 14 29.4 -74 58 58
1.15 0.24 0.28
D..... 05 20 30.0 -69 39 46 
05 20 19.1 -68 42 29 
04 48 53.3 -68 34 24 
04 47 40.8 -69 31 18
1.18 0.21 0.13
E..... 05 20 19.4 -68 42 45 
05 20 09.5 -67 45 28 
04 49 59.1 -67 37 45 
04 48 52.7 -68 34 40
1.33 0.18 0.15
F .... 05 45 04.6 -69 31 05 
05 43 51.4 -68 34 12 
05 20 18.6 -68 42 28 
05 20 29.5 -69 39 45
1.28 0.21 0.14
G..... 06 14 03.6 -75 02 20 
06 03 20.8 -70 26 47 
04 59 08.3 -70 31 35 
04 50 32.7 -75 08 38
2.47 0.24 0.13
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Figure 2.1: Areas Scanned
The following plate is a combination of the LMC south plate (17386) and north plate 
(18097) showing the regions scanned (A to G, dashed rectangles) and that scanned by 
RGC (continuous rectangle). The outer scale is in the X, Y coordinate system given 
in Feitzinger & Weiss (1979), centred on 5h24m (1950) —69°47', each division being 0.1 
degree.

2 .2 .2  D e te r m in a tio n  o f  M a g n itu d es
For scan G, raw magnitudes and raw positions are provided directly from the COSMOS 
output. This area was assumed to be sufficiently uncrowded that the majority of non- 
' circular images would be galaxies and plate defects, and not partly blended images, hence 
only those objects with an ellipticity less than 0.4 were considered (e = 1 — 6/a, where a 
and 6 are the image’s semimajor and semiminor axes). In the moderately crowded regions 
in the bar, however, most non-circular objects are blended stellar images, which should 
still be detectable as LPVs if their amplitude is larger than the photometric scatter due 
to variable seeing, hence no ellipticity test was made for the PDS scans.
Because of the PDS limitation in scan array dimension it was initially hoped to max­
imise the scan area (and hence minimise the time for scanning and later reductions) by 
using one of the relatively large PDS apertures (31.25/im). This projects to 2-1 on the 
sky and hence should still give accurate magnitudes for the faint stars as their image size 
is typically ~3". This large aperture, or pixel size, was used for scan A as it overlapped 
the southern half of the area searched by WBP, who used the same PDS and the same 
plates, but with a pixel size of 25/im, thus allowing comparison to determine the effect of 
the larger pixel size. Whilst the number of variables detected were in good agreement (20 
compared to the 22 from WBP that are in the region of scan A), the number of these with 
well-determined periods were only 15, as a result of disagreement between magnitudes for 
some plates (possibly as a result of undersampling, for instance if the star fell in the centre 
of a pixel compared to a corner). All later PDS scans were made with 25/im pixels.
The intensities of the PDS pixel values were converted to PDS magnitudes for each 
image using 2 programs based on those originally written by Dr K. U. Ratnatunga, and 
later amended by Dr J. L. Lewis for VAX compatibility. The first program estimates the 
background sky level, by dividing the scan into cells (to account for plate irregularities of 
a scale of a few mm) over which a modal value for the sky background is determined. The 
second program then searches for images, which are determined as being local maxima over 
a 5x5 pixel grid with a total brightness greater than 6 sigma above sky. The brightness 
was normally measured on the PDS in density units, except for scans B and C which 
were measured in transmission units, in an attempt to overcome saturation effects in 
the brighter images. Scans made in transmission are more sensitive to small changes in 
regions of low transmission (such as centres of images) than are scans made in density 
(see below). Magnitudes were estimated from the intensities obtained by centreing the 
image in the 5x5 grid, adding up all the pixels within the grid and subtracting the sky. 
Raw positions of the images were determined by weighting the pixel positions by their 
intensities over the grid. Although the magnitude estimate is seemingly crude compared 
to the many programs that employ point spread functions, it is nevertheless ideal for this 
survey, as the large amplitudes of the LPVs (up to 3.6 mag in / ,  but typically 1 mag,
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down to a minimum of 0.4 mag) allow toleration of reasonably large uncertainties in the 
photographic magnitudes; the demands on computing time made by more sophisticated 
programs were too prohibitive. The effects of crowding will also be minimised as only 
a small area is sampled for each object. The two main disadvantages are (1) variability 
in bright stars with saturated cores ~5 pixels in diameter will be missed, and (2) the 
uncertainty associated with the photographic photometry will be slightly higher (Hardy 
et al., 1984).
A good plate was chosen as a standard for each series of scans (A to G), then for each 
other plate, image positions were matched against those found on the standard scan. For 
scans A and G the standard plate was 16677, for scans B and C it was 15496 and for scans 
D, E and F it was 14693. These standard plates were chosen for having the maximum 
number of images, had each been exposed for 90 minutes, and had a UKST grade A. The 
magnitudes on each plate were transformed to values consistent with those of the standard 
plate via a fit to the magnitudes of a random selection of 500 matched image pairs. CCD 
images (obtained with the lm  telescope at Siding Spring Observatory) coinciding with 
sections of the scan regions were used to convert the photographic magnitudes of the 
standard plate to true I  magnitudes. Stars on the CCD exposures were located and 
their magnitudes measured in the same way as for the PDS scans described above. The 
magnitudes were converted to Kron-Cousins (7C) magnitudes using the standard stars in 
the Harvard E-regions of Graham (1982). None of the CCD frames contained stars with 
magnitudes ^13 mag, so bright stars of known magnitude were obtained from Rousseau 
et al. (1978), transforming their B and B — V  to Ic using the relation between V — Ic and 
B — V  with spectral type from Table II of Cousins (1981). The resultant Ic sequences were 
used to transform the standard scan PDS and COSMOS magnitudes to I c. The faint plate 
limits were 16.5 mag for the southern plates and 17.0 mag for the northern. The brightest 
stars used in the transforms were only 10.5 to 11.0 mag, hence magnitudes brighter than 
this will be highly uncertain, as they were derived from an extrapolation of a first or second 
order polynomial fit. A further restriction applies to scans D, E and F (northern plates), 
where the fits of PDS to Ic magnitudes showed the images were saturated for Ic < 12.8. 
This was due to undersampling in density of bright stars (which have saturated cores) due 
to the restrictive 5x5 grid of 25fim pixels used for magnitude estimation in scans D, E 
and F. The COSMOS scan (scan G and the RGC data) determines magnitudes by adding 
together all contiguous pixels associated with an image above the sky threshold, and hence 
will be sensitive to the extended wings of bright, centrally saturated images. Scan A was 
made with larger pixel sizes, hence the location program will, like COSMOS, be sampling 
a greater area. Scans B and C had the same pixel size as scans D, E and F, but were made 
in transmission, and hence were more sensitive to brighter images than the scans made in 
density mode.
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2 .2 .3  P o s it io n s
Positions accurate to ^  2" were obtained by identifying SAO stars and Perth as­
trometric standards on the plates and using these to transform the PDS and COSMOS 
coordinates to celestial. The rms errors (apoa, in arcseconds) for these fits for each scan 
are listed in Table 2.2.
2.3 T he Variable Search
2 .3 .1  P e r io d ic  V ariab les
As the survey is directed to only finding periodic variables, a lot of the drudgery of 
interactive techniques, and the errors associated with subjective selection criteria, can be 
minimised by making maximum use of computer programs that use parameters of the pho­
tometry of every point in the light curves as a basis of selection. As well, it is a reasonably 
simple matter to assess the effects of these objective techniques on completeness.
Programs were written that required four selection criteria to be passed before a light 
curve was inspected by eye:
(1) There should be 15 or more points (matches) in the light curve.
(2) The scatter in the light curve about its mean should be above a certain 
limit c7/,m, where the scatter is estimated from the Fourth-spread pseudosigma 
op. The Fourth-spread (F ) is calculated by sorting all points in order of 
magnitude, with F  being the spread, in magnitudes, of the middle 50% of 
the sorted points. For a sample taken from a Gaussian distribution with a 
standard deviation cr, the quantity crp = F / 1.349, is an estimator of o (Hoaglin, 
Mosteller h  Tukey, 1983). The advantage of using crf  is that it is unbiased 
by large outliers, such as one or two bright or faint points in the light curve 
due to emulsion defects or a mismatch. (The drawback of this method is that 
~half the information is not being used. A better method, discussed by Flynn, 
Morrison & Freeman (1988) in relation to velocity dispersions, uses a similar 
estimator, but only discards 10% of the information.)
The variability limit, was scaled to the uncertainty associated with
the photometry of a scan. This uncertainty (<Jmod) was equated to the modal 
value of crp derived by binning all crp’s of all the stars in each scan into 0.01 
magnitude bins. The modal value was used to so as not to be influenced 
by any outliers. The thresholds 07,m for each scan, below which a star was
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assumed to be a non-variable were set at 3crmod, and are given in Table 2.2. 
The precise level (3crmoc^ ) was set by computing limitations and a comparison 
with the WBP survey. The main disadvantage in using such a modal threshold 
value is that it was determined from stars of all magnitudes, whereas most of 
the LPVs found had mean magnitudes (I c} ~14 (the mean (Ic) of all the 
periodic variables was 14.35 mag). The mean rms scatter of all (mostly non- 
variable) stars in each scan that had more than 14 points in their light curve 
and had (Ic) between 14.0 and 14.5 magnitudes is a better measure of the 
uncertainty of the photometry typical for the LPVs, and is given as amag in 
Table 2.2. Comparison between <rma5 and <r/tm shows that scans B and C 
are noisier at Ic ~14 than their <T/im values would indicate. This is because 
scans B and C were made in the PDS transmission mode, as it was hoped this 
would be more sensitive to low light transmission, and hence to bright stars, to 
compensate for the small sample size in the magnitude-determining program. 
Unfortunately, any benefit for the bright stars was outweighed by the increased 
photometric uncertainty. Fortunately the COSMOS scan G completely covers 
both these scans and so completeness (in terms of variability) has not been 
affected. All other PDS scans were made in density mode, which is relatively 
more responsive to fainter intensities.
(3) Variables that passed these first two criteria were checked for period­
icity using the Phase Dispersion Minimisation (PDM) method of Stellingwerf 
(1978). This finds the minimum of a parameter 9, which is the ratio of the 
<r’s of the binned (according to trial periods) and unbinned light curves (where 
the estimator for a in this case was the rms standard deviation, not <7p). The 
threshold for selection was 9 < 0.4, chosen on the grounds of compatability 
with the WBP survey for scan A. In determining 9, the bin structure used re­
quires careful selection. This was done by generating a series of sinusoidal and 
sawtooth waves, with periods stepped at intervals of 50 days from 50 to 1000 
days, sampled at the dates of both the southern and northern plates. Various 
combinations of bins (see Stellingwerf, 1978), ranging from (5,2) to (12,12) 
were used on these artificial data, with the (9,3) bin structure returning the 
most consistent results in period determination.
Applying these first 3 criteria (i.e. 15 or more points in a light curve, 
cjr > criim, and 9 < 0.4) left a total of 9770 possible periodic variables, from 
an initial total of 960003 light curves.
(4) The list was further reduced by checking that the phased light curve 
monotonically increased from minimum to maximum. However, some real 
variables could easily fail this test due to an undersampling in the binning. 
Hence those that were rejected were passed through another program that 
fitted sine curves to the phased data, and were passed as variables if the ratio
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of the rms scatter of the fit to the rms variability of the light curve was less 
than 0.65.
All four criteria left 5395 periodic variable candidates.
The light curves and phaseplots (obtained by binning the light curves at period inter­
vals) of the variables that passed the above criteria were finally checked by eye and the 
final list of 635 periodic variables is given in Table 2.3. Hereinafter these will be called 
‘definite’ variables. Phaseplots for these variables are given in Figure 2.2. In Table 2.4 are 
listed the 456 variables that were queried because their phaseplots were not considered 
smooth enough, but are nevertheless still likely to be LPVs. For some of these a minimum 
9 less than 0.4 occurred at a period that gave an unlikely phaseplot, whereas inspection 
of the light curve indicated a different period as being more likely; hence some variables 
in Table 2.4 have 0’s greater than 0.4. To verify their periods, the variables in Table 2.4 
are deserving of further attention (such as a more sophisticated magnitude estimation 
program). The finding charts for these variables are given in Figure 2.4
2 .3 .2  O dd V ariab les
Variables with peculiar light curves (possible R CrB candidates, etc) are given in 
Table 2.5, and their light curves are shown in Figure 2.3. Although Table 2.5 includes 
period parameters (see below), these are only included as a guide, and many are likely to 
be either irrelevant or grossly in error. The three variables noted by ‘C’ or ‘D’ in Table 2.5 
are probably due to mismatches in blended images. Some of the remaining variables in 
Table 2.5 may be R CrB stars (which show a rapid decrease in magnitude followed by a slow 
rise), or eruptive carbon variables such as HV2379 (Wood & Bessell, 1983). Those that 
show a slow decline (SHV0527473-690523, SHV0544568-705428 and SHV0548458-710638) 
may be similar to irregular RV Tauri stars, such as R Scuti (Howell et a/., 1983), but their 
extreme period of decline (^2000 days!) would put them in a separate class. Other possible 
variable classes to which these stars may belong are symbiotic stars, recurrent novae, or 
other cataclysmic variables (for example, SHV0517096-681422 may be an extremely slow- 
rising nova); a definitive classification cannot be made until spectra are obtained. The 
stars in Table 2.5 are probably just a few of a much larger population of peculiar variables 
in the LMC as the period-searching programs were not designed to find such ‘oddities’.
To avoid duplication in Tables 2.3 to 2.5 in areas of scan overlap (see Figure 2.1), 
all duplicate scan identities for the variables in Tables 2.3 to 2.5 are listed separately in 
Table 2.6.
Finding charts showing a 4'x4' area exactly centred on each variable are given in 
Figure 2.4. They were generated directly from the PDS data for scans A-F and by a
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stellar image-generating program for the COSMOS data of scan G. The finding charts 
appear in order of the scan identifier given in Tables 2.3 to 2.6.
2 .3 .3  V ariab le  P a ra m eters
The variables’ parameters listed in Tables 2.3 to 2.5 are the following:
Column 1: The position, at 1950.0 epoch, is incorporated into the name of 
each variable, in accordance with IAU convention (Dickel, Lortet k. de Boer, 
1987). Because of crowding in the bar, the full position, accurate to arcseconds 
is used to avoid any confusion.
Column 2: The image number from the standard plate for each scan is 
given to aid cross-identification in regions of scan overlap (Table 2.6). As well, 
the finding charts (Figure 2.4) were generated from the scans and hence are in 
order of this image number.
Columns 3 and 4 ‘- To aid orientation and comparisons with earlier studies, 
the X and Y coordinates of each variable, as used by Feitzinger & Weiss (1979) 
in their catalogue of LMC velocities, are also given. These coordinates are in 
degrees, measured from the optical centre of symmetry of the bar, at 5h24m 
(1950) — 69°47', with X increasing to the east, Y to the north (see Figure 2.1).
Column 5: The mean Ic magnitude derived from all points in the light 
curve.
Column 6: The peak-to-peak amplitude of variation A derived from a least- 
squares fit of a sinusoid to the phase plot, and will therefore be essentially free 
from the intrinsic uncertainty in the photometry. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, 
the LPV phaseplots are quite sinusoidal.
Column 7; The Julian Date — 2440000 (JDmax) of the brightest phase 
nearest to Julian Date 2446096 (the last date of the northern plates), also 
derived from the sine-fit.
Column 8: The number of points in the light curve.
Column 9: The PDM parameter 9. The smaller this value the better the 
periodicity.
Columns 10 and 11: The period, in days. A second period sometimes 
produced a believable phaseplot, and this is also given, with the best period 
in the main column.
Column 12: Although crowding is a problem in very dense regions (such as 
centres of clusters), it was not seen to be a major problem in the moderately 
dense areas of the bar, mainly because the LPVs are bright in Ic (see below). 
However, those images that may be affected have been flagged in the last
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column: D for double or blended image, B if near a very bright star, and C if 
within ~30" of a cluster.
2 .3 .4  V ariab les near C lu sters
The ‘cluster variables’ flagged by a C are also listed in Table 2.7. Where possible, the 
clusters were identified from the positions of Shapley &; Lindsay (1963) or Hodge h  Sexton 
(1966) and verified by the finding charts of Hodge h  Wright (1967). For some clusters 
an age estimate is included based on main sequence turnoffs from the review by Elson h  
Fall (1988). It is unfortunate there are so few of these clusters with main sequence ages, 
as the variables associated with them are not typical LPVs, having either a peculiar light 
curve (SHV0508574-684849) or low amplitudes (A = 0.48 for SHV0528016-690107 and 
0.78 for SHV0549122-713019) or a very long period (1353 days for SHV0507252-690238), 
and all have uncertain periods. Indeed, the majority of the ‘cluster variables’ in Table 2.7 
have uncertain periods, presumably due to effects of crowding near the cluster. Because 
of the potential of inferring from the clusters metallicities and ages for these variables, 
more sophisticated programs are being planned to search for periodic variables in all 
the clusters covered by the PDS scans. Such information will be vital in determining 
whether the (period, luminosity, metallicity) relation found by Whitelock (1986) for LPVs 
in Galactic globular clusters also holds for the LMC.
2 .3 .5  C o m p a riso n  w ith  V ariab les from  O th er  S ou rces
Matches with previously known variables are given in Table 2.8, and known variables 
which were not found by the variability criteria herein, but are within the scan areas, are 
listed in Table 2.9. The matching was made on the basis of position, with the positions 
accurate to arcseconds being kindly provided by Dr M. S. Bessell. As found by WBP, 
there was a poor recovery rate for the Harvard variables (listed as either LPVs, Cyclic and 
Irregular by Payne-Gaposhkin, 1971a), as the Harvard variables are in general the brightest 
LPVs in the LMC and the centres of their images were saturated. Although matches were 
sought with the irregular Harvard variables, none were matched (not surprisingly, as they 
are not periodic); they are not included in the list of non-matches in Table 2.9. The 
generally excellent correspondence between periods of matched objects in Tables 2.6 and 
2.8 indicates that PDM is very effective at finding correct periods.
In order to obtain as uniform a survey as possible over the LMC, Dr N. Reid has 
very kindly provided the magnitudes for all stars from the northern scan of RGC. These 
were processed through the above variability programs in the same manner as the other
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Table 2.3
Definite Long Period Variables
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y (Ic> A .JDmax NP 9 Period(s)  Note
SHV0448341-691510 D 2088 -3.1301 0.3038 14.45 0.48 6087 28 0.30 153
SHV0448433-692649 D 3619 -3.0886 0.1134 14.57 0.84 5945 28 0.18 190
SHV0449422-681116 E 1350 -3.1798 1.3746 14.69 0.90 6013 28 0.18 236
SHV0449435-690027 D 5481 -3.0628 0.5616 14.50 0.56 6127 28 0.40 127
SHV0449487-693210 D 8631 -2.9812 0.0385 14.93 0.54 5971 28 0.39 250 791
SHV0449514-675908 E 1036 -3.1939 1.5773 14.27 1.70 6032 28 0.23 180
SHV0450082-684909 D 6265 -3.0523 0.7536 14.82 1.52 5941 27 0.17 207 D
SHV0450469-690704 D 10767 -2.9538 0.4652 14.95 1.00 6062 28 0.24 130
SHV0450532-690316 D 10906 -2.9531 0.5293 15.31 1.18 5924 28 0.27 418
SHV0451352-683639 D 11865 -2.9498 0.9781 14.51 1.14 6076 28 0.09 412
SHV0451504-683048 E 11808 -2.9397 1.0779 13.97 2.52 5938 28 0.18 360
SHV0452077-681508 E 11864 -2.9475 1.3407 13.86 1.06 5977 28 0.32 160
SHV0452274-684909 D 17275 -2.8440 0.7814 14.01 0.68 6008 28 0.36 292
SHV0452487-685714 D 19751 -2.7949 0.6517 14.99 0.50 5815 28 0.18 1029
SHV0452531-682854 E 16531 -2.8485 1.1217 13.91 0.74 6077 28 0.38 229
SHV0453582-690242 D 26284 -2.6803 0.5741 13.88 2.08 5514 28 0.20 857
SHV0453592-685035 D 25299 -2.7036 0.7750 14.32 0.76 5820 23 0.36 421
SHV0454006-684125 D 24628 -2.7203 0.9271 14.40 1.24 5970 28 0.09 235
SHV0454030-675031 E 19092 -2.8207 1.7711 15.33 0.96 5667 28 0.19 657
SHV0454257-684856 D 27437 -2.6673 0.8072 14.37 2.50 5572 28 0.09 728
SHV0454361-681302 E 23696 -2.7238 1.4040 14.37 0.84 6096 28 0.28 171
S H V0454373-693129 D 32233 -2.5647 0.1044 14.47 0.90 6011 28 0.12 208
SHV0454386-681258 E 23910 -2.7200 1.4056 13.96 1.60 5968 28 0.17 247
SHV0455117-692618 D 34886 -2.5250 0.1962 14.85 1.62 5973 28 0.08 229
SHV0455261-692332 D 35972 -2.5094 0.2445 14.40 0.56 6060 28 0.27 162
SHV0455444-675920 E 28682 -2.6451 1.6436 14.14 1.74 5969 28 0.18 322
SHV0456043-691938 D 39239 -2.4611 0.3156 14.75 0.64 5850 28 0.22 786
SHV0456246-683451 E 34811 -2.5157 1.0615 14.93 0.90 5919 28 0.29 436
SHV0456548-683531 E 37414 -2.4687 1.0556 13.40 1.04 6010 28 0.23 208
SHV0457044-680606 E 36152 -2.5082 1.5452 14.98 2.22 5910 28 0.11 248
SHV0457119-675518 E 36039 -2.5163 1.7257 14.22 0.76 5478 28 0.16 816
SHV0457266-683246 E 39976 -2.4255 1.1064 14.54 0.46 5974 28 0.17 544
SHV0457319-693301 D 48786 -2.3087 0.1080 14.66 0.66 5977 28 0.37 187
SHV0457439-691307 D 48279 -2.3269 0.4399 14.64 0.40 6068 28 0.24 163
SHV0458106-734021 G 26128 -1.8164 -3.9937 14.96 1.06 5882 18 0.26 272
SHV0458166-682009 E 43590 -2.3717 1.3239 13.51 1.76 5790 28 0.13 551
SHV0458325-681302 E 44541 -2.3597 1.4446 13.85 1.20 5883 28 0.17 330
SHV0458499-690727 D 54536 -2.2395 0.5442 15.18 0.78 5999 28 0.27 109
SHV0459033-681729 E 47810 -2.3047 1.3756 15.45 1.52 5719 28 0.16 504
SHV0459040-684627 D 54279 -2.2543 0.8948 14.78 2.26 6066 28 0.10 334
SHV0459041-682420 E 48418 -2.2918 1.2620 14.69 0.80 6007 28 0.28 221
SHV0459138-692906 D 58504 -2.1675 0.1885 14.41 0.74 6047 28 0.15 317
SHV0459258-680860 E 49342 -2.2843 1.5200 15.15 2.76 5860 28 0.16 386
SHV0459376-703714 G 147844 -2.0196 -0.9387 14.11 0.48 6024 16 0.37 211
SHV0459427-734401 G 24565 -1.7026 -4.0434 14.30 0.78 6032 18 0.16 130
SHV0459527-725238 G 45346 -1.7758 -3.1864 13.90 0.70 5984 18 0.38 193
SHV0500024-681706 E 53233 -2.2145 1.3910 14.48 1.86 6033 28 0.22 334
SHV0500101-675003 E 52225 -2.2467 1.8416 14.00 1.16 5898 28 0.26 379
SHV0500164-692906 D 64960 -2.0764 0.1976 14.33 1.14 6069 28 0.21 179
SHV0500193-681706 E 54730 -2.1885 1.3935 15.79 0.90 6020 27 0.11 396
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (con*.)
Name /Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic> a  ;®max NP 9 Period (s)
SHV0500233-682914 E 55902 -2.1628 1.1926 15.90 1.18 5905 25 0.21 477
SHV0500283-681202 E 55233 -2.1828 1.4790 15.48 0.46 5401 28 0.25 922
SHV0500384-684103 D 63668 -2.1210 0.9985 15.05 0.86 6049 28 0.14 138
SHV0500385-685722 D 64879 -2.0948 0.7276 14.58 1.18 5943 28 0.37 187
SHV0500407-691015 D 66105 -2.0711 0.5139 14.18 0.70 5875 28 0.39 332
SHV0500412-684054 D 63950 -2.1170 1.0014 14.23 0.92 6050 28 0.27 224
SHV0500461-715843 G 72970 -1.7960 -2.2831 14.07 0.98 6040 17 0.21 137
SHV0500477-681124 E 57087 -2.1539 1.4924 15.21 1.22 5942 28 0.19 273
SHV0500521-675904 E 56718 -2.1666 1.6980 14.91 1.22 5941 28 0.11 243
SHV0500522-692730 D 68556 -2.0269 0.2291 14.59 0.80 5855 28 0.21 315
SHV0500529-693434 D 69136 -2.0147 0.1119 14.53 0.58 6002 28 0.13 391
SHV0500583-690851 D 67818 -2.0473 0.5397 14.07 0.90 6038 28 0.27 162
SHV0501019-691338 D 68565 -2.0344 0.4607 14.42 1.98 6044 28 0.13 276
SHV0501019-691838 D 68926 -2.0266 0.3777 14.83 0.34 5901 28 0.37 317
SHV0501125-683755 E 60994 -2.0744 1.0554 14.40 1.06 5957 28 0.23 288
SHV0501143-692438 D 70664 -1.9991 0.2798 14.55 0.48 6045 28 0.20 1198
SHV0501215-680112 E 59593 -2.1175 1.6668 14.09 1.50 5965 28 0.17 195
SHV0501237-705205 G 131724 -1.8505 -1.1712 14.11 0.94 6029 17 0.10 319
SHV0501389-731337 G 36562 -1.6137 -3.5233 14.22 1.18 5936 18 0.23 334
SHV0501442-684542 D 71060 -2.0146 0.9305 14.40 1.90 5901 28 0.19 401
SHV0501495-703602 G 150852 -1.8397 -0.9013 14.61 0.72 6042 16 0.22 120
SHV0501507-685250 D 72240 -1.9940 0.8129 14.83 1.14 6061 28 0.15 146
SHV0501581-711514 G 108309 -1.7689 -1.5515 14.21 1.24 6053 17 0.17 220
SHV0501598-692433 D 75225 -1.9328 0.2873 14.31 0.76 5766 28 0.17 386
SHV0502226-693113 D 78057 -1.8896 0.1795 14.32 1.26 5973 28 0.15 255
SHV0502319-692527 D 78685 -1.8845 0.2765 14.25 0.84 5929 28 0.31 180
SHV0502469-692418 D 80245 -1.8643 0.2975 14.07 0.92 5819 28 0.25 310
SHV0503010-680605 E 69335 -1.9557 1.5993 14.01 0.50 6050 28 0.27 154
SHV0503137-690433 D 81932 -1.8531 0.6290 14.91 1.02 5811 28 0.30 307
SHV0503595-691915 D 88090 -1.7650 0.3904 14.32 1.24 6068 28 0.18 234
SHV0504077-681701 E 76319 -1.8374 1.4260 14.06 1.58 5956 28 0.13 330
SHV0504266-691145 D 90573 -1.7353 0.5183 15.23 1.18 6091 28 0.10 1353
SHV0504286-692536 D 91545 -1.7139 0.2883 14.28 2.08 6003 28 0.08 386
SHV0504357-682243 E 79311 -1.7868 1.3346 15.02 1.02 5848 28 0.28 332
SHV0504393-680231 E 78675 -1.8079 1.6711 13.89 1.00 5907 28 0.28 259
SHV0504485-690533 D 92530 -1.7111 0.6239 14.58 1.26 6021 28 0.12 208
SHV0504507-690314 D 92629 -1.7108 0.6627 14.48 0.48 5975 28 0.14 149
SHV0505004-680417 E 80761 -1.7728 1.6442 14.15 0.90 6018 28 0.39 436
SHV0505204-693458 D 97655 -1.6263 0.1385 14.20 0.66 5905 28 0.28 427
SHV0505252-692218 D 97470 -1.6354 0.3496 14.21 0.80 5944 28 0.27 378
SHV0505269-683403 E 84649 -1.6939 1.1521 14.13 1.10 6056 28 0.12 209
SHV0505365-681315 E 84630 -1.7055 1.4993 14.97 1.06 6010 28 0.34 313
SHV0505367-751508 G 69 -1.1747 -5.5314 15.24 0.54 6042 15 0.24 149
SHV0505374-703747 G 151005 -1.5228 -0.9041 14.50 1.40 6006 16 0.37 206
SHV0505436-685232 D 97941 -1.6455 0.8466 14.66 0.72 5798 28 0.30 372
SHV0505456-724134 G 51761 -1.3573 -2.9636 14.30 0.70 6000 18 0.39 141
SHV0505468-744227 G 7684 -1.2049 -4.9827 14.13 0.96 5802 18 0.16 300
SHV0505516-691125 D 99801 -1.6102 0.5335 15.50 0.50 5843 28 0.17 335
SHV0505539-685754 D 99367 -1.6234 0.7585 13.34 1.44 6095 28 0.16 596
SHV0506014-690323 D 100497 -1.6055 0.6681 14.64 0.88 5932 28 0.19 315
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (coni.)
N ame /  Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic> a  :^ Dmax NP 9 Period (s)
SHV0506120-705453 G 131889 -1.4544 -1.1849 14.22 1.10 5918 18 0.25 221
SHV0506358-674807 E 89326 -1.6438 1.9243 14.69 1.70 5930 28 0.20 167
SHV0506368-681557 E 90538 -1.6092 1.4611 13.42 2.20 6152 25 0.09 602
SHV0506400-685320 D 104367 -1.5600 0.8395 15.43 0.86 6001 23 0.10 333
SHV0506457-693040 D 106877 -1.5076 0.2191 13.27 1.92 5627 26 0.17 473
SHV0506487-732042 G 34808 -1.2331 -3.6107 14.37 0.76 6091 18 0.35 168
SHV0506584-722536 G 59663 -1.2858 -2.6908 14.09 0.84 6017 18 0.12 322
SHV0506591-685502 D 106692 -1.5294 0.8132 14.72 1.40 5808 28 0.20 398
SHV0507053-683105 E 93994 -1.5478 1.2123 15.96 0.60 6158 21 0.23 338
SHV0507053-691636 D 108386 -1.4953 0.4551 14.28 1.98 6002 28 0.14 317
SHV0507077-734248 G 26244 -1.1849 -3.9782 14.65 1.06 5769 18 0.12 331
SHV0507149-681859 E 94488 -1.5470 1.4147 13.83 0.78 5906 28 0.24 209
SHV0507219-713945 G 90337 -1.3083 ■-1.9250 14.11 2.76 6001 18 0.12 394
SHV0507349-683736 E 97189 -1.4954 1.1069 13.87 1.52 5979 28 0.33 365
SHV0507412-684937 D 111166 -1.4725 0.9076 14.62 0.92 5900 28 0.18 291
SHV0507432-685922 D 111810 -1.4586 0.7456 14.30 0.84 6064 28 0.25 335
S H V0508014-685806 D 113803 -1.4329 0.7684 14.65 2.00 5771 28 0.15 327
SHV0508178-683047 E 101242 -1.4376 1.2246 14.38 0.66 6009 28 0.28 156
SHV0508218-683145 E 101672 -1.4305 1.2089 14.34 0.90 6018 28 0.37 162
SHV0508260-684447 D 116084 -1.4103 0.9924 14.29 0.54 6010 28 0.20 109
SHV0508282-684840 D 116472 -1.4028 0.9280 14.86 0.84 6092 28 0.35 147
SHV0508309-690347 D 117359 -1.3828 0.6767 15.65 0.84 6078 26 0.15 334
SHV0508339-751038 G 987 -0.9910 -5.4423 15.06 0.90 6009 17 0.33 172
SHV0508341-685818 D 117513 -1.3838 0.7682 14.89 1.66 5884 28 0.10 258
SHV0508416-681142 E 102977 -1.4213 1.5446 14.43 0.94 5351 28 0.38 899
SHV0509030-691549 D 121315 -1.3228 0.4794 14.46 0.48 5865 28 0.17 407
SHV0509030-693121 D 121882 -1.3069 0.2209 14.57 1.28 6006 28 0.21 226
SHV0509031-681807 E 105303 -1.3815 1.4398 14.05 1.58 5927 28 0.24 178
SHV0509189-713923 G 90381 -1.1555 -1.9089 14.24 0.80 6093 17 0.12 122
SHV0509253-693723 D 124504 -1.2685 0.1224 14.57 1.96 5752 28 0.12 360
SHV0509328-683710 E 108973 -1.3170 1.1254 14.61 1.26 5838 28 0.20 273
SHV0509344-684934 D 123907 -1.3024 0.9191 14.60 0.78 5905 28 0.23 209
SHV0509382-690440 D 124851 -1.2819 0.6681 14.11 1.32 6127 28 0.19 190
SHV0509404-691724 D 125473 -1.2661 0.4563 13.99 0.88 5935 28 0.28 196
SHV0509431-675318 E 108737 -1.3442 1.8569 14.30 0.92 5976 28 0.37 183
SHV0509532-683653 E 110936 -1.2863 1.1319 14.24 0.60 6084 28 0.25 152
SHV0509542-690812 D 126658 -1.2547 0.6106 14.05 1.30 5743 28 0.17 372
SHV0510004-692755 D 127905 -1.2267 0.2830 14.69 1.24 6079 28 0.30 169
SHV0510013-681106 E 111054 -1.2986 1.5620 14.01 1.56 6037 28 0.26 224
SHV0510082-692210 D 128572 -1.2207 0.3793 13.59 2.30 5849 25 0.20 646
SHV0510243-692346 D 130350 -1.1956 0.3540 14.89 1.14 5869 28 0.17 363
SHV0510259-692107 D 130448 -1.1957 0.3983 13.90 1.36 6111 28 0.30 381
SHV0510319-682712 E 114607 -1.2365 1.2964 14.18 0.62 5774 28 0.24 820
SHV0510360-693335 D 131887 -1.1695 0.1916 15.15 0.80 6003 28 0.20 313
SHV0510362-690233 D 131046 -1.1976 0.7082 14.37 1.24 6031 28 0.14 322
SHV0510369-751518 G 94 -0.8552 -5.5126 14.02 0.84 5991 17 0.33 152
SHV0510418-723535 G 55057 -0.9958 -2.8396 14.05 1.06 6073 18 0.08 161
SHV0510455-710329 G 124521 -1.0745 -1.3043 14.32 0.56 5888 18 0.25 268
SHV0510488-674716 E 115357 -1.2466 1.9631 16.07 0.72 5773 27 0.32 344
S H V0510551-674637 E 116000 -1.2373 1.9745 13.79 1.36 6057 28 0.27 284
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables ( coni.)
Nam e/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y (Ic> a  ;JDmax NP 9 Period(s)
SHV0510568-683532 E 117274 -1.1910 1.1597 13.92 0.70 6070 28 0.20 163
SHV0511052-674716 E 117053 -1.2208 1.9645 13.36 0.94 6062 23 0.23 169
SHV0511063-693253 D 135153 -1.1261 0.2056 14.22 1.32 6123 28 0.19 217
SHV0511167-751635 G 101 -0.8117 -5.5318 13.35 0.48 6023 15 0.31 105
SHV0511172-684054 E 119306 -1.1553 1.0719 13.53 0.48 6018 28 0.40 169
SHV0511195-691408 D 136106 -1.1231 0.5187 14.24 1.02 6034 28 0.35 171
SHV0511360-681821 E 120592 -1.1460 1.4490 15.20 1.26 5761 28 0.18 374
SHV0511388-685915 D 137799 -1.1072 0.7680 14.49 1.16 6034 28 0.26 179
SHV0511414-682832 E 121312 -1.1291 1.2798 14.86 1.26 5878 28 0.39 307
SHV0511531-680719 E 122056 -1.1288 1.6341 14.40 1.28 6021 28 0.24 297
SHV0511531-683257 E 122516 -1.1076 1.2071 13.91 0.50 5837 28 0.26 623
SHV0511548-685147 D 139398 -1.0894 0.8936 14.34 0.50 5962 28 0.31 372
SHV0511560-691008 D 139881 -1.0725 0.5881 15.53 0.86 5743 28 0.18 415
SHV0511580-685826 D 139852 -1.0792 0.7830 14.55 0.64 5992 28 0.31 178
SHV0512015-691831 D 140682 -1.0575 0.4489 14.13 0.98 6051 28 0.19 187
SHV0512083-690330 D 141087 -1.0597 0.6994 14.37 0.58 6027 28 0.32 219
SHV0512084-693815 D 141814 -1.0314 0.1208 14.81 0.42 6034 28 0.33 242
SHV0512088-685231 D 140926 -1.0678 0.8824 13.49 0.54 5650 28 0.29 483
SHV0512385-693356 D 145064 -0.9911 0.1948 14.06 1.18 5971 28 0.13 200
SHV0512407-704632 G 145469 -0.9319 -1.0141 13.82 1.12 5988 18 0.21 341
SHV0512472-693035 D 145898 -0.9811 0.2511 15.42 1.14 6014 28 0.31 317
SHV0512489-730523 G 41592 -0.8145 -3.3291 14.60 0.96 5826 18 0.24 316
SHV0512537-721933 G 63565 -0.8435 -2.5637 14.31 1.28 5916 17 0.15 298
SHV0513051-743149 G 11589 -0.7301 -4.7747 14.08 0.78 5993 18 0.30 176
SHV0513060-674602 E 129033 -1.0315 1.9942 15.20 1.18 6076 27 0.32 309
SHV0513105-690053 D 147961 -0.9690 0.7473 14.11 0.64 5816 28 0.33 301
SHV0513125-685046 D 148047 -0.9735 0.9159 14.47 1.22 6092 28 0.36 230
SHV0513127-692113 D 148507 -0.9508 0.4088 14.41 0.76 6027 28 0.38 128
SHV0513201-692825 D 149445 -0.9347 0.2894 14.55 0.52 6066 28 0.32 297
SHV0513412-690023 D 151451 -0.9236 0.7576 14.80 0.54 5784 28 0.37 313
SHV0513471-684007 E 133707 -0.9289 1.0956 14.13 2.96 5939 27 0.09 443
SHV0513537-692919 D 153109 -0.8850 0.2764 14.00 2.02 5752 28 0.16 415
SHV0514048-685924 D 153959 -0.8891 0.7754 14.45 1.28 6094 28 0.18 401
SHV0514054-690537 D 154087 -0.8840 0.6719 13.74 0.72 6050 28 0.32 320
SHV0514093-683208 E 135755 -0.9007 1.2300 16.02 0.82 5873 23 0.14 396
SHV0514157-684833 D 155034 -0.8800 0.9568 15.06 1.26 5869 28 0.19 334
SHV0514172-684901 D 155199 -0.8774 0.9491 14.29 1.52 6007 28 0.18 251
SHV0514173-703640 A 132460 -0.8059 -0.8440 13.98 1.82 5998 19 0.21 248
SHV0514194-692820 D 155809 -0.8482 0.2943 14.60 0.72 6008 28 0.20 293
SHV0514195-683740 E 136782 -0.8815 1.1384 14.00 1.28 6086 27 0.22 291
SHV0514198-732731 G 33116 -0.6896 -3.6943 13.73 2.06 6046 18 0.19 331
SHV0514219-693631 D 156136 -0.8391 0.1582 14.45 0.52 5976 28 0.39 190
SHV0514256-682255 E 137252 -0.8819 1.3845 13.70 1.02 5961 27 0.35 277
SHV0514351-691539 D 157410 -0.8334 0.5065 14.59 1.70 5999 28 0.13 230
SHV0514390-681906 E 138487 -0.8637 1.4489 14.12 3.04 5776 26 0.23 386
SHV0514404-690632 D 157943 -0.8314 0.6587 14.67 0.88 5915 28 0.18 183
SHV0514426-744238 C 3 -0.6146 -4.9515 13.06 0.82 5961 19 0.32 435
SHV0514483-703144 A 130845 -0.7662 -0.7601 14.63 0.98 5994 19 0.20 283
SHV0514512-683812 E 139720 -0.8330 1.1313 14.25 1.12 5921 27 0.35 288
SHV0514540-682009 E 139908 -0.8400 1.4323 14.74 1.30 6006 27 0.29 245
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (coni.)
N ame /Position Scan ID X (deg) Y ( I c ) A .JDmax NP 9 Period(s) Note
SHV0514566-691313 D 159797 -0.8032 0.5482 14.57 0.48 6105 28 0.39 406
SHV0515009-700224 A 131306 -0.7667 -0.2708 14.49 0.42 5987 20 0.32 204
SHV0515089-701859 A 130124 -0.7453 -0.5466 13.78 0.38 6024 20 0.34 162
SHV0515121-711907 G 110748 -0.7047 -1.5485 14.07 0.56 5940 18 0.21 162
SHV0515209-700517 A 129960 -0.7365 -0.3178 13.79 1.18 5977 17 0.17 197
SHV0515239-683227 E 142741 -0.7868 1.2289 13.32 2.30 6090 26 0.34 367
SHV0515286-690250 D 163293 -0.7619 0.7229 14.58 0.66 6020 28 0.18 206
SHV0515375-691730 D 164335 -0.7403 0.4790 14.18 0.90 6072 26 0.30 177
SHV0515421-694719 A 129388 -0.7166 -0.0175 14.66 1.16 6061 15 0.15 317
SHV0515440-700926 A 128417 -0.7014 -0.3858 15.23 2.50 5975 18 0.07 283
SHV0515460-723711 G 55128 -0.6155 -2.8493 14.38 0.88 6046 18 0.21 166
SHV0515461-691822 D 165288 -0.7271 0.4650 13.76 1.40 6062 28 0.15 259
SH V0515481-680 111 E 144883 -0.7674 1.7514 14.06 1.28 5845 27 0.20 324
SHV0515498-700409 A 128268 -0.6962 -0.2975 14.22 0.50 6033 20 0.23 186
SHV0515547-704936 G 142842 -0.6641 -1.0545 13.96 0.78 5927 18 0.22 211
SHV0515579-691044 D 166602 -0.7140 0.5928 13.95 1.16 6000 28 0.30 217
SHV0516017-694346 A 128292 -0.6904 0.0426 14.79 0.80 6078 19 0.23 222
SHV0516034-675220 E 146254 -0.7483 1.8998 14.14 0.96 5967 27 0.15 220
SHV0516040-684929 D 167319 -0.7164 0.9471 14.53 2.08 5705 28 0.10 430
SHV0516128-723223 G 57444 -0.5847 -2.7680 13.99 0.78 5972 18 0.28 154
SHV0516138-711828 G 110772 -0.6227 -1.5348 13.94 0.76 5971 17 0.39 246
SHV0516142-700745 A 126634 -0.6596 -0.3563 14.47 2.08 5876 20 0.16 260
SHV0516166-694342 A 127377 -0.6689 0.0444 14.16 0.68 6088 20 0.40 236
SHV0516216-745004 G 6508 -0.5016 -5.0723 14.08 0.80 6106 18 0.37 210
SHV0516236-691329 D 169526 -0.6745 0.5482 15.52 1.10 5936 19 0.26 426
SHV0516251-693241 A 127269 -0.6623 0.2283 14.34 0.50 6066 16 0.21 131
SHV0516273-701857 A 125361 -0.6353 -0.5424 14.87 0.96 6010 20 0.17 207
SHV0516273-714927 G 85065 -0.5887 -2.0509 14.36 1.66 6095 16 0.14 211
SHV0516298-723618 G 55141 -0.5614 -2.8327 14.47 0.90 6058 17 0.16 242
SHV0516318-693658 A 126680 -0.6504 0.1573 14.60 1.46 5771 19 0.25 348
SHV0516334-730948 G 40686 -0.5399 -3.3923 13.94 0.90 6040 18 0.19 161
SHV0516392-692937 A 126477 -0.6433 0.2801 14.42 0.72 6068 16 0.29 249
SHV0516416-694743 A 125639 -0.6308 -0.0214 14.32 1.64 5908 20 0.17 266
SHV0516449-691310 D 171877 -0.6432 0.5544 14.76 2.14 6040 28 0.25 208
SHV0516481-694419 A 125346 -0.6231 0.0355 14.13 2.88 6023 20 0.08 399
SHV0516501-695446 A 124839 -0.6151 -0.1385 13.90 1.46 5885 20 0.21 282
SHV0516509-693752 A 125402 -0.6222 0.1431 13.87 0.68 6038 19 0.28 170
SHV0516521-700337 A 124396 -0.6080 -0.2858 14.82 0.66 5958 20 0.33 266
SHV0516536-720042 G 76345 -0.5490 -2.2376 14.97 0.76 5967 18 0.17 137
SHV0516555-700100 A 124270 -0.6044 -0.2421 13.88 0.60 5970 18 0.26 212
SHV0516570-685120 D 173285 -0.6358 0.9187 14.84 0.64 5994 28 0.19 170
SHV0516570-691909 D 173165 -0.6224 0.4552 14.36 1.28 6082 28 0.24 183
SHV0516587-690160 D 173438 -0.6281 0.7411 14.53 0.76 5949 28 0.19 157
SHV0517012-695350 A 124160 -0.5997 -0.1225 14.73 0.48 5777 19 0.28 447
SHV0517086-681751 E 151927 -0.6340 1.4773 14.19 2.24 5812 27 0.27 307
SHV0517122-681710 E 152243 -0.6288 1.4889 13.84 0.78 6030 26 0.22 336
SHV0517166-701602 A 122492 -0.5675 -0.4917 14.14 1.00 5981 20 0.36 247
SHV0517197-684122 E 152764 -0.6062 1.0858 14.40 1.36 6068 26 0.18 175
SHV0517283-684114 E 153462 -0.5933 1.0884 14.38 0.74 5963 27 0.30 203
SHV0517337-725738 G 45600 -0.4723 -3.1868 14.32 0.92 5988 18 0.27 152
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (conL)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y ( I c > A .^ m a x NP 9 Period(s)
SHV0517357-700234 A 121781 -0.5465 -0.2666 14.82 0.66 6058 20 0.32 136
SHV0517393-693135 A 122580 -0.5548 0.2497 14.14 0.62 6049 17 0.31 401
SHV0517478-693554 D 178632 -0.5400 0.1773 14.42 1.10 6021 28 0.15 229
SHV0517551-691335 D 179589 -0.5392 0.5503 14.25 1.30 5911 28 0.27 257
SHV0517559-702503 A 119793 -0.5085 -0.6405 14.28 1.66 5996 20 0.15 220
SHV0518074-700042 A 119887 -0.5022 -0.2344 14.21 0.96 6102 20 0.19 135
SHV0518161-683543 E 157609 -0.5230 1.1821 14.32 1.22 6049 26 0.17 193
SHV0518164-685114 D 182234 -0.5165 0.9235 14.51 0.60 5959 28 0.27 285
SHV0518197-694139 A 119708 -0.4920 0.0835 14.04 0.64 5892 19 0.24 296
SHV0518208-694727 A 119440 -0.4882 -0.0132 14.68 0.50 5782 17 0.35 394
SHV0518222-750327 G 3077 -0.3644 -5.2935 14.41 1.54 6142 18 0.15 338
SHV0518238-703537 A 117795 -0.4655 -0.8157 14.36 1.08 5924 20 0.31 270
SHV0518326-692934 D 183643 -0.4774 0.2841 15.36 0.68 6007 27 0.28 119
SHV0518353-694048 A 118754 -0.4698 0.0981 14.72 0.96 6083 18 0.37 129
SHV0518373-692438 D 184196 -0.4728 0.3676 14.46 1.68 5973 23 0.19 201
SHV0518385-690633 D 184573 -0.4777 0.6690 14.95 2.04 5906 27 0.06 260
SHV0518400-695513 A 118034 -0.4577 -0.1420 14.30 0.96 5941 20 0.22 268
SHV0518439-700159 A 117586 -0.4497 -0.2546 13.60 0.58 6073 20 0.29 264
SHV0518459-694153 A 118061 -0.4541 0.0804 14.69 1.34 5945 17 0.27 320
SHV0518530-705338 G 137550 -0.4188 -1.1151 14.10 0.50 5980 16 0.19 476
SHV0518571-690729 D 186626 -0.4497 0.6540 14.49 0.44 6038 27 0.35 244
SHV0518571-694021 A 117431 -0.4384 0.1063 14.80 1.04 6031 16 0.08 399
SHV0518589-690140 D 186880 -0.4491 0.7510 15.51 0.88 5912 24 0.14 473
SHV0518595-693653 D 186495 -0.4357 0.1633 15.13 0.76 5802 27 0.39 336
SHV0519058-675931 E 162398 -0.4596 1.7874 14.36 1.84 6099 28 0.24 254
SHV0519086-700358 A 116084 -0.4139 -0.2869 13.51 1.50 5720 19 0.29 392
SHV0519095-701108 A 115842 -0.4103 -0.4063 14.39 3.04 6036 17 0.15 528
SHV0519158-701221 A 115398 -0.4010 -0.4264 13.98 0.46 6032 18 0.38 178
SHV0519210-721036 G 70343 -0.3561 -2.3982 13.74 0.72 6012 18 0.39 138
SHV0519294-711941 G 110882 -0.3611 -1.5482 14.07 1.94 6117 18 0.04 288
SHV0519405-710521 B 6864 -0.3505 -1.3092 15.10 0.50 5925 19 0.29 425
SHV0519419-702743 A 113463 -0.3597 -0.6818 14.12 2.24 6014 20 0.07 272
SHV0519429-694409 A 114550 -0.3710 0.0442 14.11 1.18 5918 18 0.17 183
SHV0519435-692511 D 191380 -0.3757 0.3603 14.60 0.62 6028 26 0.17 125
SHV0519448-682940 E 165447 -0.3899 1.2857 14.54 0.92 6066 25 0.18 150
SHV0519502-693627 A 114290 -0.3627 0.1727 14.50 0.88 6085 19 0.29 128
SHV0519504-701848 A 113192 -0.3504 -0.5330 14.74 1.38 6019 20 0.26 125
SHV0519511-700852 A 113420 -0.3522 -0.3675 14.06 0.56 5882 20 0.22 242
SHV0520053-691850 D 193791 -0.3454 0.4667 14.33 0.56 6011 26 0.27 124
SHV0520108-711520 B 8797 -0.3070 -1.4750 14.39 1.04 6073 18 0.32 93
SHV0520158-693059 D 194672 -0.3269 0.2645 14.96 1.24 6056 26 0.21 293
SHV0520201-701405 A 111564 -0.3098 -0.4537 14.06 1.26 6079 20 0.06 269
SHV0520261-693826 A 112095 -0.3101 0.1405 13.91 0.54 6036 19 0.35 264
SHV0520336-692926 A 111859 -0.3013 0.2907 13.33 0.70 6007 15 0.31 152
SHV0520355-694322 A 111378 -0.2953 0.0585 13.21 2.42 5524 13 0.14 650
SHV0520422-693821 F 1321 -0.2859 0.1420 13.63 2.50 5815 24 0.16 850
SHV0520427-693637 F 1419 -0.2855 0.1709 14.45 1.18 5825 25 0.17 317
SHV0520437-694548 A 110806 -0.2829 0.0181 15.14 1.18 5958 18 0.19 291
SHV0520468-710539 B 10990 -0.2609 -1.3128 14.06 0.96 6044 18 0.18 278




TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic> a  ;ID  max NP 9 Period(s) Note
SHV0520488-691933 F 2409 -0.2813 0.4557 14.18 0.96 6026 26 0.29 320 D
SHV0520505-705019 B 11128 -0.2592 -1.0571 14.66 1.20 6069 18 0.32 298
SHV0520522-694856 A 110192 -0.2700 -0.0340 13.67 0.56 5883 20 0.27 238
SHV0520524-702834 A 109262 -0.2612 -0.6945 14.21 0.98 5905 20 0.17 263
SHV0520549-703559 A 108912 -0.2562 -0.8181 14.41 2.28 6011 20 0.05 240
SHV0520570-704856 B 11551 -0.2506 -1.0339 13.49 1.24 6019 16 0.30 225 C
SHV0521013-691313 F 3877 -0.2642 0.5615 15.24 1.14 5896 26 0.12 212
SHV0521029-684346 F 4755 -0.2677 1.0524 14.69 0.72 5823 26 0.15 305
SHV0521087-693737 F 4181 -0.2473 0.1547 13.11 2.36 5946 24 0.38 453 D
SHV0521164-684845 F 6079 -0.2464 0.9696 14.98 1.08 5840 26 0.30 291
SHV0521165-684803 F 6111 -0.2464 0.9812 14.86 1.38 6044 25 0.27 398
SHV0521200-692150 F 5626 -0.2350 0.4182 14.06 0.96 5874 26 0.32 301
SHV0521258-724156 G 53082 -0.1913 -2.9191 14.03 0.66 5948 18 0.22 202
SHV0521322-693305 A 108019 -0.2152 0.2309 14.11 0.66 6035 18 0.37 266
SHV0521380-685223 F 8338 -0.2133 0.9093 14.50 0.90 5991 26 0.24 203
SHV0521395-712713 G 104593 -0.1862 -1.6711 13.94 0.84 6075 18 0.13 221
SHV0521431-694328 A 107073 -0.1977 0.0580 13.94 1.04 5922 18 0.14 271 D
SHV0521450-694107 A 106988 -0.1953 0.0972 14.19 0.96 6060 16 0.18 348
SHV0521476-694312 A 106775 -0.1912 0.0625 14.90 0.68 5991 14 0.13 210
SHV0521594-684604 F 10853 -0.1820 1.0149 14.11 0.82 6043 26 0.20 338
SHV0522023-701242 A 105175 -0.1660 -0.4290 15.32 1.80 5966 17 0.19 204
SHV0522023-703005 A 104799 -0.1637 -0.7188 14.32 1.38 5989 20 0.21 162
SHV0522042-691731 F 10462 -0.1706 0.4907 15.15 1.28 5924 26 0.19 264
SHV0522061-711918 B 15797 -0.1520 -1.5393 15.43 1.60 6128 18 0.23 431
SHV0522097-685320 F 11790 -0.1656 0.8939 14.39 2.04 6042 26 0.22 298
SHV0522122-695921 A 104815 -0.1537 -0.2064 14.45 1.62 5881 20 0.20 228
SHV0522149-693347 A 105166 -0.1529 0.2197 13.87 0.58 6048 18 0.29 267
SHV0522190-685432 F 12768 -0.1515 0.8740 14.29 1.12 6049 26 0.13 259
SHV0522250-694803 A 104231 -0.1367 -0.0179 14.75 0.76 6076 19 0.33 210
SHV0522350-692404 F 13551 -0.1246 0.3819 14.29 2.02 5845 26 0.12 271
SHV0522380-691255 F 14229 -0.1212 0.5677 14.23 1.26 6051 26 0.33 240
SHV0522474-693548 F 14478 -0.1055 0.1864 13.40 1.52 5760 26 0.26 436
SHV0522475-742919 C 7994 -0.0811 -4.7161 14.37 1.18 6042 19 0.38 165
SHV0522487-701344 A 102224 -0.1005 -0.4458 13.87 1.64 5948 20 0.18 240 D
SHV0522487-713657 B 18337 -0.0937 -1.8334 15.12 2.06 5872 18 0.29 274
SHV0523006-695904 A 101674 -0.0847 -0.2013 14.12 0.80 5850 20 0.22 303
SHV0523008-691416 F 16588 -0.0874 0.5454 14.28 1.76 5919 26 0.12 234
SHV0523047-690641 F 17300 -0.0822 0.6718 14.52 1.18 6017 26 0.35 313
SHV0523078-693626 F 16577 -0.0758 0.1760 14.10 0.68 6024 26 0.14 338 D
SHV0523125-693341 A 101361 -0.0691 0.2218 14.21 0.64 5945 19 0.31 288
SHV0523128-691817 F 17742 -0.0695 0.4785 15.11 1.36 5849 26 0.36 318
SHV0523131-700154 A 100842 -0.0667 -0.2484 15.41 1.06 5925 15 0.16 201
SHV0523136-693845 A 101218 -0.0672 0.1374 13.77 0.98 5923 18 0.26 255 D
SHV0523140-685017 F 18809 -0.0692 0.9453 14.70 1.32 6038 26 0.18 231
SHV0523154-690100 F 18597 -0.0666 0.7666 15.36 1.16 5804 21 0.07 823
SHV0523205-703219 A 99830 -0.0548 -0.7554 14.40 0.94 5990 20 0.32 174
SHV0523257-693914 F 18358 -0.0497 0.1294 14.87 1.50 6008 22 0.22 114
SHV0523288-700234 A 99784 -0.0444 -0.2595 14.35 1.42 6072 20 0.14 331
SHV0523314-691839 F 19644 -0.0421 0.4725 13.97 0.72 6059 26 0.27 116
SHV0523357-692038 F 20019 -0.0357 0.4394 13.89 1.40 6055 26 0.26 254
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y ( I c ) a  :JDmax NP 9 Period(s)
SHV0523425-711935 G 111030 -0.0234 -1.5434 14.45 0.84 6113 17 0.33 179
SHV0523529-693412 F 21308 -0.0103 0.2133 14.40 2.06 5971 24 0.34 163
SHV0523536-700128 A 98182 -0.0091 -0.2411 13.29 1.86 6165 20 0.26 381
SHV0523564-700830 A 97879 -0.0051 -0.3583 14.37 1.20 6090 20 0.22 207
SHV0523568-725745 G 45713 -0.0039 -3.1824 14.02 0.60 6081 16 0.22 204
SHV0524023-700237 A 97630 0.0033 -0.2603 14.42 1.32 5949 19 0.14 319
SHV0524104-691618 F 23847 0.0153 0.5117 14.51 1.48 5960 26 0.24 203
SHV0524107-725522 G 46702 0.0131 -3.1426 13.59 1.08 5839 18 0.19 401
SHV0524146-690849 F 24601 0.0217 0.6364 15.05 2.00 5714 25 0.11 407
SHV0524277-691146 F 25890 0.0410 0.5872 15.03 1.96 5847 26 0.14 336
SHV0524341-693356 A 96055 0.0496 0.2177 14.37 0.54 5909 20 0.30 208
SHV0524496-711207 B 25808 0.0666 -1.4190 14.00 2.18 6085 19 0.37 217
SHV0524498-695618 A 94821 0.0712 -0.1551 14.71 0.38 6007 16 0.30 140
SHV0524530-701405 A 94415 0.0747 -0.4515 13.84 0.84 5838 20 0.33 272
SHV0524565-694559 A 94511 0.0814 0.0168 13.18 1.82 5869 17 0.12 413
SHV0524567-692023 F 28555 0.0834 0.4435 14.43 0.50 6008 26 0.33 308
SHV0525054-710439 G 127503 0.0884 -1.2946 14.82 1.70 6008 17 0.34 326
SHV0525082-704512 G 149006 0.0937 -0.9695 13.13 1.78 6069 16 0.22 636 167
SHV0525168-724545 G 52049 0.0950 -2.9821 14.32 0.76 5865 18 0.25 260
SHV0525192-705052 B 27705 0.1083 -1.0649 15.68 1.42 6113 15 0.21 433
SHV0525213-691425 F 31392 0.1201 0.5427 14.67 0.64 6027 26 0.32 225
SHV0525230-700113 A 92769 0.1182 -0.2373 13.91 1.90 6043 16 0.21 401
SHV0525233-701233 A 92650 0.1175 -0.4262 14.15 1.52 6013 20 0.30 248
SHV0525238-695044 A 92812 0.1203 -0.0626 13.96 0.90 5938 17 0.17 248
SHV0525246-693534 A 92907 0.1229 0.1902 14.31 0.72 5972 20 0.22 200
SHV0525297-700960 A 92314 0.1268 -0.3837 14.23 1.40 5980 20 0.22 155
SHV0525298-705106 B 28343 0.1228 -1.0688 13.84 1.92 5874 16 0.21 268
SHV0525370-700553 A 91931 0.1376 -0.3152 13.89 0.80 5808 19 0.34 292
SHV0525379-693111 F 32401 0.1435 0.2626 14.76 1.38 6088 26 0.31 382
SHV0525386-700828 A 91799 0.1396 -0.3583 14.45 1.36 6061 20 0.11 315
SHV0525412-701752 A 91565 0.1422 -0.5149 14.48 1.08 5996 17 0.30 315
SHV0525446-735110 G 24843 0.1215 -4.0767 14.79 0.52 5931 18 0.24 334
S H V0525478-690944 F 34428 0.1598 0.6205 15.30 1.20 6021 26 0.24 398
SHV0525543-692639 F 34319 0.1672 0.3385 14.87 0.90 5938 26 0.13 165
SHV0526001-701142 A 90435 0.1696 -0.4124 14.43 1.14 5925 20 0.17 436
SHV0526062-712750 G 104752 0.1672 -1.6818 14.52 0.62 6096 18 0.31 265
SHV0526175-701526 A 89356 0.1935 -0.4748 14.39 0.62 5989 20 0.26 132
SHV0526190-695633 A 89391 0.1986 -0.1601 15.14 0.42 6030 16 0.30 976
SHV0526293-701248 A 88660 0.2106 -0.4311 14.08 1.28 6048 20 0.23 204
SHV0526294-713404 B 31304 0.1969 -1.7860 14.22 1.56 6071 19 0.34 228
SHV0526316-701639 A 88475 0.2132 -0.4953 14.39 1.00 6054 20 0.19 214
SHV0526368-702258 A 88117 0.2194 -0.6006 14.21 2.44 5883 20 0.13 315
SHV0526445-694403 A 87867 0.2374 0.0478 13.84 0.78 5799 20 0.25 322
SHV0526479-711407 B 32652 0.2251 -1.4536 14.90 1.10 5961 16 0.19 438
SHV0527016-693229 A 86841 0.2645 0.2403 13.58 0.40 6027 20 0.29 192
SHV0527056-692315 F 41871 0.2723 0.3941 13.77 0.58 6069 26 0.35 121
SHV0527058-693746 A 86539 0.2695 0.1522 14.15 0.50 5992 20 0.38 169
SHV0527072-701238 A 86289 0.2641 -0.4289 14.41 1.24 5890 20 0.32 312
SHV0527083-684853 F 43914 0.2836 0.9669 14.72 1.26 5845 26 0.24 344
SHV0527122-695006 A 86087 0.2761 -0.0535 13.19 0.52 6046 18 0.37 195
P
 P
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables ( cont.)
Nam e/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic) a  ;fDmax NP 6 Period(s) Note
SHV0527136-703345 A 85787 0.2685 -0.7810 14.01 0.80 5990 20 0.39 126
SHV0527144-703515 A 85743 0.2692 -0.8060 15.02 2.32 6093 19 0.22 260
SHV0527263-700056 A 85143 0.2938 -0.2343 13.95 0.56 6067 19 0.21 104 D
SHV0527288-694038 A 85064 0.3022 0.1040 14.26 1.12 6006 20 0.13 411
SHV0527334-693050 F 44385 0.3121 0.2672 14.57 2.26 5953 26 0.11 278
SHV0527341-693847 A 84717 0.3103 0.1347 13.49 2.58 5575 20 0.24 524
SHV0527362-751852 G 200 0.2294 -5.5501 13.95 0.54 5868 15 0.39 261
SHV0527363-712112 G111192 0.2883 -1.5725 14.02 0.72 6016 18 0.28 238
SHV0527405-691355 F 45982 0.3258 0.5490 14.61 0.78 5845 26 0.13 396 D
SHV0527424-693845 A 84152 0.3223 0.1351 14.21 0.74 5685 20 0.18 421
SHV0527448-692026 F 46061 0.3305 0.4403 14.02 1.26 5898 26 0.13 280 D
SHV0527547-701911 A 83248 0.3293 -0.5391 14.89 0.38 5976 18 0.32 298
SHV0527551-704342 B 37296 0.3233 -0.9477 14.47 0.88 5711 17 0.21 431
SHV0528010-710438 B 37313 0.3257 -1.2968 14.56 0.60 5913 19 0.25 294
SHV0528051-702303 A 82557 0.3429 -0.6037 13.23 1.60 6025 15 0.28 226
SHV0528143-712728 B 37722 0.3371 -1.6779 15.19 1.12 6041 18 0.27 119
SHV0528160-700726 A 81863 0.3626 -0.3437 14.42 1.16 5909 20 0.18 254
SHV0528189-700029 A 81695 0.3688 -0.2280 14.44 1.12 6011 18 0.23 226 C
SHV0528300-693445 A 80991 0.3925 0.2006 13.95 0.66 6043 20 0.16 214
SHV0528433-692057 F 52178 0.4163 0.4302 14.46 0.80 5949 26 0.33 221
SHV0528468-693824 A 79895 0.4157 0.1393 14.46 1.40 6055 20 0.21 310
SHV0528492-690923 F 53561 0.4288 0.6228 14.14 1.18 6088 26 0.19 164
SHV0528537-695119 A 79467 0.4214 -0.0762 15.19 0.94 6063 16 0.28 353
SHV0528568-693208 F 52992 0.4332 0.2428 14.32 1.62 6049 26 0.28 203
SHV0528573-695331 A 79245 0.4259 -0.1129 14.38 0.40 6033 19 0.39 152
SHV0529083-695332 A 78536 0.4416 -0.1135 14.29 2.10 5923 16 0.10 323 171
SHV0529138-704938 B 42039 0.4295 -1.0486 16.13 0.76 5898 15 0.19 198
SHV0529167-702511 A 78044 0.4422 -0.6412 14.01 0.88 6032 20 0.27 163
SHV0529190-711327 B 41854 0.4279 -1.4458 15.51 0.44 6027 18 0.31 164
SHV0529192-694227 A 77818 0.4612 0.0708 13.66 0.70 6043 20 0.38 158
SHV0529222-684846 F 58535 0.4852 0.9653 13.85 0.96 6040 26 0.22 402
SHV0529291-695022 A 77222 0.4726 -0.0614 12.64 1.96 5954 20 0.19 632
SHV0529303-700902 A 77187 0.4673 -0.3725 14.12 0.84 6021 20 0.10 388
SHV0529335-722631 G 61359 0.4196 -2.6654 14.19 0.62 6019 18 0.24 146
SHV0529395-695256 A 76563 0.4865 -0.1045 14.20 0.84 5882 19 0.38 373
SHV0529423-694546 A 76405 0.4933 0.0148 14.10 1.62 5886 20 0.15 244
SHV0529467-693825 A 76074 0.5026 0.1371 13.82 1.00 5916 18 0.37 206
SHV0529487-692906 F 58722 0.5091 0.2923 14.92 1.46 5951 26 0.15 183
SHV0529501-701447 A 75955 0.4930 -0.4690 14.85 2.02 5896 16 0.15 272
SHV0529528-693503 A 75656 0.5127 0.1930 14.39 1.26 6090 20 0.17 174
SHV0529552-692609 F 59596 0.5198 0.3412 14.48 0.86 6062 26 0.34 189
SHV0529569-684519 F 62429 0.5389 1.0216 14.35 1.28 6040 26 0.32 281 D
SHV0530064-694200 A 74774 0.5296 0.0767 13.95 0.40 6037 20 0.38 132
SHV0530076-684933 F 63260 0.5533 0.9507 14.59 1.20 5943 26 0.22 205
SHV0530237-700826 A 73745 0.5431 -0.3644 14.63 2.24 6084 19 0.16 353
SHV0530270-694421 A 73403 0.5584 0.0368 15.08 0.60 6099 20 0.38 145
SHV0530323-702216 A 73262 0.5491 -0.5952 14.65 2.44 6068 18 0.35 348
SHV0530343-735116 G 24900 0.4580 -4.0843 15.01 1.56 6049 18 0.14 253
SHV0530380-702618 A 72917 0.5552 -0.6626 13.98 0.46 5945 20 0.35 186
SHV0530472-690607 F 66296 0.6052 0.6730 14.33 1.68 6082 26 0.25 212
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y < I e > a  :f l ^ m a x NP 6 Period(s)
SHV0530565-745239 G 5986 0.4545 -5.1143 13.94 0.52 5925 18 0.28 198
SHV0531090-725052 G 48941 0.5278 -3.0753 14.13 1.42 6095 18 0.16 262
SHV0531093-700109 A 70624 0.6112 -0.2448 14.72 0.94 5958 18 0.25 291
SHV0531369-694631 A 68682 0.6581 -0.0022 13.97 0.66 5893 20 0.24 317
SHV0531398-701050 A 68736 0.6495 -0.4074 13.66 0.50 6011 20 0.28 255
SHV0531473-711139 G 120478 0.6278 -1.4212 14.51 1.86 5839 17 0.22 424
SHV0531485-710025 B 51069 0.6354 -1.2340 15.18 0.94 6037 17 0.33 211
SHV0531589-693553 A 67105 0.6955 0.1739 14.04 0.40 5883 20 0.22 327
SHV0532028-701647 A 67253 0.6787 -0.5076 14.16 0.50 6023 20 0.38 397 191
SHV0532066-703000 A 67158 0.6768 -0.7280 14.56 0.96 6011 20 0.25 112
SHV0532181-693058 F 73619 0.7262 0.2549 14.68 1.36 6027 26 0.29 330
SHV0532213-691239 F 75384 0.7413 0.5599 14.69 1.14 5969 26 0.26 396
SHV0532213-695401 A 65792 0.7177 -0.1292 14.05 0.52 6018 20 0.32 190
SHV0532266-693701 F 74025 0.7351 0.1537 13.97 0.80 5904 26 0.29 251
SHV0532350-701744 A 65151 0.7234 -0.5250 14.36 1.96 5933 20 0.12 254
SHV0532359-693745 A 64637 0.7481 0.1410 13.95 1.22 5895 20 0.12 252
SHV0532582-733108 G 32477 0.6374 -3.7528 14.42 0.86 5983 18 0.17 280
SHV0532594-713806 G 94911 0.7083 -1.8649 14.32 1.80 5953 18 0.13 248
SHV0533015-720047 G 76866 0.6971 -2.2439 15.12 1.80 5871 18 0.30 363
SHV0533078-700358 A 62814 0.7781 -0.2973 14.19 1.08 5876 19 0.26 355
SHV0533102-684048 F 82475 0.8335 1.0879 14.80 0.72 5979 26 0.22 404
SHV0533202-713547 B 55560 0.7371 -1.8279 15.25 0.72 5982 19 0.37 154
SHV0533257-721036 G 70724 0.7220 -2.4089 14.89 2.06 6051 18 0.14 191
SHV0533355-704322 B 58303 0.7916 -0.9552 13.97 2.94 6008 17 0.32 326
SHV0533382-691952 F 82203 0.8502 0.4355 15.07 1.40 5846 25 0.07 336
SHV0533449-705541 B 58472 0.7963 -1.1609 14.90 1.42 6003 18 0.17 133
SHV0533487-685205 F 85399 0.8843 0.8977 14.55 0.98 6016 26 0.24 228
SHV0533532-700136 A 59742 0.8441 -0.2604 14.14 1.02 6035 17 0.30 255
SHV0533572-692757 F 83385 0.8727 0.2998 13.97 2.22 6020 26 0.29 223
SHV0533593-692803 F 83566 0.8757 0.2980 14.49 0.98 6019 26 0.16 236
SHV0534040-720141 G 76908 0.7769 -2.2621 13.95 1.02 6059 18 0.21 185
SHV0534042-693234 F 83681 0.8797 0.2224 14.35 0.70 5947 26 0.20 210
SHV0534108-740310 C 19533 0.7010 -4.2924 14.53 2.18 6132 19 0.14 254
SHV0534117-700515 A 58603 0.8679 -0.3223 13.46 2.04 5663 20 0.08 446
SHV0534177-684023 F 89133 0.9360 1.0908 14.96 0.66 6049 26 0.14 140
SHV0534209-700909 A 58072 0.8782 -0.3878 14.33 1.04 5944 20 0.14 290
SHV0534241-723252 G 57838 0.7806 -2.7835 14.27 2.32 6028 18 0.10 421
SHV0534244-695155 A 57570 0.8954 -0.1010 14.48 0.68 6029 20 0.35 136
SHV0534297-694050 A 57028 0.9109 0.0832 13.91 0.78 6044 20 0.23 220
SHV0534304-720850 G 72256 0.8058 -2.3828 13.97 0.48 6035 18 0.16 237
SHV0534383-705505 B 61863 0.8694 -1.1539 14.37 1.30 5942 18 0.40 204
SHV0534420-702657 A 57064 0.8950 -0.6856 13.87 0.68 5911 20 0.25 255
SHV0534578-702532 A 56017 0.9181 -0.6629 14.35 1.34 5924 20 0.08 215
SHV0535000-725028 G 49026 0.8123 -3.0793 14.24 0.72 6090 18 0.19 144
SHV0535024-714007 G 93109 0.8683 -1.9058 14.62 1.22 5895 18 0.23 269
SHV0535041-734125 G 28199 0.7787 -3.9311 13.92 1.22 5928 18 0.27 211
SHV0535081-741532 G 16411 0.7572 -4.5027 13.85 0.74 5892 18 0.18 289
SHV0535139-733054 G 32511 0.7983 -3.7558 14.24 0.78 5972 18 0.32 151
SHV0535238-723603 G 56694 0.8528 -2.8400 14.18 1.06 6119 18 0.15 290
SHV0535302-730413 G 42964 0.8386 -3.3107 14.45 2.38 6076 17 0.09 572
T A B L E  2.3: De fin it e  Long P erio dic  Variables (coni.)
N am e/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic> a  ;fDmax NP 9 Period (s)
SHV0536099-695201 A 50647 1.0465 -0.1097 14.82 1.12 5868 20 0.11 235
SHV0536135-690008 F 97888 1.0949 0.7539 13.72 0.94 6093 26 0.24 205
SHV0536139-701604 A 50963 1.0321 -0.5104 14.85 1.34 5998 20 0.16 460
SHV0536164-690234 F 97939 1.0972 0.7132 15.09 1.82 5828 23 0.11 302
SHV0536188-693157 A 49608 1.0761 0.2237 14.19 0.68 5950 20 0.20 157
SHV0536196-710802 G 123100 0.9962 -1.3753 14.04 0.74 5932 18 0.39 307 191
SHV0536281-691516 F 97932 1.1038 0.5008 15.39 0.96 5689 26 0.26 464
SHV0536347-701529 A 49616 1.0619 -0.5022 14.37 1.02 6153 20 0.14 304
SHV0536391-703525 A 49810 1.0509 -0.8344 14.46 1.14 6041 20 0.29 194
SHV0536411-710822 G 123115 1.0251 -1.3824 14.75 1.64 6077 18 0.31 301
SHV0536478-731944 G 37072 0.9192 -3.5747 15.00 2.32 5933 18 0.04 280
SHV0536553-713537 G 97036 1.0202 -1.8382 15.08 0.84 6047 18 0.16 193
SHV0536577-702101 A 48260 1.0893 -0.5960 13.94 0.90 6069 20 0.30 173
SHV0537316-710122 G 130652 1.0995 -1.2703 14.05 0.86 5989 18 0.28 317
SHV0537328-710454 B 71578 1.0979 -1.3293 14.90 1.52 5975 18 0.20 236
SHV0537373-702024 A 45585 1.1453 -0.5887 14.51 0.86 6098 20 0.21 254
SHV0537574-695732 A 43602 1.1952 -0.2098 14.42 0.52 5768 20 0.36 436
SHV0538004-694900 A 43116 1.2077 -0.0680 15.62 0.90 5980 15 0.25 274
SHV0538008-700639 A 43622 1.1914 -0.3618 15.05 0.68 5945 20 0.29 184
SHV0538161-695130 A 42169 1.2278 -0.1109 14.89 0.56 5988 20 0.32 136
SHV0538170-712045 G 109518 1.1421 -1.5966 14.01 1.10 6079 15 0.32 206
SHV0538262-690410 F 108969 1.2889 0.6760 13.83 1.76 6069 26 0.32 381
SHV0538323-703007 A 42289 1.2127 -0.7549 14.54 2.38 6029 20 0.24 204
SHV0538405-693056 F 108023 1.2836 0.2290 15.21 1.28 6064 26 0.13 271
SHV0538417-700359 A 40980 1.2520 -0.3208 14.66 0.62 6095 20 0.20 167
SHV0538500-695244 A 40152 1.2751 -0.1343 14.72 0.64 6056 20 0.19 176
SHV0539038-691101 F 111250 1.3377 0.5586 14.61 0.86 6068 26 0.14 406
SHV0539085-690311 F 112268 1.3528 0.6886 14.77 0.64 5939 26 0.40 436
SHV0539158-700327 A 38933 1.3009 -0.3149 14.24 0.78 6069 20 0.35 122
SHV0539194-700500 A 38759 1.3044 -0.3410 14.70 1.12 5886 20 0.28 428
SHV0539332-692919 A 36948 1.3618 0.2514 14.09 1.14 5930 20 0.12 216
SHV0539346-702908 A 38620 1.3003 -0.7439 14.17 0.42 5909 20 0.30 320
SHV0539380-694614 A 37158 1.3508 -0.0305 14.84 0.92 5899 20 0.21 211
SHV0539393-701837 A 38037 1.3180 -0.5694 14.40 1.14 6060 20 0.06 293
SHV0539404-701115 A 37753 1.3275 -0.4469 14.80 1.68 5871 18 0.14 303
SHV0539480-701727 A 37520 1.3315 -0.5507 15.17 1.04 6048 20 0.26 332
SHV0540006-695643 A 36237 1.3718 -0.2070 14.55 1.88 6005 19 0.12 165
SHV0540008-703930 B 81961 1.3254 -0.9188 16.29 0.64 5778 18 0.32 441
SHV0540061-705656 B 81329 1.3135 -1.2094 14.88 1.42 5905 18 0.20 284
SHV0540113-705115 B 81964 1.3268 -1.1153 14.07 1.00 6042 18 0.26 265
SHV0540128-705211 B 82011 1.3279 -1.1309 14.25 0.86 6063 18 0.25 269
SHV0540185-705855 B 81993 1.3281 -1.2435 14.77 0.64 6094 18 0.20 271
SHV0540217-693647 A 34361 1.4242 0.1226 13.52 2.02 6058 20 0.13 400
SHV0540258-694944 A 34563 1.4156 -0.0932 15.09 0.86 5988 19 0.21 314
SHV0540436-692947 A 32835 1.4639 0.2369 11.47 0.98 6095 18 0.32 257
SHV0540447-705047 G 141357 1.3729 -1.1095 13.88 2.58 6174 17 0.10 405
SHV0540463-692922 A 32657 1.4683 0.2436 14.49 1.60 6100 20 0.34 242
SHV0540493-693522 A 32684 1.4658 0.1434 14.96 1.12 5937 20 0.13 304
SHV0540526-712642 B 82486 1.3424 -1.7090 14.72 1.80 5952 18 0.28 326
SHV0541012-715944 G 77134 1.3153 -2.2598 14.24 1.20 5943 18 0.16 288
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (conL)
N a m e /P o s it  ion Scan ID X  (deg) Y (Ic) A  ,ID  max N P e Period (s)
S H V 0541026-701920 A 33405 1.4340 -0.5891 14.83 1.14 5874 20 0.35 336
S H V 0541048-700657 A 32847 1.4515 -0.3834 14.13 0.62 6026 20 0.15 156
S H V 0541105-690302 F 121309 1.5344 0.6791 15.50 0.70 6017 24 0.23 331
S H V 0541137-711943 B 84162 1.3785 -1.5948 15.52 0.94 6053 18 0.18 133
SH V 0541258-732214 G 35287 1.2486 -3.6375 14.24 0.90 5872 18 0.12 314
SH V 0541304-740411 G 20293 1.2037 -4.3388 14.82 1.48 6057 18 0.18 341
SH V 0541366-714410 G 89596 1.3796 -2.0039 14.72 1.52 6062 18 0.19 138
S H V 0541384-704432 G 149933 1.4538 -1.0118 13.39 3.36 6032 18 0.17 688
SH V 0541424-735637 G 22608 1.2267 -4.2133 14.56 1.34 5950 18 0.19 225
SH V 0541482-700417 A 30210 1.5161 -0.3434 15.22 1.06 5882 19 0.27 285
SH V 0541543-693305 A 28653 1.5629 0.1747 15.03 2.60 6068 18 0.04 327
SH V 0542036-694833 A 28673 1.5573 -0.0835 13.56 2.20 5878 19 0.13 401
SH V 0542065-704416 G 149956 1.4926 -1.0102 14.66 1.04 5893 18 0.19 259
SH V 0542111-683837 F 128226 1.6548 1.0787 14.39 1.08 5949 25 0.20 212
SH V 0542186-703313 A 29518 1.5230 -0.8277 15.20 1.06 5993 20 0.18 331
SH V 0542210-741016 G 18026 1.2537 -4.4443 14.35 1.58 6050 18 0.24 225
SH V 0542449-700129 A 26782 1.6000 -0.3029 14.70 1.10 5985 18 0.23 253
SH V 0542514-710923 G 121003 1.5217 -1.4318 14.39 1.04 6019 18 0.15 306
SH V 0542548-695801 A 26075 1.6186 -0.2464 13.91 0.80 5837 20 0.21 311
SH V 0543133-702340 A 26037 1.6113 -0.6748 14.69 0.58 5941 20 0.26 314
SH V 0543227-701208 A 25022 1.6396 -0.4842 14.72 0.52 6058 20 0.23 137
SH V 0543243-692417 F 129481 1.7052 0.3110 14.31 1.06 5885 26 0.18 258
SH V 0543276-693851 A 23404 1.6907 0.0685 14.46 0.44 5843 20 0.28 308
SH V 0543367-695800 A 23669 1.6783 -0.2508 14.98 0.98 5971 20 0.18 149
SH V 0544046-694706 A 21597 1.7329 -0.0729 14.32 0.80 6077 20 0.30 200
SH V 0544136-722820 G 59180 1.5232 -2.7551 14.38 0.82 6058 18 0.09 171
SH V 0544151-724207 G 52398 1.5060 -2.9848 13.92 0.90 6000 18 0.19 153
SH V 0544152-705643 G 133524 1.6516 -1 .2300 14.13 0.78 6048 18 0.37 149
SH V 0544244-695217 A 20722 1.7541 -0.1614 14.09 1.38 6096 20 0.18 210
SH V 0544397-740748 C 29467 1.4152 -4.4166 14.54 3.08 5882 18 0.14 325
SH V 0544453-712329 B 96891 1.6549 -1.6796 14.36 1.02 6083 18 0.39 125
SH V 0544508-695310 A 19223 1.7906 -0.1793 14.58 0.52 6021 20 0.30 136
SH V 0544509-741500 C 29508 1.4177 -4 .5380 14.14 0.60 5968 19 0.31 171
SH V 0544510-701347 A 20111 1.7616 -0.5219 14.37 1.34 5995 20 0.12 304
SH V 0545032-703060 A 20207 1.7540 -0 .8094 13.20 3.26 6026 20 0.17 638
SH V 0545078-701940 A 19435 1.7767 -0.6216 14.16 0.48 5989 20 0.33 187
SH V 0545127-725428 G 47020 1.5594 -3 .1967 14.33 1.84 6063 17 0.10 248
SH V 0545333-701736 A 18003 1.8154 -0.5905 14.63 1.34 5903 20 0.15 235
SH V 0545454-701458 A 17248 1.8363 -0.5482 13.84 0.98 5993 20 0.25 243
SH V 0545461-711458 G 114211 1.7481 -1 .5446 14.75 1.04 6051 18 0.21 125
SH V 0545590-702725 A 17082 1.8367 -0.7567 14.38 0.62 6072 20 0.26 219
SH V 0546178-701220 A 15486 1.8858 -0 .5086 14.05 1.06 5884 20 0.16 446
SH V 0546185-693225 A 13720 1.9475 0.1542 13.59 3.14 5745 20 0.15 636
SH V 0546189-723807 G 54595 1.6652 -2.9318 14.21 0.64 5892 18 0.24 228
SH V 0546196-740424 C 30949 1.5342 -4.3702 14.04 0.38 6059 19 0.39 63
SH V 0546226-695012 A 14253 1.9263 -0 .1417 14.87 0.80 6055 20 0.37 127
SH V 0546513-702721 A 14429 1.9095 -0 .7623 15.47 0.84 6003 20 0.35 148
SH V 0547079-702219 A 13407 1.9405 -0 .6810 14.68 1.48 6072 20 0.14 193
SH V 0547134-705653 B 107511 1.8934 -1 .2557 15.79 0.52 6046 16 0.29 97
SH V 0547154-701758 A 12874 1.9579 -0 .6097 13.27 0.94 6072 20 0.31 197
TABLE 2.3: Definite Long Periodic Variables (con*.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y ( I c ) A J D m a x NP 9 Period(s) Note
SHV0547235-711228 G 116528 1.8822 -1.5158 14.96 1.42 6089 15 0.27 424
SHV0547243-704058 B 109266 1.9336 -0.9928 14.69 1.22 6049 17 0.38 267
SHV0547244-712549 B 106003 1.8621 -1.7377 14.49 1.04 5928 17 0.37 270
SHV0547255-734906 G 25068 1.6341 -4.1222 15.11 1.30 6009 18 0.13 430
SHV0547424-711103 B 108103 1.9098 -1.4947 14.25 1.02 5978 18 0.19 419
SHV0547489-703315 A 11968 1.9799 -0.8680 14.41 0.48 6033 20 0.22 400
SHV0547548-703421 A 11738 1.9863 -0.8870 15.20 1.96 5978 16 0.21 309
SHV0547560-704933 B 110592 1.9631 -1.1395 13.85 1.22 5810 16 0.32 520
SHV0548119-701306 A 10042 2.0450 -0.5367 13.85 1.58 5973 20 0.14 235
SHV0548137-700231 A 9566 2.0650 -0.3613 14.24 0.66 5826 20 0.18 298
SHV0548354-704555 B 113348 2.0230 -1.0846 14.97 0.72 6060 16 0.13 269
SHV0548502-711702 B 111734 1.9905 -1.6032 13.77 1.06 6009 17 0.26 420
SHV0549079-704312 B 115506 2.0721 -1.0441 15.15 0.74 5993 16 0.21 305
SHV0549149-710028 G 128680 2.0519 -1.3305 15.14 1.58 5770 16 0.14 526
SHV0549201-742336 G 13247 1.7070 -4.7112 13.57 1.60 5802 18 0.09 556
SHV0549295-705602 B 115759 2.0793 -1.2601 14.72 1.40 6071 17 0.19 319
SHV0549349-702836 A 7020 2.1345 -0.8058 14.21 1.24 6030 20 0.17 313
SHV0549381-711835 B 114409 2.0516 -1.6356 15.67 0.82 5915 16 0.13 267
SHV0549423-701210 A 5881 2.1736 -0.5343 13.89 0.36 5858 20 0.29 315
SHV0549425-702910 A 6703 2.1441 -0.8163 14.49 1.50 6083 20 0.11 178
SHV0549503-704331 B 118123 2.1296 -1.0555 13.92 2.26 5711 17 0.13 675
SHV0549517-704513 B 118069 2.1285 -1.0839 14.60 0.66 6034 16 0.31 163 D
SHV0550045-693834 A 3216 2.2646 0.0196 13.74 0.58 5840 20 0.15 399
SHV0550075-724729 G 49260 1.9320 -3.1163 14.14 0.62 5997 18 0.32 224
SHV0550119-705919 G 128734 2.1310 -1.3208 13.97 0.70 5916 18 0.16 261
SHV0550132-704232 B 119595 2.1627 -1.0425 15.37 0.66 5966 17 0.33 299 D
SHV0550191-695512 A 3304 2.2558 -0.2584 14.85 0.36 6048 20 0.35 135
SHV0550342-705250 B 120037 2.1729 -1.2165 14.78 2.78 5856 17 0.20 354
SHV0551065-735427 G 22687 1.8803 -4.2386 14.78 1.76 5980 18 0.12 326
SHV0554210-750107 G 2831 1.9654 -5.3763 14.28 0.58 6001 18 0.31 150
SHV0554548-724937 G 47142 2.2803 -3.1938 14.51 2.02 6063 18 0.23 231
SHV0557274-710437 G 119196 2.7068 -1.4811 14.06 1.74 6013 18 0.09 273
SHV0557372-734134 G 25961 2.3595 -4.0823 14.17 0.86 5979 18 0.16 334
SHV0557521-732416 G 31887 2.4170 -3.7977 14.12 0.74 6094 18 0.27 206
SHV0606336-724348 G 46269 3.1503 -3.2298 14.19 1.84 6095 17 0.27 273
D =  blended (‘double’) image, B =  near bright star, C =  possible cluster member
Figure 2.2: Phaseplots of the Definite LPVs
The following 29 pages of figures give the light curves binned by period (phaseplots) of 
the definite periodic variables from Table 2.3. Abscissa scaled to Julian Date - 244000, 
ordinate in Ic magnitudes. Continuous lines join consecutive points in the light curve that 
are separated by less than a quarter of a period. The dotted lines are sine curves fitted 
by least-squares.
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6100
SHV0515089-701859 (A130124) SHV0522023-70300S (A104799)
5900
P -  162. ff -  0.43. 8 -  3 7 P -  162. ff -  033 . 8 -  37 P -  162. ff -  0.17. 8 - 3 4 P -  162. ff -  0.55. 8 - 3 1
SHV051S121-711907 (Cl 1074«)
9000
152. a -  0.24. 8 - 2 1
SHV0455281—692332 (D 95972)
162. <r -  02 3 . 8
» *052 3528—«93412 (F 2130«) SHVCS40517-704513 (8118069)
5800 5000
183. a183. v  -  0.6«. 8
SHM0510588—683532 (El 17274) SHV0457430—891307 (D 48279) SHM5529167-702511 (A 78044) SHV0S29190—711327 (B 41854)
SHV0S22475—742919 (C 12339) SHV0525492-690923 (F 53581) SHVC522475-742919 (C 7904) SHV0540006-695843 (A 38237)
164. 9 164. 9 0.49, 8 185. a  -  0.52, 8 165. a  -  0.71. 8
SHV0525543—692639 (F 34319) SHV0515480-723711 (C 55126) SHU0525082—704512 (8 27090) SHV0506358-674807 (E 89326)





167, 9  -  0.75. 8
6100
167. 9 -  0.63. 8 -  JO
SHV0538417-700359 (A 40980) SHV0506487-732042 (C 34808) SHV0510004—692755 (D127905) SHV0527058-69374« (A 88539)
SHV0511052-674716 (E117053) SHVC511172-684054 (El 19308) SHV0516570-685120 (D173285) SHV0516509-693752 (A125402)
6100 59006100 6200
P -  169. 9 -  0.40, 8 — 23 P -  169, 9 -  0.19. 8 -  .40 P -  170. 9 -  0.26. 8 -  .19 P -  170. 9 -  029 . 8 -  .28
SHV0S11195-691408 (D138106)
171. a






171, *  -  0-26, 0
SHV050S339—751038 (C 987)
5700 5800 5900 6000
P -  172. 9 — 0-54, 0 -  J 3
SHV0538577-702101 (A 48260)
173, 9 -  0 J 8 . 0
SHVOS16509-893752 (D172505) SHVQ52952S-693503 (F 58805)
6100 6400 6100
174. w -  0.48. 0 -  .12173. 9 -  0.26. 0
SHV0523205-703219 (A 99830) SHV0529526-893503 (A 75656) SHV0513051—743140 (G 11589)
5700 5800 5900
P -  176, 9  -  0-55, 0 -  JO
SHV0538500-695244 (A 40152) SHVOS15375-691730 (D164335) SHV0509031 —681807 (E10S303) SHV0511580-685826 (3139852)
SHV0519158—701221 (A115398) SFW0549425—702910 (A 6703)
60005800 5900
0.55. 0178. 9178. 9
SHV0511388-685915 (D137799) SHV0500164-692906 (D 64960)
64006200 6300





P -  179, 9 -  0.41. 0 -  J 3
SHV0502319-692527 (D 76685) SHV0449514—675908 (E 1036) SHVOS19429-694409 (A114550)
S1-M1508431 -675318 (E108737) SHVO538006-700839 (A 43622) SHV0534040—720141 (C 76808) SHV0515498-700409 (AI 28268)
P -  185, 9 -  0.39. 9  -  .21 P -  186. 9 -  0.21. 8 -  .23
SHV0530380-702818 (A 72917) SHV0457319-893301 (D 48788) SHV0512015-691831 (0140682) SHV0S0038S—685722 (0 64879)
5600 5700 5800 5900
P -  188. 9 -  0.21. 8 -  .35
6100
187. 9 187. 9 -  0.41. 8
6200
187, 9
SHV0545078-701940 (A 19435) SHV0S29552-692609 (F 59596) SHW514219—693631 (0156136) SHV0509382—690440 (0124851)
5900
187. 9  -  0.17. 8  -  .33
8300
189. 9 -  0-37. 8 190, 9 -  0.23. 8
6200
190. 9 -  0.50, 8




190. 9 -  0.31. 8 -  .18
SHV0S33257—721036 (0  70724) SHV0527018-693229 (A 86841)
5600 5700
191. 9 -  0.74. 8 -  .14 192. 9 -  0.17. 8
SHV0459527—725238 (0 45346)
5900
SHV0518161-683543 (E157609) SHV0536553—7135J7 (C 97036) SHV0520188-693833 (A112491)
59005600 57005600
P -  193. 9 -  03» . 8 -  -38
6000 6100 6200 6300
P -  193. 9 -  0.47, 8 -  .17 P 193. 9 -  0-34. 8  -  .16 P -  193. 9 -  0.29. 9 -  .39
SHV0551470-741329 (C 35500)
MOO 5900
193. a -  0.2«. 8
SHV0547079-702219 (A 13407) SHV0538391-703525 (A 49810) SHV0527122-89500« (A 88087)
5700 MOO
194. a  -  0.44. 8  -  3 9
5800 5900
195, <x -  0.24, 8 - 3 7
SHVO5O1215-80O112 (E 59593) SHV0508404-691724 (0125473) SHV0525248-693534 (F 30821) SHV0515209-700517 (A129960)




197. 9 -  0.47. 8 -  .17
SHV0547154-701750 (A 12874) SHV0330585-745239 (C 590«) SHV0529138-704830 (B 42039) SHV0518570-892207 (0186405)
SHWO544O40—694708 (A 21597) S1M5525248—893534 (A 92907) SHV0512385-69335« (0145004) SHVOS18373-892438 (0184196)
5000
P -  200. a  -  03 1 . 8 - 3 0  
SHV0523131-700154 (A100042)
00 5800 80
P -  200. a  -  030 , 8 - 3 2
SHV0521258—724156 (0 53082)
6200
P -  200. <T -  0.40, 8  -  .13 
SHV0524104—691618 (F 23847)
8200 8400
P -  201. 9  -  0.6«. 8 -  .19
SHV0517283-604114 (E153482)
SHV0528568—693200 (F 52992) SHV0521300-685223 (F 8338) SHV0528568—693208 (A 79281) SHV0522023—701242 (A105175)
P -  203. 9 -  03 7 . 8 - 3 8 P -  203. 9 -  039 . 8 -  3 4 P -  203. 9 -  0.59. 8 -  3 2 P -  204. 9 -  0.67. 8 -  .19
» *0 5 3 8 3 2 3 —703007 (A 42289) SHVOS23568-723745 (C 45713) SHV0515009—700224 (A131306) SHV0528293-701248 (A 88680)
■__________■ » ________-  __________ 5_______ ________ I_______ _________________ I 3 ■_________ I 3 ■ u ,________ u  ,___________
5800 8000 5800 8000 5800 8000 5800 8000
P -  204. a -  0.89. S -  .24 P -  204. a -  0.22. 9 -  -22 P -  204, a -  0.18, 0 -  .32 P -  204, a  -  0-50. 8 -  .23
SHVD5343S3—705505 (B 81883) SHV0538135-890008 (F 97888)
204. » 205, a -  a  45. 8
SHV0538170-712045 (C109518)
P -  20«. a  -  0.44, 0 -  .32 P -  206, a -  0 J 1 . 0 -  -25
SHV0530C76-584933 (F 83280) SH KÄ29487-893825 (A 76074)
8000 8200 5600 5800
P -  205, a  — 0.41, 0 -  .22 P - 2 0 « . »  -  0.4«. 0 - 2 5 7
SW0505374—703747 (Cl 51005) SHV0557521-732418 (Q 31887)
5600
20«. » P -  20«. » -  O J I.  0  -  .27
SHV0515288-690250 (D163293)
0.27. 0
SHV0518273-701857 (A125381) SHV04S0082—684909 (D 6265) SHW0523584—700830 (A 97879)
6400 5600
P -  207. » -  0.48. 8 -  .22207. » -  0-38. 0 -  .17 207. »  -  054 . 0 -  .17
SHV0456548—883531 (E 37414) SHV04S4373-893129 (D 32233) SHV0504485—690533 (D 92530) SHV0524341 -69335« (A 96055)
20«. »
8200
P -  208. »  -  0.49, 0  -  .12208. »P -  208. » -  0.45. 0 -  .23
SHV0516449-691310 (D171877) SHV0507149-681859 (E 94488) SHV0509344-684934 (D123907) SHV0505269-5Ö3403 (E 84649)
SHVOS21470-084312 CA106773) SHVO52225O-0948O3 (AI 04231) 9M 3534042-893234 (F S3#81) SW/0544244—#95217 (A 20722)
SHV051 #216-745004 (G #508)
5800 8000
P -  210, <r -  0-33, 0 -  -S3
SHV0S35041-734125 (G 2819«)
5800 9000
P -  210, 9 -  0.58. 0 -  .18
SHV0531485-710025 (B 51089)
P -  211. »  -  0.38. 0 -  .21 
SHW521013—#81313 (F 3877)
P -  211. 9  -  0.84, 0 -  .14 
SHV0542111-083837 (F128228)
P -  211. 9 -  0.23. 0  -  .37 
SHV051 #555-700100 (A124270)
P -  212. 9 -  0.57, 9  -  .25
1 ' f  '
L fe  i
1
SHV0528310—701039 (A 88475) SHV053457B—702532 (A 5«017)
5800 8000
P -  212. 9 -  0.23, 0 -  .20
SHV0528300-693445 (F 49917) SHV0539332-692919 (A 38948)
SHV0524498-711207 (B 25808) SHV0515579-891044 (D168802) SHV0511003-893253 (0135153)
8000 6200
SHV0S39332-892919 (F112070)
P -  217. 9 -  0.94. 0 -  -S7 P -  217. 9 -  0.41, 0  -  -SO P -  217. •  -  0.40. 0 -  .19 P -  218. 9 -  0.40. 0 -  .12
SHVOS21395-712713 (B 14210) SHV0512083-690330 (0141087) SHVO545590-702725 (A 17062) SHV0517556-702503 (A119783)
21«. 9 -  0.66, 0 219, 9
5600 6000
219, 9 -  0.28, 6
3600
220. 9 -  0.64, 0 -  .13
SW0521395—712713 (C104593)
3800
221, 9 -  03 2 . 0
SHV0459041 -682420 (E 48418) SHV0528433-692057 (F 52178) SHV0508120-705453 (0131889)
6000
221, 9 -  03 8 . 0
6000 6200
221, 9 03 3 . 0
3800
221, 9 -  0.45, 0
SHV0516017-694348 (A128292) SHV0533572-692757 (F 83385) SMA5542210-741018 (C 27538) SHVC510013-681106 (El 11054)
222. 9 -  03 2 . 0 223. 9 -  0.71. 0 - 3 9 223, 9 — 03 6 . 0 - 3 1 P -  224. 9 -  0.49. 0 -  3 6
SHV0500412-684054 (D 63950)
224. 9
SHV0550075—724729 (C 49260) SHV0542210-741016 (C 18026) SHV0525213-591425 (F 31392)
5600 5800 6000 5800 6000 6200 6400
P -  224. 9 -  03 3 , 0 -  3 2  P -  225, 9 -  0.65. 0 -  3 4  P -  225, er -  036 . 0 -  3 2
SHV0541424-735637 (G 22608) SHV0520570-704856 (B 11551) SHV0528051-702303 (A 82557) SHV0528189-700029 (A 81695)
_ ___ , l ____ , n ?____I____ . o i °____I____ . ° ,____  F» .____ I___ Z i____ I___
5800 6000 5800 6000 3800 6000 5800 6000
P -  225. 9 -  03 6 . 0  -  .19 P -  225. a  -  0.45. 0 -  3 0  P -  228. 9 -  03 3 . 0 - 3 3  P -  226. 9 -  0.44. 0 -  33
SHVQ509030-693121 (3121882) SHVOS33487-6852Q5 (F 85399) 9 M » 2 2 1 22-695921 (A104815)SHV0S46189-723807 (C 54595)
228, 9  -  0-25, 9228, <r 228. 9 -  0.41, 8 228. *  -  0.65, 8  -  .20
SHV0S26294—713404 (B 31304) SHV0452S31 -882854 (E 18531) SHU04S5117—892818 (D 34888) SHV0517478-893554 (D178832)
228. 9 -  0.68, 8 -  J 4 229. 9 -  0.31. 8 -  .38 229. 9 -  0.60, 8 -  .08 229. 9 -  0.42. 8
SW 0514351-691539 (0157410) SHV0513125-885048 (0148047) SHV0554548-724937 (C 47142) SHV0523140-685017 (F 16809)
6000 8200 640
P -  230. 9 — 0.87, 8 -  .13
8000
P -  230, a -  O i l .  8 -  .36
5800
231. 9 -  0.61. 8 -  J 3
6200
231. 9 -  0-52, 8
SHW517478-693554 (A121900) SHVOS03595-691915 (D 88090) SHV0S23006-691416 (F 16588)
5800
233. 9 234. 9 -  0.48. 8  -  .18 P -  234. 9  -  0.68. 8 -  .12
SHVO545333-701736 (A 18003)
5800 6000
235. 9 -  0.51, 8 -  .15
SHV0548119-701308 (A 10042) SHV0536099-695201 (A 50847) SHV0454006-684125 (D 24628) SHV0449422-681118 (E 1350)
5800 5800
235. 9 P -  235. <r -  0.43. 8 -  .11 235. 9 -  0.48. 8  -  .09
8200
SHV0533593-892803 (F 83568) SHV0537328—710454 (B 71578) SHV0516166-694342 (A127377) SHV0534304—720850 (G 72258)
5800
236. 9236. 9 238. 9 -  0.27, 8 -  .40 237. 9
SHV0527363-712112 (G111192) SKM0520522—894656 (A110192) SHVOS37328-710454 (Gl 25637) SHV052238O-691255 (F 14229)
SHVD532594—713806 (B 54222) SHV0522487-701344 (A102224)
P -  239. «r -  0.68. 8 -  .16 
SHV0520548-703559 (Al 08912)
P -  240, a  -  0-52. 0 -  J 3  
SHV0S12C84—693815 (0141614)
5600 5800 6000
P -  240. 9  -  0-5«. 8 -  .18
SHV0519511-700852 (A113420) SHV0540463-692922 (A 32857) SHVDS16298—723618 (G 55141)
242. 9 -  0.22. 8 242. 9 242. 9
SHV0S00521 -675904 (E 56718)
243. 9  -  0.4«. 8 -  .11
SHVO545454-701458 (A 1724«) SW 0518571-690729 (D186626) SHW529423-69454« (A 76405) SHV0514540-682009 (E139908)
SHV0516138-711828 (G110772)
P -  24«. 9 -  0 J 1 . 8  -  .39
SHV0517166—701602 (AI 22492)
3800 6000
P -  247. 9  -  0.38, 0  -  .36
SHV0532594—713806 (G 94911)
248. 9 -  0.78. 0 -  .13
SHV0454388—681258 (E 23910)









249. a -  0-51, 8 -  .29
SHV0530343—735118 (C 24900)
253, a 054 . 8
SHW0528180-700728 (A 81863)
5HV0514172-884901 (D155199)
251. 9 054 . 8
SHV0542448-700129 (A 28782)
5800 8000
253, a -  0.52, 8
SHV0519058-875931 (E182398)
S1M3S32286—693701 (F 74025)





254. a  -  0.53. 8
SHV0532350-701744 (A 85151)
P -  254. or -  0.65. 8 -  .12
SHV0523138-893845 (A101218)
8800 5600
P -  254, a -  0.42. 8  -  .18 254. a -  0.78. 8 -  .24 254. <r 0.87. 8
SHW523357-692038 (F 20019) SHV0531398—701050 (A 68738) SHV0502226-693113 (D 78057)
5800
254, a  -  052 . 8 255. a
- 9-
255. a
SHV0534420-702657 (A 57064) SW0533S32—700138 (A 59742) SHV0517551-691335 (D179589)
255. a 255. a 255. 9 257. 9 -  05 1 . 8 - 5 7
SHV0540436—692947 (A 32835) SHV0S43243—692417 (F129481) SHV0508341-685818 (D117513) SHV0523138-093845 (F 17168)
257, 9
8200
258. 9 -  0.44, 8 -  .18
6400
258. 9 -  0.62. 8 -  .10
6400
259. 9
SHV054206S-70441« (C l4895«) SHVOS154«1-691822 (D165288) SHW522190-685432 (F 12788)
8000 6200 6400
25». 9 -  0.44. 8  -  .1325«. 9  -  0.41. 0 -  .19 259. <j -  O i l .  a -  .16
300 6200 6400





P -  260. a  -  0.75, 8  -  .18
SHWÄ27144-703515 (A 85743)
260. 9 -  0.82, a
SHVOS18385-690633 (0184573)
2ea 9  -  a74. e
SHV0527382—751852 (G 200) SHV0550119-705» 19 (C128734)
P -  261. 9  -  0.23. 0 -  J »  P -  261. 9 -  0-29, 8  -  .1«
SHW531090—725052 (C 48941) SHV0520524-702834 (A109262)
263. 9 -  036 , 6262. 9
SHV0518439-700159 (A117586)
264, 9
SHW522042-691731 (F 10462) SHV0520261 -693826 (A112095)
6600 5600 5800 6000
P -  264. 9 -  0.20, 8 -  J 5
SHV0540113-705115 (B 81964)
266, c  -  0.38, 0
SHV0526062-712750 (0104752) SHV0516416-694743 (A125639) SHV0521322-693305 (A108019) SHV0516521 -700337 (A124396)
SHV0551578-704050 (8126079) SHV0522149-693347 (A105166) SHV0549381—711835 (B114409) SHV0547243-704058 (B109268)
SHV4J525298-705108 (8 28343) SHVOS18400—895513 (A118034)
5800
288, a -  0.76. 8 -  31
5800
288. a 0-35. 8
SHV0510455—71032* (G124521) SHVO548354-704555 (3113348)
288. 9 -  0.21. 8 - 3 5 28«. <r -  038 , 8
SHV0540128-705211 (B 82011) SHV052C2Q1 -701405 (A111584) SHV0535024—714007 (G 93109) SWOS18238—703537 (A117795)
26«. er -  0 3 1 . 8 - 3 5 P -  26«. 9 -  0.45, 8 — .08 26». 9 -  0.48, 8 — 3 3 270, 9 -  0-38, 8
3*^0547244—71254» (B106003) SHV0521431-804328 (A107073) SHVD540185—705855 (8  81903) SHV05384O5—693056 (F1 08023)
5800
270. 9 -  0-38, 8
6000
271. 9 -  031 . 8 -  .14
5800 8200
271. 9 -  0.24, 8 271. 9 -  0.44. 8 -  .13
SI-V052235O-692404 (F 13551) SHW51 »419-702743 (A113483) SHV0529501-701447 (A 75955) SHW458106-734021 (C 28128)
6400
271. 9  -  0.75, 8 272. 9
5800 8000 8200
P -  272. 9 -  0.77. 8  -  .15
I 6000 6200
272. 9 -  0.48, 8 -  .26
SHV0524530-701405 (A 94415) SHV0509328-683710 (E l 08973) SHV0557274-710437 (G119196) SHV0500477—681124 (E 57C87)
272. 9 -  0.33, 8 -  3 3 273. 9 -  0.43, 8 - 3 0
6000
273. 9 -  0.68. 8 -  .09 273. 9 -  0.42. 8 -  .19
SHV0808338-724348 (G 48269) SHV0522487-713657 (B 18337) SHV0538004-694900 (A 43116) SHV0501019-691338 (D 68565)
5800 6000 6200 5800 6000 6200 5800 6000 6200 6200 6400 6600
P -  273. 9 -  0.63. 8  - 3 7  P -  274, <r -  0.91. 8 - 3 9  P -  274. 9 -  03 1 . 8 -  3 5  P -  276. 9 -  0.71. 8 -  .13
SVM1514256—682255 (E1372S2) SHVO520488-710539 (3  10990)
6200 6400
277. a -  0.44, 0 -  .35 278. a -  0.43. 0 -  .18
SHV0527334-693050 (A 84799) SHVOS32582-733108 (0  32477)
6000
280. 9 -  0.78. 0 - 0 7 280. 9 -  003 . 0
SHV0S29569—684519 (F 62429) SHV0516501-695448 (A124839)
SHVC538405-6930S8 (A 40109)
5600
278. 9 -  00 4 . 0
SHV0527446—692026 (F 46061)
P -  280. 9 -  0.45, 0 -  .13
SHV0315440-700926 (A12S417)
SHV0527334- 893050 (F 44385)
6000 6200





281. 9 -  0.49. 0





P -  288. 9 -  0.72. 0 -  .04
SHV0540061 -705656 (B 81329) SHV0541482-700417 (A 30210)
5800
283. 9 -  0.40. 0  -  JO
SHVOS16164-685114 (D182234)
SHV0514512-683812 (E139720) SHV0501125-883755 (E 60994) SHV0541012-715944 (0 77134)
68006200





SHV0523125-693341 (A101361) SHV0535081 -741532 (C 20522) SHV0535081-741532 (G 16411) SHV0535238-723803 (0  56694)
58006000
P -  288, 9 -  0.25. 0  -  .31 P -  289. 9 -  0.57, 0  -  .21 P -  289. 9 -  0.33, 0  -  .18 P -  290. 9 -  0.38, 0  -  .15
SHV0519204-711941 (B 8302) ShW0534209-7009C9 (A » 0 7 2 ) SW 0531093-700100 (A 70624) SHV0507412-664037 (D111166)




291. 9 -  O J0, 0
SHV0521164-604045 (F 6079) SHV0S20437-694548 (A110006) SHV0514105-883740 (E136782) SHV0452274—684909 (D 17275)
SHV0525370-700553 (A 01031) SHV0539393-701B37 (A 36037) SHV0514194-602620 (D155609) SHV0520156-603059 (D194672)
■q
SHV0528010-710438 (B 37313) SHV0518197—694139 (A119708) SHV0S42514-710923 (B 90818) SHV0511531—680719 (El 22056)
SHV0513201-602825 (D140445) SHV0548137-700231 (A 9566) SHV0527547-701011 (A 83248) S1N0522007—685320 (F 11790)
298. 9P -  208. 9 -  0.18. 0  -  .32298. 9 -  0 JO . 0297, 9
SHV0S12537-721933 (C 63585)
5800 6000 6200
SHV0520505—705010 (B 11128) SHV0550132-704232 (9119595) SHV0505468-744227 (C 7684)
8200
300. 9209. 9P -  298. 9 -  0.45. 0  -  .15 P -  268. a  -  0.45, 0  -  .32
SHV0513105-690053 (D147961) SHV0S36411-710822 (Cl 23115) SHV0521200-692150 (F 5626) SHV0336164—690234 (F 97939)
SHV0536411-710822 (B 88415) SHV0539404-701115 (A 37753) SHV0523008—695904 (A101874) SHV0536347-701529 (A 49818)
SHY0544S10—701347 (A 20111) SHV054O493-593522 (A 32884) SHV0521029-684346 (F 4755) SHV0549079-704312 (B11550«)
SHV0542514—710923 (C121003) SHV0548411-70514« (B113223)
P -  305, a  -  0.25, 8 -  .15 
SHV0520472—703820 (A109339)
5600 5600 . 6000
P -  305, a  -  0.31. 8  -  .21
SHV0511414-682832 (E121312)
5600 5800 6000
P -  30«. a -  0.43. 8 -  .15
5600 5800 6000
P -  30«. <J -  0.35, 0 -  .26
5600 5800 6000
P -  307. a  -  0.75. 8  -  .0«
SHV0S03137—690433 (D 81932)
P -  307. a -  0.59. 8 -  -59 
SHV0S43276-693851 (A 23404)
SHV0524587-692023 (F 28555) SHW0547548-703421 (A 11738) SHV0513060-874802 (E129033) SHV0502469-692418 (D 80245)
5600 5600 6000
P -  309. a -  0.77. 8 -  .21
SHVOS28488-893824 (A 79895) S1MÄ42548—695801 (A 26075) SHV0527072-701238 (A 86289)
5600 5600 8000 5800 8200




«00 6000 6200 
313. 9 -  0.49. 0 -  .17
SHV0513412-690023 (D151451)
6200
P -  313. 9 -  0.24. 0  -  J 7
SWQ505385—681315 (E 84830) SHV0523047-690641 (F 17300)
6400
P -  313. a -  0.43. 0 -  .34 313, v  -  0.51. 0  -  .35
SHV0540258-894944 (A 34583) SHV0543133-702340 (A 26037) SHV0541258-732214 (C 35287)
8000





P -  315. 9 -  0 J 1 . 0 - 2 1
SHV0525386-700828 (A 91799) SHV0549423-701210 (A 5881) SHV0525412-701752 (A 91585) SH KÄ26368-702258 (A 88117)
5800 6000 6200 5800 6000 6200 5800 6000 6200 5800 6000 6200
P -  315. 9 -  0-52, 0  -  .11 P -  315. 9  -  0.16. 0  -  .29 • P -  315. a -  0.49. 0 -  JO P -  315, 9 -  0.95. 0  -  .13
SHV0506014-690323 (D100407) SHV0512489-730523 (G 41592)
316. 9
SHV0501019—691838 (D 68926) SHV0515421-694719 (A129388)
317. 9 P -  317, 9 -  0.47, 0 -  .15
SHV0507053—691638 (0108388) SHV0459138-692908 (D 58504) SHV0512472-693035 (0145898)
6600
SHV0531369-694831 (A 68682)
P -  317. 9 -  0.70, 0 -  .14 P -  317. 9 -  0.29, 0 -  .15 P -  317. 9 -  0.46. 0 -  J1 P -  317, 9 -  029 . 0 - 2 4
SHV0520427-683837 (F 141«) 5HV05J7318—710122 (0130652) SHW5X5125-491817 (F 17742) SHY0501237-705205 (0131724)
0000
317. 9 -  034 , 8317, 9 -  0.40. 8 -  .17 318. 9 -  0.50. 8 -  -38
5800
31«. 9
SHV0524023—700237 (A 87830) SHV0S20427-693837 (A111094) SHV0548295-705802 (B115759) SHV0518459-894153 (A118081)
320. a
8000
P -  319. 9 -  0.43, 8 - 3 9319. 9 -  04 8 , 8 -  .14 319, 9 -  03 8 . 8
SHV0539348-702908 (A 38820)
6000
320, a -  0 3 1 . 8 - 3 0
SHVOS14054-690537 (D154087) SHV0520488-891933 (F 2409) SHVOS10382-690233 (0131046)
6400
320. 9320. 9 -  033 . 8
SHV0526445—694403 (A 87867)
322. 9 -  03 8 , 8 - 3 5
SHV0506S84—722538 (G 59663) SWO455444-675920 (E 28682)
620060005800 6000
P -  322. 9 -  0.66. 8 -  .18322. 9 -  03 3 , 8
SHY0529083-895332 (A 78538)
323. 9 -  0.74. 8  -  .10
SHV0515481 -680111 (E l 44883) SHV0544397-740748 (C 29487) SHV0533355-704J22 (Cl 52439) SHV0533355-704322 (B 58303)




324. 9 -  0.45. 8 -  3 0
SHV0540526—712642 (B 82486) SHV0S51065-735427 (G 22887)
5800 5800 8000
SHV0525054-710439 (G127503) SHV054154 3 - 893305 (A 28653)
5800
326. 9P -  328. 9 -  0.78. 8 -  3 8 P -  328. 9 -  03 7 . 8 -  .12 P -  327. 9 -  0.99. 8 -  .04
SHV0531589-693553 (A «7105) SHV0508014-68580« (D113803) SHV0544397-740748 (G 18798) SHV0458325-6S1302 (E 44541)
5800 5800
327. 9 -  0.18. 0
6200
327, a -  0.79. 0 -  .15
5800 6000
328. ff -  0.69. 0 -  .08 330, a •  0.42. 0  -  .17
SHV0S32181-693058 (F 73819) SHV0504077-681701 (E 76319) SHV0507077-734248 (0 26244) SHV3541105-690302 (F121309)
6000 6200 6400 6600 6000 6200 6400 6800 5800 6000 6200 6000 6200 6400 6600
P -  33 a  9 -  0.61. 0 -  .29 P -  33 a  9 -  0.64. 0 -  .13 P -  331, a  -  0.42. 0 -  .12 P -  331. 9 -  O J a  0  -  .23
SHV0514198-732731 (G 33116) SHV0518595-893853 (A117388) SHV052328S-700234 (A 99784) SHV0542188-703313 (A 29518)
6000
331. 9  -  O i l .  9
6200
331. 9 -  0.70. 0  -  .19
5800
037 . 0
SHV0504357—682243 (E 79311) SHVO5OO4O7-091O15 (D 66105) SHV0539480-701727 (A 37520) SHV0506400-685320 (0104367)
6000 8200 6400 6600 6000 6200 6400 6600 5800 6000 6200 6000 6200 6400 6600
P -  332. 9 -  0.45. 9 -  -28 P -  332. 9 -  OJO. 0 -  J 9  P -  332, <r -  0.34, 0 -  -26 P -  333. 9 -  0.35. 0 -  .10
SHV0458040—684627 (D 54279) SHVO5OOO24-6817O0 (E 53233) SHV0557372-734134 (C 25961) SHVOS01389-731337 (G 38582)
62005800
334. 9 “  0.48. 0  -  .23
5800
334. 9 -  0.76. 0 -  .22P -  334, a -  0.78, 0 -  .10
SHV0508309-690347 (0117359) SHV0514157-684833 (D155034) SHV0525446-735110 (G 24843) SHV0507432-685922 (0111810)
SHW505519—891125 (D 99601) SVNOS17122-681710 (E152243)
6200
335, a  -  0.22. 8
SHV0S33382-591952 (F 82203) SHV0524277-69114« (F 25890)
33«, a -  0.57, 8
SHV0541026-701920 (A 33405)
6000
SHV0S18S9S-693653 (0188495) SHV0528544-704849 (G148253) SHV05070S3-68310S (E 93994)
33«. a  -  0-32, 8 338, a 338. v
SHV0523078-69382« (F 16577) SHV0518222-750327 (G 3077) SHV0521594-684804 (F 10853)
338, a -  0.40. 8 -  .20
SHVOS14372-493413 (A 133848)
341, »
SHV0541304-740411 (G 20293) SHV0512407-704832 (G145469) SHV0510488-674718 (E115357)
6400
344, 9 -  0.23, 8  -  -32
5600 5600
341, 9 -  0.51. 8  -  .18 341. a  -  0.40. 0 -  .21
SI-V0527083-584853 (F 43914)
344, a  -  0.4«. 8  -  .24
SHV051 «318-693658 (A126680) SHV0530323-702218 (A 73262) SHV0521450-694107 (A106988) SHV0530237-700826 (A 73745)
" P  1 .  ^I . II II . 1 T I . 1 JJ II . I . I . I . I . I - ■ 1
5600 5600 6000 6200 5600 5800 6000 6200 5600 5600 6000 6200 5600 6000 6200
P -  34«. 9 -  0.39, 8 -  .25 P -  34«. a -  0.88. 8 -  .35 P -  348. 9 -  0_J5. 8  -  .18 P -  353. 9 -  0.78. 8  -  .18
SHV0528537-695119 (A 79487) SHV0550342-705250 (B120037) SHV0533078-700358 (A 62814) SHV0509253-693723 (0124504)
6000 8200 6400
360. 9 -  0.69. 8  -  .12
5600
355, 9354. 9  -  0.75. 8
SHV0S33015—720047 (G 7688«) SHV05G7349—863736 (E 9718»)SHV0451504-883048 (E 11008)
5800
SMV0510243-892346 (D150550)
585, a -  0.48. 8  -  .55
SHV0515259-883227 (El 42741) SHV0509542-690812 (D128858) SHV0511548-685147 (D139398)
P -  372. 9  -  0.19. 8 -  J1
SHV0505458—885252 (D 97941)
6400
372. 9 — 0.27. 8
SHY0511560-681821 (E l 20592)
6400
374. 9 -  0.47. 8  -  .18
s SHV05052S2—682218 (0  97470) SHV0500101-675003 (E 52225) SHV0538262-890410 (F108969)
6800
381, 9 -  0.49. 8  -  J 2
6800
379. 9 -  0.34, 8 - 2 6378. 9
SKVOS10258—692107 (D130448) SHVO523536-700128 (A 98182) SHV0525379-693111 (F 32401) SHV0525174-693452 (A 93351)
60006400620056006400
385. 9382. 9 -  0.41. 8  -  J1381. 9 -  0.71, 8 - 2 6381. 9 -  0.51. 8  -  .30
SHV0459258—680860 (E 49342) SHV0514390-681906 (E138487) SHV0504288-892536 (0  91545) SHV0501598-892433 (D 75225)
5800 6000 6200 6400
P -  388, a -  0.78. 8  -  .08 386. 9 -  0-52. 8
6000
SFV0529303—700902 (A 77187) SHV0516388-685325 (D171065)
5800 5800 6000 6200
P -  388. 9 -  OJO. 8  -  .10 388. a
SHV0S00529-683434 (D 69138) SHV0519086-700358 (A116084)
6000 6200 6400 6600
» -  391. 9 -  02 4 . 8 -  .13 392. 9 -  0.47. 8  -  2 9
SHV0550420—711042 (B l 18907) SHV0518206-894727 (A119440) SHV05O 7219—713*45 (S 90337) 3HV0500193-881706 (E 54730)
SHW514093-683206 (E135755) SKMJ532213-691239 (F 75384) SW05274O5-691355 (F 45982) SHV0506591 -885502 (D108892)
8000
398. ff 0 JO. 8 398, ff -  0.55. 8 398. ff -  0 J 1 , 8 -  .13 398. ff -  0.82. 8
SHV052547S—890944- (F 34428) SHV0518481 —894419 (AI 25348) SHV0550045-893834 (A 3216) SHV0518571 -894021 (A117431)
♦
P -  399. ff -  0.44. 8 -  .08
SHy0547489-703315 (A 11968) SHV0540217-893847 (A 34381) SHV0525230-700113 (A 92789) SHVOS14048-885924 (0153959)
SHV0524107-725522 (C 48702) SHV0542038-894833 (A 28873) SHVD517393-693135 (A122580) SHV0501442-884542 (0  71080)
8000
401. ff -  0.45. 8 -  .19 401, ff
8500
401. ff -  0.85, 8 -  .19401. ff -  0.26. 8  -  J1
SHV0529222-684846 (F 58535) SHV0533102-684048 (F 82475) SHV0540447-705047 (G141357) SHV0539038-891101 (Fl 11250)
6500
406. ff405. ffP -  402. ff -  0.42. 8 -  .22 404, ff
SHV0S14566-691313 (0159797) SHVO54O447-705047 (B *4071) SHV05O9O3O-69154« (D121315) SHV0524146-69064« (F 24601)
8000
40«. a  -  0.21, 8 -  .39 407. 9 -  0.91. 8 407. 9 -  0.19. 8 407. a  -  0.76. 8  -  .11
SHV0527286-694036 (A 85064) SHV0451352-683639 (D 11865) S1N0524565-694559 (A 94511) SHV0513537-692919 (D153109)




0.76. 8413. c 415. 9 -  0.72. 8  -  .18
SHV0511560-691008 (0139881) SHV0450532-690318 (D 10906) SHV0547424-711103 (B108103) SHV0548502-711702 (B111734)








SHV0527424-693645 (A 84152) SHVD534241 -723252 (0 57838)
60006000 5600




SHV0531473-71113« (Cl 20478) SHWJ519405—710521 (B 6864)
6000
425. 9 -  0.22. 8P -  424. 9 -  0.69. 8  -  -22
SHVOS18238-891329 (D189526)
5500
P -  426. 9 -  0.43. 8  -  .28
SHV0505204—693458 (D 97855)
65006000
427. 9 -  0.24. 8  -  .28
SHV0539194-700500 (A 38759) SHV0547255-734808 (C 25068) SHV0516040-884929 (0167319) SHVOS27551 -704342 (B 37296)
SHV0S05004-680417 (E 80781) SHV0522474-«93548 (F 14478) SHV0539085-690311 (F112268) S1MÄ37S74—693732 (A 438C2)
SHV0526001-701142 (A 90435) SHV0S28479—711407 (B 32852) SHV0540008—703930 (B 81961) SHV0513471-684007 (E l 33707)
SHVC534117-700515 (A 58803) SHV0548178-701220 (A 15486) SHV0517012-895350 (A124180) SHV0521087-893737 (A109438)
5500 6000
P -  448. 9 -  0.79. 0 -  .0«
5500 6000
P -  448, 9  -  0.42. 8  -  .18
5500 6000
P -  447. 9 -  0.19. 8 - 2 8
5500 6000
P -  481. 9  -  0.90, 8 -  .18
SHV0521087-693737 (F 4181) SHV0536139-701604 (A 50963) SHV0536281-691516 (F 97932) SHV0518589-690140 (D186880)
SHVOS06457-693040 (0106877) SHV0518530-705338 (G137550) SHV0S00233—682914 (E 55902) SHV0549502-710409 (G123797)
473. 9 -  0.73. 0
\ 7 2 - '
P -  476. 9 -  0.21. 0  -  .19 P -  483. a -  0.43. 0 - 2 4477, 9 0.47. 0
SHV0512088-685231 (0140926) SHVO459033—061729 (E 4781C) SHV0547560-704933 (B110592) SHV0527341-693047 (A 84717)
6900 9900
P -  520. a -  0.51. 0 -  .32 524. 9
6000 6900
4 « .  a -  0.26. 0 -  .29 504, a -  0.53, 0  -  .16
SHV0549140-710028 (B114525)
526, 9 -  0.40, 0 -  .24
SHV0519099-701106 (A115042) SHVO457260-683240 (E 39976) SHV0458166-602009 (E 43590)
551. 9 -  0.79, 0 -  .13544. 9 -  0.17. 0 -  .17520. 9
SHV0S49201-742336 (C 13247)
6500
556. 9 -  0.66. 0 -  .09
SHV0535302-730413 (G 42964) SHV0S0553B-6S5754 (D 99367)
572. a 1.01. 0 596, 9 -  0.62. 0
SHVO5O6300—601557 (E 90530)
602. 9 -  0.91. 0 -  .09
SHVC511531-603257 (E122516) SHV0529291 -695022 (A 77222) SHW546185—693225 (A 13720) SHV0545032-703060 (A 20207)
SHV0510082-692210 (0120572) SHV0520355-694322 (A111378) SHV0454030-675031 (E 19092) SHV0549503-704331 (B118123)
K  v \  i
2
o 7 \  7 \ to l  ' l  \
\ j -
•n
\  / \ g  i\ j  \  /: V  V v  .  X  * J: Y: \  :
3 . . .  3 . ■’  . P. 1 s  .s . 2, . . ,  , . , j  .........................H  \ , a -  L ................... r . . . I .
6000 6500 7000 5500 6000 6500 6000 8500 7000 5500 6000 6900
P -  646, 9 -  0.88. 0 -  JO P -  650, a  -  0.99, 0 -  .14 P -  657. 9 -  0.30, 0 -  .19 P -  675. 9 -  0.70. 0 -  .13
SHV0549503-704331 (G147453) SHV0541304-704432 (G149933) SHV0454257-684856 (D 27437) SHVO450O43-091930 (D 39239)
6000




877, 9 -  0.96. 0 -  .17
SJM H49487-693210 (D 8831) SHV0457119-675518 (E 38039)
8500 7000
791. a -  0-24, 8 816. 9  -  0 J 1 . 8 -  .18
SHY0510319-682712 (E114807)
7000
820. <7 -  0.25. 8
SHV0520422-693821 (F 1321) SHV0520422-893821 (A111093)
8000 6500





SHV0542142-705829 (B 89293) SHY0526190-695833 (A 89391)
5000 5500 8000 6500 "  5000 5500 6000 6500
P -  973. 9 -  0.35. 8 -  .17 P -  978. 9 -  0.13, 0  -  JO











P -  1198. 9 -  0.20. 0 -  JO P -  1353. 9 -  0.48. 0 -  .10
Table 2.4
Marginal Periodic Variables
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y flc) A .ID m ax NP e Period(s)
SHV0449403-685405 D 4714 -3.0824 0.6662 15.20 0.66 6059 28 0.40 177
SHV0449578-683622 D 4479 -3.0975 0.9628 14.43 0.42 6033 28 0.29 318
SHV0449583-690628 D 7061 -3.0269 0.4652 15.20 0.32 5899 28 0.35 318
SHV0450067-683131 E 4607 -3.0953 1.0449 14.50 0.42 6016 28 0.45 414
SHV0450252-690035 D 8535 -3.0007 0.5680 14.24 0.38 6037 28 0.23 243
SHV0451090-681002 E 7298 -3.0490 1.4133 15.79 0.36 5908 23 0.37 522
SHV0452052-675338 E 10070 -2.9981 1.6963 14.13 0.96 6083 28 0.34 182
SHV0452327-680427 E 12886 -2.9320 1.5226 14.20 0.46 5593 28 0.25 882
SHV0452361-683928 D 17148 -2.8517 0.9434 13.99 2.56 5901 28 0.44 756
SHV0452519-682410 E 16035 -2.8604 1.1998 13.89 0.42 6011 28 0.46 169
SHV0453238-690155 D 23208 -2.7329 0.5808 15.20 0.94 5980 28 0.19 820
SHV0453478-674414 E 17383 -2.8575 1.8724 13.70 0.44 5990 28 0.38 331
SHV0453551-693033 D 28395 -2.6278 0.1124 14.11 0.36 5318 28 0.40 799
SHV0453561-735520 G 19804 -2.0827 -4.2779 15.00 1.36 5726 18 0.10 472
SHV0454230-682708 E 23715 -2.7154 1.1679 15.74 0.38 5887 28 0.35 316
SHV0454315-744528 G 5082 -1.9407 -5.1080 14.59 0.44 5947 16 0.41 165
SHV0454365-683547 E 25582 -2.6775 1.0270 13.68 0.52 5872 27 0.39 396
SHV0454483-683206 E 26354 -2.6670 1.0902 12.57 0.56 6042 18 0.29 131
SHV0455503-682130 E 30922 -2.5933 1.2770 15.88 0.64 5821 28 0.25 418
SHV0456011-684143 D 35625 -2.5382 0.9436 12.77 0.84 6074 16 0.37 74
SHV0456077-691143 D 38874 -2.4712 0.4474 14.49 0.54 6036 28 0.42 162
SHV0456225-682121 E 33636 -2.5443 1.2850 13.57 0.90 5124 28 0.33 1038
SHV0456418-674452 E 32669 -2.5828 1.8938 13.62 0.44 5686 28 0.34 834
SHV0456510-681328 E 35526 -2.5153 1.4207 13.39 0.60 5871 28 0.32 318
SHV0456567-744507 G 5682 -1.7826 -5.0831 13.76 0.66 5573 18 0.33 648
SHV0457191-680422 E 37256 -2.4886 1.5765 13.67 0.48 5894 28 0.28 312
SHV0457237-675525 E 37027 -2.4977 1.7258 13.74 0.46 5820 28 0.36 394
SHV0457386-734010 G 25344 -1.8541 -3.9947 14.68 0.92 5964 17 0.42 206
SHV0457391-685822 D 46600 -2.3605 0.6838 15.54 0.56 6011 28 0.40 327
SHV0458039-692730 D 51422 -2.2720 0.2045 15.33 0.50 6044 28 0.46 330
SHV0458139-690959 D 50992 -2.2882 0.4966 15.24 0.68 6022 28 0.44 146
SHV0458217-730013 G 41383 -1.8738 -3.3242 14.09 0.78 5826 18 0.36 396
SHV0459018-682434 E 48203 -2.2949 1.2578 14.23 0.64 5445 28 0.23 942
SHV0459418-724205 G 49524 -1.8067 -3.0122 15.19 1.72 6042 15 0.17 427
SHV0459450-681001 E 51214 -2.2530 1.5060 13.24 0.70 5936 28 0.34 393
SHV0459562-680219 E 51731 -2.2483 1.6356 14.39 0.32 5699 28 0.33 509
SHV0500035-692241 D 63082 -2.1057 0.3023 14.64 0.48 5752 28 0.37 416
SHV0500483-692518 D 67967 -2.0360 0.2651 14.41 0.50 6051 18 0.26 101
SHV0500533-690617 D 67113 -2.0587 0.5816 14.90 0.52 5971 28 0.33 857
SHV0501229-683009 E 61454 -2.0706 1.1859 13.76 0.48 5934 28 0.42 417
SHV0501351-684737 D 70235 -2.0253 0.8974 14.18 0.54 5880 28 0.42 231
SHV0501380-693706 D 73945 -1.9455 0.0759 12.77 0.58 6028 21 0.50 104
SHV0501390-725606 G 43432 -1.6404 -3.2315 14.24 0.60 6014 17 0.50 135
SHV0502018-710527 G 119432 -1.7786 -1.3885 13.94 0.74 5953 17 0.20 211
SHV0502197-681625 E 66003 -2.0044 1.4219 14.93 1.52 6023 28 0.41 234
SHV0502260-731247 G 36575 -1.5584 -3.5042 14.09 1.30 5949 16 0.48 194
SHV0502506-681118 E 68625 -1.9643 1.5111 14.50 0.68 6001 28 0.37 393
SHV0503063-675453 E 69232 -1.9634 1.7862 13.84 0.58 5944 28 0.42 405
SHV0503199-691628 D 83398 -1.8271 0.4318 13.99 0.48 5680 28 0.30 1003
SHV0503380-680921 E 73101 -1.8938 1.5498 13.27 1.32 5998 28 0.20 412
TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name /Position Scan ID X (deg) Y (Ic) A .JD j-nax NP 9 Period (s)
SHV0503446-685236 D 84666 -1.8237 0.8315 14.23 0.36 5959 28 0.30 393
SHV0503474-690835 D 86015 -1.7975 0.5662 15.19 0.38 5265 28 0.38 997
SHV0503481-693152 D 87600 -1.7644 0.1793 14.98 1.18 5942 28 0.34 464
SHV0504166-692500 D 90281 -1.7322 0.2969 14.28 0.32 5994 28 0.44 430
SHV0504353-712622 G 100034 -1.5441 ■1.7186 14.30 1.02 5944 18 0.43 364
SHV0504472-685756 D 91962 -1.7230 0.7504 14.35 0.50 6086 28 0.37 412
SHV0504519-690853 D 93051 -1.7017 0.5689 15.13 0.52 6042 28 0.31 414
SHV0505037-692650 D 95380 -1.6610 0.2718 14.25 0.48 5936 28 0.38 372
SHV0505115-692801 D 96293 -1.6481 0.2530 14.10 0.72 6040 28 0.44 177
SHV0505435-682947 E 86063 -1.6740 1.2250 14.70 2.18 5811 27 0.47 349
SHV0505568-692223 D 100971 -1.5890 0.3517 14.33 0.52 5750 28 0.53 363
SHV0506069-684954 D 100427 -1.6138 0.8930 14.12 0.72 6086 28 0.40 146
SHV0506160-682236 E 88855 -1.6332 1.3482 14.16 0.96 6017 28 0.42 190
SHV0506299-720149 G 73087 -1.3500 -2.2972 14.12 0.74 6051 16 0.32 140
SHV0506427-693809 D 106904 -1.5031 0.0943 14.47 0.50 6009 28 0.32 111
SHV0506443-692508 D 106461 -1.5161 0.3110 13.75 0.72 5928 28 0.38 487
SHV0507239-683011 E 95805 -1.5205 1.2292 13.74 0.56 5882 28 0.40 645
SHV0507252-690238 D 109910 -1.4818 0.6894 14.40 1.14 5343 28 0.30 1353
SHV0507395-681146 E 96647 -1.5172 1.5374 14.27 0.36 6053 28 0.40 98
SHV0507522-730734 G 40570 -1.1718 -3.3861 14.17 0.62 5923 18 0.32 198
SHV0508162-680600 E 100191 -1.4667 1.6371 15.34 1.92 6082 24 0.46 331
SHV0508218-690816 D 116536 -1.3915 0.6012 14.61 0.48 5778 28 0.37 332
SHV0508242-683435 E 102002 -1.4238 1.1620 14.34 0.36 5758 28 0.29 553
SHV0508280-685326 D 116638 -1.3981 0.8486 14.20 0.56 6054 28 0.39 476
SHV0508430-683557 E 103871 -1.3938 1.1410 14.47 1.20 5821 28 0.33 391
SHV0508584-683054 E 105224 -1.3756 1.2266 15.25 0.36 6069 28 0.13 599
SHV0509016-691413 D 121116 -1.3265 0.5059 14.29 0.60 6054 28 0.42 210
SHV0509055-715408 G 79477 -1.1580 -2.1557 15.98 0.28 6037 16 0.72 138
SHV0509427-685131 D 124932 -1.2880 0.8873 13.31 1.22 6057 28 0.25 629
SHV0509443-735107 G 23849 -0.9937 -4.1052 14.93 0.78 5778 18 0.49 394
SHV0510231-683045 E 113790 -1.2466 1.2366 13.48 0.38 6007 28 0.33 393
SHV0511009-691309 D 134034 -1.1514 0.5337 14.90 0.38 5504 28 0.27 820
SHV0511504-693903 D 139896 -1.0568 0.1062 14.43 0.52 5840 28 0.30 318
SHV0512009-681916 E 123033 -1.1069 1.4356 13.74 1.00 6091 28 0.28 289
SHV0512059-681655 E 123458 -1.1011 1.4752 14.71 0.50 6061 28 0.41 106
SHV0512060-692143 D 141235 -1.0483 0.3959 14.76 0.40 5988 28 0.28 672
SHV0512109-691926 D 141720 -1.0430 0.4343 14.56 0.40 5962 28 0.36 820
SHV0512369-690204 D 144312 -1.0182 0.7253 14.69 0.70 6014 28 0.44 122
SHV0512389-685939 D 144483 -1.0171 0.7657 14.07 0.46 5983 28 0.28 398
SHV0512461-685553 D 145211 -1.0093 0.8289 15.65 0.80 5920 28 0.32 391
SHV0513235-703956 G 154428 -0.8780 -0.9015 14.29 0.86 5905 16 0.28 323
SHV0513320-691208 D 150579 -0.9289 0.5613 14.79 0.44 6075 28 0.31 134
SHV0513321-693939 D 150947 -0.9091 0.1030 15.08 0.36 5234 28 0.33 955
SHV0513535-692257 D 153006 -0.8897 0.3825 13.25 1.12 5748 26 0.52 388
SHV0514037-685704 D 153825 -0.8923 0.8142 14.35 0.52 6086 28 0.35 104
SHV0514184-683635 E 136664 -0.8839 1.1564 14.23 0.48 5976 27 0.52 645
SHV0514187-690829 D 155521 -0.8623 0.6249 14.83 0.96 6067 28 0.33 465
SHV0514372-693413 D 157860 -0.8176 0.1966 14.63 0.74 6072 28 0.42 338
SHV0514444-695939 A 132415 -0.7919 -0.2259 14.61 1.04 5951 19 0.42 203
SHV0514465-682901 E 139241 -0.8459 1.2841 14.07 0.56 5956 27 0.47 166
ö
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TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y (Ic> a  ;IDmax NP 9 Period (s)
SHV0514476-685739 D 158679 -0.8263 0.8071 13.90 0.70 6018 28 0.52 152
SHV0514535-703515 A 130423 -0.7568 -0.8184 11.41 0.92 5978 18 0.40 225
SHV0514558-695044 A 132063 -0.7811 -0.0767 14.36 0.66 6017 20 0.37 119
SHV0514566-702117 A 130784 -0.7611 -0.5856 14.38 0.58 5308 20 0.13 953
SHV0514595-691940 D 160158 -0.7949 0.4409 14.31 0.76 6051 28 0.13 346
SHV0515022-680942 E 140671 -0.8338 1.6070 14.37 0.96 6057 27 0.26 179
SHV0515313-694303 A 130200 -0.7346 0.0531 13.78 0.50 6015 20 0.20 257
SHV0515332-705510 G 134757 -0.6903 -1.1483 14.03 1.50 5992 16 0.48 370
SHV0515411-692551 D 164763 -0.7303 0.3401 15.28 0.30 5857 28 0.40 334
SHV0515429-703505 A 127496 -0.6885 -0.8132 14.46 1.14 6075 20 0.35 315
SHV0515453-705851 G 132220 -0.6718 -1.2091 15.49 0.50 5901 16 0.23 260
SHV0515470-675945 E 144763 -0.7699 1.7753 13.90 0.98 6011 27 0.25 211
SHV0515567-690300 D 166469 -0.7200 0.7216 15.21 0.76 5796 28 0.46 563
SHV0515582-690756 D 166644 -0.7151 0.6394 15.12 0.90 5968 28 0.42 291
SHV0516114-675913 E 147002 -0.7321 1.7854 15.68 0.84 6072 28 0.47 195
SHV0516199-685745 D 169124 -0.6882 0.8101 15.24 0.82 5659 27 0.29 882
SHV0516202-681815 E 147766 -0.7084 1.4685 14.51 0.88 5978 27 0.41 209
SHV0516288-694841 A 126449 -0.6487 -0.0380 14.31 0.60 6148 20 0.16 984
SHV0516314-721123 G 68881 -0.5722 -2.4167 14.03 0.60 5145 18 0.14 969
SHV0516362-675310 E 149215 -0.6964 1.8875 12.95 0.56 6029 25 0.33 148
SHV0516468-674957 E 150138 -0.6814 1.9416 13.96 0.48 5986 25 0.39 332
SHV0516511-700222 A 124500 -0.6100 -0.2651 15.14 2.68 5899 20 0.41 368
SHV0516559-684047 E 150803 -0.6425 1.0945 12.44 0.52 6035 20 0.33 129
SHV0516582-710807 G 122250 -0.5684 -1.3604 14.21 1.08 5958 18 0.56 179
SHV0517402-684105 E 154466 -0.5753 1.0913 14.37 0.72 5984 27 0.45 138
SHV0517454-711322 B 122 -0.5025 -1.4462 15.65 0.76 6000 18 0.30 238
SHV0517508-702815 A 119998 -0.5142 -0.6940 14.57 0.60 5986 20 0.41 133
SHV0517512-690314 D 179254 -0.5493 0.7226 14.85 0.36 6058 28 0.41 786
SHV0517580-683401 E 156053 -0.5512 1.2098 14.82 1.12 5268 25 0.25 974
SHV0518252-712916 B 2524 -0.4431 -1.7101 14.32 0.92 6027 19 0.62 133
SHV0518271-713040 B 2676 -0.4400 -1.7334 14.81 0.76 6027 19 0.59 133
SHV0518320-682929 E 159054 -0.5012 1.2866 12.75 0.74 6044 18 0.90 75
SHV0518331-685102 D 184148 -0.4915 0.9274 14.51 0.52 6023 27 0.27 247
SHV0518470-712916 B 3793 -0.4142 -1.7094 15.80 0.56 6027 19 0.49 133
SHV0518533-710117 B 3846 -0.4157 -1.2426 14.43 0.74 6089 15 0.63 94
SHV0518570-692207 D 186405 -0.4448 0.4101 14.79 1.32 5923 26 0.44 411
SHV0518573-695105 A 117124 -0.4344 -0.0725 15.34 0.60 5853 18 0.48 406
SHV0518593-705043 B 4103 -0.4112 -1.0663 15.21 0.42 6025 18 0.44 162
SHV0519009-695715 A 116748 -0.4272 -0.1752 14.53 0.54 6051 20 0.42 407
SHV0519042-692936 A 117291 -0.4317 0.2857 14.24 0.44 6055 19 0.27 267
SHV0519067-685121 D 187899 -0.4409 0.9232 14.89 0.74 5995 27 0.49 485
SHV0519204-680606 E 163629 -0.4347 1.6780 14.77 0.62 6032 23 0.30 336
SHV0519269-692159 D 189666 -0.4010 0.4132 15.00 0.58 5557 26 0.21 860
SHV0519313-710934 B 6322 -0.3616 -1.3797 14.82 0.82 5927 18 0.69 191
SHV0519407-695021 A 114524 -0.3724 -0.0591 14.16 0.36 6021 19 0.55 219
SHV0519412-700407 A 114092 -0.3676 -0.2885 13.88 0.96 6027 20 0.32 199
SHV0519415-693441 A 114875 -0.3758 0.2020 14.92 0.42 6022 19 0.44 193
SHV0519425-693739 A 114755 -0.3735 0.1526 14.33 0.64 6007 18 0.45 191
SHV0519426-685313 D 191825 -0.3864 0.8931 14.64 0.46 6057 26 0.40 130
SHV0519434-690049 D 191791 -0.3829 0.7664 14.12 0.60 6095 26 0.37 236
TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic> a  :® m a x NP 9 Period(s) Note
SHV0519509-693810 D 191897 -0.3612 0.1442 14.73 0.60 6012 26 0.34 102
SHV0520005-701329 A 112716 -0.3376 -0.4442 15.07 1.08 6012 18 0.39 258
SHV0520034-693129 A 113613 -0.3448 0.2558 14.10 0.86 5934 18 0.46 173
SHV0520036-692817 D 193395 -0.3454 0.3092 14.28 0.54 5990 26 0.37 131
SHV0520036-693734 D 193213 -0.3429 0.1545 14.85 0.42 6068 26 0.45 404
SHV0520051-705024 B 8287 -0.3213 -1.0594 14.58 0.92 5729 18 0.33 709
SHV0520065-740527 G 20073 -0.2674 -4.3178 14.45 0.96 5963 18 0.42 163
SHV0520128-710040 B 8811 -0.3081 -1.2304 14.33 0.50 6037 18 0.39 265
SHV0520146-693023 A 112959 -0.3288 0.2744 11.06 1.38 5284 15 0.25 879
SHV0520148-692549 D 194674 -0.3297 0.3505 13.99 0.54 5637 26 0.34 806
SHV0520170-694410 A 112467 -0.3218 0.0448 13.92 0.66 6027 17 0.20 155 E
SHV0520187-711724 B 9282 -0.2959 -1.5093 15.34 1.10 6020 19 0.22 332
SHV0520188-693833 A 112491 -0.3206 0.1384 13.66 0.66 6039 16 0.39 193
SHV0520254-693210 A 112277 -0.3126 0.2449 13.92 0.80 5891 16 0.46 313
SHV0520342-693911 A 111552 -0.2981 0.1282 14.36 0.54 6016 18 0.50 193
SHV0520364-703818 A 109964 -0.2813 -0.8570 13.93 0.80 5875 20 0.39 316
SHV0520375-743909 C 5906 -0.2241 -4.8825 14.50 0.94 6050 19 0.43 176
SHV0520383-690718 F 1557 -0.2995 0.6596 14.16 0.68 5953 26 0.48 401
SHV0520403-692903 A 111401 -0.2916 0.2972 14.57 0.44 6015 18 0.48 193
SHV0520464-692648 F 1982 -0.2832 0.3348 12.78 0.82 6012 23 0.56 100
SHV0520467-692110 F 2165 -0.2840 0.4287 13.88 0.50 6051 26 0.36 240
SHV0520498-692715 F 2326 -0.2781 0.3274 14.34 0.46 6067 26 0.36 122
SHV0520548-695328 A 109911 -0.2653 -0.1095 14.37 0.50 6081 19 0.24 134
SHV0520582-691745 F 3457 -0.2678 0.4859 14.27 0.74 6037 26 0.24 134
SHV0521050-690415 F 4488 -0.2605 0.7110 14.02 1.26 5683 26 0.43 524
SHV0521438-693605 F 7828 -0.1971 0.1805 15.21 0.50 6120 26 0.36 483 421
SHV0521559-713126 B 15231 -0.1639 -1.7418 13.47 1.14 6003 19 0.39 994
SHV0522082-685347 F 11604 -0.1677 0.8864 14.21 0.54 5957 26 0.42 231
SHV0522118-702517 A 104306 -0.1511 -0.6386 14.98 1.40 6006 20 0.41 384
SHV0522220-694441 A 104472 -0.1414 0.0381 14.82 0.50 5898 19 0.29 315
SHV0522237-693130 F 12135 -0.1404 0.2579 14.24 0.38 5911 26 0.34 827
SHV0522251-692902 F 12369 -0.1386 0.2990 13.85 0.44 5650 26 0.38 483
SHV0522259-743619 C 7653 -0.1045 -4.8337 14.00 0.48 5926 19 0.52 183
SHV0522284-695016 A 103952 -0.1316 -0.0549 14.95 0.50 5992 * 16 0.74 199
SHV0522289-685752 F 13742 -0.1363 0.8185 12.96 0.86 6050 26 0.31 209
SHV0522340-731432 G 38779 -0.1035 -3.4634 12.56 0.78 5735 18 0.26 450
SHV0522373-702431 A 102754 -0.1155 -0.6256 11.06 0.88 6001 18 0.40 231
SHV0522418-693921 F 13779 -0.1133 0.1272 15.37 0.94 5941 23 0.37 371
SHV0522440-695013 A 102965 -0.1092 -0.0539 13.56 0.36 6066 16 0.48 131
SHV0522443-704840 B 18086 -0.1037 -1.0282 16.03 0.46 6019 18 0.46 152
SHV0522571-713349 B 18851 -0.0829 -1.7810 14.64 0.90 5153 15 0.34 954 ]
SHV0522592-713341 B 18961 -0.0802 -1.7788 15.05 0.82 6133 18 0.22 994 ]
SHV0523168-703501 A 100032 -0.0598 -0.8004 13.92 0.74 5956 20 0.54 178
SHV0523185-693932 A 100884 -0.0601 0.1244 14.30 0.60 6107 18 0.39 202
SHV0523187-713406 B 20126 -0.0544 -1.7857 15.11 0.72 6164 18 0.43 1016
SHV0523189-690815 F 18719 -0.0610 0.6458 14.63 1.18 6109 26 0.38 243
SHV0523223-700159 A 100242 -0.0536 -0.2498 15.08 0.60 5955 19 0.51 204
SHV0523242-691039 F 19186 -0.0530 0.6058 14.85 1.04 5946 26 0.32 507
SHV0523253-692433 F 18824 -0.0508 0.3741 14.08 0.80 6075 26 0.41 135
SHV0523268-712658 B 20639 -0.0440 -1.6666 12.84 1.00 6045 18 0.62 263
w 
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TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name /Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic> A .J D m a x NP 9 Period(s)
SHV0523327-713024 B 20959 -0.0361 -1.7239 15.36 0.68 5141 18 0.42 974
SHV0523333-691325 F 20029 -0.0395 0.5597 14.30 0.48 6063 26 0.41 123
SHV0523334-704340 G 151891 -0.0366 -0.9446 9.78 0.74 5947 16 0.46 151
SHV0523371-713351 B 21214 -0.0302 -1.7814 14.92 0.44 5970 18 0.54 146
SHV0523438-712826 B 21623 -0.0215 -1.6911 14.00 0.86 6033 19 0.61 133
SHV0523443-694736 A 99022 -0.0226 -0.0100 13.91 0.60 5972 18 0.22 426
SHV0523449-692840 F 20669 -0.0221 0.3055 14.32 1.14 5877 26 0.15 258
SHV0523449-713422 B 21669 -0.0199 -1.7900 13.67 0.72 6000 18 0.74 130
SHV0523454-694558 A 98960 -0.0210 0.0172 14.67 0.38 5989 19 0.41 394
SHV0523459-693349 A 99122 -0.0205 0.2197 14.00 0.54 5144 19 0.34 953
SHV0523459-713315 B 21717 -0.0186 -1.7714 14.85 0.50 6009 18 0.60 131
SHV0523572-684809 F 23524 -0.0042 0.9809 13.56 2.40 6050 26 0.41 377
SHV0523582-713211 B 22470 -0.0024 -1.7536 14.76 0.28 6076 18 0.66 216
SHV0524070-713542 B 22982 0.0092 -1.8123 13.61 1.04 5880 19 0.79 332
SHV0524162-690260 F 25016 0.0241 0.7334 15.03 1.00 5941 26 0.42 293
SHV0524211-691712 F 24978 0.0311 0.4967 13.90 1.64 6039 26 0.34 296
SHV0524304-693544 F 25197 0.0442 0.1877 15.43 0.60 5708 26 0.20 473
SHV0525012-694829 A 94210 0.0880 -0.0249 14.12 0.52 6024 17 0.58 98
SHV0525025-701105 A 93867 0.0883 -0.4016 12.04 0.64 6024 20 0.32 258
SHV0525039-684301 F 30883 0.0967 1.0663 12.71 0.94 6051 24 0.32 229
SHV0525159-695915 A 93204 0.1082 -0.2045 15.11 0.50 6029 18 0.43 406
SHV0525174-693452 F 30095 0.1132 0.2011 15.29 1.16 5941 26 0.41 371
SHV0525203-693155 A 93215 0.1170 0.2511 15.01 0.40 5486 19 0.30 847
SHV0525276-695140 A 92589 0.1257 -0.0782 13.33 0.68 5991 19 0.37 256
SHV0525402-694308 A 91937 0.1447 0.0640 13.27 1.68 6050 20 0.54 370
SHV0525409-691125 F 33592 0.1494 0.5926 15.03 1.08 5995 26 0.41 306
SHV0525485-702130 A 91068 0.1520 -0.5756 14.27 0.72 6049 20 0.52 162
SHV0526104-695215 A 89955 0.1870 -0.0883 14.67 0.34 6070 16 0.54 139
SHV0526166-695340 A 89582 0.1957 -0.1120 13.88 0.60 6156 19 0.27 432
SHV0526336-705103 B 32046 0.2100 -1.0687 11.54 0.58 6007 16 0.39 133
SHV0526364-693639 F 38183 0.2270 0.1713 12.94 1.04 6136 26 0.34 504
SHV0526537-690959 F 41332 0.2574 0.6154 14.74 1.24 5613 24 0.19 847
SHV0526564-702111 A 86902 0.2471 -0.5712 14.15 0.56 5687 20 0.34 420
SHV0527107-714412 G 90902 0.2492 -1.9557 9.70 1.66 5905 18 0.33 261
SHV0527122-704556 G 149118 0.2640 -0.9829 13.96 0.60 5914 17 0.26 306 431
SHV0527138-713546 B 33895 0.2551 -1.8151 15.07 1.42 6059 18 0.40 181
SHV0527160-685428 F 44463 0.2939 0.8737 13.13 2.14 6019 26 0.30 578
SHV0527234-702248 A 85231 0.2846 -0.5987 15.05 0.44 6001 20 0.39 390
SHV0527324-713226 B 35058 0.2803 -1.7598 15.75 0.36 6085 19 0.47 143
SHV0527332-691523 F 45148 0.3146 0.5247 14.37 0.68 5949 26 0.21 820
SHV0527336-711622 G 115631 0.2858 -1.4919 15.30 0.52 5938 15 0.36 418
SHV0527357-694620 A 84575 0.3107 0.0088 13.89 0.60 5997 19 0.43 189
SHV0527420-734357 G 27273 0.2597 -3.9574 15.84 0.76 6044 16 0.44 148
SHV0527427-700309 A 84068 0.3166 -0.2716 13.59 0.50 6105 18 0.38 210
SHV0527470-684814 F 48040 0.3420 0.9769 14.55 0.86 6021 26 0.28 253
SHV0527525-685509 F 48235 0.3485 0.8615 14.36 0.46 6066 26 0.30 340
SHV0527525-704742 G 146189 0.3187 -1.0143 14.18 0.88 6087 17 0.46 256
SHV0527549-712557 B 36578 0.3118 -1.6522 11.42 1.42 5884 15 0.19 283
SHV0527552-695202 A 83276 0.3373 -0.0866 14.15 0.66 6083 19 0.38 271
SHV0527576-713044 B 36663 0.3141 -1.7320 15.03 0.60 6063 18 0.63 123
TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name /Position Scan ID X (deg) Y <Ic) A .■JDmax NP 6 Period(s) Note
SHV0527580-690241 F 48404 0.3547 0.7358 13.76 0.62 5691 26 0.32 886
SHV0528016-690107 F 48868 0.3605 0.7618 15.21 0.48 5778 19 0.28 1000 C
SHV0528093-693860 A 82391 0.3612 0.1303 13.88 0.52 6075 20 0.49 413
SHV0528193-695050 A 81669 0.3722 -0.0672 14.43 0.36 6006 20 0.19 397
SHV0528274-700134 A 81138 0.3806 -0.2463 14.49 0.46 6059 19 0.30 411
SHV0528275-690350 F 51542 0.3983 0.7159 15.11 0.92 6024 26 0.43 326
SHV0528309-702014 A 80878 0.3798 -0.5574 15.40 0.72 6026 20 0.33 401
SHV0528345-685110 F 53097 0.4127 0.9268 14.78 0.56 5863 26 0.40 298
SHV0528350-701014 A 80625 0.3887 -0.3909 14.04 0.70 5708 20 0.36 446
SHV0528362-695538 A 80541 0.3950 -0.1476 15.44 0.40 6046 16 0.35 210
SHV0528469-700243 A 79884 0.4080 -0.2659 13.99 1.02 6088 20 0.47 306
SHV0528473-691241 F 53153 0.4249 0.5678 14.34 1.12 6078 26 0.38 144
SHV0528486-700639 A 79780 0.4091 -0.3315 14.71 0.62 6025 20 0.28 411
SHV0528504-702121 A 79675 0.4068 -0.5766 14.03 0.60 5999 20 0.37 394
SHV0528528-704454 B 40815 0.4023 -0.9691 16.17 0.70 5910 15 0.42 199
SHV0528538-684519 F 55600 0.4436 1.0237 15.19 0.58 5816 26 0.21 827
SHV0528586-692221 F 53761 0.4383 0.4064 12.74 1.12 6013 26 0.37 606
SHV0529198-695957 A 77814 0.4557 -0.2208 13.82 0.62 5722 19 0.30 436
SHV0529247-703810 A 77576 0.4486 -0.8578 13.12 0.78 6015 20 0.22 436
SHV0529355-694037 A 76808 0.4855 0.1008 13.52 0.46 5888 20 0.34 417
SHV0529392-703327 A 76707 0.4705 -0.7797 14.09 0.70 6073 19 0.44 173
SHV0529507-705948 B 43936 0.4759 -1.2193 14.22 1.40 6085 17 0.63 103
SHV0529523-692210 F 59567 0.5172 0.4077 13.67 0.88 5797 26 0.21 308
SHV0530015-703517 A 75312 0.5006 -0.8110 14.46 0.58 5824 20 0.28 574
SHV0530077-700023 A 74767 0.5238 -0.2296 14.34 0.56 5996 19 0.37 401
SHV0530085-685622 F 62921 0.5518 0.8370 14.86 0.86 5905 26 0.33 476
SHV0530160-700352 A 74230 0.5341 -0.2880 13.95 0.42 5819 19 0.33 398 D
SHV0530169-703104 A 74310 0.5238 -0.7413 11.37 0.84 5778 20 0.38 512
SHV0530254-722909 G 60135 0.4838 -2.7110 14.46 0.72 5384 18 0.20 832
SHV0530364-701316 A 72947 0.5589 -0.4454 14.05 0.66 6044 20 0.52 266
SHV0530382-692804 F 63810 0.5819 0.3077 14.15 0.72 5909 26 0.22 796 D
SHV0530445-692828 F 64407 0.5909 0.3008 14.46 0.40 5737 26 0.36 531
SHV0530497-703013 A 72138 0.5697 -0.7283 13.65 0.50 6024 20 0.42 262
SHV0530515-743659 C 15782 0.4564 -4.8512 14.98 1.04 5788 19 0.39 354
SHV0530530-694453 A 71616 0.5956 0.0269 14.35 0.34 5962 20 0.46 150
SHV0530589-700858 A 71380 0.5926 -0.3746 11.55 1.02 6052 16 0.31 258
SHV0530592-690916 F 67342 0.6215 0.6201 12.69 0.72 6055 26 0.52 228
SHV0531038-703309 A 71235 0.5879 -0.7778 14.22 0.54 5908 20 0.62 229
SHV0531047-713506 B 47493 0.5592 -1.8105 14.08 1.08 6010 19 0.80 175
SHV0531094-693114 F 66835 0.6259 0.2536 14.59 0.50 5895 26 0.33 342
SHV0531121-700207 A 70452 0.6147 -0.2610 14.44 0.82 6091 19 0.69 381
SHV0531205-692151 F 68700 0.6468 0.4095 14.87 0.42 6053 26 0.43 318
SHV0531296-702732 A 69499 0.6266 -0.6852 14.34 0.44 5969 20 0.61 253
SHV0531497-710131 G 130347 0.6364 -1.2524 15.36 0.58 5955 16 0.25 423
SHV0531582-701623 A 67576 0.6725 -0.5007 14.29 0.54 6022 20 0.44 398
SHV0532073-700920 A 66902 0.6892 -0.3837 14.74 0.72 6080 17 0.69 198 D
SHV0532308-691632 F 76058 0.7531 0.4947 14.12 1.16 5835 26 0.26 330
SHV0532597-713558 B 54309 0.7101 -1.8299 15.18 0.66 5986 19 0.41 154
SHV0533130-702409 A 62753 0.7728 -0.6338 13.25 0.52 6000 20 0.40 401
SHV0533174-720745 G 72229 0.7132 -2.3609 14.54 0.56 5890 16 0.42 261
TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y (Ic) A .JDmax NP 9 Period (s)
SHV0533396-705257 G 140962 0.7909 -1.1151 14.22 0.68 5921 18 0.27 418
SHV0533442-701635 A 60614 0.8214 -0.5095 14.61 0.82 5861 20 0.39 319
SHV0533503-704603 B 59128 0.8101 -1.0007 13.23 1.30 5686 16 0.17 422
SHV0533527-724334 G 52223 0.7341 -2.9605 13.21 0.92 5623 18 0.24 496
SHV0534016-703257 A 59708 0.8346 -0.7831 14.57 0.44 6031 20 0.39 402
SHV0534023-685005 F 86876 0.9061 0.9302 15.15 1.14 5801 26 0.40 386
SHV0534182-744418 G 8569 0.6806 -4.9819 13.97 0.94 5881 18 0.34 295
SHV0534183-742239 C 19486 0.6958 -4.6192 16.12 1.04 5956 17 0.32 403
SHV0534274-695359 A 57422 0.8982 -0.1356 14.58 0.42 5907 19 0.26 316
SHV0534323-693855 A 56818 0.9160 0.1150 13.88 0.66 5955 20 0.17 966
SHV0534353-704026 G 155535 0.8759 -0.9097 13.93 0.62 5968 15 0.86 154
SHV0534438-721510 G 67970 0.8182 -2.4892 14.11 0.80 6066 18 0.24 205
SHV0534440-705725 G 135645 0.8755 -1.1932 14.75 0.66 6037 18 0.46 144
SHV0534485-693949 A 55743 0.9388 0.0990 11.97 0.60 5985 20 0.36 228
SHV0534486-695238 A 55981 0.9295 -0.1145 14.58 0.30 5755 20 0.27 421
SHV0534494-704141 B 63018 0.8944 -0.9314 13.16 1.66 6019 18 0.47 263
SHV0534580-712351 B 61954 0.8747 -1.6344 15.00 0.54 5962 18 0.68 146
SHV0534587-701922 A 55849 0.9240 -0.5603 14.49 0.56 5998 20 0.24 859
SHV0535108-691602 F 91280 0.9892 0.4936 14.59 0.94 5903 26 0.40 249
SHV0535167-691159 F 92107 1.0011 0.5606 15.39 0.44 5995 26 0.27 478
SHV0535237-700720 A 53941 0.9684 -0.3615 14.09 0.46 6035 20 0.37 401
SHV0535245-713528 B 63037 0.9009 -1.8297 14.14 1.18 5955 18 0.62 144
SHV0535323-710211 G 130528 0.9374 -1.2756 12.99 1.36 5532 18 0.31 726
SHV0535420-690548 F 94643 1.0434 0.6618 15.00 0.56 6080 26 0.22 789
SHV0535424-702402 A 53108 0.9815 -0.6409 13.49 0.56 6007 20 0.38 255
SHV0535442-702433 A 53015 0.9836 -0.6496 15.01 0.96 6066 19 0.41 170 319
SHV0535487-700205 A 52251 1.0080 -0.2758 14.39 0.36 5962 20 0.37 390
SHV0535525-701355 A 52285 1.0038 -0.4731 14.22 0.70 5225 20 0.22 978
SHV0535564-711631 B 65539 0.9583 -1.5159 15.47 0.52 6092 18 0.22 214
SHV0536065-711233 B 66273 0.9751 -1.4505 15.91 0.36 6093 15 0.11 421
SHV0536204-694252 A 49759 1.0692 0.0419 13.91 0.74 5864 20 0.41 325
SHV0536270-722100 G 64063 0.9443 -2.5929 12.63 0.52 6064 18 0.52 92
SHV0536288-694207 A 49170 1.0820 0.0538 13.44 2.18 6075 16 0.16 249
SHV0536327-685705 F 100032 1.1262 0.8032 14.62 0.40 5599 26 0.33 835
SHV0536454-702717 A 49198 1.0667 -0.6994 13.79 0.56 5701 20 0.31 423
SHV0537084-713124 B 68995 1.0412 -1.7689 15.58 0.64 5907 17 0.33 266
SHV0537118-710904 B 70162 1.0658 -1.3971 14.09 0.88 5983 18 0.35 346
SHV0537137-704129 B 71495 1.0932 -0.9379 13.69 1.44 6026 15 0.45 154
SHV0537145-685821 F 103658 1.1875 0.7788 14.10 0.48 6072 26 0.45 252
SHV0537193-694955 A 45943 1.1478 -0.0799 14.34 0.50 5972 20 0.21 253
SHV0537399-704016 B 73087 1.1304 -0.9197 14.38 1.16 6031 17 0.51 193
SHV0537549-713452 B 71492 1.0992 -1.8301 15.31 0.54 5979 18 0.45 154
SHV0537595-710833 G123181 1.1304 -1.3921 9.69 1.62 5904 18 0.35 261
SHV0538154-691118 F 107648 1.2659 0.5582 13.80 0.42 6055 26 0.40 404
SHV0538205-724347 G 52302 1.0654 -2.9809 14.76 1.82 6036 18 0.47 352
SHV0538410-695730 A 40825 1.2575 -0.2129 14.46 0.58 6006 20 0.16 865
SHV0538412-700745 A 41135 1.2475 -0.3834 13.75 1.08 6141 20 0.36 507
SHV0538420-742528 C 24009 0.9895 -4.6820 12.13 0.56 5970 15 0.36 131
SHV0538441-690639 F 110117 1.3130 0.6331 12.60 0.68 5968 22 0.33 128
SHV0538477-751038 G 1701 0.9500 -5.4397 15.70 0.34 6072 16 0.25 51
TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (con*.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y (Ic) A .ID max NP 9 Period(s) Note
SHV0538479-693045 A 39667 1.2943 0.2317 12.21 0.42 6047 20 0.31 130
SHV0538543-704526 B 77392 1.2277 -1.0117 15.43 0.66 6074 15 0.28 996
SHV0539007-693506 A 39000 1.3085 0.1582 11.21 0.68 6075 16 0.29 157
SHV0539040-695618 A 39433 1.2915 -0.1949 11.58 0.68 5983 19 0.35 226
SHV0539056-684949 F 113105 1.3622 0.9113 13.12 0.70 6085 24 0.45 128
SHV0539210-701417 A 38952 1.2969 -0.4956 14.17 0.42 5957 20 0.38 171
SHV0539456-695514 A 37009 1.3520 -0.1809 15.06 0.28 5653 20 0.13 836
SHV0540003-705003 B 81356 1.3131 -1.0943 14.96 0.76 6036 18 0.36 265
SHV0540036-705238 B 81415 1.3148 -1.1376 15.88 0.74 6019 15 0.76 93
SHV0540126-685811 F 117346 1.4537 0.7657 15.14 0.96 5858 26 0.40 291
SHV0540126-691349 F 116036 1.4364 0.5056 15.29 0.52 5652 26 0.23 650
SHV0540184-690805 F 116963 1.4513 0.6004 13.08 0.42 6090 24 0.45 128
SHV0540242-704656 B 82987 1.3493 -1.0446 14.52 0.78 6044 18 0.36 265
SHV0540272-704653 B 83178 1.3534 -1.0441 14.58 0.76 6052 18 0.32 266
S H V0540305-690431 F 118183 1.4733 0.6585 14.98 0.52 5778 26 0.45 431
SHV0540354-693128 A 33376 1.4500 0.2097 14.32 0.86 5924 20 0.46 229
SHV0540410-692921 A 32958 1.4606 0.2444 10.89 1.10 5984 15 0.16 628
SHV0540570-705420 B 84605 1.3856 -1.1708 15.17 0.60 6079 18 0.45 156
SHV0541163-703349 A 33097 1.4361 -0.8314 14.67 0.56 5956 20 0.35 199
SHV0541186-713325 B 83662 1.3688 -1.8233 13.56 2.42 5942 16 0.26 588
SHV0541203-683841 F 124248 T.5778 1.0831 14.21 0.44 5990 26 0.40 173
SHV0541254-710248 G 128274 1.4142 -1.3144 15.42 0.58 5957 17 0.27 419
SHV0541270-704344 G 149927 1.4391 -0.9974 14.50 0.60 6006 17 0.42 165
SHV0541297-685501 F 123511 1.5726 0.8104 14.06 0.74 6077 25 0.44 92
SHV0541330-711439 G 116258 1.4103 -1.5123 15.82 0.38 6026 16 0.69 103
SHV0541356-700741 A 31088 1.4942 -0.3987 14.22 0.48 6075 20 0.43 165
SHV0541464-694413 A 29570 1.5379 -0.0096 12.50 0.48 5879 20 0.30 280
SHV0541527-693350 A 28774 1.5596 0.1624 14.34 0.46 5748 20 0.18 540
SHV0542001-693404 A 28357 1.5701 0.1577 11.46 0.70 6043 20 0.35 129
SHV0542104-692731 F 123712 1.5931 0.2655 14.32 0.50 5927 26 0.31 456
SHV0542117-694106 A 27926 1.5782 0.0396 13.75 0.56 5976 20 0.51 236
SHV0542142-705829 B 89293 1.4855 -1.2475 15.06 0.90 5127 18 0.17 973
SHV0542345-690621 F 127544 1.6551 0.6148 13.91 1.42 5784 23 0.22 316
SHV0542388-685045 F 129201 1.6814 0.8738 15.26 0.92 6052 26 0.50 296
SHV0542432-704123 G 152958 1.5467 -0.9661 14.56 0.92 5915 15 0.23 422
SHV0542479-704102 G 152964 1.5536 -0.9608 14.49 0.66 5961 17 0.59 164
SHV0542576-714229 G 89653 1.4874 -1.9839 14.10 0.76 6086 15 0.23 316
SHV0543012-702735 A 26889 1.5893 -0.7386 15.45 0.50 5877 20 0.40 281
SHV0543022-705022 B 92621 1.5611 -1.1175 15.80 0.74 6086 17 0.24 187
SHV0543029-692132 F 128230 1.6775 0.3592 14.81 0.40 5914 26 0.36 240
SHV0543038-684002 F 131942 1.7328 1.0491 15.19 0.44 6028 24 0.44 322
SHV0543175-714527 G 87901 1.5095 -2.0354 14.69 0.94 5909 18 0.41 369
SHV0543344-701710 A 24552 1.6494 -0.5691 14.56 0.32 5909 20 0.28 317
SHV0543382-691322 F 131455 1.7402 0.4908 14.66 0.70 6039 24 0.41 146
SHV0543398-694002 A 22713 1.7068 0.0474 14.80 0.56 5661 20 0.51 682
SHV0543530-693740 A 21878 1.7291 0.0852 11.09 0.88 5935 20 0.49 610
SHV0544043-705819 B 96067 1.6350 -1.2565 14.34 1.38 6017 18 0.32 119
SHV0544043-710334 G 125953 1.6278 -1.3438 14.33 0.72 6063 18 0.41 171
SHV0544070-692756 F 132185 1.7627 0.2453 15.00 0.46 6035 24 0.27 291
SHV0544120-690705 F 134539 1.7987 0.5912 15.21 1.16 5877 20 0.20 307
TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
N aune/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y ( I c ) A ,JDmax NP 9 Period(s)
SHV0544228-741315 C 29128 1.3883 -4.5060 14.27 0.56 5821 19 0.36 311
SHV0544236-712658 B 95226 1.6212 -1.7350 14.32 1.12 6011 18 0.43 157
SHV0544310-690651 F 135923 1.8272 0.5927 14.31 0.56 6043 .25 0.44 140
SHV0544378-712302 B 96448 1.6456 -1.6712 15.10 0.88 6081 18 0.32 125
SHV0545126-705216 G 138855 1.7363 -1.1639 14.06 0.84 6032 18 0.42 163
SHV0545164-702514 A 19201 1.7807 -0.7152 14.35 0.52 6034 20 0.39 127
SHV0545532-734052 G 27438 1.5394 -3.9746 14.69 0.82 5925 18 0.60 191
SHV0546107-710125 B 103627 1.8015 -1.3230 15.17 0.76 6051 17 0.60 266
SHV0546256-701144 A 15038 1.8977 -0.4997 14.19 0.50 6029 20 0.63 190
SHV0546297-702505 A 15439 1.8830 -0.7219 10.94 0.72 5847 18 0.21 583
SHV0546427-711741 B 104300 1.8196 -1.5972 15.51 0.80 5915 17 0.40 266
SHV0546442-711034 G 118825 1.8326 -1.4792 14.82 0.48 5884 17 0.31 260
SHV0546548-710843 B 105577 1.8497 -1.4498 13.90 1.14 5920 18 0.55 275
SHV0547018-704558 B 107614 1.8948 -1.0729 15.19 1.06 6061 18 0.40 269
SHV0547127-703634 B 108909 1.9246 -0.9182 15.34 0.82 6048 17 0.41 267
SHV0547242-710147 B 107765 1.9002 -1.3384 15.67 0.76 5794 17 0.23 528
SHV0547277-713250 G 97481 1.8552 -1.8547 15.70 0.74 5818 16 0.84 324
SHV0547364-704617 B 109595 1.9417 -1.0827 14.97 0.84 6048 17 0.21 986
SHV0547410-704818 B 109717 1.9447 -1.1168 14.06 1.38 6028 16 0.59 264
SHV0547489-704450 B 110524 1.9611 -1.0603 14.20 1.46 6030 17 0.53 264
SHV0547584-700327 A 10256 2.0418 -0.3747 14.79 0.40 5979 20 0.58 185
SHV0548067-711938 B 108832 1.9282 -1.6405 12.84 1.58 6019 16 0.10 420
SHV0548105-710333 B 110342 1.9598 -1.3739 14.14 1.02 5796 17 0.55 520
SHV0548124-703349 A 10935 2.0115 -0.8806 11.41 0.70 5835 18 0.31 261
SHV0548278-705906 B 111844 1.9906 -1.3024 14.33 1.20 6028 17 0.51 264
SHV0548317-700710 A 8979 2.0827 -0.4410 13.75 0.44 5967 20 0.49 171
SHV0548322-710004 B 112031 1.9949 -1.3191 15.32 0.70 6027 17 0.49 263
SHV0548411-705146 B 113223 2.0209 -1.1825 15.04 0.74 6008 17 0.42 166
SHV0549122-713019 B 111956 1.9969 -1.8267 16.02 0.78 5905 15 0.18 267
SHV0549219-694858 A 5755 2.1851 -0.1464 14.04 0.28 5878 20 0.40 316
SHV0549457-705019 B 117260 2.1114 -1.1676 14.59 0.74 5953 17 0.41 164
SHV0549502-710409 B 116338 2.0931 -1.3978 14.64 1.56 6103 16 0.51 482
SHV0549548-704842 B 117970 2.1266 -1.1421 14.76 1.26 5917 17 0.67 191
SHV0550407-730433 G 41145 1.9417 -3.4046 14.39 1.16 5758 17 0.43 365
SHV0551069-694245 A 633 2.3469 -0.0595 13.77 0.28 6043 20 0.42 163
SHV0551077-710414 B 121088 2.1973 -1.4106 14.45 1.12 5443 17 0.41 686
SHV0551470-741329 C 35500 1.8907 -4.5611 12.90 0.70 5942 18 0.18 193
SHV0551578-704050 B 126079 2.3093 -1.0304 12.55 2.64 6021 16 0.18 266
SHV0552104-703247 A 301 2.3421 -0.8990 13.94 0.36 5838 20 0.32 317
SHV0552187-710517 G 121423 2.2908 -1.4390 14.57 0.78 6066 17 0.32 122
SHV0552237-741441 C 35975 1.9298 -4.5860 12.48 1.22 5936 18 0.49 193
SHV0552258-731815 G 35407 2.0421 -3.6470 14.34 0.90 5896 18 0.16 302
SHV0552361-710519 G 121438 2.3141 -1.4423 13.13 1.76 6123 17 0.46 243
SHV0552395-710001 B 126937 2.3290 -1.3550 13.84 1.38 5762 17 0.20 431
SHV0553344-712127 B 128238 2.3599 -1.7191 14.07 2.16 6023 16 0.46 340
SHV0554057-743631 C 36767 1.9998 -4.9639 12.96 1.00 6040 15 0.56 92
SHV0554097-740227 C 37610 2.0747 -4.3972 14.01 1.34 6018 17 0.46 195
SHV0555109-742619 C 37851 2.0935 -4.8034 14.71 0.62 5928 19 0.63 198
SHV0556060-715854 G 74278 2.4786 -2.3649 14.61 0.86 6108 18 0.24 465
SHV0558351-703903 G 147737 2.8579 -1.0714 15.29 0.60 5896 18 0.35 1120
TABLE 2.4: Marginal Periodic Variables (coni.)
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y ( I c ) A J D m a x NP 9 Period(s) Note
SHV0559342-744429 G 6259 2.3422 -5.1468 14.38 0.60 5951 18 0.41 269
SHV0601208-722004 G 59420 2.8275 -2.7730 9.65 0.64 5956 16 0.57 151
SHV0601461-724434 G 47222 2.7961 -3.1829 14.23 0.56 6078 17 0.37 152
SHV0603210-705631 G 124099 3.2024 -1.4193 14.96 1.22 6068 18 0.46 145
SHV0605271-723920 G 49435 3.0816 -3.1417 14.38 0.68 6035 18 0.39 324
SHV0606101-724012 G 48321 3.1319 -3.1653 13.17 1.86 5752 17 0.20 522
D =  blended (‘double’) image, B =  near bright star, C =  possible cluster member
Table 2.5 
Odd Variables
Name/Position Scan ID X (deg) Y (Ic> A .'ID max NP 9 Period (
SHV0453000-682708 E 16938 -2.8418 1.1523 15.42 1.36 5782 28 0.43 584
SHV0454041-691354 D 27715 -2.6487 0.3897 14.67 0.78 6089 28 0.38 414
SHV0455594-750845 G 442 -1.7998 -5.4851 14.72 0.94 6009 18 0.32 429
SHV0458114-692711 D 52177 -2.2617 0.2109 12.88 0.56 6014 23 0.65 193
SHV0459500-675640 E 50816 -2.2673 1.7286 15.94 1.04 6058 19 0.45 322
SHV0504018-690157 D 87249 -1.7852 0.6782 15.24 1.14 5698 28 0.31 418
SHV0508574-684849 D 119717 -1.3588 0.9282 13.68 0.88 5939 18 0.41 207
SHV0509095-681851 E 105991 -1.3709 1.4282 14.01 1.04 6094 28 0.32 192
SHV0513415-692319 D 151727 -0.9070 0.3756 14.49 0.52 5951 24 0.37 187
SHV0516368-685325 D 171065 -0.6651 0.8831 15.85 0.58 5844 18 0.34 388
SHV0517096-681422 E 152046 -0.6341 1.5355 15.72 1.38 6082 26 0.38 499
SHV0517470-691303 D 178684 -0.5514 0.5589 14.30 0.96 5978 28 0.55 611
SHV0518577-713308 B 4509 -0.3988 -1.7736 14.50 0.88 6026 18 0.66 133
SHV0518588-695217 A 117014 -0.4319 -0.0925 14.57 0.60 6062 20 0.22 401
SHV0525368-712402 G 106899 0.1287 -1.6181 15.24 1.54 5700 15 0.23 409
SHV0527473-690523 F 47091 0.3380 0.6910 15.19 1.54 5900 26 0.24 412
SHV0528253-684519 F 52443 0.4006 1.0246 15.20 0.98 5997 25 0.30 335
SHV0528394-702943 A 80333 0.3887 -0.7157 14.24 0.96 5922 20 0.33 214
SHV0528521-702712 A 79576 0.4072 -0.6741 14.64 1.28 5882 19 0.41 317
SHV0528531-704429 B 40838 0.4028 -0.9622 15.34 0.72 6090 18 0.39 197
SHV0528544-704849 B 40840 0.4032 -1.0345 14.62 1.28 5894 18 0.99 344
SHV0529513-734003 G 29000 0.4125 -3.8952 11.21 2.66 5810 18 0.24 405
SHV0530080-695949 A 74742 0.5245 -0.2202 14.32 0.70 5951 18 0.54 193
SHV0531170-713922 G 94829 0.5733 -1.8821 14.25 1.16 3407 18 0.29 2700
SHV0531221-711922 B 48958 0.5900 -1.5488 14.41 0.60 6010 18 0.15 856
SHV0533593-740809 C 19286 0.6844 -4.3753 14.63 2.76 5857 19 0.17 403
SHV0535444-700916 A 52711 0.9961 -0.3951 11.38 1.12 5756 15 0.37 518
SHV0537442-712625 G 105263 1.0931 -1.6885 14.79 0.98 6035 18 0.31 430
SHV0539043-685836 F 112317 1.3513 0.7652 14.34 0.60 5948 25 0.39 463
SHV0540167-685727 F 117703 1.4606 0.7775 14.00 1.34 5974 26 0.30 335
SHV0542021-732216 G 35295 1.2919 -3.6413 9.27 1.52 6086 18 0.61 408
SHV0543092-684156 F 132181 1.7385 1.0168 15.17 1.18 5847 24 0.35 397
SHV0544568-705428 G 136202 1.7116 -1.1986 14.02 0.74 5846 17 0.49 334
SHV0546295-710114 B 104695 1.8272 -1.3223 13.63 1.34 6022 16 0.53 133
SHV0548458-710638 B 112318 2.0022 -1.4299 14.79 2.64 5899 15 0.21 406
SHV0550348-705158 G 136505 2.1752 -1.2022 11.26 2.50 5811 17 0.23 397
SHV0550420-711042 B 118907 2.1509 -1.5140 14.14 2.04 5779 17 0.20 394
SHV0550571-700607 A 2128 2.2898 -0.4454 15.41 1.44 5678 18 0.22 424
SHV0553448-735854 G 20393 2.0531 -4.3341 14.49 0.86 5811 18 0.27 401
D
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Figure 2.3: Light Curves of Odd Variables
From Table 2.5. Abscissa scaled to Julian Date - 244000, ordinate in Ic magnitudes.
SHV0459000-082706 SHV0454041 -«91354 SHV0455694-73064« SHV0458114-892711
4000 0000 8000 4000 9000 8000
SHV0459500-675040 SHV0504018-090157 SHV0508574-084840 SHV0509095-001851
9000 4000 9000 9000 4000 9000 0000 4000 9000 0000 9000 4000 9000 0000
SHV0519419-692919 SHV0510908-085929 SHV0517090-081422 SHV0517470-091909
9000 4000 9000 0000
SHV0518577-719908
9000 4000 5000 eooo
SHV0510588-895217
4000 9000 6000 9000 4000 9000 0000
SHV0525908-712402 SHV0527475-690529
9000 4000 5000 0000 9000 4000 9000 8000 9000 4000 9000 0000 9000 4000 5000 0000
SHV0528591 -704429SHV0528621-702712SHV0528994-702949SHV052B259-884519








0000 90000000 9000 9000
SHV0533593—740809 SHV0536444-700916 SHVOS37442-712625 SHV0539043—665636
3000 4000 5000 6000 3000 4000 5000 3000 4000 5000 8000 3000 4000 5000 6000
SHV0540167-685727 SHV0542G21-732216 SHV0543092—664156 SHV0544588—705428
3000 4000 5000 6000 3000 4000 5000 6000 3000 4000 5000 6000 3000 4000 5000 6000
SHV0546295-710114 SHV0546458-710638 SHV0550348—7C5158 SHV0550420-711042




Name/Position Scan ID .JDmax Per Match .ID max Per Note
SHV0514372-693413 A 133846 6089 341 D 157860 6072 338:
SHV0516392-692937 A 126477 6068 249 D 171258 6085 253:
SHV0516509-693752 A 125402 6038 170 D 172505 6053 173
SHV0517478-693554 A 121900 6052 233 D 178632 6021 229
SHV0518326-692934 A 119251 6018 120 D 183643 6007 119
SHV0518595-693653 A 117388 5775 331 D 186495 5802 336
SHV0519294-711941 G 110882 6117 288 B 6302 6130 290
SHV0519502-693627 A 114290 6085 128 D 191899 5971 129
SHV0520422-693821 A 111093 5809 855 F 1321 5815 850
SHV0520427-693637 A 111094 5835 319 F 1419 5825 317
SHV0521087-693737 A 109436 5952 451 F 4181 5946 453 D
SHV0521395-712713 G 104593 6075 221 B 14210 6046 219
SHV0521438-693605 A 107173 6062 421: F 7828 6120 483:
SHV0522475-742919 G 12339 6034 164 C 7994 6042 165
SHV0523136-693845 A 101218 5923 255 F 17168 5931 259 D
SHV0525082-704512 G 149006 6069 636 B 27090 5932 167:
SHV0525174-693452 A 93351 5982 385 F 30095 5941 371:
SHV0525246-693534 A 92907 5972 200 F 30821 5953 196
SHV0525379-693111 A 92176 6087 380: F 32401 6088 382
SHV0526294-713404 G 98629 6011 220 B 31304 6071 228
SHV0526294-713404 B 31304 6071 228 B 31304 6071 228
SHV0527122-704556 G 149118 5914 306: B 34537 5720 431:
SHV0527138-713546 G 96626 6076 183: B 33895 6059 181:
SHV0527334-693050 A 84799 5958 280 F 44385 5953 278
SHV0528143-712728 G 104830 6053 120: B 37722 6041 119
SHV0528300-693445 A 80991 6043 214 F 49917 6055 215
SHV0528544-704849 G 146253 5871 338 B 40840 5894 344::
SHV0528568-693208 A 79281 6049 203 F 52992 6049 203
SHV0529528-693503 A 75656 6090 174 F 58805 6086 174
SHV0532594-713806 G 94911 5953 248 B 54222 5907 240
SHV0533355-704322 G 152439 6012 326 B 58303 6008 326
SHV0533449-705541 G 138277 5997 133 B 58472 6003 133
SHV0534108-740310 G 20987 6142 254 C 19533 6132 254
SHV0534182-744418 G 8569 5881 295: C 19289 5885 294:
SHV0534183-742239 G 14392 5950 401: C 19486 5956 403:
SHV0534383-705505 G 138318 5951 206 B 61863 5942 204
SHV0535081-741532 G 16411 5892 289 C 20522 5903 289
SHV0535245-713528 G 96969 5978 146: B 63037 5955 144:
SHV0536196-710802 G 123100 5932 307 B 67226 6028 191: B
SHV0536411-710822 G 123115 6077 301 B 68415 6088 302 B
SHV0537328-710454 G 125637 6013 239 B 71578 5975 236
SHV0538405-693056 A 40109 6093 278 F 108023 6064 271
SHV0539332-692919 A 36948 5930 216 F 112070 5936 218
SHV0540447-705047 G 141357 6174 405 B 84071 6171 407
SHV0540463-692922 A 32657 6100 242 F 117294 6111 244:
SHV0541304-740411 G 20293 6057 341 C 26858 6068 341::
SHV0542210-741016 G 18026 6050 225 C 27538 6042 223
SHV0542514-710923 G 121003 6019 306 B 90818 5969 297
SHV0544152-705643 G 133524 6048 149 B 96902 6043 149
SHV0544397-740748 G 18798 5901 328 C 29467 5882 325
SHV0545461-711458 G 114211 6051 125 B 101226 6066 125
SHV0545461-711458 G114211 6051 125 G 114211 6051 125
SHV0549149-710028 G 128680 5770 526 B 114525 5786 526
SHV0549502-710409 G 123797 6091 483 B 116338 6103 482:
SHV0549503-704331 G 147453 5674 677 B 118123 5711 675
SHV0549503-704331 B 118123 5711 675 B 118123 5711 675
SHV0553448-735854 G 20393 5811 401:: C 37382 5828 399:
SHV0554097-740227 G 19623 5985 191: C 37610 6018 195:
Notes: D = blended (‘double’) image,’ B =  near bright star.
Table 2.7
Variables Near Clusters
Nam e/Position Scan ID Per Cluster3 lo g (r/y r)b
SHV0448433-692649 D 3619 190
SHV0458039-692730 D 51422 330: NGC 1782
SHV0505115-692801 D 96293 177: NGC 1835
SHV0507252-690238 D 109910 1353: NGC 1847 7.38
SHV0508574-684849 D 119717 207:: NGC 1850 7.78
SHV0518197-694139 A 119708 296 SL 363 ..
SHV0518577-713308 B 4509 133 : . . .
SHV0519407-695021 A 114524 219 NGC 1921
SHV0519415-693441 A 114875 193 SL 385 ..
SHV0520108-711520 B 8797 93 SL 389 ..
SHV0520158-693059 D 194672 293 NGC 1922
SHV0520422-693821 F 1321 850 SL 402 ..
SHV0520570-704856 B 11551 225 SL 399 ..
SHV0521594-684604 F 10853 338
SHV0524498-695618 A 94821 140 NGC 1950
SHV0528016-690107 F 48868 1000: NGC 1983 7.08
SHV0528189-700029 A 81695 226 NGC 1986
SHV0528528-704454 B 40815 199: ..................
SHV0529222-684846 F 58535 402 NGC 2001
SHV0536139-701604 A 50963 460 NGC 2046
SHV0536327-685705 F 100032 835 NGC 2042
SHV0537137-704129 B 71495 154 NGC 2056
SHV0538154-691118 F 107648 404
S H V0538441-690639 F 110117 128 NGC 2070
SHV0549122-713019 B 111956 267 NGC 2121 9.03
SHV0549548-704842 B 117970 191: SL 736 ..
SHV0550132-704232 B 119595 299 HS 424 ..
SHV0550342-705250 B 120037 354 SL 744 ..
SHV0550420-711042 B 118907 394:: SL 747 ..
SHV0551578-704050 B 126079 266: ..................
aCluster identification from Shapley and Lindsay (1963) and 
Hodge and Sexton (1966), and verified from the charts of 
Hodge and W right (1967). 
bAges (r) from Elson and Fall (1988).
Table 2.8




















































602 HV 2310 . . . .
473 HV 5597 . . . .
899 GRV0508-6811





152: HV 5680 . . . .
179: GRV0515-6809
177 LE A48 ..........
324 GRV0515-6801
217 LE 120 ..........
220 GRV0516-6752
208 LE A 2 0 ..........
201 LE 1 1 ............
260 LE 110 ..........
254 GRV0519-6759
131: LE A38 ..........
381 HV 12326 . . . .
322 W BP 17 . . . .
411 W BP 42 . . . .
280 W BP 48 . . . .
524 W BP 47 . . . .
396 W BP 52 . . . .
421 W BP 51 . . . .
280 W BP 56 . . . .
226 HV 5849 . . . .
226 W BP 74 . . . .
214 W BP 77 . . . .
221 W BP 94 . . . .
306: W BP 87 . . . .
353 W BP 103 . . . .
203 W BP 116 . . . .
606: HV 2572 . . . .
323 W BP 126 . . . .
158 W BP 132 . . . .
632 HV 2578 . . . .
373 W BP 137 . . . .
244 W BP 140 . . . .
183 W BP 148 . . . .
174 W BP 151 . . . .
291 W BP 219 . . . .
326 HV 12620 . . . .
423: HV 2701 . . . .
400 HV 2763 . . . .


















































aLE =  periods from Glass and Lloyd-Evans (1981), 
positions from Lloyd-Evans (private communication). 
P-G =  periods from Payne-Gaposhkin (1971), 
positions from Bessell (private communication).
RGC =  Reid, Glass, Catchpole (1988).
W BP =  Wood, Bessell, Paltoglou (1985).
Table 2.9
Not Matched From Previous Studies
Name Per a  (1950.0) 6 X (deg) Y Sourcea
GRV0506-6804 176: 05 06 14.4 -68 04 25 -1.6577 1.6506 RGC
GRV0503-6811 311 05 03 23.1 -68 11 06 -1.9143 1.5187 RGC
GRV0503-6802 309 05 03 13.1 -68 02 06 -1.9426 1.6671 RGC
GRV0503-6757 126 05 03 02.2 -67 57 35 -1.9660 1.7408 RGC
GRV0459-6757 729 04 59 32.0 -67 57 59 -2.2922 1.7040 RGC
WBP 19 . . . . 189 05 26 47.8 -69 36 26 0.2436 0.1747 WBP
WBP 53 . . . . 222 05 27 45.3 -69 47 04 0.3244 -0.0036 WBP
WBP 1 ....... 233 05 26 15.0 -69 47 04 0.1944 -0.0020 WBP
WBP 35 . . . . 263 05 27 17.4 -69 46 26 0.2844 0.0075 WBP
WBP 46 . . . . 286 05 27 34.6 -69 44 20 0.3096 0.0422 WBP
WBP 220 . . . . 286 05 31 11.8 -70 04 44 0.6132 -0.3052 WBP
WBP 21 . . . . 222 05 26 48.6 -69 29 12 0.2462 0.2953 WBP
WBP 104 . . . . 245 05 28 47.3 -69 17 00 0.4235 0.4959 WBP
WBP 29 . . . . 250 05 27 02.7 -69 25 36 0.2675 0.3550 WBP
WBP 232 . . . . 313 05 31 21.3 -69 20 05 0.6489 0.4389 WBP
WBP 14 . . . . 325 05 26 37.3 -69 10 33 0.2330 0.6063 WBP
WBP 30 . . . . 400 05 27 05.1 -69 26 33 0.2708 0.3391 WBP
DV 140 ......... 156 04 57 15.0 -68 02 17 -2.4987 1.6104 BUT
DV 206 ......... 151 05 07 57.6 -67 45 53 -1.5176 1.9702 BUT
DV 240 ......... 79: 05 12 30.0 -68 09 06 -1.0701 1.6072 BUT
LE A 1 2 ......... 201 05 21 31.3 -69 19 23 -0.2188 0.4592 LE
HV 883 ....... 134 05 00 17.6 -68 31 19 -2.1681 1.1571 P-G
HV 894 ....... 705 05 06 03.5 -70 37 44 -1.4869 -0.9006 P-G
HV 897 ....... 515: 05 06 32.0 -70 52 04 -1.4305 -1.1361 P-G
HV 928 ....... 410 05 15 32.8 -70 04 38 -0.7200 -0.3064 P-G
HV 2379 ....... 355 05 14 54.4 -67 59 03 -0.8525 1.7841 P-G
HV 2399 ....... 1020 05 15 05.8 -70 01 57 -0.7600 -0.2630 P-G
HV 2447 ....... 119 05 19 45.3 -68 44 06 -0.3849 1.0451 P-G
HV 2457 ....... 136: 05 19 52.6 -71 00 57 -0.3354 -1.2355 P-G
HV 2469 ....... V? 05 21 52.0 -70 13 20 -0.1805 -0.4397 P-G
HV 2493 ....... 553 05 24 23.3 -70 12 45 0.0329 -0.4292 P-G
HV 2526 ....... 252 05 26 23.6 -69 36 24 0.2085 0.1756 P-G
HV 2532 ....... 650: 05 26 47.5 -69 13 23 0.2476 0.5589 P-G
HV 2576 ....... 534 05 29 20.2 -70 03 02 0.4552 -0.2722 P-G
HV 2602 ....... 600: 05 30 54.4 -69 01 32 0.6181 0.7491 P-G
HV 2604 ....... 664 05 31 04.0 -69 17 36 0.6246 0.4810 P-G
HV 2677 ....... 400 05 34 33.4 -69 00 35 0.9453 0.7533 P-G
HV 5 5 1 0 ....... V? 04 56 06.1 -69 28 43 -2.4412 0.1654 P-G
HV 5570 ....... V? 05 05 23.0 -69 04 49 -1.6608 0.6400 P-G
HV 5682 . . . . . LPV 05 14 14.0 -69 55 20 -0.8381 -0.1557 P-G
HV 5704 ....... V? 05 15 59.7 -70 06 55 -0.6806 -0.3431 P-G
HV 5778 ....... V? 05 21 55.5 -70 11 22 -0.1758 -0.4069 P-G
HV 5 8 1 0 ....... 372 05 24 28.9 -69 26 14 0.0423 0.3461 P-G
HV 5870 ....... 627 05 29 23.5 -69 09 01 0.4797 0.6278 P-G
HV 5827 ....... V? 05 25 50.2 -71 30 22 0.1457 -1.7239 P-G
HV 5951 ....... V? 05 36 19.4 -70 39 15 1.0204 -0.8968 P-G
HV 5988 ....... V? 05 40 53.1 -70 30 27 1.4078 -0.7731 P-G
HV12469 . . . . V? 04 52 58.1 -68 06 15 -2.8889 1.4978 P-G
HV12495 . . . . 499: 04 54 53.7 -69 09 19 -2.5849 0.4745 P-G
HV12501 . . . . 675: 04 55 59.4 -69 31 02 -2.4465 0.1259 P-G
HV12515 . . . . V? 04 59 32.1 -69 12 35 -2.1685 0.4653 P-G
HV13023 . . . . 161 05 07 17.4 -68 51 45 -1.5058 0.8697 P-G
HV13033 . . . . 239 05 28 02.0 -70 03 34 0.3439 -0.2790 P-G
aSources: BUT =  Butler (1971); others as in Table 8.
Figure 2.4: Finding Charts
The following 25 pages contain the finding charts of all variables given in Tables 2.3 to 2.6, 
in order of scan identifier. Each is 4'x4' and is exactly centred on the variable, as denoted 
by the central tick marks on the borders. Each small tick is 0*1, north is up, and east to 
the left.
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scans. Of the 126 variables reported by RGC, 35 were not recovered here. Of those not 
recovered, all passed the first 3 selection criteria, 29 failed the regularity selection, and 
the remaining 6 that made it through all the selection programs were rejected by eye as 
improbable periodic variables. In addition, an extra 102 periodic variables were found, 
not detected by RGC. Their properties and positions will be given in Reid & Hughes (in 
preparation), but to maintain uniformity, only those variables found from the RGC data 
by the methods described herein will be used in the discussions that follow.
2.4 Factors A ffecting C om pleteness
The completeness of the survey will be affected by the faint luminosity limits (16.5 
mag for the southern scans, and 17.0 mag for the northern scans), absorption, saturation 
effects, photometric accuracy and uniformity, number and phase distribution of the plates, 
and crowding.
2.4.1 P late Limits
The above limiting magnitudes were determined from the faintest stars detected on 
each scan. Obviously the detection of images at the plate limit will not be 100% complete. 
Using four of the northern plates in a study of AGB luminosity functions, Reid & Mould 
(1984) found completeness to be ~1 mag above the plate limit. If this were true for all the 
plates then the completeness limiting magnitudes would be 15.5 and 16.0 for the southern 
and northern scans. As well, most of the variables that have (I c ) at the plate limits will be 
missed by the variability programs as ~half the points in their light curves will be beyond 
the plate limits, thus failing the first selection criterion. Hence these limits should only 
apply to the faint magnitudes (i.e. magnitude at minimum light) 7f = (7C) -f y , where 
A is the peak-to-peak amplitude of variability. The luminosity function if for the LPVs 
(Figure 2.5) shows that if peaks at ~14.5 to 15 mag. At the plate limit estimate of i  = 
16 mag for the northern scans, the luminosity function has fallen to a reasonably small 
number, leaving only 6% of LPVs with if > 16, giving confidence that nearly all LPVs 
have been detected. Although 17% of the LPVs in the southern scans have if fainter 
than the limit of ~15.5 for these plates, the similarity of the distribution of northern and 
southern if values indicates that most LPVs in the southern scans have also been found.
The saturation of scans D, E and F at magnitudes < 12.8 represents a less critical 
limit to the bright magnitudes ib = (ic) — y , as a variable with a mean at this limit 
will still retain its identity at phases that take it below the limit, and hence be matched, 
thus passing the first criterion. Figure 2.6 shows the luminosity functions for 7b, for scans
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Figure 2.5: Luminosity Function of if
The luminosity function for minimum light if = (Ic} + A/2, in bins of 0.2 mag. The solid 
line is for the definite variables in Tables 2.3 from the southern scans A, B, C, and G. The 
dotted line is for those from the northern scans D, E, F, and the RGC data.
Figure 2.6: Luminosity Function of 7b
The luminosity function for maximum light 7b = (7C) — A /2, in bins of 0.2 mag. The solid 
line is for the definite variables in Tables 2.3 from scans A, B, C, G, and the RGC data. 
The dotted line is from the remaining scans D, E, and F.
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Figure 2.7: Luminosity Function of (I c )
The luminosity function for mean light (Jc), in bins of 0.2 mag, for all definite variables 
in Tables 2.3 plus the RGC data.
D, E and F, and for the southern and RGB scans. Assuming these two distributions of 
bright LPVs should be similar, and scaling both distributions relative to their peaks near 
/b ~13.8, implies there should be ~5 LPVs in scans D, E and F brighter than 7b < 12.0 
that have not been detected. RGC identified by position the 11 supergiant LPVs of Payne- 
Gaposhkin (1971a) in their area (only one had an amplitude large enough to be detected 
by them as a variable) and found the mean (7C) of these supergiants to be ~  10.2 and 
their mean A ~  0.9. Therefore any supergiants in scans D, E, or F will be saturated at 
all phases and were therefore not detected as variables.
2 .4 .2  A b so rp tio n
The mean colour excess E (B  — V ) for the LMC is 0.074 mag, found from the B V I  
reddenings of Cepheids by Caldwell & Coulson (1985), with almost all the LMC having 
E (B  — V) < 0.1 mag (see Figure 5 of Schmidt-Kaler, 1977). Hence the mean absorption 
at Ic will be only 0.11 mag (assuming A i l  A y  — 0.46, and A y  — 3.3 E (B  — V)\ from 
Allen, 1973). Payne-Gaposhkin (1971a) had estimated the mean photographic magnitude 
absorption from galaxy counts in the bar (or axis) to be 0.60 (all other regions were less 
than this), implying that A/ = 0.21. If this is true, some LPVs with Jf ^  15.3 and 15.8 
mag in scan A and scans D, E, and F, respectively, will be missed. The distribution of 7f 
with period (Figure 2.12c) shows, however, that this should not affect the relative period 
distribution of the LPVs.
2 .4 .3  V a r ia b ility  L im its
The setting of a different threshold (onm in Table 2.2) for the recognition of variability 
for each scan could be expected to affect the level of completeness between scans. However, 
it appears to have had no noticeable effect, as there is no tendency for the minimum A 
for variables in a scan to decrease with 07,m (in fact, scans B and G with the maximum 
Gum had the minimum A, of 0.14 mag).
2 .4 .4  P r o b a b ility  o f  P e r io d  D e te c t io n
It is straightforward to statistically assess the effect of photometric accuracy, number 
and phase distribution of plates on the simple detection of variability (RGC; Demers & 
Irwin, 1987), but the programs used in this survey also look for periodicity. To assess the 
combined effects of the various selection criteria and the distribution of dates (which were 
often bunched over a few months of each year), a Monte-Carlo simulation was carried
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out to produce 1000 light curves for the epochs used in each scan series A, D, G and 
RGC. Of the 1000 ‘variables’ in each scan, 5% were pure noise, 15% were sawtooth and 
the remaining 80% were sine wave, with periods spread evenly in the range 50 to 1000 
days. Half of the ‘variables’ had amplitudes of 0.6 mag and the other half 1.2 mag. A 
Gaussian noise component, equivalent to that found in the magnitude range 14.0 to 14.5 
for each scan (listed as crmag in Table 2.2), was added and magnitudes for a random 10% 
of the epochs were set to zero for each ‘variable’, to represent a non-match for that plate. 
These data sets were then run through the selection programs, and a random 10% of those 
successful were examined by eye, in the same manner as the real data (with no knowledge 
of their true period), to assess the extent of any unconscious human selection effects.
In order to assess the errors in the PDM periods not due to aliases, crp was estimated 
from the Fourth-spread pseudo-sigma (see above) of the distribution of the fractional 
difference d  between the true period Pp  and the observed period Po  found by PDM (i.e. 
d =  (P t  —  P o ) lP t )• The mean values for crp of d  for the 4 simulated scans were 0.027 
and 0.014 for the ‘variables’ with amplitudes of 0.6 and 1.2 mag, respectively. The scan 
D distribution of dates had the lowest <7p’s of 0.017 and 0.008, which is not surprising 
given the large number of dates (see Table 2.2). The probable errors in the non-alias 
periods for all scans will therefore be ~0.03P and 0.02P for amplitudes ~0.6 and 1.2 mag, 
respectively.
The probability V( P)  of finding a periodic variable as a function of period P  is shown 
in Figure 2.8, which plots for each scan the fraction of ‘variables’ with good phaseplots 
found with the correct period (to within 3crp of the true period), in bins of 20 days. As 
expected, the probability of finding the smaller amplitude ‘variables’ (A = 0.6, dotted 
lines in Figure 2.8) is significantly smaller than for the larger amplitudes. The dips at 360 
and 720 days are due to the concentration of plate dates about the yearly LMC season. 
The effect of increasing the sample size (number of dates) is seen by the much better mean 
chance of discovery displayed for scan D (28 plates), compared to scans A (20), G (18) 
and the RGC scan (23), although the exact distribution of dates is also important, as seen 
by the poorer result for periods < 200 days in the northern set of plates (D and RGC).
2 .4 .5  A lia s in g
Those ‘variables’ with observed periods outside a range of 3crp are plotted in Figure 2.9. 
These alias periods are difficult to correct for as the amount of correction depends not 
only on the true distribution of periods but also on their phases, both of which are of 
course unknown. Fortunately the number of aliases is quite small, and the aliases are 
generally within 100 days of the true period, except for the small group of short period 
aliases with true periods longer than ~400 days. This would greatly distort the observed 











Figure 2.8: Probability of Detection
The probability of detecting an LPV of given period plotted against the true period of 
variability. The four plots correspond to the four distributions of dates: scan A in Fig­
ure 2.8a; scans D, E, and F in Figure 2.8b; scans B, C, and G in Figure 2.8c; and the 
RGC scan in Figure 2.8d. The continuous lines are for variables with A =1.2 mag, and 
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Figure 2.9: Alias Periods
The distributions of alias periods: scan A in Figure 2.9a; scans D, E, F in Figure 2.9b; 
scans B, C, G in Figure 2.9c; and the RGC data in Figure 2.9d. Open circles are for 
variables with A =1.2 mag, and dots for A =0.6 mag.
Figure 2.10: Probability of Cepheid Detection 
The probability of detecting Cepheids at an alias and true period: scan A dates at LPV 
periods in Figure 2.10a; scan A dates at the true Cepheid periods in Figure 2.10b; scan G 
dates at LPV periods in Figure 2.10c; and scan G dates at Cepheid periods in Figure 2.10d.
fortunately there are not. The period distribution from scans D, E and F (which have small 
numbers of aliases due to the larger number of plates) show a very steep cutoff longward 
of 420 days, similar to the total period distribution (Figure 2.11). The only real problem 
with LPVs having significant alias effects will be the small group in Figure 2.9 with true 
periods near 350 days (matching the dip in the probability of detection in Figure 2.8) that 
appear with alias periods of ~180 days. Thus it is likely that ~20% of the LPVs with true 
periods between ~340 and 380 days will be observed to have periods of ~160 to 180 days. 
Using the observed LMC period distribution (Figure 2.11) indicates that this is equivalent 
to only ~15 LPVs, and ~   ^ of these will be small amplitude variables.
The problem of aliasing, however, extends to the Cepheid population, which have mean 
I  magnitudes and I  amplitudes very similar to those of the low amplitude LPVs. To assess 
the effects of the substantial LMC Cepheid population being detected with long alias 
periods, another Monte Carlo simulation was run, this time with periods and light curve 
shape appropriate to Cepheids, but searching for alias periods between 50 and 1000 days. 
The range of periods was 2.0 to 14.0 days, with twice as many between 2.8 and 5.0 days, 
to approximate the distribution of the LMC Cepheids (Payne-Gaposhkin, 1971b). These 
have mean V  magnitudes between 16.0 and 14.0, implying mean I  magnitudes between 
15.5 and 13.2 mag, using the V  magnitudes and (Period, V  — I)  relation in Caldwell & 
Coulson (1986). In the simulation, all the pseudo-Cepheids were given an amplitude of 0.6 
mag in /  (derived from the mean I  amplitudes of 9 Cepheids studied by Martin, 1980), a 
mean magnitude of 14.3, and the same Gaussian noise of the LPV simulation. Simulated 
light curves of 1000 pseudo-Cepheids were made for each of the date distributions (scan 
A, D, G, and the RGC data), with 80% of these having asymmetric light curves, 10% 
were symmetric sinusoids, and the remainder were pure noise. Of the ones that were 
passed by the variability/period-seeking programs (see above), 10% were checked by eye 
for final assessment. The probability of detecting these Cepheids at LPV periods is given 
in Figure 2.10. Due to the large number of plates used, very few of the pseudo-Cepheids 
searched at the plate epochs of scan D and the RGC scan passed the various programs, 
and those that did were either rejected or queried by subjective assessment. Thus only 
the variables in Table 2.3 from scans A, B, C, or G with amplitudes below ~0.6 mag are 
likely to be contaminated by aliased Cepheids. Their probabilities of detection, both with 
respect to the ‘observed’ LPV periods and the true pseudo-Cepheid periods, are shown in 
Figure 2.10. It can be seen that mainly the shorter LPV periods in these scans will be 
affected, and the source Cepheid periods are evenly distributed over the Cepheid period 
range (with mean probabilities of 0.04 for scan A, and 0.08 for scan G). Unfortunately it 
is not possible to assess the likely numbers involved as the Cepheid surveys in the LMC 
are likely to be incomplete (Payne-Gaposhkin 1971b), even by as much as 75% (Wright 
& Hodge 1971). Nevertheless, taking a mean density of 20.4 Cepheids degree-2 (Payne- 
Gaposhkin 1971b) as a lower limit would imply that ~3 and 41 variables with amplitudes 
below ~0.6 mag in Table 2.3 from scan A and scans B, C and G, respectively, should
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Figure 2.11: Period Distribution
The period distribution function in 20 day bins. Figure 2.11a: all definite LPVs from 
Table 2.3 and the RGC data. Figure 2.11b: definite LPVs with large amplitudes likely to 
be ‘Mira’ variables. Figure 2.11c: definite LPVs with small amplitudes likely to be SRa 
variables. Figure 2.1 Id-f: marginal LPVs, otherwise same as for 2.11a-c. The dotted lines 
are the raw distributions, and the solid lines have been corrected for varying probability 
of detection (see the text and Figure 2.8). The dashed lines in Figure 2.11b and 2.1 le is 
the solar neighbourhood distribution of Miras adapted from Wood &: Cahn (1977), scaled 
to match the height of the LMC distributions.
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be Cepheids, with periods distributed as in Figure 2.10. This was checked by searching 
for matches between the known Cepheids and the 41 and 18 variables in Table 2.3 with 
A < 0.6 from scan A and scans B, C, and G, respectively, using the cepheid positions of 
Payne-Gaposhkin (1971a) and the charts of Hodge h  Wright (1967). The result was not 
a single match, implying that either the number density of Cepheids with I  amplitudes 
~0.6 mag in the LMC is very low, or the probabilities of detecting Cepheids at aliased 
periods have been overestimated.
Given the incompleteness of the Cepheid surveys, an obvious future application that 
is being planned for the plate material is to perform a search of Cepheid periods.
2 .4 .6  C row d in g
In studies of globular clusters King et al. (1968) found that crowding can be a major 
problem in star counts at faint magnitudes, but that statistical methods can be employed 
to measure its effect and make approximate corrections. Crowding is even more critical 
if the need for accurate magnitudes requires integrating the stellar profile down to the 
background sky level, as this increases the effective size of the star and hence increases the 
effective crowding. However, in the extremely dense regions of the bar that were scanned 
by the PDS, both the location and magnitude estimate of an image was localised to only 
a 5x5 pixel grid. This grid projects on the sky to 10-5x10*5 for scan A and 8-4x8-4 for 
scans B, D, E and F. Thus the maximum density of stars that could possibly be measured 
is ~33 stars arcmin-2 in scan A and ~51 stars arcmin-2 for the other PDS scans. This 
is comparable to the measured maximum density of 12-16 mag stars in the bar which 
is ~18 staxs arcmin-2 . Assuming a Poisson distribution of star positions, then the true 
maximum number density of these stars will be 26 arcmin-2 (for the 31.25 fim pix) and 22 
arcmin-2 (25 nm pix) (see Appendix for details), implying that there are 4 to 8 blended 
images arcmin-2 . However, as the variability programs are designed to detect periodic 
variables, even if the image of an LPV has been blended with one or more other stars, it 
will still be detected as an LPV of reduced amplitude. Such is the case for the 34 stars 
in Table 2.3 (of a total 635) that have been identified as blended images, and yet have 
good phaseplots (although these should be treated with some doubt until they can be 
confirmed as LPVs by IR photometry or spectroscopy). The effects of crowding will only 
be a problem w’hen stars of comparable magnitude or brighter are blended with LPVs. 
The luminosity function of (Ic) (Figure 2.7) indicates most of the LPVs lie between 14 and 
15 mag. Now the maximum number density for all measured stars on the standard plates 
between 12 and 15 mag is only 4.7 arcmin-2 , implying a true maximum number density 
of 4.9 and 5.0 arcmin-2 for the 25/im and 31.25/im pixel scans, respectively. Thus scan A 
will be at least 93% complete and scans D, E and F will be at least 95% complete, with 
respect to crowding. The number of definite plus marginal LPVs in scan A is 326 and in
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scans D, E and F is 444, thus no more than ~45 LPVs will have been undetected due to 
crowding in the bar. In the outer regions the maximum observed number density is only 
1.03 arcmin-2 , implying a completeness in terms of crowding of at least 99%.
2.5 C lassification and Period  D istribution
The variables found can be classified by their luminosities, periods, and amplitudes. 
In agreement with RGC, most of the variables have mean magnitudes between 14 and 15 
(Figure 2.7) which is ~1 mag above the tip of the first red giant branch of the intermediate 
age population (Reid, Mould & Thompson 1987), thus placing the majority of the variables 
on the LMC’s lower AGB. Red periodic variables have traditionally been divided into two 
groups on the basis of their amplitudes and spectral features. Payne-Gaposhkin (1951) 
and the General Catalogue of Variable Stars defines semiregular (SRa) variables as having 
visual amplitudes below 2.5 mag. Those periodic variables with visual amplitudes greater 
than 2.5 mag and invariably having bright emission lines in their spectra they defined as 
the long-period variables. This is similar to Eggen’s (1975) definition of large-amplitude 
red variables (‘visual amplitudes greater than 2 mag and with relatively stable periods 
and light curves’), and is the same as Feast & Whitelock’s (1987) definition of the Mira 
class of variables. Although the SRa definition is a misnomer (they are just as periodic 
as the Miras), we shall nevertheless refer to the small amplitude variables as SRa’s, the 
large amplitude periodic variables as Miras, and combine both classes of variable under 
the general term ‘long-period variable’ (LPV). The mean ratio of V  to I  amplitudes of 
the laxge-amplitude red variables in Eggen (1975) is 3:1, implying that all Miras will 
have I  amplitudes A > 0.83. However, the variables studied by Eggen (1975) all have 
V  amplitudes well above 2.5 mag (the minimum is 3.0 mag), and the ratio of I  to V  
amplitudes varies between 5.0 and 2.2, hence an equivalent I  amplitude discriminator 
between Miras and SRa’s is not clearly defined. Nevertheless, it is likely that most variables 
in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 with A > 0.9 mag will be Miras. The SRa variables that have infrared 
magnitudes (Chapter 3) clearly form an extension of the Mira (period, luminosity) relation 
and have similar J  — K  colours. Hence they are most likely to belong to a similar spectral 
class to the Miras, and so should be classified as SRa variables.
The period distributions for the all LPVs and for the Miras (A > 0.9) and SRa’s are 
plotted in Figure 2.11. The similarity of the distributions of the definite Miras (those from 
Table 2.3, in Figure 2.11b) and the marginal Miras (from Table 2.4 , in Figure 2.lie )  is an 
indication that most of the large amplitude variables in Table 2.4 are probable Miras. The 
solid lines are the distributions corrected for incompleteness due to the epoch sampling by 
dividing the raw distributions of each scan (dotted lines) by the probability of discovery 








Figure 2.12: The distribution of A j,  maximum light /&, and minimum light / / ,  with logP, 
for the definite LPVs
The amplitude data (Figure 2.12a) represented by open circles have (Ic) > 15.0, and the 
filled circles are the fainter variables. The open circles in the Ib and If  data (Figures 2.12b 
and 2.12c) have amplitudes A > 0.9, while those with lower amplitudes are filled circles.
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applied to the Miras, nevertheless it seems clear that the SRa distribution of periods is 
skewed toward shorter periods, with a maximum at ~160 days, whereas the Miras form 
a plateau between 200 and 320 days. This is similar to the distribution seen in the solar 
neighbourhood (S.N.), where the SRa variables peak at ~100 days (Feast, Woolley & 
Yilmaz, 1972). It may also be partly due to contamination of the SRa distribution by 
Cepheids with aliases that favour 100 to 200 day periods (Figure 2.10).
Both the Miras and SRa’s have sharp cutoffs at ~420 days, which is ~30 days less 
than that found by Wood & Cahn (1977) for the Galactic Miras in the S.N., which is 
plotted as the dashed line in the Mira distribution in Figure 2.11. This result is probably 
a metallicity effect (or an age/mass effect) and will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
The short period cutoff in the LMC Miras occurs at ~140 days, some 220 days shorter 
than is observed in the S.N.! This is unlikely to be due to a metallicity effect as there is 
strong evidence linking the Galactic Miras’ period with age (Feast, 1963; 1980; Feast & 
Whitelock, 1987), so that the shorter period S.N. Miras should have similar metallicities to 
those in the LMC. It is more likely due to there being proportionally more old (~10 Gyr) 
stars in the LMC than in the S.N., relative to intermediate-age populations (~  5 Gyr). 
This suggestion is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, and is supported by a higher 
velocity dispersion observed in Chapter 4 for the shorter period LPVs, thus implying a 
greater age for them than for the longer period variables, as was also found in the Galaxy 
by Feast (1963).
A trend of increasing bright magnitude Jb with period (Figure 2.12b) supports the 
similar results found by WBP, and agrees in a qualitative sense with the (Period, Mbol ) 
relation for the LPVs (Glass & Lloyd Evans 1981; WBP; RGC; Chapter 3). There is also 
a general but definite trend of larger amplitudes with increasing period (Figure 2.12a). 
As the mass loss rate of LPVs appears to increase with both period and A (Whitelock, 
Pottasch fc Feast, 1987) , this means that the longer period LPVs should have higher mass 
loss rates and consequently reduced lifetimes. The cutoff in numbers of variables beyond 
450 days is ultimately caused by mass loss terminating the AGB. The exact position of 
the cutoff will, however, be determined by both mass loss and the mass (age) of the stars 
evolving up the AGB. The abrupt cutoff at periods ~420 to 450 days would imply that 
the amount of star formation in both the LMC and the Galaxy has been greatly reduced 
in the last ~1 Gyr, thus reducing the numbers of young, longer-period variables.
2.6 Sum m ary
A survey for LPVs that has employed mainly automated techniques in determining 
periodic variability, has been completed for the bar and southern regions of the LMC 
resulting in the discovery of 594 definite LPVs, with a further 449 variables which are
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probably LP Vs but have poorly determined light curves. The effect of the distribution of 
plate dates on the probability of detection has been determined, allowing corrections to 
the period distribution. Of the definite LPVs, 247 have been classified as Miras and 347 as 
lower-amplitude SRa’s. Most of the Miras are on the LMC’s lower AGB, having ages up 
to ~10 Gyr. The period distribution of the Miras in the LMC terminates at ~420 days, 
compared to ~450 days in the solar neighbourhood. In both cases, the rapid drop-off 
in numbers at long periods implies a common cause in either reduced recent ( ^ 1  Gyr) 
star formation rates or AGB termination. A trend of increasing luminosity and amplitude 
with period is found and implies a rapid increase in mass loss rate up the AGB. There 
are relatively many more shorter period (P < 220 days) Miras in the LMC compared to 
the solar neighbourhood, most probably due to there being relatively more old ( ~ 1 0  Gyr) 
stars in the LMC.
The plate material used in this survey will be used to make a similar survey for Cepheid 
variables, novae, and more unusual variables of large amplitude, such as R CrB stars, and 
to rescan all the clusters to make a more complete search for ‘cluster variables’. Plate 
material covering the eastern and western areas of the LMC is required before a truly 
global distribution of LPVs in the LMC can be determined.
Appendix
To estimate the true number density of stars 77 from the observed number N  over an 
area A, where each star occupies an area a:
Let V(i)  be the probability of i stars in a, then the probability of i stars being in area 
a given a prior detection in a (Le. a count) will be V(i ) / (  1 — 'P(O)), where 1 — V(0) is 
simply the probability of there being 1 or more stars in a. Hence the mean number in a 
will be
EiV(i)  X
1 -  V(Q) “  1 -  e~A
assuming a Poisson distribution, where A is the mean of the Poisson distribution, and 
therefore A = 77a. Over area A, the true number of stars will be
A77 NX
1 — e~x
and hence substituting 77a for A gives
17 = Jln { aT nz)
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C h a p ter  3
IN FR A R E D  PH O TO M ETRY, 
SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION, 
AGB EVOLUTION A N D  
SPATIAL D ISTR IBU T IO N
Shaun M. G. Hughes and Peter R. Wood
3.1 Introduction
Extensive searches for the red long-period variables (LPVs) in the Large Magellanic 
Cloud (LMC) using red-sensitive I  plates have been carried out by Reid, Glass & Catchpole 
(1987; hereinafter RGC) and in Chapter 2. These surveys, supplemented by earlier less 
sensitive (Payne-Gaposhkin 1971) and less extensive (Lloyd Evans 1971; Butler 1971; 
Wood, Bessell & Paltoglou 1985) surveys, have resulted in a near-global survey of the 
LMC for LPVs. The resulting data base provides an excellent opportunity for comparing 
the properties of the LPVs with those of related objects such as planetary nebulae, OH/IR 
stars, carbon stars, cepheid variables, and horizontal branch and clump stars; one of the 
aims of this chapter is to provide such a comparison. In addition, the common distance of 
all stars in the LMC can be used in conjunction with infrared J HK  photometry to derive 
accurate bolometric luminosities (Mboi ); the infrared photometry can also be used to 
derive estimates of effective temperature for the LPVs. These quantities, when combined 
with pulsation theory, can tell a great deal about the evolutionary state of the LPVs, 
such as their separation into supergiants and asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, their 
current pulsation masses, their likely fate as either planetary nebulae or supernovae, and, 
with some assumptions about past mass loss, their initial masses and ages (for details 
see Wood, Bessell & Fox 1983, hereinafter WBF; and Wood, Bessell & Paltoglou 1985,
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hereinafter WBP). The complete survey of the LMC then gives information about the star 
formation history over the face of the LMC.
The LPVs can also be useful as distance indicators, independent of more common 
standard candles such as the RR Lyraes and Cepheids. Evidence of a linear relation 
between K  and logP for the shorter period (100 to 400 days) LPVs was first provided by 
Glass h  Lloyd Evans (1981), and later confirmed by Feast (1984) via an analysis of the 
WBP results, and by Glass & Reid (1985), Glass et al. (1987) and RGC.
In order to extend the results of this earlier work, we have obtained J H K  photometry 
for 267 of the variables of large amplitude (A > 0.9 mag) with definite periods (definite 
Mira variables) found in Chapter 2 and 117 of the lower amplitude SRa variables with 
definite periods (where we adopt the same definition of variable types by amplitude as in 
Chapter 2: those variables with well-determined periods are labelled “definite” , and those 
whose periods are uncertain are labelled “marginal periodic”). We also obtained J H K  
photometry of 55 of the marginal periodic Mira variables , 77 of the marginal periodic SRa 
variables, and 14 of the non-periodic “odd” variables in Chapter 2, and 6 of the definite 
Mira variables discovered by the methods described in Chapter 2 using the RGC data 
(Reid & Hughes, in preparation). In addition, we obtained spectral types of a subset of 
these stars from low and/or high resolution spectra, acquired as part of a study of the 
kinematics of old and intermediate age populations in the LMC (Chapter 4). Here we 
present the results of the photometry and spectral classification and then use these results 
to investigate various aspects of the evolution of LPVs in the LMC.
3.2 Infrared P h otom etry
J H K  photometry of the LPVs was obtained using the 1.9m telescope at Mount 
Stromlo Observatory, the 2.3m telescope at Siding Spring Observatory and the 3.9m Anglo- 
Australian Telescope (AAT), all data being converted, where necessary, to the AAT system 
using the conversions of McGregor & Hyland (1981). Dates, telescopes and diameters (in 
arcseconds) of apertures used (these were varied according to the seeing on a given night), 
are given in Table 3.2. Absolute bolometric magnitudes (Mboi ) were determined from the 
relation in WBF, assuming Ak  = 0.02, Ej - k  = 0.04, E j - jj = 0.02, Eh- k  = 0.02. We 
adopted a distance modulus to the LMC of 18.5, this being the approximate mean of 18.57 
derived from J H K  photometry of Cepheids by Welch et al. (1987) and 18.37 derived from 
RR Lyraes by Reid & Strugnell (1986), and agrees with the mean distance modulus esti­
mate of Feast (1984). The observed JHK magnitudes are given in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, 
the stars being listed in order of period. Table 3.2 contains all LPVs (both definite and 
marginal periodic) with I  amplitudes A / > 0.9 mag (Mira variables), Table 3.3 contains 
all LPVs with A / < 0.9 mag (SRa variables), and the odd variables (non-periodic and/or
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Table 3.1: J H K  Observing Log
Epoch Julian Date Telescope Aperture (")
1985 Oct 1 2446340 AAT 5
1985 Oct 2 2446341 AAT 5
1986 Jan 6 2446437 1.9m 24
1986 Oct 15 2446719 1.9m 24
1986 Oct 16 2446720 AAT 10
1986 Oct 16 2446720 1.9m 24
1986 Oct 17 2446721 1.9m 24
1986 Oct 18 2446722 1.9m 24
1986 Nov 8 2446743 2.3m 10
1986 Nov 9 2446744 2.3m 10
1986 Nov 10 2446745 2.3m 10
1986 Dec 18 2446783 AAT 10
1987 Jan 29 2446825 2.3m 10
1987 Jan 30 2446826 2.3m 10
1987 Jan 31 2446827 2.3m 10
1987 Feb 1 2446828 2.3m 10
1987 Feb 2 2446829 2.3m 10
1987 Oct 9 2447078 2.3m 10
1987 Oct 10 2447079 2.3m 10
1987 Oct 12 2447081 2.3m 15
1988 Jan 5 2447166 2.3m 10
1988 Jan 6 2447167 2.3m 10
1988 Jan 7 2447168 2.3m 10
1988 Dec 19 2447515 2.3m 7
1988 Dec 21 2447517 2.3m 10
unusual light curves, from Table 2.5 of Chapter 2) are listed in Table 3.4. These Tables 
contain the following information:
Column 1: The name of the variable, incorporating the position (epoch 
1950), accurate to ~2". Variables that have a double, or merged, image on the 
standard /-plate, or have a bright star nearby, or are near a cluster, have been 
flagged accordingly, and their photometry may be in question.
Column 2: The peak-to-peak I  amplitude A /, derived from a sine-fit to the 
phased light curve.
Column 3: The Julian date (-2440000) of a recent I maximum, also derived 
from the sine-fit.
Column \:  The mean I  magnitude.
Columns 5-7: The J , H , and K  magnitudes. The instrumental errors in 
the photometry was normally less than 0.05 magnitudes. A colon (:) indicates 
when the errors were larger than 0.05. These ‘large’ errors were never more 
than 0.13 mag, and averaged 0.08 mag.
Column 8: The bolometric magnitude, derived from K  and J  — K .
Column 9: The spectral type of the variable, obtained from spectroscopy, 
or, if enclosed in parentheses, from J  — K  (see Section 3.3).
Column 10: The Julian date — 2440000 at which the photometry was 
obtained.
Column 11: The period of the variable. Occasionally a second period gave 
a convincing light curve and this second period has also been included, with 
the period giving the most believable light curve in the main column. The 
marginal periodic variables have their periods marked by a colon (:).
In the following, unless otherwise stated, we consider only the photometry of the 
definite LPVs (both Miras and SRa’s) with periods less than 1000 days, with no close 
companions on the I  plates, J H K  photometry with instrumental errors £0.05 mag, and 
that are red (J  — K  > 0.8). For those stars for which we have spectra, only those that have 
radial velocities more consistent with LMC membership than with Galactic membership 
(galactocentric radial velocity within 140 km s-1 of the LMC systemic velocity) have been 
included. Means have been determined for those LPVs with more than one epoch of 
photometry.
3.3 Spectral C lassification
Low resolution spectra were obtained for a sample of the LPVs using the Faint Object 
Red Spectrograph (FORS) with the Fibre Optic Coupled Aperture Plate (FOCAP) system
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Table 3.2
JHK Photometry of Large Amplitude LPVs
Name/Position A I ( I c ) J H K Mboi Sp JDir Period(s)
SHV0529507-705948 1.40 6703 14.22 12.77 11.78 11.50 -4.08 M3 6721 103:
SHV0532066-703000a 0.96 6347 14.56 13.33 12.53 12.28 -3.56 (M) 6341 112
SHV0544043-705819 1.38 6731 14.34 11.74 10.67 10.31 -5.13 MS 6783 119:
SHV0528143-712728 1.12 6755 15.19 14.02 13.02 12.62 -2.85 (M) 6783 119
SHY0545461-711458 1.04 6801 14.75 13.53 12.73 12.44 -3.36 (M) 6783 125
13.63 12.75 12.53 -3.24 (M) 7167
SHV0519504-701848 1.38 7144 14.74 13.10 12.26 11.86 -3.75 M4 7166 125
SHV0544453-712329 a 1.02 7458 14.36 13.22 12.41 12.21 -3.68 (M) 7517 125
SHV0518353-694048 0.96 6341 14.72 13.03 12.34 12.07 -3.89 M6 6340 129
SHV0450469-690704 1.00 6712 14.95 13.10 12.21 11.93 -3.76 (M) 6720 130
SHY0541137-711943 0.94 6718 15.52 13.49 12.43 12.17 -3.37 (M) 6783 133
SHV0533449-705541 1.42 6801 14.90 13.42 12.59 12.33 -3.46 (M) 6783 133
13.43 12.62 12.34 -3.46 (M) 7167
SHV0518074-700042 0.96 6372 14.21 13.23 12.64 12.34 -3.72 M2 6340 135
SHV0500461-715843 0.98 6725 14.07 13.18 12.42 12.12 -3.70 M6 6783 137
13.09 12.22 11.91 -3.77 M6 7167
SHV0541366-714410 1.52 6752 14.72 13.82: 12.93 12.44: -3.04 (M) 6721 138
13.05: 12.23 11.97: -3.83 (M) 7167
13.53 12.97 12.55 -3.38 (K) 7517
SHV0535245-713528 1.18 6675 14.14 12.77 12.02 11.79 -4.14 (K) 6721 144:
SHV0603210-705631 1.22 6793 14.96 13.36 12.50 12.32 -3.53 (M) 6783 145:
SHV0501507-685250 1.14 6791 14.83 13.06 12.21 12.34 -4.00 6783 146
SHV0543367-695800 0.98 6269 14.98 13.60 12.64 12.29 -3.26 M6 6341 149
SHV0519448-682940 0.92 7566 14.54 13.20 12.33 12.11 -3.68 M6 7515 150
SHV0517337-725738 0.92 6748 14.32 13.69 12.77 12.16 -3.21 C 6720 152
SHV0544151-724207 0.90 6765 13.92 12.94 12.24 11.86 -3.94 M0 6720 153
SHV0537137-704129C 1.44 6796 13.69 10.87 9.88 9.59 -5.98 M8 6783 154:
10.91 9.95 9.63 -5.94 M8 7078
SHV0525297-700960a 1.40 7065 14.23 12.98 11.88 11.58 -3.89 M2 7081 155
SHV0544236-712658 1.12 6796 14.32 12.44 11.65 11.53 -4.50 (K) 6783 157:
SHV0452077-681508 1.06 6777 13.86 13.02 12.20 11.98 -3.87 M0 6744 160
SHV0510418-723535 1.06 6717 14.05 12.45 11.68 11.43 -4.45 (M) 6743 161
13.17 12.40 12.09 -3.71 (M) 7167
SHV0516334-730948 0.90 6845 13.94 13.17 12.34 12.17 -3.73 (M) 6783 161
12.45 11.76 11.52 -4.48 (K) 7166
SHV0522023-703005 1.38 7447 14.32 12.88 12.05 11.61 -3.97 M6 7515 162
SHV0500583-690851 0.90 6686 14.07 12.52 11.72 11.45 -4.36 M6 6720 162
SHV0520065-740527 0.96 6778 14.45 13.31 12.27 12.20: -3.56 (M) 6721 163:
SHV0523529-693412 2.06 6786 14.40 12.87 11.89 11.61 -3.98 M6 6745 163
SHV0528492-690923 1.18 6744 14.14 13.12 12.52 12.32: -3.88 (K) 6722 164
SHV0525543-692639 0.90 6763 14.87 13.29 12.28 12.03 -3.56 (M) 6745 165
SHV0540006-695643 1.88 6335 14.55 12.91 12.06 11.70 -3.95 (M) 6341 165
SHV0522475-742919 1.18 6702 14.37 12.55 11.66 11.46 -4.33 M6 6721 165
SHV0506358-674807 1.70 6765 14.69 13.05 12.24 11.91 -3.82 M6 6744 167
SHV0511052-674716a 0.94 6738 13.36 12.17 11.60 11.27 -4.78 (K) 6744 169
SHV0510004-692755 1.24 6755 14.69 12.63 11.81 11.51 -4.24 M6 6783 169
SHV0535442-702433 0.96 6406 15.01 12.78 11.49 10.58 -4.77 C 6341 170: 319:
SHY0511195-691408 1.02 6718 14.24 12.93 12.02 11.70 -3.93 (M) 6783 171
SHV0508339-751038 0.90 6869 15.06 13.50 12.50 12.12 -3.36 (M) 6783 172
RHV0511016-672209 1.08 7431 14.05 12.88 12.22 11.93 -4.04 (K) 7517 173
SHV0529528-693503 1.26 6264 14.39 13.30 12.30 11.85 -3.58 (M) 6340 174
12.69 11.93 11.67 -4.21 (M) 6783
SHV0523205-703219 0.94 7208 14.40 12.85 11.98 11.65 -4.01 (M) 7166 174
SHV0531047-713506 1.08 6710 14.08 12.18 10.90 10.13 -5.22 (C) 6721 175:
SHV0517197-684122 1.36 6768 14.40 13.09 12.35 11.93 -3.77 M6 6744 175
Table 3.2: Large Amplitude LPVs (conL)
N am e/Position A I JOmax ( h ) J H K A/boi Sp J D ir Period(s)
12.91 11.91 11.53 -3.95 M6 6826
12.72 11.77 11.46 -4.13 M6 7167
SHV0509031-681807 1.58 6817 14.05 13.04 12.15 11.72 -3.82 (M) 6744 178
SHV0549425-702910 1.50 6795 14.49 12.76 11.93 11.69 -4.12 M0 6783 178
SHV0500164-692906 1.14 6785 14.33 13.08 12.30 11.96 -3.79 M6 6720 179
SHV0515022-680942 0.96 6773 14.37 13.00 12.19 11.84 -3.86 M6 6720 179:
SHV0516582-710807 1.08 6674 14.21 12.71 11.86 11.56 -4.15 M6 6720 179:
SHV0511388-685915 1.16 6750 14.49 12.57 11.68 11.43 -4.30 M6 6783 179
SHV0449514-675908 1.70 6752 14.27 12.57 11.71 11.38: -4.29 M6 6744 180
SHV0527138-713546 1.42 6783 15.07 13.95 12.82 11.91 -3.44 (C) 6783 181:
13.85 12.70 11.73 -3.62 (C) 7167
SHV0529487-692906 1.46 6866 14.92 13.64 12.74: 12.58 -3.24 (M) 6783 183
SHV0516570-691909 1.28 6814 14.36 11.98 10.96 10.56 -4.89 (M) 6783 183
SHV0509431-675318 a 0.92 7440 14.30 12.56 11.83 11.43 -4.31 (M) 7517 183
SHV0519429-694409 1.18 6284 14.11 12.59 11.69 11.44 -4.27 M6 6340 183
SHV0534040-720141 1.02 7539 13.95 12.37 11.60 11.30 -4.51 (M) 7517 185
SHV0512015-691831 0.98 6799 14.13 12.55 11.58 11.27 -4.30 (M) 6825 187
SHV0500385-685722 1.18 7439 14.58 11.35 10.51 10.09 -5.50 (M) 7517 187
SHV0509382-690440 1.32 6697 14.11 12.91 12.09 11.74 -3.95 M6 6783 190
SHV0549548-704842C 1.26 6872 14.76 13.40 12.46 12.31 -3.48 (M) 6783 191:
SHV0533257-721036 2.06 6815 14.89 13.16 12.26 11.89 -3.69 M6 6744 191
SHV0547079-702219 1.48 7423 14.68 12.93 12.26 11.76 -3.93 (M) 7517 193
SHV0518161-683543 1.22 6628 14.32 13.39 12.28 11.65 -3.75 c 6720 193
SHV0537399-704016 1.16 7189 14.38 13.31 12.18: 11.84 -3.57 (M) 7168 193:
SHV0554097-740227 1.34 6798 14.01 13.08 12.03 11.61 -3.80 c 6719 195:
SHV0501215-680112a 1.50 6745 14.09 12.94 12.14 11.81 -3.93 M6 6720 195
SHV0547154-701758 0.94 7451 13.27 11.16 10.22 9.78 -5.70 (M) 7517 197
SHV0519412-700407 0.96 6425 13.88 13.00 12.11: 12.63 -4.40 M4 6340 199:
12.94 12.19 11.78 -3.92 M4 7166
SHV0512385-693356 1.18 6771 14.06 12.36 11.62 11.35 -4.54 (M) 6783 200
SHV0523131-700154 1.06 7533 15.41 13.41 11.78 10.55 -4.80 c 7515 201
SHV0518373-692438 1.68 6777 14.46 12.43 11.81 11.43: -4.47 (M) 6783 201
RHV0504175-652920 1.10 7543 14.51 12.51 11.80 11.59 -4.43 (K) 7517 202
SHV0528568-693208 1.62 6252 14.32 12.83 11.94 11.55 -4.02 (M) 6340 203
SHV0521380-685223 0.90 7006 14.50 12.84 11.82 11.55 -4.01 M6 7079 203
SHV0534383-705505 1.30 6758 14.37 13.29 12.39 12.10 -3.57 K 6720 204
SHV0522023-701242 1.80 7190 15.32 13.43 12.44 11.82 -3.64 M3 7166 204
SHV0526293-701248 1.28 7068 14.08 12.43 11.55 11.23 -4.43 MS? 7081 204
SHV0530076-684933 1.20 6763 14.59 13.31 12.29 11.68 -3.77 C 6722 205
SHV0505374-703747 1.40 7242 14.50 12.82 11.90 11.51 -4.04 (M) 7167 206
SHV0538170-712045 1.10 6697 14.01 12.86 12.01 11.66 -4.00 M6 6783 206
SHV0457386-734010 0.92 6788 14.68 12.85 11.96 11.72 -4.02 M4 6719 206:
SHV0529467-693825 1.00 7564 13.82 12.48 11.64 11.30 -4.38 MS 7515 206
RHV0529064-653618 1.04 7501 13.89 12.28 11.51 11.30 -4.63 (K) 7517 207
SHV0450082-684909a 1.52 6769 14.82 13.09 12.22 11.82 -3.76 M6 6720 207
SHV0523564-700830 1.20 7125 14.37 12.62 11.76 11.34 -4.23 M l 7166 207
SHV0516449-691310 2.14 6872 14.76 13.18 12.25 11.82 -3.68 M6 6783 208
SHV0456548-683531 1.04 6842 13.40 12.59 11.70 11.27 -4.27 (M) 6744 208
SHV0504485-690533 1.26 6645 14.58 12.95 12.14 11.73 -3.91 M? 6720 208
SHV0454373-693129 0.90 7259 14.47 13.14 12.19 11.80 -3.72 (M) 7167 208
SHV0505269-683403 1.10 6683 14.13 12.65 11.62 11.24 -4.22 (M) 6744 209
SHV0544244-695217 1.38 6306 14.09 12.24 11.38 11.04 -4.62 (M) 6341 210
SHV0535041-734125 1.22 6772 13.92 12.87 11.92 11.53 -3.99 c? 6719 211
SHV0539380-694614 0.92 6321 14.84 12.98 11.91 11.52 -3.90 (M) 6341 211
SHV0515470-675945 0.98 6644 13.90 13.33 12.41 12.23 -3.54 M6 6720 211:
Table 3.2: Large Amplitude LPVs (coni.)
N am e/Position AI JDmax U c) J H K Afboi Sp JDir Period (s)
SH V0516273-714927 1.66 6728 14.36 12.43 11.58 11.31 -4.44 M6 6720 211
12.47 11.53 11.15 -4.39 M6 7167
SHV0531485-710025 0.94 6881 15.18 13.50 12.55 12.27 -3.36 (M) 6783 211
SHV0521013-691313 1.14 6744 15.24 13.00 12.03 11.63 -3.86 (M) 6783 212
SHV0542111-683837 1.08 6797 14.39 13.23 12.24 11.86 -3.63 c 6744 212
SHV0526316-701639 1.00 7124 14.39 12.62 11.69 11.39 -4.24 c? 7166 214
SHV0534578-702532 1.34 6354 14.35 12.69 11.74 11.27 -4.18 c 6341 215
SHV0539332-692919 1.14 6362 14.09 12.58 11.75 11.49 -4.30 c 6341 216
13.03: 12.12 11.85 -3.83 c 6744
SHV0511063-693253 1.32 6774 14.22 12.37 11.51 11.26 -4.50 (M) 6783 217
SHV0524496-711207 2.18 7170 14.00 12.34 11.43 10.95 -4.52 (M) 7168 217
SHV0515579-691044 1.16 6868 13.95 12.94 12.04 11.72 -3.92 M 6783 217
SHV0501581-711514 1.24 6713 14.21 12.91 11.74 11.12 -4.26 (C ) 6783 220
12.21 11.27 10.82 -4.65 (M) 7167
SHV0516034-675220 0.96 6627 14.14 12.57 11.71 11.39 -4.29 M6 6720 220
RHV0503471-671104 1.42 7514 14.33 12.24 11.37 11.11 -4.63 (M) 7517 222
SHV0533572-692757 2.22 6689 13.97 13.36 12.54 11.81 -3.69 (M) 6783 223
SHV0510013-681106 1.56 6709 14.01 12.53 11.42 10.88 -4.56 (C) 6744 224
SHV0500412-684054 0.92 6722 14.23 12.33 11.46 11.13 -4.53 c 6720 224
SHV0542210-741016 1.58 6725 14.35 12.39 11.51 11.12 -4.46 M6 6719 225
SHV0541424-735637 1.34 6625 14.56 13.38 12.11 11.14 -4.21 C 6719 225
SHV0509030-693121 1.28 6684 14.57 12.87 11.98 11.60 -3.98 (M) 6783 226
SHV0528189-700029C 1.12 6237 14.44 12.91 11.94 11.59 -3.95 M8 6340 226
SHV0533487-685205 0.98 6700 14.55 12.62 11.64 11.27 -4.24 (M) 6722 228
SHV0526294-713404 1.56 6755 14.22 12.77 11.88 11.58 -4.09 (M) 6783 228
12.67 11.70 11.34 -4.19 (M) 7168
SHV0517478-693554 1.10 6250 14.42 13.06 11.96 11.47 -4.00 c 6340 229
13.06 11.96 11.47 -4.00 c 6340
12.96 11.84 11.42 -3.94 c 6783
SHV0455117-692618 1.62 6889 14.85 12.83 11.96 11.60 -4.03 (M) 6783 229
SHV0514351-691539 1.70 6689 14.59 13.00 12.05 11.60 -3.87 (M) 6783 230
SHV0523140-685017 1.32 6731 14.70 12.35 11.29 10.70 -4.74 (C ) 6744 231
SHV0554548-724937 2.02 6756 14.51 12.78: 11.90 11.59 -4.08 M2 6719 231
SHV0523008-691416 1.76 6855 14.28 12.91 12.00 11.42 -3.98 M6 6744 234
SHV0503595-691915 1.24 6770 14.32 12.74 11.98 11.57 -4.12 (M) 6720 234
SHV0454006-684125 1.24 6675 14.40 12.32 11.28 10.74 -4.74 c 6720 235 -
SHV0449422-681116 0.90 6721 14.69 12.85 11.71 11.35 -4.04 (M) 6744 236
SHV0533593-692803 0.98 6727 14.49 12.67 11.68 11.32 -4.19 (M) 6783 236
SHV0537328-710454 1.52 6683 14.90 12.45 11.55 11.17 -4.41 (M) 6783 236
SHV0522380-691255 1.26 7011 14.23 12.35 11.33 10.97 -4.51 MS 7079 240
SHV0540463-692922 1.60 6342 14.49 12.60 11.74 11.39 -4.26 (M) 6341 242
13.46 12.65 12.10 -3.40 (M) 6745
SHV0516298-723618 0.90 6784 14.47 12.51 11.47 11.04 -4.37 (M) 6783 242
SHV0523189-690815 1.18 6838 14.63 12.85 11.71 11.05 -4.33 c 6744 243:
SHV0500521-675904 1.22 7399 14.91 14.13 12.76 11.76 -3.59 (C ) 7517 243
SHV0529423-694546 1.62 6374 14.10 12.69 11.70 11.43 -4.16 (M) 6340 244
SH V0514540-682009 1.30 6741 14.74 12.95 11.69 10.82 -4.53 c? 6720 245
SHV0454386-681258 1.60 6709 13.96 12.27 11.28 10.96 -4.59 (M) 6744 247
SHV0525238-695044 0.90 6434 13.96 12.61 11.69 11.40 -4.25 (M) 6341 248
SHV0532594-713806 1.80 6697 14.32 12.52 11.53 11.14 -4.36 (M) 6783 248
12.17 11.29 11.00 -4.69 (M) 7168
SHV0457044-680606 2.22 6654 14.98 12.50 11.54 11.12 -4.36 (M) 6744 248
SHV0545127-725428 1.84 6807 14.33 12.58 11.64 11.29 -4.27 (M) 6743 248
12.38 11.50 11.10 -4.47 (M) 7166
SHV0530343-735116 1.56 6808 15.01 12.79 11.63 11.04 -4.36 (C) 6825 253
Table 3.2: Large Amplitude LPVs (coni.)
N am e/Position A I  .JDmax i h ) J H K  iVfbd Sp JD ir Period(s)
13.79: 12.34 11.42 -3.93 (C) 7167
SHV0542449-700129 1.10 6238 14.70 13.81 12.38 11.25 -4.10 c 6341 253
SHV0528160-700726 1.16 6417 14.42 13.57 12.22 11.39 -3.96 c 6340 254
SHY0532350-701744 1.96 6441 14.36 13.11 12.31 11.81 -3.74 M6 6341 254
SHV0534108-740310 2.18 6640 14.53 12.32 11.30 11.03 -4.53 MS? 6719 254
12.52 11.60 11.23 -4.33 MS? 7166
SHV0523357-692038 1.40 6817 13.89 11.95 11.11 10.82 -4.92 (M) 6829 254
SHV0502226-693113 1.26 6738 14.32 12.09 11.22 10.99 -4.78 (M) 6720 255
SHV0533532-700136 1.02 6290 14.14 12.47 11.41 10.88 -4.59 c 6341 255
SHV0517551-691335 1.30 7196 14.25 12.55 11.58 11.18 -4.31 M? 7079 257
SHV0508341-685818 1.66 7174 14.89 12.41 11.47 11.16 -4.44 (M) 7167 258
SHV0520005-701329 1.08 7044 15.07 13.88 12.41 11.26 -4.09 c 7166 258:
SHV0542065-704416 1.04 7188 14.66 13.29 11.97 11.20 -4.15 (C) 7167 259
SHV0515461-691822 1.40 6839 13.76 11.96 11.13 10.82 -4.91 (M) 6829 259
SHV0522190-685432 1.12 7085 14.29 12.44 11.49 11.16 -4.41 (M) 7079 259
SHV0518385-690633 2.04 7206 14.95 12.98 12.13 11.52 -3.90 (M) 7079 260
SHV0531090-725052 1.42 6619 14.13 12.71 11.56 11.13 -4.35 (M) 6720 262
SHV0520524-702834 0.98 6957 14.21 13.48 11.98 11.25 -4.10 c 7081 263
SHV0534494-704141 1.66 7071 13.16 12.02 11.65 11.66 -5.39 7168 263:
SHV0547489-704450 1.46 6822 14.20 12.86 12.77 12.69 -4.81 6828 264:
SHV0522042-691731 1.28 6980 15.15 13.75 12.19 11.22 -4.13 c 7079 264
SHV0547410-704818 1.38 6556 14.06 12.33 12.00 11.78 -4.87 K 6437 264:
12.28 11.66 11.54 -4.76 K 6825
SHV0540113-705115 1.00 7102 14.07 12.94 12.61 12.40 -4.27 K 7168 265
SHV0551578-704050 2.64 7085 12.55 9.13 8.73 8.66 -8.15 7168 266:
SHV0516416-694743 1.64 6440 14.32 12.79 12.03 11.73 -4.09 M6 6340 266
SHV0547243-704058 1.22 6850 14.69 12.53 11.49 11.27 -4.32 M2 6828 267
SHV0518400-695513 0.96 6209 14.30 13.43 12.13 11.25 -4.10 (C) 6340 268
SHV0525298-705106a 1.92 7214 13.84 12.42 11.53 11.19 -4.44 (M) 7168 268
SHV0520201-701405 1.26 7155 14.06 12.49 11.48 11.14 -4.37 7166 269
SHV0535024-714007 1.22 7240 14.62 13.42 12.05 11.24 -4.11 (C) 7167 269
SHV0522350-692404 2.02 6929 14.29 12.73 11.69 11.28 -4.15 K 6829 271
SHV0458106-734021 1.06 6698 14.96 13.11 11.73 10.72 -4.63 (C) 6720 272
SHV0529501-701447 2.02 6984 14.85 12.53 11.56 10.99 -4.37 M6 7081 272
12.46 11.61 11.17 -4.39 M6 7166
SHV0557274-710437 1.74 7105 14.06 12.08 11.13 10.80 -4.77 (M) 7167 273
SHV0522487-713657 2.06 6694 15.12 13.35 11.79 10.83 -4.52 c 6721 274
13.25 11.89 10.91 -4.44 c 7168
SHV0538004-694900 0.90 6254 15.62 13.88 12.25 11.12 -4.23 (C) 6341 274
SHV0501019-691338 1.98 6596 14.42 12.47 11.58 11.15 -4.39 M? 6720 276
SHV0527334-693050 2.26 6231 14.57 12.35 11.37 10.94 -4.52 cs? 6341 278
SHV0527448-692026a 1.26 6738 14.02 12.23 11.14 10.71 -4.67 (M) 6722 280
SHV0536478-731944 2.32 6773 15.00 12.50 11.49 11.11 -4.36 (M) 6721 280
SHV0541482-700417 1.06 6452 15.22 13.74 12.22 11.08 -4.27 c 6341 285
SHV0519294-711941 1.94 6693 14.07 11.96 10.98 10.63 -4.90 M6 6721 288
SHV0541012-715944 1.20 7095 14.24 12.76 11.47 10.94 -4.44 (C) 7167 288
SHV0534209-700909 1.04 6234 14.33 12.91 11.66 10.83 -4.52 C 6341 290
SHV0535238-723603 1.06 6699 14.18 12.28 11.19 10.64 -4.81 (C) 6744 290
SHV0514195-683740 1.28 7250 14.00 12.56 11.60 11.09 -4.32 (M) 7167 291
SHV0520437-694548 1.18 6249 15.14 12.91 11.56 10.78 -4.57 c 6340 291
SHV0540126-685811 0.96 6731 15.14 12.99: 11.45 10.66 -4.69 (C) 6722 291:
SHV0534182-744418 0.94 6766 13.97 12.57 11.42 10.67 -4.69 (C) 6720 295:
SHV0520505-705019 1.20 7261 14.66 13.34 11.94 11.04 -4.31 (C) 7168 298
SHV0505468-744227 0.96 6702 14.13 12.28 11.09 10.45 -4.92 (C) 6720 300
13.30 11.90 10.96 -4.39 (C) 7166
Table 3.2: Large Amplitude LPVs (coni)
Name/Position A I  . (U) J H K A /b o l Sp J D i r Period(s)
SHV0521200-692150 0.96 7078 14.06 12.42 11.32 10.86 -4.63 C 7079 301
SHV0536411-710822b 1.64 7281 14.75 13.55 12.05 10.97 -4.38 (C) 7167 301
SHV0552258-731815 0.90 6802 14.34 13.18 11.82 10.89 -4.46 (C) 6720 302:
SHV0540493-693522 1.12 6241 14.96 13.29 11.81 10.97 -4.38 c 6341 304
SHV0536347-701529 1.02 6457 14.37 13.13 11.83 10.93 -4.42 c? 6341 304
SHV0525409-691125 1.08 6913 15.03 12.94 11.58 10.79 -4.56 c? 6828 306:
SHV0542514-710923 1.04 6631 14.39 12.79 11.43 10.63 -4.72 (C) 6743 306
SHV0517086-681751 2.24 7040 14.19 12.47 11.50 11.05 -4.40 M6 7167 307
SHV0503137-690433 1.02 6732 14.91 13.11 11.71 10.73 -4.62 (C) 6720 307
SHV0513060-674602 1.18 6694 15.20 12.66 11.33 10.44 -4.91 (C) 6744 309
SHV0502469-692418 0.92 7059 14.07 12.12 11.04 10.59 -4.78 c 7079 310
SHV0528468-693824 1.40 6365 14.46 12.64 11.33 10.51 -4.84 c 6340 310
SHV0527072-701238 1.24 7138 14.41 12.60 11.46 10.69 -4.67 c 7081 312
SHV0505365-681315a 1.06 7575 14.97 13.58 11.88 10.50 -4.85 (C) 7517 313
SHV0541258-732214 0.90 6814 14.24 12.48 11.20 10.46 -4.89 (C) 6743 314
SHV0526368-702258 2.44 7143 14.21 12.37 11.55 11.10 -4.48 M6 7081 315
SHV0525386-700828 1.36 7321 14.45 12.98 11.59 10.64 -4.71 C 7166 315
SHV0525412-701752 1.08 7256 14.48 13.93 12.40 11.10 -4.25 (C) 7166 315
SHV0512489-730523 0.96 6774 14.60 12.70: 11.48 10.72 -4.63 (C) 6743 316
SHV0520427-693637 1.18 6459 14.45 13.28 11.87: 11.88 -3.59 c 6340 317
SHV0507053-691636 1.98 6636 14.28 11.97 11.06 10.64 -4.89 (M) 6722 317
SHV0501237-705205 0.94 7305 14.11 12.89 11.55 10.73 -4.62 (C) 7167 319
SHV0524023-700237 1.32 7225 14.42 13.22 11.81 10.83 -4.52 c 7081 319
SHV0549295-705602 1.40 6709 14.72 12.87 11.50 10.73 -4.62 c 6722 319
SHV0455444-675920 1.74 6613 14.14 13.18: 11.63 10.60 -4.75 (C) 6744 322
12.42 11.30 10.50 -4.86 (C) 7517
SHV0529083-695332 2.10 6246 14.29 15.48 14.07 13.58 -1.78 (C) 6341 323 171:
SHV0515481-680111 1.28 6817 14.06 12.23 11.16 10.58 -4.86 c 6720 324
SHV0544397-740748 3.08 6857 14.54 12.27 11.92 11.91 -5.14 c 6719 325
12.18 11.99 11.98: -5.44 c 6826
SHV0551065-735427 1.76 6632 14.78 14.01 12.45 11.22 -4.13 (C) 6743 326
SHV0533355-704322 2.94 6660 13.97 12.11 11.31 10.93: -4.75 (M) 6721 326
12.27: 11.27 10.88 -4.59 (M) 7168
SHV0528275-690350 0.92 7002 15.11 13.04 11.67: 10.54 -4.81 c? 7079 326:
SHV0540526-712642 1.80 7256 14.72 13.31 11.91 10.74 -4.61 (C) 7168 326
SHV0541543-693305 2.60 6395 15.03 12.64 11.76 11.27 -4.22 M6 6341 327 2800
SHV0507077-734248 1.06 6762 14.65 12.71 11.45 10.60 -4.75 (C) 6743 331
SHV0523288-700234 1.42 7065 14.35 12.43 11.12 10.45 -4.90 c 7081 331
SHV0514198-732731 2.06 6708 13.73 11.33 10.35 10.02 -5.53 (M) 6743 331
SHV0504357-682243 1.02 7508 15.02 13.39 12.06 11.04 -4.31 (C) 7517 332
SHV0520187-711724 1.10 6684 15.34 13.59 12.06 10.91: -4.44 c 6828 332:
SHV0524070-713542 1.04 6876 13.61 12.29 11.06 10.50 -4.88 c 6829 332:
SHV0514157-684833 1.26 7205 15.06 13.89 12.12 10.80 -4.55 (C) 7168 334
SHV0501389-731337 1.18 7272 14.22 13.33 11.91 10.80 -4.55 (C) 7166 334
SHV0524277-691146a 1.96 6855 15.03 12.06 11.09 10.65 -4.81 M4 6828 336
SHV0518222-750327 1.54 6818 14.41 13.08 11.72 10.87 -4.48 (C) 6743 338
SHV0553344-712127 2.16 7043 14.07 12.92 11.48 10.59 -4.76 (C) 7168 340:
SHV0512407-704632 1.12 6670 13.82 11.60 10.62 10.35 -5.25 M6 6720 341
11.80 10.85 10.45 -5.06 M6 7167
SHV0541304-740411 1.48 6739 14.82 13.09: 11.54 10.46 -4.89 (C) 6719 341
SHV0528544-704849 1.28 6582 14.62 13.46 11.95 10.80 -4.55 (C) 6743 344
SHV0530323-702216 2.44 6416 14.65 12.31 11.44 10.96 -4.55 M6 6341 348
SHV0521450-694107 0.96 6408 14.19 12.86 11.55 10.61 -4.74 C 6340 348
SHV0516318-693658 1.46 7511 14.60 13.41 12.02 10.93 -4.42 C 7515 348
SHV0505435-682947a 2.18 6858 14.70 12.19 11.47 10.94 -4.66 (M) 6744 349:
Table 3.2: Large Amplitude LPVs [coni.)
Name/Position A7 iDmax (Ic) J H K  Mboi Sp JD ir Period(s)
SHV0538205-724347 1.82 6740 14.76 13.15: 11.84 10.80 -4.55 (C) 6719 352:
SHV0528537-695119 0.94 6416 15.19 14.26 12.60 11.22 -4.13 C 6340 353
SHV0530237-700826 2.24 7143 14.63 12.17: 11.01 10.57 -4.90 M6 7081 353
SHV0550342-705250 2.78 6564 14.78 11.90 10.99 10.52 -4.96 S? 6721 354
11.95 11.20 10.75 -4.91 S? 7168
SHV0533078-700358 1.08 6231 14.19 12.90 11.55 10.59 -4.76 c 6341 355
SHV0451504-683048 2.52 6658 13.97 11.85 10.95 10.51 -5.01 (M) 6744 360
SHV0533015-720047 1.80 6960 15.12 12.42 11.64 11.16 -4.43 (M) 6783 363
SHV0504353-712622 1.02 7036 14.30 12.89 11.42 10.45 -4.90 (C) 7167 364:
SHV0515239-683227 2.30 6824 13.32 11.31 10.47 10.14 -5.55 M6 6829 367
SHV0516511-700222 2.68 6267 15.14 11.69 10.75 10.35 -5.17 M6 6340 368:
SHV0525402-694308 1.68 6420 13.27 11.98 11.08 10.76 -4.88 (M) 6340 370:
SHV0515332-705510 1.50 6732 14.03 12.73: 11.75 11.45 -4.12 M6 6783 370:
SHV0525174-693452 1.16 6312 15.29 12.94 11.50 10.44 -4.91 C? 6341 371:
SHV0538262-690410 1.76 6831 13.83 12.03 11.13 10.62 -4.84 (M) 6722 381
SHV0523536-700128 1.86 6927 13.29 10.84 9.87 9.48 -6.02 M6 7081 381
SHV0522118-702517 1.40 7158 14.98 14.09 12.11 10.88 -4.47 S? 7080 384:
SHV0504286-692536 2.08 6775 14.28 11.85 10.96 10.59 -5.00 M6 6720 386
SHV0507219-713945 2.76 7183 14.11 11.24 10.34 9.99 -5.61 (M) 7167 394
SHV0500193-681706 0.90 7604 15.79 13.62 11.96 10.59 -4.76 (C) 7517 396
SHV0532213-691239 1.14 6761 14.69 12.72 11.07 10.01 -5.34 (C) 6829 396
SHV0521165-684803 1.38 7238 14.86 12.12 10.75 9.89 -5.46 (C) 7167 398
SHV0525478-690944 1.20 7215 15.30 13.02 11.49 10.35 -5.00 c 7079 398
SHV0518571-694021 1.04 6430 14.80 13.02 11.46 10.43 -4.92 c 6340 399
SHV0516481-694419 2.88 6422 14.13 11.58 10.79 10.37 -5.28 M2 6340 399
SHV0540217-693647 2.02 6458 13.52 11.44 10.55 10.17 -5.41 Ml 6341 400
SHV0524107-725522 1.08 6641 13.59 11.83 10.65 10.08 -5.32 (C) 6743 401
12.09 10.87 10.24 -5.13 (C) 7167
SHV0542036-694833 2.20 6279 13.56 11.35 10.39 9.94 -5.52 (M) 6341 401
SHV0501442-684542 1.90 7104 14.40 11.27 10.32 9.98 -5.58 (M) 7167 401
SHV0525230-700113 1.90 7246 13.91 12.12 10.73 9.85 -5.50 c 7081 401
SHV0529222-684846 0.96 6844 13.85 12.14 10.87 10.12 -5.23 c 6829 402
SHV0534183-742239 1.04 6762 16.12 14.91: 12.75 11.08 -4.27 (C) 6721 403:
SHV0540447-705047 2.58 6984 13.88 11.85 10.96 10.44 -5.02 (M) 7167 405
SHV0524146-690849 2.00 6935 15.05 12.38 11.44 10.81 -4.67 (M) 6829 407
SHV0518570-692207 1.32 6745 14.79 11.43 10.40 10.10 -5.43 M6 6783 411:
SHV0527288-694038 1.12 6417 14.26 12.66 11.30 10.39 -4.96 C 6341 411
SHV0451352-683639 1.14 6900 14.51 11.81 10.80 10.43 -5.05 (M) 6722 412
SHV0524565-694559 1.82 6695 13.18 12.18 10.92 10.40 -4.99 MS5 6827 413
11.70 10.61 10.16 -5.20 MS5 7166
SHV0450532-690316 1.18 7178 15.31 14.54: 12.48 10.90 -4.45 (C) 7079 418
SHV0548067-711938 1.58 6439 12.84 11.67 11.31 11.23 -5.65 6437 420:
11.62 11.27 11.19 -5.71 6825
SHV0534241-723252 2.32 7291 14.27 11.41 10.49 10.15 -5.44 (M) 7167 421
SHV0533503-704603 1.30 7374 13.23 12.04 11.59 11.51 -5.18 7168 422:
SHV0547235-711228 1.42 6937 14.96 13.32: 11.50 10.01 -5.34 (C) 6743 424
SHV0531473-711139 1.86 7111 14.51 11.54 10.67 10.22 -5.32 (M) 7167 424
SHV0539194-700500 1.12 6314 14.70 12.43 11.05 10.14 -5.21 c 6341 428
SHV0547255-734906 1.30 6869 15.11 13.74 11.92 10.66 -4.69 (C) 6743 430
SHV0552395-710001 1.38 7055 13.84 12.58 11.93 11.76 -4.41 (K) 7168 431:
SHV0526001-701142 1.14 7233 14.43 13.08 11.46 10.16 -5.19 c 7081 436
SHV0534117-700515 2.04 6555 13.46 12.21 10.99 10.40 -4.98 s? 6341 446
SHV0521087-693737a 2.36 7305 13.11 11.10 10.27 9.85 -5.75 M3 7166 453
SHV0536139-7016040 1.34 6458 14.85 13.73 12.05 10.67 -4.68 (C) 6341 460
SHV0503481-693152 1.18 6870 14.98 12.60 11.07 10.06 -5.29 C? 7079 464:
Table 3.2: Large Amplitude LPVs (conL)
N am e/Position A I Jl^max (Ic) J H K M b o i Sp J D i r Period(s)
SHV0506457-693040a 1.92 6573 13.27 10.90 10.03 9.60 -5.95 K 6720 473
SHV0500233-682914 1.18 7336 15.90 14.39 12.24 10.63 -4.72 (C) 7517 477
SHV0549502-710409 1.56 6585 14.64 13.32: 11.52 10.27 -5.08 (C) 6721 482:
13.55 11.64 10.28 -5.07 (C) 6744
12.72 11.06 9.89 -5.46 (C) 7167
RHV0524173-660913 3.12 7652 13.35 11.47 10.87 10.38 -5.41 (M) 7517 486
RHV0538173-660651 3.20 7655 14.65 11.77 11.10 10.54 -5.09 (M) 7517 490
SHV0533527-724334 0.92 6615 13.21 10.60 9.54 9.18 -6.27 M6 6720 496:
SHV0526364-693639 1.04 7648 12.94 11.48 10.62 10.36 -5.39 (M) 7515 504:
SHV0459033-681729 1.52 7231 15.45 13.08 11.49 10.10 -5.25 (C) 7168 504
SHV0523242-691039 1.04 6960 14.85 12.41 10.88 9.74 -5.61 c 7079 507:
SHV0548105-710333 1.02 6316 14.14 12.55: 11.89 11.68 -4.41 (K) 6437 520:
12.50: 11.98 11.85 -4.61 6825
SHV0547560-704933 1.22 6330 13.85 11.06 10.10 9.75 -5.80 M6 6437 520
11.22 10.20 9.88 -5.64 M6 6825
SHV0606101-724012 1.86 6796 13.17 10.75 9.88 9.48 -6.10 M7 6743 522:
10.70 9.81 9.31 -6.16 M7 7078
SHV0521050-690415 1.26 7255 14.02 11.98 10.64 9.65 -5.70 C 7079 524:
SHV0527341-693847 2.58 6099 13.49 10.62 9.72 9.23 -6.24 M8 6340 524
11.84 10.85 10.60 -5.01 M8 6827
11.00 10.14 9.61 -5.86 M8 7517
SHV0549149-710028 1.58 6822 15.14 12.54 12.34: 12.18 -4.87 C 6743 526
13.25 11.60 10.24 -5.11 C 7517
SHV0458166-682009 1.76 6892 13.51 10.74 9.95 9.50 -6.11 M6 6744 551
SHV0549201-742336 1.60 7470 13.57 11.93 10.68 9.72 -5.63 (C) 7517 556
SHV0535302-730413 2.38 6648 14.45 10.81 10.02 9.45 -6.05 (M) 6743 572
10.75 9.94 9.37 -6.11 (M) 7166
SHV0527160-685428 2.14 6597 13.13 10.18 9.13 8.72 -6.70 M6 6722 578:
SHV0541186-713325 2.42 7118 13.56 10.21 9.27 8.87 -6.65 M7 7168 588:
SHV0506368-681557 2.20 7356 13.42 10.22 9.37 8.89 -6.64 (M) 7517 602
SHV0540410-692921 1.10 6612 10.89 9.53 8.62 8.35 -7.33 M6 6341 628:
SHV0529291-695022 1.96 6586 12.64 9.77 8.73 8.30 -7.11 (M) 6826 632
SHV0525082-704512 1.78 6705 13.13 10.02 8.99 8.68 -6.84 M8 6783 636 167:
10.41 9.51 9.04 -6.45 M8 7078
SHV0520355-694322a 2.42 6174 13.21 10.25 9.18 8.64 -6.82 M6 6340 650
SHV0454030-675031 0.96 7638 15.33 13.44 12.30 11.51 -3.84 C 7517 657
SHV0549503-704331 2.26 7061 13.92 11.00 10.12 9.48 -5.90 M4 6828 675
9.81 8.87 8.49 -7.05 M4 7168
SHV0541384-704432 3.36 7408 13.39 10.74 9.81 9.20 -6.16 (M) 7167 688
SHV0454257-684856 2.50 7028 14.37 11.39 10.47 9.68 -5.73 M8 6828 728
SHV0452361-683928 2.56 6657 13.99 10.05 9.05 8.55 -6.84 M6 6722 756:
SHV0453238-690155 0.94 6800 15.20 13.33 11.96 11.04 -4.31 C? 7166 820:
SHV0520422-693821 2.50 6665 13.63 10.74 9.79 9.05 -6.37 M3 6340 850
SHV0453582-690242 2.08 7228 13.88 10.25 9.29 8.67 -6.81 (M) 7515 857
SHV0520146-693023 1.38 6163 11.06 9.06 8.25 8.01 -7.83 M l 6340 879:
SHV0522571-713349b 0.90 7061 14.64 14.04 13.23 13.27:: -2.98 6829 954:
a Merged (double) image 
b Near a bright star 
c Near a cluster
Table 3.3
JHK Photometry of Small Amplitude LPVs
N am e/Position A I JDmax ( Ic ) J H K A/boi Sp JDir Period(s)
SHV0540036-705238 0.74 6763 15.88 13.25 11.95 13.10 -4.45 6783 93
SHV0518533-710117a 0.74 6747 14.43 14.21 13.42 13.25 -2.71 (K) 6783 94
SHV0525012-694829 0.52 6318 14.12 12.85 11.88 11.73 -4.02 M l 6341 98
SHV0519509-693810 0.60 6828 14.73 13.21 12.34 12.24 -3.70 (K) 6783 102
SHV0518326-692934 0.86 6378 15.34 13.66 12.79 12.50 -3.20 M6 6340 120
SHV0539158-700327 0.78 6313 14.24 13.29 12.56 12.29 -3.61 (M) 6341 122
SHV0520498-692715 0.46 6799 14.34 12.29 11.34 11.01 -4.56 M6 6783 122
SHV0512369-690204 0.70 6746 14.69 13.68 12.78 12.46 -3.18 (M) 6783 122
SHV0552187-710517 0.78 6798 14.57 13.77 12.89 12.48 -3.08 (M) 6783 122
SHV0519435-692511 0.62 6778 14.60 13.52 12.57 12.35 -3.34 M l 6825 125
SHV0449435-690027 0.56 6762 14.50 13.49 12.74 12.53 -3.43 (K) 6720 127
SHV0519502-693627 0.88 6341 14.50 12.90 12.09 11.90 -4.00 M6 6340 128
13.48 12.59 12.40 -3.40 M6 6783
SHV0513127-692113 0.76 6795 14.41 13.55: 12.56 12.45 -3.32 (M) 6783 128
SHV0519426-685313 0.46 6837 14.64 13.57 12.72 12.49 -3.31 (M) 6783 130:
SHV0459427-734401 0.78 7202 14.30 13.16 12.35 12.16 -3.74 (M) 7166 130
SHV0523449-713422 0.72 6780 13.67 13.24: 12.85 12.74: -4.01 6721 130:
SHV0520036-692817 0.54 6776 14.28 12.94 12.18 11.96 -3.97 M3 6783 131:
SHV0526175-701526 0.62 7045 14.39 13.32 12.32 11.95 -3.54 M6 7081 132
SHV0520582-691745 0.74 6841 14.27 13.08 12.27 11.92 -3.78 (M) 6825 134
SHV0520548-695328 0.50 6349 14.37 13.43 12.59 12.35 -3.45 M6 6340 134
SHV0513320-691208 0.44 6745 14.79 13.00 11.91 11.60 -3.87 (M) 6783 134
SHV0523253-692433 0.80 6885 14.08 13.26 12.40 12.18 -3.62 (M) 6825 135
SHV0501390-725606 0.60 6689 14.24 12.74 11.81 11.54 -4.12 M3 6744 135
SHV0517357-700234 0.66 6330 14.82 13.32 12.53 12.34 -3.59 M6 6340 136
SHV0538161-695130 0.56 6396 14.89 13.72 12.86 12.49 -3.14 M3 6341 136
SHV0500384-684103 0.86 6739 15.05 13.54 12.62 12.31 -3.32 (M) 6783 138
SHV0519210-721036 0.72 6840 13.74 13.04 12.19 11.91 -3.83 (M) 6783 138
SHV0544310-690651 0.56 6743 14.31 12.24 11.20 10.87 -4.62 (M) 6783 140:
SHV0506299-720149 0.74 7171 14.12 12.94 12.20 11.95 -3.97 (K) 7167 140:
SHV0534177-684023 0.66 6749 14.96 13.56: 12.42 12.33: -3.30 M4 6722 140
SHV0505456-724134 0.70 6705 14.30 13.50: 12.92: 12.63 -3.46 (K) 6720 141
SHV0534440-705725 0.66 6757 14.75 13.54 12.69 12.39 -3.32 (M) 6783 144:
SHV0535000-725028 0.72 7098 14.24 12.78 12.11 11.91 -4.18 (K) 7166 144
SHV0523371-713351 0.44 6846 14.92 13.55 12.57 12.43 -3.32 M0 6829 146:
SHV0543382-691322 0.70 6769 14.66 13.31 12.57 12.25 -3.57 K 6783 146:
SHV0508282-684840 0.84 6827 14.86 13.37 12.52 12.24 -3.50 (M) 6783 147
SHV0544152-705643 0.78 6793 14.13 13.45: 12.36 12.05 -3.42 (M) 6721 149
SHV0504507-690314 0.48 6720 14.48 13.01 12.10 11.87 -3.86 (M) 6720 149
SHV0554210-750107 0.58 7201 14.28 13.35 12.45 12.29 -3.53 (M) 7166 150
SHV0535139-733054 0.78 6727 14.24 13.03 11.76 11.03 -4.32 (C) 6783 151
SHV0514476-685739a 0.70 6778 13.90 12.61 11.80 11.47 -4.26 (M) 6825 152:
SHV0510369-751518 0.84 6751 14.02 13.01 12.34 12.15 -3.96 (K) 6743 152
13.38 12.62 12.28 -3.49 (M) 7166
SHV0448341-691510 0.48 6852 14.45 13.12 12.19 11.94 -3.74 M0 6783 153
SHV0516128-723223 0.78 6742 13.99 12.33 11.59 11.36 -4.58 (K) 6743 154
12.63 11.97 11.82 -4.37 (K) 7167
SHV0534353-704026 0.62 6738 13.93 13.10 12.25 11.98 -3.77 (M) 6783 154:
SHV0520170-694410a 0.66 6337 13.92 13.05 12.22 12.01 -3.84 M3 6340 155:
SHV0541048-700657 0.62 6338 14.13 12.89 11.99 11.75 -3.98 M2 6341 156
SHV0516587-690160 0.76 6734 14.53 12.47: 11.15 10.71 -4.68 M6 6783 157r
SHV0510568-683532 0.70 6722 13.92 12.76 11.85 11.58 -4.10 (M) 6744 163
SHV0457439-691307 0.40 6720 14.64 13.22 12.33 12.11 -3.65 (M) 6783 163
SHV0545126-705216 0.84 6684 14.06 12.64 11.81 11.59 -4.25 (M) 6744 163:
SHV0529167-702511 0.88 7173 14.01 12.87 12.00 11.70 -3.99 M l 7166 163
Table 3.3: Small Amplitude LPVs (coni.)
Nam e/Position A I JDmax Uc> J H K A/boi Sp JD 1R Period(s)
SHV0549517-704513 a 0.66 6686 14.60 12.89 11.84 11.54 -3.97 K 6721 163
13.47 12.45 12.13 -3.39 K 7168
SHV0515460-723711 0.88 6710 14.38 12.95 12.00 11.26 -4.16 (C) 6720 166
SHV0514465-682901 0.56 6786 14.07 12.66 11.44 10.83 -4.54 C 6829 166:
SHV0548411-705146 0.74 6838 15.04 13.78 12.88 12.86: -3.16 (K) 6829 166:
SHV0538417-700359 0.62 6262 14.66 13.17 12.14 11.81 -3.69 M3 6341 167
SHV0506487-732042 0.76 6763 14.37 13.12 12.26 12.07: -3.77 MO 6783 168
12.70 11.82 11.54 -4.16 MO 7515
SHV0527058-693746 0.50 7513 14.15 12.33 11.34 11.00 -4.53 M5 7515 169
SHV0516570-685120 0.64 6844 14.84 13.50 12.48 12.15 -3.36 (M) 6783 170
SHV0544136-722820 0.82 6742 14.38 13.14 12.01 11.70 -3.73 (M) 6744 171
SHV0454361-681302 0.84 6780 14.37 13.24 12.26 11.96 -3.61 (M) 6744 171
SHV0544043-710334 0.72 6747 14.33 13.16 11.74 10.84 -4.51 (C ) 6783 171:
SHV0513051-743149 0.78 6697 14.08 12.96 12.10 11.85 -3.91 M6 6783 176
SHV0538500-695244 0.64 6408 14.72 13.13 12.15 11.82 -3.73 M3 6341 176
SHV0511580-685826 0.64 6704 14.55 13.40 12.55 12.13 -3.45 (M) 6783 178
SHV0514404-690632 0.88 6830 14.67 13.60: 12.54 11.76 -3.61 (C) 6783 183
SHV0530380-702618 0.46 6317 13.98 12.62 11.67 11.35 -4.23 M3 6341 186
SHV0457319-693301 0.66 6725 14.66 12.97 11.99 11.61 -3.89 (M ) 6783 187
SHV0529552-692609 0.86 6818 14.48 13.18 12.32 12.01: -3.68 (M) 6783 189
SHV0527357-694620 0.60 6375 13.89 12.17 11.22 10.91 -4.68 M5 6341 189:
SHV0448433-692649 0.84 6705 14.57 12.70 11.78 11.45 -4.15 C 6719 190
SHV0519313-710934 0.82 6691 14.82 14.28: 13.79: 13.29: -2.63 (K ) 6721 191:
SHV0519425-693739 0.64 6389 14.33 12.41 11.37 11.07 -4.45 M6 6340 191:
SHV0459527-725238 0.70 6756 13.90 12.47 11.65 11.40 -4.41 (M) 6744 193
12.53 11.71 11.44 -4.35 (M) 7166
SHV0551470-741329 0.70 7100 12.90 12.29 11.05 10.37 -4.99 (C ) 7168 193:
SHV0536553-713537 0.84 6819 15.08 13.04 12.00 11.52 -3.86 (M) 6783 193
12.95 11.91 11.46 -3.94 (M) 7167
SHV0520342-693911 0.54 6402 14.36 12.51 11.51 11.24 -4.34 M6 6340 193:
SHV0520188-693833 0.66 6425 13.66 12.09 10.91 10.26 -5.11 C 6340 193:
SHV0527122-695006 0.52 6436 13.19 11.83 10.93 10.64 -5.03 M l 6341 195
SHV0509404-691724 0.88 6719 13.99 12.97 12.02 11.70 -3.88 (M) 6783 196
SHV0507522-730734 0.62 7111 14.17 12.65 11.70 11.47 -4.21 (M ) 7166 198:
SHV0530565-745239 0.52 7113 13.94 12.50 11.53 11.09 -4.37 (M ) 7166 198
SHV0532073-700920a 0.72 6278 14.74 14.20 13.29 13.10 -2.67 (M) 6341 198:
SHV0555109-742619 0.62 6720 14.71 13.25 12.24 12.07 -3.61 M0 6743 198:
SHV0525246-693534 0.72 6372 14.31 12.68 11.83 11.58 -4.19 M5 6341 200
14.40 13.42 13.12 -2.45 M5 6745
SHV0544046-694706 0.80 6277 14.32 12.71 11.73 11.42 -4.14 (M) 6341 200
SHV0521258-724156 0.66 7160 14.03 12.43 11.65 11.34 -4.45 (M) 7166 202
SHV0517283-684114 0.74 6775 14.38 12.78 11.87 11.49 -4.07 (M ) 6744 203
SHV0523568-725745 0.60 7101 14.02 13.06 11.96 11.59 -3.82 (M ) 7166 204
SHV0534438-721510 0.80 6681 14.11 12.97 12.21: 11.98 -3.94 M6 6783 205:
SHV0515286-690250 0.66 6844 14.58 13.44 12.24 11.97 -3.44 (M) 6783 206
SHV0557521-732416 0.74 7124 14.12 12.60 11.64 11.34 -4.25 (M) 7166 206
SHV0509344-684934 0.78 6741 14.60 12.68 11.72 11.42 -4.17 (M) 6783 209
SHV0507149-681859 0.78 6742 13.83 12.60 11.63 11.34 -4.25 (M) 6783 209
SHV0527427-700309 0.50 6315 13.59 14.17 13.88 13.77 -3.19 6341 210:
SHV0516216-745004 0.80 6736 14.08 13.01 12.27 11.86 -3.85 (M) 6719 210
13.05 12.27 11.86 -3.81 (M) 7166
SHV0534042-693234 0.70 6787 14.35 12.62 11.62 11.39 -4.24 (M) 6783 210
SHV0521476-694312 0.68 6411 14.90 13.89 12.52 11.57 -3.78 c 6340 210
SHV0502018-710527 0.74 6797 13.94 12.65 11.76 11.51 -4.22 M6 6719 211:
SHV0516555-700100 0.60 6394 13.88 12.79 11.74 11.41 -4.07 CS? 6340 212
Table 3.3: Small Amplitude LPV s ( coni.)
Name/Position A I ■JDmax <ic) J H K Mbol Sp JD ir Period (s)
SHV0528300-693445 0.66 6257 13.95 12.70 11.67 11.38 -4.16 CS? 6340 214
SHV0523582-713211 0.28 6724 14.76 13.91 12.77 12.68 -2.95 (M) 6829 216:
SHV0512083-690330 0.58 6684 14.37 13.21 11.97 11.35 -4.02 (C) 6783 219
SHV0521395-712713 0.84 6738 13.94 12.45 11.52 11.27 -4.41 CS? 6720 221
13.04: 11.88 11.39 -4.05 CS? 6825
12.30 11.35 11.13 -4.56 CS? 7167
SHV0528433-692057 0.80 6612 14.46 12.67 11.59 11.44 -4.19 M6 6722 221
SHV0459041-682420 0.80 6670 14.69 13.31 12.16 11.53 -3.86 (C) 6744 221
SHV0516017-694346 0.80 6300 14.79 12.62 11.60 11.25 -4.24 (M) 6340 222
SHV0539040-695618 0.68 6435 11.58 10.95 10.41 10.28 -6.15 6341 226:
SHV0531038-703309 0.54 6366 14.22 12.81 11.71 11.16 -4.28 c 6341 229:
SHV0540354-693128 0.86 6382 14.32 12.46 11.39 11.01 -4.42 M6 6341 229:
SHV0501351-684737 0.54 6804 14.18 12.56 11.63 11.30 -4.29 (M) 6720 231:
SHV0522373-702431 0.88 7156 11.06 10.75 10.34 10.25 -6.50 7080 231:
SHV0516166-694342 0.68 6324 14.16 12.55 11.58 11.29 -4.30 M6 6340 236
SHV0542117-694106 0.56 6448 13.75 12.69 11.61 11.08 -4.38 C 6341 236:
12.25 11.33 10.94 -4.61 C 7079
SHV0520522-694856 0.56 6359 13.67 12.03 10.75 10.02 -5.33 C 6340 238
SHV0527363-712112 0.72 6730 14.02 12.58 11.49 11.19 -4.28 (M) 6783 238
SHV0519511-700852 0.56 7092 14.06 12.38 11.35 10.95 -4.49 M6 7081 242
SHV0512084-693815 0.42 6760 14.81 12.66 11.65 11.25 -4.21 (M) 6783 242
SHV0518571-690729 0.44 6770 14.49 12.53 11.35 11.02 -4.36 M6 6783 244
SHV0516138-711828 0.76 6709 13.94 12.43 11.40 11.15 -4.42 (M) 6783 246
SHV0518331-685102 0.52 6764 14.51 12.51 11.50 11.16 -4.35 M6 6783 247:
SHV0516392-692937 0.72 6317 14.42 12.36 11.40 11.04 -4.50 M6 6340 249
SHV052747Q-684814 0.86 6780 14.55 12.61 11.75 11.38 -4.25 (M) 6829 253:
SHV0531296-702732 0.44 6981 14.34 12.69 11.66 11.44 -4.16 M3 7081 253:
12.59 11.61 11.30 -4.26 M3 6341
SHV0537193-694955 0.50 6225 14.34 12.46 11.49 11.11 -4.40 MS 6341 253:
SHV0531398-701050 0.50 6266 13.66 12.36 11.41 11.16 -4.50 M2 6341 255
SHV0535424-702402 0.56 6262 13.49 11.96 11.02 10.71 -4.89 M4 6341 255:
SHV0534420-702657 0.68 6421 13.87 12.27 11.30 10.92 -4.59 (M) 6341 255
SHV0527525-704742 0.88 6855 14.18 12.80 11.64 11.07 -4.34 (C) 6783 256:
SHV0515313-694303 0.50 6272 13.78 12.34 11.39 11.09 -4.51 M3 6340 257:
SHV0525168-724545 0.76 6645 14.32 12.82 11.55 10.92 -4.44 (C) 6744 260
SHV0520261-693826 0.54 6300 13.91 12.94 12.21 12.00 -3.99 K 6340 264
SHV0518439-700159 0.58 6337 13.60 12.24 6.61: 10.95 -4.61 M6 6340 264
SHV0526062-712750 0.62 6626 14.52 13.41 12.16 11.20 -4.15 (C) 6744 265
SHV0516521-700337 0.66 6224 14.82 12.95 11.69 10.94 -4.41 c 6340 266
13.08 11.64 10.92 -4.43 c 7166
SHV0530364-701316 0.66 6310 14.05 11.94 10.99 10.61 -4.92 M6 6341 266:
SHV0546107-710125 0.76 7115 15.17 13.25 12.20 11.87 -3.61 M3 7079 266:
SHV0524530-701405 0.84 7198 13.84 13.16 11.77 10.86 -4.49 C 7081 272
SHV0532582-733108 0.86 6823 14.42 12.86: 11.58 10.86 -4.49 (C) 6720 280
SHV0535081-741532 0.74 6759 13.85 12.19 11.24 10.93 -4.66 (M) 6744 289
SHV0525370-700553 0.80 6976 13.89 12.19 11.04 10.50 -4.92 c 7081 292
SHV0518197-694139 0.64 6484 14.04 13.48 12.11 11.24 -4.11 c 6340 296
12.84 11.65 10.90 -4.45 c 7166
SHV0523006-695904 0.80 7062 14.12 12.62 11.52 10.89 -4.52 c 7081 303
SHV0549079-704312 0.74 6908 15.15 13.93 13.21 13.13 -3.07 (K) 6783 305
SHV0536196-710802b 0.74 6853 14.04 12.63 11.46 10.95 -4.48 (C) 6783 307 191:
SHV0542548-695801 0.80 6459 13.91 13.01 11.78 10.93 -4.42 c 6341 311
SHV0510360-693335 0.80 7255 15.15 13.80 12.32 11.24 -4.11 (C) 7167 313
SHV0520254-693210 0.80 6204 13.92 13.14 11.83 10.91 -4.44 c 6340 313:
12.32 11.16 10.46 -4.91 c 7166
Table 3.3: Small Amplitude LPV s (coni.)
Name/Position AI J ^ m a x ( U J H K  Mbo[ Sp JDir Period(s)
SHV0540258-694944 0.86 6302 15.09 12.80 11.49 10.73 -4.62 C 6341 314
SHV0500522-692730 0.80 6800 14.59 12.77 11.60 10.88 -4.48 c 6720 315
SHV0459138-692906 0.74 7315 14.41 12.83 11.56 10.86 -4.49 (C) 7168 317
SHV0501019-691838 0.34 7169 14.83 13.12 11.67 10.85 -4.50 c 7079 317
SHV0537316-710122 0.86 6623 14.05 12.75 11.42 10.50 -4.85 (C) 6744 317
13.21 11.84 10.83 -4.52 (C) 7167
SHV0531369-694631 0.66 6210 13.97 12.26 10.95 10.37 -4.99 c 6340 317
SHV0506584-722536 0.84 7305 14.09 12.94 11.65 10.88 -4.47 (C) 7167 322
SHV0526445-694403 0.78 6443 13.84 12.87 11.65 11.06 -4.32 c 6340 322
SHV0513235-703956 0.86 6874 14.29 13.11 11.78 11.01 -4.34 (C) 6743 323:
12.17 11.06 10.52 -4.92 (C) 7167
SHV0605271-723920 0.68 6683 14.38 12.83 11.44 10.68 -4.67 (C) 6744 324:
SHV0518595-693653 0.86 6437 15.02 13.22 11.76 10.81 -4.54 c 6340 331
SHV0500407-691015a 0.70 6871 14.18 12.94 11.63 10.86 -4.49 c 6720 332
SHV0557372-734134 0.86 7315 14.17 12.69 11.47 10.62 -4.73 (C) 7166 334
SHV0517122-681710 0.78 7374 13.84 12.75 11.42 10.61 -4.74 c 7515 336
SHV0521594-684604 0.82 6719 14.11 12.26 11.05 10.35 -5.01 (C) 6829 338
SHV0523078-693626a 0.68 6700 14.10 12.28 11.05 10.37 -4.99 (C) 6829 338
SHV0505252-692218 0.80 6700 14.21 12.34 11.13 10.48 -4.89 c 6720 378
SHV0531121-700207 0.82 6472 14.44 13.19 11.71 10.60 -4.75 c 6341 381:
SHV0501598-692433 0.76 6538 14.31 11.65 10.66 10.31 -5.21 M6 6720 386
SHV0529303-700902 0.84 7185 14.12 12.64 11.16 9.96 -5.39 c 7166 388
SHV0500529-693434 0.58 6784 14.53 12.69 11.31 10.49 -4.86 c 6720 391
SHV0458217-730013 0.78 6618 14.09 12.56 11.12 10.16 -5.19 (C) 6744 396:
SHV0527405-691355a 0.78 6637 14.61 12.94 11.54 10.63 -4.72 (C) 6722 396
SHV0532028-701647 0.50 6420 14.16 12.46 11.51 11.21 -4.39 MS 6341 397 191:
SHV0531582-701623 0.54 6420 14.29 12.17 11.17 10.80 -4.69 M6 6341 398:
SHV0535237-700720 0.46 6436 14.09 12.63 11.67 11.43 -4.23 M4 6341 401:
SH.V0517393-693135 0.62 6450 14.14 12.54 11.20 10.35 -5.00 C 6340 401
SHV0533130-702409 0.52 6401 13.25 11.23 10.26 9.89 -5.63 M6 6341 401
SHV0530077-700023 0.56 6397 14.34 12.87 11.91 11.67 -3.99 M3 6340 401
SHV0520383-690718 0.68 7156 14.16 12.32 10.97 10.17 -5.18 C 7079 401
SHV0518573-695105 0.60 6259 15.34 13.19 11.53 10.57 -4.78 C 6340 406
SHV0539038-691101 0.86 6880 14.61 12.98 11.31 10.36 -4.99 (C) 6722 406
SHV0528274-700134 0.46 6470 14.49 13.44 12.61 12.46 -3.47 (K) 6340 411
SHV0528486-700639 0.62 7669 14.71 12.55 11.41 10.92 -4.53 (C) 7517 411
SHV0528093-693860 0.52 6488 13.88 13.36 13.02 13.02 -4.08 6340 413
SHV0500035-692241 0.48 7000 14.64 12.77 11.21 10.34 -5.01 C 7079 416
SHV0529355-694037 0.46 7139 13.52 12.91 11.91 11.73 -3.95 M l 7078 417
SHV0527424-693845 0.74 6527 14.21 12.42 11.05 10.27 -5.08 C 6340 421
SHV0453592-685035 0.76 6662 14.32 13.06 11.51 10.42 -4.93 cs? 6829 421
SHV0505204-693458 0.66 6759 14.20 12.56 11.10 10.33 -5.02 c 6722 427
SHV0526166-695340 0.60 6156 13.88 12.39 11.23 10.59 -4.79 c 6341 432:
SHV0537574-695732 0.52 6204 14.42 12.65 11.34 10.52 -4.83 c 6341 436
12.46 11.15 10.36 -4.99 c 7079
SHV0529198-695957 0.62 6158 13.82 11.89 10.58 9.86 -5.49 c 6340 436
SHV0541527-693350 0.46 6288 14.34 12.43 11.26 10.69 -4.71 c 6341 540
SHV0543530-693740 0.88 6545 11.09 11.24 10.92 10.79 -6.07 6341 610
11.06 10.74 10.70 -6.35 7079
SHV0543398-694002 0.56 6343 14.80 13.10 12.01 11.44 -4.00 c 6341 682
SHV0517512-690314 0.36 6844 14.85 13.01 11.80 11.51 -3.88 M3? 7079 786
SHV0530382-692804a 0.72 6705 14.15 12.42 11.36 11.00 -4.45 (M) 6829 796
SHV0527332-691523 0.68 6769 14.37 12.35 11.36 10.98 -4.51 M4 6828 820
SHV0534587-701922 0.56 5998 14.49 12.72 11.73 11.37 -4.14 M3? 6341 859
SHV0519269-692159 0.58 7277 15.00 13.79 12.38 11.38 -3.97 (C) 7079 860
Table 3.3: Small Amplitude LPV s ( cont.)
Name/Position A I • ID  m ax i h ) J H K M b o i Sp JDir Period(s)
SHV0538410-695730a 0.58 6006 14.46 12.83 11.53 10.98 -4.39 C 6341 865:
12.76 11.54 10.95 -4.43 C 7079
SHV0535525-701355 0.70 6203 14.22 12.24 11.30 10.83 -4.63 (M) 6341 978:
12.18 11.22 10.82 -4.68 (M) 7079
a Merged (double) image
Table 3.4
JHK Photometry of Odd Variables
N am e/Position A I JD m a x Vc) J H K M \bol Sp JDir Period(s)
SHV0518577-713308a 0.88 6691 14.50 13.44 12.38: 12.13 -3.42 M l 6721 133::
SHV0530080-695949 0.70 6337 14.32 13.11 11.71 10.77 -4.58 C 6340 193:: 2285::
SHV0544568-705428 0.74 7182 14.02 12.66 11.39 10.62 -4.73 (C) 7167 334::
SHV0553448-735854 0.86 6613 14.49 13.72: 12.89 12.74 -3.19 (K) 6721 401::
SHV0533593-740809 2.76 7066 14.63 13.45 11.71 10.46 -4.89 (C) 7168 403::
SHV0548458-710638 2.64 6711 14.79 12.67 11.32 10.35 -5.00 C 6829 406::
SHV0542021-732216 1.52 6902 9.27 5.25 4.06 3.32 -12.03 (C) 6721 408::
4.63 3.62 3.02 -12.44 (C) 6825
SHV0525368-712402 1.54 7336 15.24 13.37 11.75 10.45 -4.90 (C) 7167 409::
SHV0527473-690523 1.54 6724 15.19 13.78 12.11 10.82 -4.53 (C) 6829 412::
SHV0454041-691354 0.78 6917 14.67 11.84 10.49 9.61 -5.74 c 6722 414::
SHV0550571-700607 1.44 7374 15.41 12.96 11.37 10.20 -5.15 (C) 7168 424::
SHV0455594-750845 0.94 7296 14.72 12.88 11.30 10.23 -5.12 (C) 7167 429::
SH V0517470-691303 0.96 7200 14.30 11.46 10.06 9.21 -6.14 c 7079 611::
SHV0531170-713922 1.16 6107 14.25 13.96 12.72 12.16 -3.22 (C) 6743 2700::
a Merged (double) image
on the AAT on 1986 December 14 (Julian Date 2446779). Standards varying in spectral 
type from Ml to M6 were also observed, and these were used in conjunction with the 
spectra in Turnshek et al. (1985) to determine spectral types for the K, C, CS and 
MS stars, and subtypes for the M stars. Examples of spectra are shown in Figure 3.1. 
In addition, high resolution spectra have been obtained for a much larger sample (see 
Figure 4.2 in Chapter 4), covering the range 6870 to 7230 Ä, centred on the 7060Ä TiO 
bandhead. As this bandhead quickly saturates for oxygen-rich spectral types later than 
~M5, spectral subtypes could not be determined for late M stars. Examples of the high 
resolution spectra are shown in Figure 3.2. The spectral types derived from these spectra 
are listed in Tables 3.2 to 3.4 without parentheses.
The LPVs can be mostly divided into groups of M and C stars from their position in 
the (J — H, H  — K ) diagram (Figure 3.3). Typical variations due to the LPV’s intrinsic 
variability are indicated by the range in magnitude shown in Figure 3.3 for the few stars 
with multiple photometry. Figure 3.3 shows that all but three of the 121 stars with oxygen- 
rich spectral types (6 K, 109 M, 6 S or MS) have J — K  < 1.6. Two of the three M type 
stars that do have J — K  > 1.6 are very luminous with Mbol < —5.5 and long periods 
P  > 600 days and can be readily distinguished as non-carbon stars. However, we find 
there are 15 stars of a total 87 with C-rich spectra that also have J — K  < 1.6. WBP 
found two such stars (of a total of 14 C stars), which they referred to as warm C stars. 
We have used the J — K  colours to infer the spectral types for those LPVs for which we 
do not have spectra (those in parentheses in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4), and feel safe in 
assigning the 72 LPVs without spectra but with J — K  > 1.6 as having C spectral types, 
but expect ~20% of the 170 LPVs, inferred to be K or M stars with J — K  <1 . 6  will 
probably be C stars. Stars with 1.0< J — A <1 . 6  are assumed to be of spectral type M, 
with 0.8 < J — K  < 1.0 to be of spectral type K, and those with J — K  < 0.8 are assumed 
to be too blue to be LPVs and are not assigned a spectral type.
The distribution of the colours of the Mira and SRa variables is, within the uncertain­
ties, identical to that of their Galactic counterparts observed by Feast et al. (1982). The 
SRa variables of spectral type M are predominantly found in the upper left (red J -  H , 
blue H — K)  quarter of the Mira distribution, a situation also apparent in comparisons 
of Galactic Mira and SRa variables. The positions of these LPVs in the (J — H, H — K ) 
diagram may be understood in terms of strong H2 O and CO absorption produced as a 
result of the large atmospheric extension of the Mira variables caused by large amplitude 
pulsation (Bessell et al. 1989).
The distributions of LMC Mira and SRa variables of spectral type C in the (.7 — H, 
H — K)  diagram are similar both with each other and with the Ce Galactic variables in 
Feast et al. (1982). The non-emission-line C stars in the Galaxy are evenly distributed 
about J — K  = 1.6. The brightest definite Mira or SRa variable of spectral type C has
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Mbol =  —5.50, but two of the odd carbon variables are brighter, with Mbol = —5.74 and 
-6.14.
3.4 T he (Mbol ? J  — K)  and (Mbol ? P)  D iagram s
The stars for which we have J H K  photometry are plotted in the (Mbol , J — K)  
plane in Figures 3.4a (Mira variables) and 3.4b (SRa variables). Figure 3.4a clearly shows 
that the luminous (Mbol < —5) oxygen-rich LPVs are cooler than the less luminous ones, 
a result noted previously in Magellanic Cloud LPVs by WBF and in Galactic LPVs by 
Feast et al. (1982). Such a result might not be expected, as theoretical asymptotic giant 
branches constructed for non-variable stars become warmer as the stellar mass increases, 
in contrast to the result observed for the LPVs (as shown later in this section, the luminous 
LPVs with Mbol < —5 are more massive than than those with Mbol > —5). The most 
likely explanation for the cooler colours of the luminous LPVs is that their amplitudes 
are larger (Figure 3.6) and the large amplitude pulsation causes extension and cooling of 
the photosphere. A similar cooling effect seems to exist in the carbon stars, as the larger 
amplitude carbon stars in Figure 3.4a extend to cooler colours than the smaller amplitude 
SRa carbon variables shown in Figure 3.4b.
The LPVs are plotted in the (Mbol » P)  plane in Figure 3.7. Also shown are lines 
of constant pulsation mass from the formulae in WBF assuming first-overtone pulsation; 
these masses are derived from theoretical pulsation models of oxygen-rich stars (Fox & 
Wood 1982) and may not apply to carbon stars. Another problem with the pulsation 
masses is that the mode of pulsation is uncertain, being either first overtone or fundamental 
mode (Wood 1982; Willson 1982), but the lines of constant mass are similar for either 
adopted mode provided the appropriate temperature scale is adopted (WBF).
The pulsation mass measures the current mass on the AGB. As discussed by WBP and 
RGC, we can associate the most common LPVs having periods in the range 225-450 days, 
which are concentrated towards the bar, with the dominant population of field stars near 
the bar of the LMC, which has an intermediate age of ~  1 — 3 Gyr and a main-sequence 
turnoff mass of 1.3 — 1.7 M® (Butcher 1977; Hardy et al. 1984). The intermediate age 
LPVs (225 < P < 450 days) have pulsation masses in Figure 3.7 of 0.8 to 1.1 A/®, which 
means a total mass loss since the main sequence of ~0.5 M®. This amount of mass loss is 
close to the mass of fully ionized planetary nebulae in the Magellanic Cloud (Wood 1986; 
Wood, Meatheringham & Dopita 1987), indicating that the bulk of mass lost after the 
main-sequence occurs in a “superwind” at the end of the AGB.
LPVs with periods <225 days are assumed to belong to a much older population. In 
the Galaxy, this is demonstrated (Menzies & Whitelock 1985) by the LPVs in the globular 
clusters (ages £  10 Gyr) which have periods ~  150 — 220 days, and by the Galactic LPVs
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(Feast 1963) of period 150 to 200 days, which have Population II kinematics. Feast also 
found that the LPVs with periods less than 150 days were probably pulsating in a higher 
overtone of pulsation, as they had the luminosities and kinematics of the younger 300 
day LPVs. As no such change in luminosity is seen in the 100-150 day LMC LPVs, they 
are assumed to be a continuation of the 200 day group. Note that LMC field population 
studies (Hodge 1987; DaCosta, King & Mould 1984; Mould, DaCosta & Crawford 1986) 
indicate that there is a relatively small population of old (~  7 — 13 Gyr) stars in the LMC 
which tends to be found far (<D4°) from the bar and which gives rise to objects such as 
the LPVs with periods ^225 days and to the RR Lyraes.
The dashed line in Figure 3.7 is the boundary given by WBF that separates the bright 
supergiant LPVs from the AGB stars. As is clearly seen, all our stars are probable AGB 
members. The upper horizontal dashed line represents the AGB limit beyond which their 
cores would exceed the Chandrasekhar mass of 1.4 M® and produce supernovae. AGB 
stars that do not cross this upper line end their evolution by losing their envelopes and 
becoming planetary nebulae.
3 .5  E v id e n c e  for M a ss L oss
Chapter 2 noted that both A / and /  at maximum light tended to increase with period. 
In Figure 3.6, where spectral types are indicated, we see the carbon stars have lower I  
amplitudes than the oxygen-rich stars at a given period, an effect also seen in the Galactic 
LPVs (Merrill 1960). This is likely to be due to different atmospheric structures, in that 
line and band blanketing at I  varies more throughout the pulsation cycle in M stars than 
in C stars. The group of oxygen-rich LPVs with longer periods tend to larger amplitudes, 
with few having amplitudes below 1.6 mag for periods >300 days. Their larger amplitudes 
would suggest increasing mass loss rates with period, if the relation observed by Whitelock, 
Pottasch and Feast (1987) coupling increased mass loss to increased period and pulsation 
amplitude for LPVs in the Galactic bulge is applicable to the LPVs in the LMC. As J — K  
is generally not a good indicator of the presence of circumstellar dust, except for very thick 
shells, we have attempted to look for evidence of circumstellar dust emission by seeking 
to match LPVs with objects from the IRAS point source catalogue. Table 3.5 lists all 
matches between LPVs and IRAS sources that lie within a box of side 1’ centred on each 
LPV. Also included in Table 3.5 are matches with other LPVs in the LMC observed by 
WBF. The matches with shorter period LPVs (P  ^  500 days) we do not believe to be real 
IRAS detections of these objects, but coincident matches. The convincing matches fall 
into three categories. (1) Matches with obvious foreground variables such as IRAS05420- 
7322=SHV0542021-732216. (2) Matches with LPVs of supergiant class from WBF, which 
are at least a magnitude brighter than the AGB stars. (3) The only convincing match
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found with an AGB LPV was with one of the cool M stars, SHV0454257-684856. As 
seen in Figure 3.7, this object is well to the long period side of the sequence followed by 
other AGB LPVs and it is in the position where one would expect to see LPVs that have 
lost a lot of mass and are turning into OH/IR stars (WBF). A plot of its spectrum (as 
well as the specta for the supergiant LPVs in Table 3.5 which have I  magnitudes) from 
1.25 to 25/im (Figure 3.5) shows that the flux at 12 and 25//m is much greater relative 
to the photospheric flux seen shortward of ~  3/^m in SHV0454257-684856 than in the 
supergiants. The strong flux emission by SHV0454257-684856 at 12 and 25/zm is almost 
certainly indicative of a thick circumstellar dust shell and a high mass loss rate. The 25 
to 12 fim flux ratio of 1.04 is slightly smaller than the mean value of ~  1.6 exhibited 
by the known OH/IR stars in the LMC (Wood et al. 1989). We also note that ther 
are at least two other very red upper AGB supergiants found in the survey in Chapter 2 
(SHV0520422-693821 and SHV0453582-690242) which are likely to be undergoing rapid 
mass loss according to their positions in Figure 3.7a.
3.6 T he L um inosity Function
Reliable bolometric luminosities for LPVs cannot be obtained from the I  magnitudes of 
the survey in Chapter 2 due to the large variation with colour of the bolometric correction 
which must be applied to the I  magnitude to obtain Mbol (Bessell & Wood 1984), and 
to the lack of colour information such as V  — I. A luminosity function for all the definite 
LPVs was therefore constructed by converting the [Number, Period) distribution to an 
(iV, Mbol ) distribution by using a fit to the (Mbol > P)  sequence of Figure 3.7 to convert 
P  to Mbol • The fit used is shown as a dotted line in Figure 3.7 and is given by
Mbol =  -4.37 -  5.0(log(P) -  2.4)
The resultant luminosity functions for both Mira and SRa variables are shown in Fig­
ure 3.8.
The J H K  photometry of limited samples of LPVs obtained by WBP and RGC showed 
a substantial deficiency in the number of LPVs between Mbol = —5.5 and —6.5, which was 
explained as being due to reduced star formation over the last ~1 Gyr followed by a burst 
of star formation ~50 Myr ago. Such an effect is still evident in the luminosity functions 
of the complete samples of definite LPVs shown in Figure 3.8. The rapid drop-off in 
numbers at Mbol values above ~  —5.2 clearly indicates a large decrease in star formation 
rate ~  1.5 Gyr years ago, and a peak at high luminosities (Mbol ~  —6.3) indicates a recent 
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3.7 A  C om parison of L PV  L ifetim es and P opulations w ith  
th ose o f A ssociated  O bjects
Chapter 2 briefly discussed the distribution of Mira periods in the LMC and compared it 
with the distribution of Mira periods in the solar neighbourhood given by Wood & Cahn 
(1977). This comparison showed the distribution to be shifted towards shorter periods 
in the LMC. In this section, we take a further look at the period distribution of Mira 
variables in the LMC and compare Mira birthrates with those of related objects such as 
planetary nebulae, OH/IR stars, clump stars and Cepheids.
Firstly, we restate a few essential facts from Wood &; Cahn (1977). On the AGB, stars 
evolve in luminosity at a constant average rate given by dMbol /dt «  — 8rl0-7 mag yr-1, 
due to the fact that there is a linear relation between luminosity and core mass Mfj 
(Paczynski 1971; Wood & Zarro 1981) given by L/ Lq = 59250(Mh / Mq — 0.495). For a 
given luminosity, the core mass is the minimum mass a star can have on the AGB. The
3 1above relations, combined with a standard pulsational relation P oc show that
dlogP/dt is a constant given by dlogP/dt = 3.4zl0~7 yr-1. The birth/death rate of Mira 
variables of a given period P is then given by dn/dt = 3.4zlO-7dn/dlogP yr-1.
In Figure 3.9 we plot the period distribution as dlV/dlogP versus logP, for the complete 
sample of LMC Mira variables. As in Chapter 2, we have corrected for relative period bias 
by dividing the observed period distribution by the probability of discovery distribution 
(Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2). We assume that the peak of this distribution, which occurs 
at P ~310 days and has diV/dlogP ~1400 yr-1, is a measure of the death rate of the 
dominant population of 1 - 3 Gyr old stars in the LMC. From the formulae above, the 
total LMC death rate of such stars is 4.6xl0-4 yr-1. If a typical 1 - 3  Gyr old LPV 
pulsates through most of the period interval spanned by the distribution in Figure 3.9, 
say from a minimum of ~225 days (shorter periods being assumed to correspond to older 
LPVs) to ~425 days (the half-height position of the upper edge of the distribution), then 
the lifetime of an LPV from the formula above for dlogP/dt is ~ 8xl05 years.
This death rate of Mira variables can be compared with the birth rate of planetary 
nebulae in the LMC by making use of the deep surveys for planetary nebulae of Jacoby 
(1980). Once again it is assumed that the majority of the planetary nebulae come from 
the field stars of age 1 -3  Gyr. Jacoby estimates the total population of planetary nebulae 
in the LMC to be 966±25. With a canonical planetary nebula lifetime of 2xl04 years, this 
gives a birth rate of 5xl0~2 yr-1, a factor of ~100 greater than the death rate estimated 
above for the Miras! Similar comparisons of the planetary nebula and Mira birth rates in 
the solar neighbourhood by Wood & Cahn (1977) led to the Mira death rate being a factor 
of 10-20 less than that of the planetary nebula birth rate. Like Wood & Cahn (1977), we 
conclude that either: (a) only a small fraction of LPVs produce planetary nebulae, or (b) 
each Mira spends only a short time on the AGB as an LPV before ejecting a planetary
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nebula (in the present case, this time would need to be only ~  104 years rather than the 
estimate of 8xl05 years given above).
An estimate of the death rate for the 1 -3  Gyr old AGB stars which is almost certainly 
more reliable than that obtained from planetary nebulae can be derived by considering 
the population of clump (core-helium burning) stars. Hardy et al. (1984) identified 2100 
clump stars in a 7’x l2 ’ region near the NW end of the bar from deep B and V plates, giving 
a clump density of ~29 per square arcminute. With a mean clump lifetime of 1.5xl08 years 
for stars of initial mass ~1.5 M® (Lattanzio 1986) we then find a birth/death rate for the 
common AGB stars in this region of 7x10-4 stars yr-1 deg-2 . This can be compared 
with the estimate of the total planetary nebula birthrate in the areas near the bar studied 
by Jacoby (1980) of ~  3z l0 -3 yr-1 deg-2 (assuming a mean planetary nebula lifetime of 
2xl04 years and taking into account the factor of 2.1 by which Jacoby estimates his survey 
is incomplete), and the estimated deathrate of Miras of ~  3rlQ-5 yr-1 deg-2 . (The Mira 
death rate near the bar was obtained by noting that the estimated Mira population was 
319 in an 11.1 square degree area near the bar, compared to the total estimated Mira 
population of 513 stars over 53 square degrees. The mean death rate per square degree 
for the whole sample was converted to that near the bar by multiplying by the ratio of the 
mean density per square degree of the whole sample to that of the bar sample. A similar 
result was obtained by noting that there were 8 definite and 2 probable Miras in an area 
of radius 15 arcminutes centred on the area studied by Hardy et al. 1984.)
If the death rate of AGB stars given by the clump stars is taken as the most reliable, 
then we see that the death rate of Miras estimated as above is a factor of ~20 too low, 
or there are ~20 times more Miras in the LMC than have been discovered so far. This 
latter possibility is unlikely, although a factor of 3 increase in death rate of LPVs on the 
AGB could easily be obtained by including the SRa variables and marginal periodic LPVs 
in the (diV/dlogP, P ) plot of Figure 3.9 (see Figure 2.11 of Chapter 2). This still leaves 
the estimated death rate of LPVs an order of magnitude less than that of the death rate 
of core helium burning stars. It seems fairly clear that a typical LPV of age 1 - 3  Gyr in 
the LMC must only pulsate for ~  1/10 of the period range of ~  225 — 425 days occupied 
collectively by such stars ie. for a time interval of ~  8a; 104 years, corresponding to a mean 
Mbol interval of only ~0.06 magnitudes. A similar conclusion was reached by Wood &; 
Cahn (1977) in their study of Galactic Mira variables. In this case, the sequence of LMC 
Miras in the period interval 225 — 425 days is made up of stars of progressively larger initial 
mass in the range 1.3 - 1.7 M® if the period of Mira pulsation increases monotonically 
with initial mass. Alternatively, stochastic mass loss may mean that AGB stars originating 
from stars of initial mass 1.3 - 1.6 M® reach the Mira variable stage at a pulsation period 
which is spread over the range ~  225 — 425 days.
Next we compare the numbers of Mira variables and planetary nebulae in the LMC 
and the Galaxy. In the Galaxy, the local densities of planetary nebulae (Cahn & Wyatt 
1976) and Miras (Wood & Cahn 1977) are 80 and 245 kpc-3 , respectively. Converting
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local densities to total numbers in the Galaxy using the Bahcall & Soneira (1980) Galactic 
model gives total populations of planetary nebulae and Miras in the Galaxy of 4xl04 and 
1.2x10°, respectively. Assuming the numbers of stars in the LMC and Galaxy scale as the 
galaxy masses (assumed to be ~  6xl010 M q  for the Galaxy from Bahcall & Soneira 1980 
and ~  6xl09 M© for the LMC derived by Meatheringham et al. 1988 and in Chapter 4) 
the Galactic populations of planetary nebulae and Miras would scale to 4000 and 12000, 
respectively, compared with estimated populations based on observed numbers in the LMC 
of ~1000 and ~500. Not only do there appear to be fewer planetary nebulae and Mira 
variables per unit mass of stars in the LMC when compared to the Galaxy, but the ratio 
of Miras to planetary nebulae appears less in the LMC, although the latter discrepancy is 
greatly reduced if LPVs classified as SRa and marginal periodic variables in Chapter 2 are 
included. As the stellar populations in both the LMC and the Galaxy are dominated by 
stars of initial mass 1 — 1.7 Af©, these stars must evolve differently in their late evolutionary 
phases in each galaxy, presumably because of the lower metallicity in the LMC. This is 
most clearly illustrated by the fact that carbon Mira variables in the LMC are common 
(~  60% of Miras with 225 < P < 450 are C stars) whereas <10% of the Mira variables in 
the solar neighbourhood are carbon stars (Wood & Cahn 1977).
Another difference between the LMC and Galactic Miras is the period distributions 
(Figure 3.9). The long period limit in the LMC, at ~425 days, is ~30 days shorter than 
in the solar neighbourhood, and the short period limit, at ~170 days, is ~80 days shorter 
than in the solar neighbourhood. The difference in the long period limits may well be a 
metallicity effect (the more metal rich Galactic stars being cooler and larger and therefore 
having longer periods at a given luminosity); the common 1 -3  Gyr old LMC Mira variables 
may also have somewhat higher initial masses than typical Galactic disk Miras.
However, metallicity differences between the LMC and the solar neighbourhood cannot 
be invoked to explain the large difference in the short period limits, as the kinematics of 
the short period (P  ~200 days) LPVs imply they are an old population in both the Galaxy 
(Feast 1963) and the LMC (Chapter 4), hence their metallicities should be low and similar 
in both galaxies. It seems to us that the most likely explanation for the excess of LPVs 
with P  ~200 days in the LMC is that the number ratio of old (?£ 5 Gyr) stars to 1 - 3 Gyr 
old stars is greater in the LMC than the ratio of halo to disk stars in the Galaxy.
Finally, we compare the numbers of longer period LPVs found in the survey of Chapter 
2 with the number of known Cepheids and OH/IR stars in the LMC. The LPVs with 
periods found in the range 500-900 days are generally upper AGB stars with — 7 < Mbol < 
—6 and initial masses >3 M q  (WBF; WBP); these LPVs have most likely evolved from 
Cepheids. There are 26 such LPVs in the 53 square degrees of the survey, giving 0.5 such 
objects per square degree (these are definite LPVs; there are also 55 marginal periodic 
LPVs). Payne-Gap os hkin (1971) gives a surface density of Cepheids of 20.4 per square 
degree in an area of diameter 8.33 degrees centred on the LMC. Note that the number of 
Cepheids so far found may be considerably less than the total number, perhaps a factor
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of 4 less (Wright &; Hodge 1971); a similar correction factor applies to the LPVs if the 
marginal periodic variables of Chapter 2 are included. The most common periods for the 
Cepheids in the LMC are 3-5 days (Payne-Gaposhkin 1971).
The results of Becker, Iben & Tuggle (1977) may be used to estimate the mean prop­
erties of these Cepheids. Their Mixture II has a composition similar to that of young 
objects in the LMC (Russell & Bessell 1989) and yields a Cepheid population with peri­
ods reasonably similar to that observed. The masses of such Cepheids are > 3.2 M0 with 
(M)  = 3.7 M0 , similar to those of the progenitors of the upper AGB LPVs. Assuming 
these Cepheids do turn into the upper AGB LPVs, and taking a typical lifetime for a 
Cepheid of ~  107 years (Becker, Iben Sz Tuggle 1977), then from the relative number of 
LPVs and Cepheids we derive a lifetime for the upper AGB LPVs of ~  2.5x10s years. 
This lifetime is ~3 times longer than that derived above for the shorter period LPVs. It is 
also an order of magnitude longer than that found by WBP for LPVs with initial masses 
^i5 M0 . The origin of this difference between the WBP lifetime estimate and the present 
one lies entirely in the lifetime adopted for the Cepheids which is extremely sensitive to 
the mass of the star: the general Cepheid population considered here is dominated by 
stars whose core helium burning is concentrated in the Cepheid instability strip (M ~  3.7 
M0 ), whereas the more massive 5 M0 stars spend a much smaller time in the Cepheid 
strip. These considerations make the estimation of the lifetimes of the upper AGB LPVs 
very uncertain.
The other group of stars associated with the upper AGB LPVs is the group of OH/IR 
stars with — 7 < Mbol < —6- There are six such objects known in the LMC (Wood et 
al. 1989) and such objects have almost certainly evolved directly from upper AGB LPVs. 
Their total number, 6 compared to 26 LPVs, indicates that their lifetimes are not all that 
much shorter than those of the upper AGB LPVs.
3.8 L PV s as D istance Indicators
The reasonably tight relation that exists between luminosity and period of the LPVs 
with P  ;$ 450 days in the LMC, first discovered by Glass &: Lloyd Evans (1981), should 
be a powerful tool for distance measurements, independent of the Cepheid and RR Lyrae 
scales. One problem with the (Mbol , P)  relation discovered by WBP is that the C stars 
follow a slightly different relation to that of the oxygen-rich stars. This effect can be 
clearly seen in Figure 3.7 above. However, Feast (1984) found that the C and oxygen- 
rich Miras obeyed a common period-luminosity relation if Mbol was replaced by K , and 
found K  = 11.13 — 3.291(logP — 2.4), with a scatter of 0.21 (in these relations we ignore 
the difference between the SAAO and AAO systems at K  as the difference is only 0.02 
mag for a typical colour J  — K  ~  1.4, in the sense that K saao  — K aao  — 0.02 [Glass
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1985]). Glass et al. (1987), using 75 LMC Miras that were restricted to a logP range of 
2.1 to 2.6, found that K  = 11.08 — 3.52(logP — 2.4) (a = 0.17 mag) for the combined C 
and M star sample, or K  = 11.07 — 3.79(logP — 2.4) (a = 0.13) when only the M and S 
stars were fitted and one discrepant star removed. RGC, using their larger sample, found 
AT = 11.08 — 3.918(logP — 2.4) (<j  = 0.214) for the same logP range, and after removing 
several outliers.
The (K , logP) relation for the definite Miras in Table 3.2 is given in Figure 3.10, and 
yields a best least-squares fit of K  = 11.13 — 3.56(logP — 2.4) {a = 0.39), where the fit 
is restricted to definite Miras with 2.0 <logP < 2.6. A maximum likelihood analysis, 
assuming no error in P , gives a 95% confidence interval of 3.56±0.35 for the slope. A 
fit to the SRa variables (Figure 3.10) gives an almost identical result. The carbon and 
oxygen-rich Miras in Figure 3.10 lie on a common (A', logP) relation. The common 
C star/oxygen-rich star (A , logP) relation, as opposed to the lower luminosity of C- 
rich Miras in the (Mbol , P) relation, appears to be fortuitous and must be due to the 
reduced temperature and/or increased molecular blanketing in the carbon stars pushing 
the continuum flux peak to longer wavelengths and into the K  band. Note that in all the 
above studies, the upper AGB Miras with periods longer than ~450 days were found to 
be systematically brighter than the linear relations fitted to shorter period LPVs.
The (K , logP) relation can be used to get a distance to the LMC tied to a fit of the 
main-sequence of 47 Tucanae by Hesser et al. (1987) who derived a distance modulus to 
this cluster of 13.4. There are three Mira variables in 47 Tue with periods of 192, 203 
and 212 days and extensive J H K  photometry of these stars has been obtained by Frogel, 
Persson &; Cohen (1981). The observations of the 47 Tue Miras were tested as random 
phase observations and a line with the slope of the LMC Mira (A', logP) relation given 
above was fitted to the data. A similar approach was adopted for all definite LMC Mira 
variables with 180 < P  < 220 days. The zero point difference of the two relations gave 
a distance modulus to the LMC of 18.62±0.09 if a reddening of Ak  = 0.01 to 47 Tue is 
assumed.
The (K , logP) relation for Miras can in principle be used to investigate the tilt of the 
LMC (as Gascoine & Shobbrook 1971 did using Cepheids). We searched for a tilt in the 
two stellar populations of age 1 - 3  Gyr (by using the Miras with 225 < P  (days)< 450), 
and ages 5 Gyr (by using the Miras with P  < 225 days). Since the existing surveys for 
LPVs are concentrated in the north-south direction we only searched for a North-South 
tilt. We used samples of stars with J H K  photometry (including data from RGC) that 
are more than 2° North and South of the bar and fitted (AT, logP) relations to the data 
adopting the slope of the mean relation given above. The results of the fits yield the mean 
distance modulii shown in Table 3.6 for the four groups of stars. The resultant tilt derived 
from the OLPVs is 17±50° (in the sense of the northern half being further away), and 
-14±55° for the ILPVs. Given the large uncertainties, we therefore find no evidence for 
any North-South tilt.
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Figure 3.1: FORS Spectra
The following 10 pages display the low-resolution spectra taken with the faint object red 
spectrograph on the AAT. Each figure also contains the name, period, Julian Date of 
the exposure, and phase (0 or 1 at maximum brightness). Also included at the top of 
each figure is the spectral type (middle) and, where applicable, the galactocentric velocity 
(km s-1).
Table 3.6: North -  South T ilt of LMC




OLPV 17 18.64 0.25 3.35
37 18.56 0.30 -3.60
ILPVI 25 18.59 0.20 3.55
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Figure 3.2: RGO Spectra 
Some examples of high-resolution spectra taken with the RGO spectrograph on the AAT.
Each figure has, starting in the top right corner, and proceeding CCW, the following infor­
mation: the period; name; Julian Date of observation (-244000); phase (0 or 1 at maximum 




(H -  K)0
Figure 3.3: J  — H , H  — K  Diagram
The J  — H , H — K  diagram, showing only those LPVs that have spectral types confirmed 
from spectra: (a) Mira variables, and (b) SRa variables. Carbon stars are shown as either 
solid circles, if J  — K  > 1.6, or as circled dots, if J — K  < 1.6. The M stars are shown as 
open circles if J  — K  < 1.6, or as thick open circles if J  — K  > 1.6. The star symbols are K 
stars and open diamonds are MS, S, or CS stars. The polygon denotes the distribution of 
the colours of the Galactic oxygen-rich LPVs observed by Feast et al. (1982). The dashed 
line is J  — K  — 1.6. 76
(J -  K)
Figure 3.4: Mboi , J — K  Diagram
The LPVs in the Mboi , J — K  diagram (a) Mira variables, and (b) SRa variables. The 
symbols are as in Figure 3.3 for objects with spectra; those without spectra have had their 
spectral type inferred from their J — K  (see text), with probable carbon stars being shown 
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Figure 3.5: Infrared Flux Distribution.
For a number of supergiant Harvard variables and the AGB star SHV0454257-684856. 
The Fv values plotted for SHV0454257-684856 are ten times the actual values to facilitate 




Figure 3.6: A/, P Diagram
I  amplitude of pulsation A/ versus Period (days) for all objects for which either spectra 
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Figure 3.7: Mbol > P Diagram
The LPVs in the (Mbol , Period) diagram: (a) Miras, and (b) SRa variables. Symbols are 
as in Figure 3.4. The dashed line represents the boundary between the brighter supergiants 
and the AGB stars, while the solid lines represent lines of constant pulsation mass. The 
dotted line is a fit passing through both the short and long period sequence of LPVs.
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A ^  0.9 mag
A < 0.9 mag
Figure 3.8: Bolometric Luminosity Function
For all definite LPVs: (a) Mira variables, and (b) SRa variables. The dotted lines indicate 
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Figure 3.9: dJV/dlogP, P Diagram
The diV/dlogP versus P diagram for LP Vs. The solid line represents all definite LMC 
Mira variables from Chapter 2, corrected for period-selection bias (details in Chapter 2). 
The dotted line shows the component due to the carbon Miras. The dashed line is the 
Mira period distribution in the solar neighbourhood from Wood & Cahn (1977) scaled to 
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Figure 3.10: K o, logP Diagram
(a) Mira variables, and (b) SRa variables. Symbols are as in Figure 3.4. The dashed lines 
are least-squares fits to each of the variable types, over a restricted period range (100 
< P  < 400 days).
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3.9 D istrib u tion  o f L PV s across th e  face of th e LMC
The LPVs in the old age (P < 225 days; age 5 Gyr), intermediate age (225 < 
P(days) < 450; age ~ 1 - 3 Gyr) and young (P > 450 days; age < 1 Gyr) groups can be 
used to study the relative distributions of stars of different ages in the LMC. A restriction 
which must be kept in mind is that old LPVs of large amplitude seem to be restricted to 
metallicity ([M/H] ^  —1.6), a result gleaned from the appearance or not of such variables 
in Galactic globular clusters (Menzies & Whitelock 1985). The distributions of LPVs in 
the three age groups across the face of the LMC are presented in Figure 3.11. Features 
of note are (to aid the discussion, named areas are accompanied by their (X, Y) position, 
corresponding to the scale in degrees surrounding Figure 3.11):
1. The old LPVs are spread fairly uniformly over most of the LMC, but they do show 
a moderate concentration to the bar.
2. The intermediate age LPVs are more concentrated within the bar than the old LPVs 
but there is also a component of the intermediate age population spread throughout 
the LMC. These results are in agreement with other studies of field stars in the LMC 
(eg. Hardy et al. (1984); Mould, Da Costa & Crawford 1986; Hodge 1987) which 
show that an intermediate age population of stars permeates the whole LMC but 
that its age seems to increase with distance from the bar.
3. The young LPVs occur preferentially in two regions: along the bar and in the 
northern LMC, around Shapley Constellation III (0.8, 2.6). This distribution is 
highly reminiscent of the distribution of Cepheids with periods of 3-5 days (Payne- 
Gaposhkin 1972), as indeed it ought to be as most of the young LPVs evolve from 
stars that go through such a Cepheid phase.
4. In order to derive the position angle (measured from north in a counter-clockwise 
rotation - i.e. NESW) of the major axis of the bar population for each of the age 
populations, a prolate spheroid of elliptical cross-section and constant density was 
fitted to the spatial number density distributions within 2° of the bar’s centre. Each 
group consisted of the definite LPVs plus those of the uncertain LPVs with periods 
consistent with the (Period, Luminosity) relation. The prolate spheroid was assumed 
to have its major axis in the plane of the sky, so the function fitted to the LPV data 
(binned into LPV density per 0.5 x 0.5 degrees squared) was
The fitted parameters were Xo and Fo (the centre, in degrees, from the bar’s optical 
centre), po (the central density scaling factor, in units of number per square degree),
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Figure 3.11: Spatial Distribution
The following 3 pages show the spatial distribution of all LPVs (both definite and marginal 
periods), according to period: (a) Old LPVs (100 < P < 225 days); (b) intermediate age 
LPVs (226 < P < 450 days); and (c) young LPVs (451 < P < 1000 days). Crosses are 
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100 - 225 207 8.8 ±0.8 4.6 ±0.9 1.3 ±0.1 117 ± 3 0.0 ±0.1 0.0 ±0.1
225 - 450 347 10.8 ±0.6 3.6 ±0.3 2.2 ±0.1 112 ± 5 0.0 ±0.1 -0.02 ±0.02
450 - 1000 38 2.0 ±0.4 6.0 ±5.7 3.1 ±1.2 134 ± 40 0.3 ±0.7 -0.3 ±1.0
A and B (the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipse, in degrees), and 6q 
(the position angle of the major axis). The results of the fits are given in Table 3.9, 
and they are displayed in Figure 3.11 as dashed ellipses enclosing the FWHM den­
sity distribution of the spheroid. The major axis was found at a position angle of 
117±3°for the old LPVs, and 112±5°for the intermediate age LPVs. As can be seen 
by the large uncertainties associated with the young LPV fit, there were too few 
young LPVs to determine a reliable solution. Thus there is in fact no difference 
between the bar position angles of the old and intermediate age LPVs.
3 .1 0  S u m m a ry
Infrared photometry and visual spectroscopy has been obtained for a large subsample of 
the now almost complete search for LPVs in the LMC. The infrared photometry indicates 
the bulk of the LPVs found are AGB stars; roughly a third of them are carbon stars and 
they tend to concentrate in the period range 250 - 400 days. A detailed comparison was 
made of the birth/death rates of the LPVs and associated objects. These studies indicate 
that the LPVs in the LMC have shorter lives as large amplitude pulsators than do LPVs 
in the Galaxy, probably because the lower metallicity of the LMC means that a large 
fraction of evolved AGB stars become carbon stars. There are also relatively more short 
period (P  < 225 days) Mira variables in the LMC than in the Galaxy, possibly indicating 
relatively more stars of age ^  5 Gyr are in the LMC than in the Galaxy.
This work confirms previous studies showing that both M and C stars form a single 
sequence in the (K , logP) plane that can be used for distance determination, independent 
of the recent Cepheid results obtained by Caldwell & Coulson (1986) and Welch et al. 
(1987). A distance modulus to the LMC of 18.6 was obtained from the ( K , logP) relation. 
The north-south tilt of the LMC was investigated for old (age ^  5 Gyr) and intermediate 
age ( 1 - 3  Gyr) populations and found to be -f 17 ±50° and —14 ±55°, respectively, in the
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sense of a positive tilt places the northern half further away. The old LPVs appear to be 
more spread away from the bar of the LMC than the intermediate age LPVs. The young, 
upper AGB LPVs lie along the bar and north of Shapley Constellation III in a fashion 
similar to that of Cepheids with periods of 3-5 days, providing some confirmation that the 
young AGB LPVs evolve from Cepheids of mass ~ 5 Mq.
Further work needs to be pursued to extend the LPV survey to the east and west of 
the LMC so that the E-W tilt of the stellar populations of old and intermediate stars can 
be determined. It would also be useful to obtain full J HK  phase coverage of the LPVs in 
order to determine mean magnitudes and hence a more accurate P — L relation.
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C h a p te r  4
THE KINEM ATICS OF 
LO NG -PERIO D VARIABLES IN  
THE LMC
Shaun M. G. Hughes, Peter R. Wood and Neill Reid
4.1 Introduction
Despite the apparent irregularity of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), studying its 
kinematics is a popular research topic, for a variety of reasons. The kinematics of the stars 
of the LMC provide a direct probe of the dynamics of an asymmetric galaxy; in addition, 
they may show how the LMC has been affected by its proximity to our Galaxy, and by 
at least one close encounter with the Small Magellanic Cloud (Fujimoto & Murai 1980). 
If the kinematics are combined with age estimates for the stellar populations studied, it 
then becomes possible to compare the formation history of the LMC with that of our 
Galaxy. Any differences may then give us clues as to why the metallicities and presumed 
star formation history of the two galaxies are so different (Freeman 1983). We can also 
compare the secular effects associated with galactic dynamics to infer ages for various 
populations (eg. Wielen 1977)
Although it is our nearest galaxy, the LMC’s distance modulus (~18.5) means that only 
the kinematics of the brightest populations can currently be studied. The early studies 
concentrated on the easily identifiable populations such as the HI gas, HII regions, super- 
giants, and planetary nebula« (PN), and are included in the reviews by de Vaucouleurs & 
Freeman (1973) and Feitzinger (1980). Apart from some of the PN, all of these objects 
are young populations (ages ^  1 Gyr), and despite the apparently complex morphology of 
the LMC, all were found to have similar kinematics: that of a rotating disk inclined at an 
angle of ~27° to the plane of the sky, with solid body rotation out to ~  2.5°, and a rotation 
centre at ~  5h21m (1950) —69°17', which is displaced ~0.6° north of the optical centre of 
the bar (5h24m (1950) —69°47'), but is more or less coincident with the centre of the outer
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HI isophotes. The kinematic line of nodes was found to coincide with the photometric line 
of nodes at position angle 170° (measured from North in a counter-clockwise direction, i.e. 
NESW), and a velocity dispersion ranging from ~9 km s-1 for the extreme Population I, 
up to ~22 km s-1 for the PN (de Vaucouleurs &: Freeman 1973; and references therein). 
However, when Feitzinger et al. (1977) reanalysed these data they found the kinematic 
and photometric lines of nodes differed by ~20°. They found this difference could be 
produced by a transverse velocity (across our line of sight) of ~275 km s"1 parallel to the 
Magellanic Stream (see also Mathewson et al. 1977).
History tended to repeated itself when Rohlfs et al. (1984) made higher resolution 
measurements of the velocity and density structure of the HI in the central 6.6x6.2 degrees. 
They found this central region to be rotating, and derived a kinematic line of nodes at a 
position angle of 208°, differing substantially from the photometric line of nodes at 170°. 
Much of the H i is double peaked, and these regions were avoided by Rohlfs et al. in 
determining the position of the line of nodes. Meatheringham et al. (1987), as part of a 
more detailed study of the PN kinematics, re-examined these HI data and again found a 
match between the kinematic and photometric line of nodes could be made by assuming 
a transverse LMC velocity of 275 km s"1 along the direction of the Magellanic Stream 
(towards position angle 110°), and by only including the velocity components in the split 
line regions that were consistent with a uniform flat disk.
The Meatheringham et al. (1987) analysis of the PN kinematics also showed this older 
population (which they estimate to be between 0.5 and 3.5 Gyr old) to be rotating just 
as fast and in the same disk as the H I, with a slightly higher observed velocity dispersion 
of 19.1 km s-1 , compared to 5.4 km s-1 for the Hi.
Cohen et al. (1988) have recently made a CO survey of the LMC, identifying 40 
molecular clouds, with a mean mass of 3.5x106Mq. From their published velocities our 
analysis of the data (Section 4.3.1) finds them to be approximately consistent with the 
kinematics of the H I.
The picture of a single uniformly rotating disk was disturbed by a study of the kine­
matics of the LMC clusters by Freeman, Illingworth & Oemler (1983; hereinafter FIO). 
Although they found the young clusters (ages ^  1 Gyr) to have similar kinematics to the 
other young populations (with a velocity dispersion of ~15 km s-1 ), the old clusters were 
a different story. These clusters were found to be moving as a fast rotating disk with an 
amplitude similar to that of the young clusters and H i (~40 km s“ 1), with a velocity 
dispersion of only ~17 km s-1 , but with a line of nodes at 41°, ~40° different from that 
of the young populations, and with a systemic velocity ~14 km s“ 1 less than that of the 
young clusters. These results suggested that not only was the LMC lacking a halo popu­
lation of globular clusters, but that the old clusters were rotating in a disk different from 
the disk to which all the other populations belonged. Such a configuration is dynamically 
unstable (FIO).
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The adopted ages for the FIO clusters were determined from integrated photometry, 
employing the age classification scheme of Searle, Wilkinson & Bagnuolo (1980; SWB), in 
which the SWB classification V to VII is roughly equivalent to ages ~3 to 10 Gyr (FIO). 
However, with the advent of CCD photometry, the ages of a number of clusters that were 
thought to be 4-10 Gyr have now been determined by main sequence fitting (Jensen, Mould 
& Reid 1988; and references therein), and none of the main sequence ages have been found 
to lie between 4 and 10 Gyr, implying an extensive gap in the cluster formation history in 
the LMC, and casting some doubt on the SWB ages. However, this question is still being 
debated, with a recent paper by Elson & Fall (1988) showing a continuous sequence of 
cluster ages from 6 to 10 Gyr. At this stage we shall assume the SWB classification to be 
a useful guide to the cluster ages.
Because the number of old LMC clusters in the FIO sample was quite small (only 25 
group V-VII clusters) it is important to verify their results by determining the kinematics 
of other old populations. The PN results of Meatheringham et al. (1988) imply that any 
change in kinematics must have taken place Gyr ago; hence other stellar populations 
older than this need to be studied.
The CH stars form one such population. These are carbon stars that show an enhance­
ment of the G band of CH, and the Balmer lines of H I; those observed in our Galaxy have 
the high velocity dispersion of a halo population (Yamashita 1975), implying they have 
ages ~10 Gyr. Hart wick & Cowley (1988) have recently observed 39 CH stars in the LMC 
and found the CH stars fitted a rotation solution that approximated the FIO old cluster 
results. They explained the low systemic velocity as being due to a mix of two popula­
tions: one with positive galactocentric velocities, that have ‘normal’ kinematics similar 
to those of the other populations; and one with negative velocities, possibly the result of 
peculiar dynamics associated with the bar. Such an explanation would, however, require a 
proper dynamical analysis, which has not yet been done. One problem with the CH stars 
is the possibility that some of those in the LMC may be the ‘CH-like’ stars observed by 
Yamashita (1975), which appear to have disk kinematics and therefore may be a younger 
population.
The only other easily identifiable old population that is bright enough for medium 
dispersion spectroscopy is the group of LPVs with periods between ~  100 and 225 days, 
which appear to have ages ~10 Gyrs (see previous Chapters). A small sample of such stars 
in the bar region of the LMC were studied by Bessell, Freeman & Wood (1987; BFW), 
but the restricted area and small numbers precluded a rotation solution. The systemic 
velocity was, however, similar to that of the Hi, and the velocity dispersion was consistent 
with that of a flattened disk.
The large sample of LPVs derived from UKST I  plates in Chapter 2, supplemented 
by LPVs from Reid, Glass & Catchpole (1987), now enables us to obtain velocities for a 
significant sample of old to intermediate age LMC stars. Based on the likely age-period 
relation described in Chapters 2 and 3, we have divided our sample into three groups: 62
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Table 4.1: Spectroscopic Observing Log
Epoch Julian Date Mode
1985 Nov 23 2446393 Single Slit
1985 Nov 24 2446394 Single Slit
1985 Nov 26 2446396 Single Slit
1985 Nov 28 2446398 Fibres
1986 Oct 21 2446725 Single Slit
1986 Dec 14 2446779 Fibres
1986 Dec 19 2446784 Single Slit
1986 Dec 20 2446785 Single Slit
1987 Oct 8 2447077 Fibres
OLPV = presumed old LPVs with periods between 100 and 225 days and ages ^5  Gyr; 78 
ILPV = intermediate age LPVs with periods between 225 and 450 days and ages ~  1 to 5 
Gyr; and 10 YLPV = young LPVs with ages ^1  Gyr and periods between 450 and 1000 
days. We have followed the kinematic analysis of FIO (a rotating disk model) in order to 
directly compare the LPV kinematics with those of other populations. As will be shown, 
however, the velocity dispersions for the OLPVs about such a fit are quite high, and so 
we have also made a simple analysis in terms of a spheroidal distribution.
4 .2  V e lo c it ie s
The LPVs were observed in both single-slit and optical fibres mode using the RGO 
spectrograph of the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT), with the 25cm camera and GEC- 
CCD detector, and a grating dispersion of 0.727Ä per pixel (31.06 km s-1 per pixel) on the 
dates shown in Table 4.1. The wavelength region covered was 6850-7230Ä, thus including 
the major TiO bandhead at 7060Ä, and is virtually identical to the spectral region used 
by BFW.
4 .2 .1  S tan d a rd s
So that the velocities may be determined with respect to an absolute velocity system, 
standards of known velocity with a range of spectral types were observed on each night, 
and are listed in Table 4.2, where V0ba are the results of our cross-correlations, and Vpub are 
the published velocities. Many of these have accurately known center-of-mass velocities 
from radio observations of either OH maser peaks or the thermally excited CO and HoO
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Table 4.2: Spectroscopic Standards
Name Sp Epoch Julian Date Vpu* Source
C Standards
R For . . . Ce 1986 Dec 19 2446784 16.8 10.8 CO 12
R For . . . Ce 1985 Nov 23 2446393 3.2 10.8 CO 12
R S c l  . . . C6 1985 Nov 23 2446393 -11.4 -7.2 CO 10
R S c l  . . . C6 1986 Dec 20 2446785 -5.7 -7.2 CO 10
R Scl . . . C6 1985 Nov 26 2446396 -7.1 -7.2 CO 10
R Sol . . . C6 1986 Dec 14 2446779 -1.5 -7.2 CO 10
R Scl . . . C6 1985 Nov 28 2446398 -10.1 -7.2 CO 10
R Scl . . . C6 1986 Dec 19 2446784 -3.6 -7.2 CO 10
BS2591 . C5,2 1987 Oct 8 2447077 35.3 32.0 Opt 1
BS2591 . C5,2 1985 Nov 23 2446393 28.4 32.0 Opt 1
HD75021 C 1986 Dec 19 2446784 13.9 10.2 Opt 1
HD75021 C 1986 Dec 14 2446779 9.2 10.2 Opt 1
HD75021 C 1985 Nov 23 2446393 4.3 10.2 Opt 1
RT Pup . C 1985 Nov 26 2446396 9.4 28.0 Opt 1
RT Pup . C 1985 Nov 23 2446393 13.8 28.0 Opt 1
RT Pup . C 1985 Nov 28 2446398 11.5 28.0 Opt 1
RY Hya . C 1985 Nov 26 2446396 23.7 17.0 Opt 1
W CMa . C6,3 1985 Nov 23 2446393 11.4 21.0 Opt 1
M5 - M8 Standards
0  Cet . . . M7e 1986 Dec 19 2446784 58.7 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1986 Oct 21 2446725 59.7 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1986 Oct 21 2446725 58.5 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1986 Oct 21 2446725 59.3 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1985 Nov 26 2446396 56.5 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1986 Dec 20 2446785 65.6 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1986 Dec 19 2446784 51.9 56.9 h 2o 5
O Cet . . . M7e 1986 Dec 19 2446784 59.8 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1986 Dec 14 2446779 59.6 56.9 h 2o 5
0  Cet . . . M7e 1985 Nov 28 2446398 53.9 56.9 h 2o 5
R Car .. M6e 1985 Nov 23 2446393 19.2 23.0 h 2o 8
R Dor .. M8e 1986 Dec 19 2446784 19.6 21.0 h 2o 6
R Dor .. M8e 1986 Oct 21 2446725 23.6 21.0 h 2o 6
R Dor .. M8e 1985 Nov 26 2446396 17.9 21.0 h 2o 6
R Dor .. M8e 1986 Dec 14 2446779 20.6 21.0 h 2o 6
R Dor .. M8e 1987 Oct 8 2447077 19.8 21.0 h 2o 6
R H o r  .. M7e 1986 Dec 20 2446785 54.8 51.2 OH 2
GY Aql . M 1985 Nov 23 2446393 17.7 19.0 OH 11
RR Aql . M6e 1985 Nov 23 2446393 7.1 12.8 OH 4
L2 Pup . M5e 1985 Nov 26 2446396 43.7 52.0 OH 11
U Mic .. M6e 1986 Oct 21 2446725 -61.2 -63.0 OH 9
U Mic .. M6e 1985 Nov 23 2446393 -66.4 -63.0 OH 9
V Mic .. M 1985 Nov 23 2446393 -4.8 -0.1 OH 3
V Mic .. M 1986 Oct 21 2446725 -2.5 -0.1 OH 3
Table 4.2: — Continued
Name Sp Epoch Julian D ate v o6. V  p u b Source
M5 - M8 Standards — continued
W  E ri . M7e 1986 Dec 20 2446785 15.8 17.2 OH 7
W  E ri . M7e 1986 Oct 21 2446725 17.3 17.2 OH 7
W  E ri . M7e 1985 Nov 26 2446396 12.7 17.2 OH 7
Z P up  . M6e 1986 Dec 19 2446784 30.0 23.0 HoO 5
Z P up  . M6e 1985 Nov 23 2446393 21.8 23.0 H20 5
M l - M4 S tandards
BS2168 M2 1986 Oct 21 2446725 37.0 29.0 O pt 1
BS2245 M3 1986 Oct 21 2446725 46.5 35.0 O pt 1
BS3153 M2 1985 Nov 23 2446393 13.5 23.0 O pt 1
BS3718 M l 1985 Nov 23 2446393 21.2 20.0 O pt 1
BS4007 M3 1986 Dec 14 2446779 7.4 -9.9 Opt 1
BS450 . M2 1986 Dec 14 2446779 -23.9 -26.0 O pt 1
BS450 . M2 1986 Dec 19 2446784 -26.9 -26.0 O pt 1
BS450 . M2 1986 Dec 19 2446784 -32.2 -26.0 O pt 1
BS450 . M2 1986 Dec 20 2446785 -26.0 -26.0 Opt 1
K - MO Standards
BS2082 K6 1987 Oct 8 2447077 116.6 116.0 Opt 1
BS2082 K6 1986 Oct 21 2446725 121.2 116.0 Opt 1
BS2093 MO 1986 Oct 21 2446725 35.7 38.2 O pt 1
BS2093 MO 1986 Oct 21 2446725 32.5 38.2 O pt 1
BS224 . K5 1986 Dec 20 2446785 33.4 32.0 O pt 1
BS3315 K l 1985 Nov 23 2446393 26.0 26.0 Opt 1
BS248 . MO 1986 Dec 19 2446784 26.8 16.0 O pt 1
References: ( l)  Abt k  Biggs (1972); (2) Robinson, Caswell k  Goss (1971); 
(3) Caswell, Robinson k  Dickel (1971); (4) Dickinson, Bechis k  B arre tt (1973); 
(5) Dickinson (1976); (6) Lepine et at. (1976); (7) Kolena k  P a tak i (1977); 
(8) Lepine k  Paes de Barros (1977); (9) Bowers k  K err (1977); (10) K napp k  
M orris (1985); ( l l )  Dickinson et al. (1986); (12) Zuckerm an k  Dyck (1986).
Table 4.3: Mean V elocity D eviations of Standards
Spectral
Group




C ............... 8 -0.3 4.9
M5-M8 . . . 29 0.5 3.8
M1-M4 . . . 9 -2.6 8.4
K1-M0 . . . . 7 -1.4 5.3
microwave emission (BFW). The choices of template standards to be used in the cross- 
correlations were determined by cross-correlating every standard against ail the others of a 
similar spectral type, and choosing those that gave the least deviation from the published 
velocities. We found very consistent results between all the C stars, and between the M5 
to M8 stars (late spectral types), the M l to M4 stars (intermediate spectral types), and 
the K1 to MO stars (early spectral types) (see Table 4.2). However, a cross-correlation 
between a late type standard and an intermediate or early type standard produced a zero 
point error of typically +25 km s-1 . Such a large offset meant we had to be particularly 
careful in matching subtypes. The standards chosen as templates were 0  Cet from 1985 
November 26 (M7 spectral type), R Scl from 1985 November 26 (Carbon star), BS450 
from 1986 December 20 (M3 spectral type), and BS3315 from 1985 November 23 (K1 
spectral type). All the template spectra are plotted in Figure 4.1a.
The deviations of observed velocities of various ‘standard’ stars with respect to the 
standard velocities of the final standards are summarised in Table 4.3, where we have 
calculated the mean difference (Vpub — V0bs) between the published velocities and the 
observed velocities (from Table 4.2), and the root mean square (rms) dispersion a  about 
this mean. As the standards of late spectral type are likely to be pulsating stars, we 
used only the velocities from radio observations for the Carbon and late type M stars 
(M5 to M8). As discussed by BFW, when these radio velocities are compared to the 
optical velocities, the intrinsic velocity dispersion due to the pulsation of the extensive 
atmospheres of these late giants can be determined. BFW found a dispersion of 7 km s-1 , 
whereas we find lower dispersions of 5 km s-1 for the C stars, and 4 km s-1 for the late 
M stars. This difference may be because we tended to re-observe the same standards, 
whereas BFW observed a large range, hence their observational errors may be slightly 
higher due to subtle spectral mismatches.
The standards of earlier spectral type in Table 4.3 show a larger scatter than the later 
spectral types, due in part to possible uncertainties in the published optical velocities.
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Figure 4.1: The Cross-Correlation Template Standards 
Panel (a) shows the 4 unfiltered templates used in the cross-correlations, and Panel (b) 
shows the effect of mean subtraction, cosbelling the ends, and Fourier filtering. The 
ordinates are CCD counts.
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4 .2 .2  V e lo c ity  R e d u c tio n s
Most of the data reduction was done using the FIGARO programs, written by Keith 
Shortridge, now at the Anglo-Australian Observatory. These were written such that they 
may be incorporated into command files or other programs, so that most of the reductions 
can be automated. The reduction procedure followed (where all FIGARO programs are 
in a bold font) was:
1. CCD frames were cleaned of any spikes caused by cosmic rays with B C LEA N .
2. Daxk (unexposed) CCD frames were subtracted from each exposure, to remove dark 
current noise (the noise produced mostly by the CCD readout circuits and pre­
amplifier).
3. Each frame was then divided by a normalized flat field to remove any pixel to pixel 
response variations.
4. The CCD rows that contained the spectrum were identified and summed, producing 
a one-dimensional spectrum of object-plus-sky.
5. For the single-slit spectra, an equivalent number of sky rows within a few rows of 
the spectrum were added together in a similar manner to form the sky emission 
spectrum associated with each exposure. In the case of the fibre spectra, at least 4 
fibres were exposed to areas determined to be free of stars (from inspection of the /  
plates), producing a mean sky emission spectrum for all fibres in the plate. Because 
the fibres have different transmission efficiencies, a sum in the spectral direction was 
made for each fibre on each plate after an arc exposure, and these summed values 
were used to scale the mean sky spectrum to each of the fibres.
6. Each night a smooth spectrum standard was observed to determine the strength 
of the sky absorption lines (prominent at ~7190Ä). This spectrum was divided by 
a smooth line fitted to the continuum, and the result was divided into the stellar 
spectra obtained on the same night, using BSFLU X , which scales the strength of 
the sky absorption features automatically to account for any changes in air mass 
from exposure to exposure.
7. Arcs taken after each exposure were identified in A R C , and used to calibrate the 
spectra to a common, absolute wavelength range using S C R U N C H . The rms error 
in the arc fits for the single slit spectra were always less than 0.1Ä (3 km s“1), 
and were typically ~0.05Ä. Some individual fibres, however, produced arcs with rms 
errors >0.1Ä. This difference between the fibre and single slit spectra was possibly 
due to the fact that most of the CCD chip was used, and hence blemishes on the 
CCD chip may have been the cause. To ensure a uniform sample, any velocities
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determined from an exposure with an arc rms error >0.lA  have been queried, and 
have not been used in the kinematic analysis.
8. In order to reduce adding unnecessarily to the noise, sky subtraction was done before 
scrunching the single slit spectra. In the case of the fibre exposures, both the star 
and mean sky spectra were first scrunched before sky subtraction, as the fibres at 
the spectrograph slit are not perfectly aligned along the slit. All the spectra were 
scrunched to log(Wavelength), so that any shifts are linear in velocity, with each 
channel being 31.06 km s-1 wide.
9. Due to the large error possible in spectral type mismatching a template to a program 
star, some care was taken in deriving subtypes for the M stars. Fortunately the TiO 
band at 7060Ä doesn’t saturate until ~M5 to M6, hence we were confident in being 
able to discriminate between the late spectral types and the earlier ones. This 
was automated by defining two synthetic ‘narrow band filters’ 25Ä wide on either 
side of the bandhead (i.e. we simply summed the digital spectra over the relevant 
wavelength range). The ratios of these two sums from the M standards were then 
plotted against the standard’s subtype. The relation between them was linear up to 
M5.5, and so a straight line fit was then used to transform the ratio to a subtype. All 
subtyping was checked by visual inspection. Any LPVs assigned M subtypes later 
than M6 had these determined from FORS spectra (Chapter 3); spectral types are 
included in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. Because of the importance of spectral typing to the 
choice of template, and the relevance of the spectral types to Chapter 3, the spectra 
of all the variables in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 have been reproduced in Figure 4.2.
10. Because the cross-correlations were made in Fourier space, all spectra had their 
means subtracted and smoothed at the ends by multiplying by a 10% cosbell.
11. The spectra were Fourier transformed and cross-correlated with the appropriate 
standards chosen to match the LPV spectral type, following the method of Tonry 
&: Davis (1979). (A comprehensive introduction to the theory and applications of 
Fourier analysis is that by Bracewell 1965, and for applications directly related to 
astronomy see Brault & White 1971). Filtering was done in the Fourier domain by 
multiplying the complex conjugate of the spectrum with a double tapered filter. In 
normalised Fourier-space coordinates Fn (where Fn= 1 corresponds to the Nyquist 
frequency), this filter was zero from Fn=0.0 to 0.1 (to remove the broad features 
of the bandheads), rose linearly to 1.0 at ,Fn= 0 .15, remained at 1.0 until jFn=0.5, 
descended linearly to zero at Fn=0.55, remaining at zero out to jFn = 1.0 (to remove 
the high frequency noise). The choice of parameters for this filter required some 
care, as the broad structures in the bandheads can easily dominate the shape of the 
cross-correlation peak if not taken out in the filtering. Our filter parameters were 
chosen by using the standard spectra as templates to create a set of noisy spectra
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Table 4.4: Observational Errors in V elocity
Objects N  (Vi -  V2) a ob3 a TD err D hobs
(km s-1 ) (km s-1 ) (km s-1 )
C ............. 24
M5 - M8 . 12
Ml - M4 . 8
K - MO . . .  0
All M . . . .  20
All ...........  44
Mira .......  19
SRa .........  25
O L PV ___ 13
IL P V .......  29





















by adding random noise until the signal-to-noise, matched the range seen in our 
objects. Cross-correlations were then performed using a range of filters, thereby 
enabling a determination of the errors in the shift (position of the cross-correlation 
peak) as a function of filter parameter. Figure 4.1b shows the effect of applying 
the above optimum filter to the standards in Figure 4.1a (after mean subtraction 
and cosbelling). Both the broad features and the high frequency noise have been 
removed, while the positions of the bandheads remain prominent.
12. The cross-correlation was then transformed back to velocity space (log A) and the 
position of the peak determined by PEA K . The standard and program spectra 
cross-correlations were plotted and visually checked. Any dubious cross-correlation 
peaks (either skewed or of low signal-to-noise) were either queried (and not used in 
the following analysis, but for completeness are listed in Table 4.6), or rejected.
13. Heliocentric corrections were added to the velocities derived from PEAK . These 
were then converted to galactocentric velocity using the formulation in Feitzinger & 
Weiss (1979), and are given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6.
4 .2 .3  O b serv a tio n a l E rrors
Empirically derived observational errors were obtained from a set of 44 pairs of LPVs 
in 3 fibre fields which were observed twice, the second exposures of each pair being taken 
within 30 minutes of the first. The mean velocity difference ((Vi — V2 )) and the derived
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observational error (<70&3 = ({(Vi -  V2)2)^/y/2)  for these pairs are given in Table 4.4 for 
various groups of LPVs. Formal errors were also estimated from the procedure detailed 
by Tonry k  Davis (1979), and their mean (<ttd) for these 44 pairs, given in Table 4.4, 
needs to be scaled down to the empirical errors by a factor of 2.2 for the M and K stars 
(we assume the errors for the K and MO stars will not be too different from those of the 
other oxygen-rich stars), and 0.9 for the C stars. It is this scaled formal error that is given 
as the observational uncertainty for each LPV in Tables 4.5 and 4.6.
The mean total observational error for our sample of LPVs, due to a combination of 
the pulsation velocity uncertainty (5 km s-1 ) and the cross-correlation error (a maximum 
of 6 km s-1 , which occurs for the old LPVs due to their lower luminosity) is therefore 8 
km s-1 .
A full description of Tables 4.5 and 4.6 follows. The name, incorporating the Right 
Ascension and Declination (1950 epoch, accurate to ^ 2"), in accordance with LAU con­
vention (Dickel, Lortet k  de Boer, 1987) is given in Column 1, with the period (days) 
in Column 2. The X and Y position in degrees, relative to the Bar’s optical center at 
5h24m (1950) — 69°47' (as used by Feitzinger k  Weiss [1979] in their catalogue of LMC 
velocities) is given in Columns 3 and 4, with the Julian Date of the observation in Column 
5. The galactocentric velocities (V  ^ km s-1 ) appear in Column 6, and to be consistent 
with the FIO results we use a solar Galactic circular velocity of 250 km s“ 1. (A better 
value is probably 220 km s-1 [Binney k  Tremaine 1987; and Frenk k  White 1980], which 
means the velocities used here will be ~25 km s_1 systematically lower than their likely 
‘true’ galactocentric velocities). The formal error in the velocity, as described above, but 
uncorrected for the uncertainty in pulsation velocity, is also given in Column 6, with the 
spectral type in column 7.
Apart from those LPVs with queried velocities, we also include in Table 4.6 the LPVs 
with uncertain periods and those with a galactocentric velocity Vg inconsistent with LMC 
membership, assumed to be defined by -100 < V g < 180 km s-1 .
4.3 K inem atics o f th e L PV s
Figure 4.3 shows the distribution across the LMC of all the LPVs for which we have 
derived velocities. The small number of YLPV velocities (10) precludes any significant 
analysis of their kinematics, but we include them for completeness.
As a preliminary analysis, in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 we plot the velocity difference between 
the LPVs and the Hi gas (from Rohlfs et al. 1984) with respect to both position angle 
and radius, respectively, in degrees on the sky from the Hi rotation centre at 5h21m (1950) 
—69°17/ (FIO). These plots indicate that the velocity dispersions of the LPVs are quite 














SHV0525012-694829 98. 0.0880 -0.0249 6779 44 ±4 Ml
SHV0518326-692934 120 -0.4779 0.2852 6398 -9±4 M6
SHV0519502-693627 128 -0.3627 0.1727 6398 84±4 M6
SHV0518353-694048 129 -0.4698 0.0981 6398 53±5 M6
SHV0520036-692817 131. -0.3454 0.3092 7077 35±2 M3
SHV0520548-695328 134. -0.2653 -0.1095 6398 -83± 8 M6
SHV0501390-725606 135. -1.6404 -3.2315 6784 48±1 M3
SHV0518074-700042 135 -0.5022 -0.2344 6398 69 ±  5 M2
SHV0517357-700234 136 -0.5465 -0.2666 6398 64 ±  5 M6
SHV0500461-715843 137 -1.7960 -2.2831 6784 29±3 M6
SHV0543367-695800 149 1.6783 -0.2508 6398 27 ±6 M6
SHV0519448-682940 150 -0.3899 1.2857 6779 69 ± 5 M6
SHV0448341-691510 153 -3.1301 0.3038 6784 13±4 MO
GRV0530506-643714 157 0.7351 5.1643 6393 46 ±6 C
SHV0452077-681508 160 -2.9475 1.3407 6784 11±4 MO
SHV0500583-690851 162 -2.0473 0.5397 6784 52± 5 M6
SHV0522023-703005 162 -0.1637 -0.7188 7077 46 ±7 M6
SHV0523529-693412 163 -0.0103 0.2133 6785 67 ±  5 M6
SHV0529167-702511 163 0.4422 -0.6412 6398 41±1 Ml
SHV0522475-742919 165 -0.0811 -4.7161 6784 -42 ±5 M6
NRV0515299-665848 167 -0.8320 2.7913 6393 96 ±  5 M6
SHV0506358-674807 167 -1.6438 1.9243 6785 2±5 M6
SHV0506487-732042 168 -1.2331 -3.6107 6784 56± 2 MO
SHV0510004-692755 169 -1.2267 0.2830 6785 44 ± 4 M6
SHV0527058-693746 169 0.2695 0.1522 6779 -17 ± 5 M5
SHV0517197-684122 175 -0.6062 1.0858 6784 47 ±  5 M6
SHV0513051-743149 176 -0.7301 -4.7747 6784 -28± 5 M6
SHV0538500-695244 176 1.2751 -0.1343 6398 110± 3 M3
SHV0549425-702910 178 2.1441 -0.8163 6785 7±4 MO
SHV0500164-692906 179 -2.0764 0.1976 6785 -40 ±2 M6
SHV0516582-710807 179. -0.5684 -1.3604 6725 54 ±6 M6
SHV0511388-685915 179 -1.1072 0.7680 6785 65 ±4 M6
SHV0515022-680942 179. -0.8338 1.6070 6784 76±4 M6
SHV0449514-675908 180 -3.1939 1.5773 6784 40 ±4 M6
NRV0524475-662046 188 0.0796 3.4412 6393 14±6 C
SHV0448433-692649 190 -3.0886 0.1134 6784 112±4 C
SHV0509382-690440 190 -1.2819 0.6681 6785 19 ±4 M6
SHV0519425-693739 191. -0.3735 0.1526 6398 49 ± 5 M6
SHV0533257-721036 191 0.7220 -2.4089 6785 11±5 M6
SHV0520342-693911 193. -0.2981 0.1282 6398 33±4 M6
SHV0518161-683543 193 -0.5230 1.1821 6779 9±4 C
NRV0509515-660832 194 -1.4323 3.6055 6393 22 ±6 C
NRV0515316-665026 195 -0.8341 2.9312 6393 14±6 M6
SHV0554097-740227 195. 2.0747 -4.3972 6725 -7±4 C
SHV0527122-695006 195 0.2761 -0.0535 6779 46 ±2 Ml
NRV0528528-653150 195 0.5067 4.2557 6393 76±4 M6
NRV0540580-662422 196 1.6998 3.3234 6393 52±3 M6
NRV0533586-675843 196 0.9355 1.7864 6396 15± 5 M6
NRV0508413-644712 198 -1.6362 4.9597 6393 100 ±4 M6
SHV0525246-693534 200 0.1229 0.1902 6779 53±4 M5
SHV0523131-700154 201 -0.0667 -0.2484 7077 42 ±6 C
NRV0522390-661146 201 -0.1365 3.5915 6393 40 ±  2 MO
SHV0538170-712045 206 1.1421 -1.5966 6785 -9 ±4 M6
SHV0523564-700830 207 -0.0051 -0.3583 7077 23±8 Ml
SHV0516449-691310 208 -0.6432 0.5544 7077 92 ±7 M6
SHV0521476-694312 210 -0.1912 0.0625 6398 25±4 C
SHV0542111-683837 212 1.6548 1.0787 6785 54 ±4 C
SHV0534578-702532 215 0.9181 -0.6629 6398 58±4 C
NRV0527404-664623 216 0.3627 3.0104 6393 36 ±4 M3
SHV0539332-692919 216 1.3618 0.2514 6398 77 ± 7 C
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SH V 0516034-675220 220 -0.7483 1.8998 6784 1 ± 3 M6
SHV0528433-692057 221 0.4163 0.4302 6785 -13 ± 4 M6
SHV0500412-684054 224 -2.1170 1.0014 6785 3 ± 4 C
SHV0542210-741016 225 1.2537 -4.4443 6784 -1 ± 5 M6
SH V 0531038-703309 229. 0.5879 -0.7778 6398 25 ± 3 C
SHV0540354-693128 229. 1.4500 0.2097 6398 29 ± 5 M6
SHV0554548-724937 231 2.2803 -3.1938 6725 3 8 ± 8 M2
SHV0523008-691416 234 -0.0874 0.5454 7077 84 ± 3 M6
SHV0454006-684125 235 -2.7203 0.9271 6779 25 ± 6 C
SHV0542117-694106 236. 1.5782 0.0396 6398 3 ± 3 C
SHV0520522-694856 238 -0.2700 -0.0340 6398 20 ± 4 c
SH V 0519511-700852 242 -0.3522 -0.3675 7077 1 8± 5 M6
SHV0523189-690815 243. -0.0610 0.6458 7077 -2 6 ± 4 C
SH V 0516392-692937 249 -0.6433 0.2801 6398 4 7 ± 4 M6
SHV0532350-701744 254 0.7234 -0.5250 6398 60 ± 4 M6
SHV0534108-740310 254 0.7010 -4.2924 6393 13 ± 4 MS?
SH V 0531398-701050 255 0.6495 -0.4074 6398 5 3 ± 2 M2
SHV0533532-700136 255 0.8441 -0.2604 6398 54 ± 4 C
SHV0520005-701329 258. -0.3376 -0.4442 7077 2 4 ± 6 c
SHV0520524-702834 263 -0.2612 -0.6945 7077 4 7 ± 6 c
SH V 0518439-700159 264 -0.4497 -0.2546 6398 -2 2 ± 5 M6
SHV0520261-693826 264 -0.3101 0.1405 6398 30 ± 4 K
SH V 0516521-700337 266 -0.6080 -0.2858 6398 10 ± 4 C
SH V 0516416-694743 266 -0.6308 -0.0214 6398 -1 4 ± 4 M6
SHV0547243-704058 267 1.9336 -0.9928 6779 3 2 ± 3 M2
SHV0524530-701405 272 0.0747 -0.4515 7077 8 4 ± 6 C
SHV0529501-701447 272 0.4930 -0.4690 6398 66 ± 4 M6
SH V 0541482-700417 285 1.5161 -0.3434 6398 7 7 ± 6 C
SH V 0519294-711941 288 -0.3611 -1.5482 6779 0 ± 5 M6
SHV0534209-700909 290 0.8782 -0.3878 6398 4 1 ± 4 C
SHV0520437-694548 291 -0.2829 0.0181 6398 56 ±  2 C
SH V 0518197-694139 296 -0.4920 0.0835 6398 4 8 ± 4 C
SH V0521200-692150 301 -0.2350 0.4182 7077 5 9 ± 4 C
SH V 0517086-681751 307 -0.6340 1.4773 6779 5 7 ± 5 M6
SHV0502469-692418 310 -1.8643 0.2975 7077 3 5 ± 4 C
SHV0528468-693824 310 0.4157 0.1393 6779 -1 3 ± 7 C
SHV0542548-695801 311 1.6186 -0.2464 6398 1 6 ± 4 C
SHV0527072-701238 312 0.2641 -0.4289 7077 88 ±  4 C
SHV0540258-694944 314 1.4156 -0.0932 6398 46 ± 4 C
SHV0500522-692730 315 -2.0269 0.2291 7077 6 ± 4 C
SHV0525386-700828 315 0.1396 -0.3583 7077 64 ± 4 C
SH V0531369-694631 317 0.6581 -0.0022 6779 54 ± 3 C
SHV0520427-693637 317 -0.2855 0.1709 6398 8 2 ± 6 C
SHV0524023-700237 319 0.0033 -0.2603 7077 5 7 ± 4 c
SHV0549295-705602 319 2.0793 -1.2601 6779 2 8 ± 4 c
SHV0526445-694403 322 0.2374 0.0478 6779 4 1 ± 4 c
GRV0520571-663544 323 -0.3017 3.1892 6393 5 6 ± 3 c
SHV0515481-680111 324 -0.7674 1.7514 6779 60 ± 4 c
NRV0516552-664958 330 -0.6972 2.9433 6393 89 ± 3 M l
SH V 0518595-693653 331 -0.4361 0.1641 6398 5 8 ± 3 c
SHV0523288-700234 331 -0.0444 -0.2595 7077 5 ± 3 c
SHV0524070-713542 332. 0.0092 -1.8123 6779 2 2 ± 6 c
NRV0520251-673321 332. -0.3421 2.2262 6396 7 5 ± 4 c
SH V 0517122-681710 336 -0.6288 1.4889 6779 5 4 ± 4 c
SH V 0512407-704632 341 -0.9319 -1.0141 6725 2 7 ± 6 M6
SH V0521450-694107 348 -0.1953 0.0972 6398 7 1 ± 4 c
SHV0516318-693658 348 -0.6504 0.1573 6398 4 5 ± 4 c
SHV0530323-702216 348 0.5491 -0.5952 6398 49 ± 5 M6
SHV0530237-700826 353 0.5431 -0.3644 6398 9 ± 5 M6
SHV0528537-695119 353 0.4214 -0.0762 6779 56 ± 4 C
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SHV0515239-683227 367 -0.7868 1.2289 6779 12±5 M6
SHV0505252-692218 378 -1.6354 0.3496 7077 47 ± 4 C
SHV0523536-700128 381 -0.0091 -0.2411 7077 22± 3 M6
SHV0531121-700207 381. 0.6147 -0.2610 6398 87 ±  2 C
SHV0529303-700902 388 0.4673 -0.3725 6398 49 ±  6 C
SHV0500529-693434 391 -2.0147 0.1119 7077 4 1 ± 6 C
SH V0518571-694021 399 -0.4384 0.1063 6398 43±  4 C
SHV0516481-694419 399 -0.6231 0.0355 6398 91±  4 M2
SHV0540217-693647 400 1.4242 0.1226 6398 6 8 ± 4 M l
SHV0533130-702409 401. 0.7728 -0.6338 6398 40 ±  3 M6
SHV0520383-690718 401. -0.2995 0.6596 7077 30 ± 4 C
SHV0517393-693135 401 -0.5548 0.2497 6398 58± 3 C
SHV0529222-684846 402 0.4852 0.9653 6779 29 ± 6 c
SHV0527288-694038 411 0.3022 0.1040 6779 37 ± 4 c
SHV0500035-692241 416. -2.1057 0.3023 7077 1 ± 4 c
SHV0527424-693845 421 0.3223 0.1351 6779 31± 3 c
SHV0539194-700500 428 1.3044 -0.3410 6398 18±4 c
SHV0537574-695732 436 1.1952 -0.2098 6398 40 ±  4 c
SHV0526001-701142 436 0.1696 -0.4124 7077 52 ± 7 c
SHV0533527-724334 496. 0.7341 -2.9605 6785 36± 7 M6
SHV0523242-691039 507. -0.0530 0.6058 7077 17±6 c
SHV0547560-704933 520 1.9631 -1.1395 6779 27± 3 M6
SHV0606101-724012 522. 3.1319 -3.1653 6785 0 ± 4 M7
SHV0521050-690415 524. -0.2605 0.7110 7077 46 ±  6 C
SHV0527341-693847 524 0.3103 0.1347 6779 60 ±  3 M8
NRV0515348-660811 554 -0.8532 3.6375 6396 50± 4 M5
SHV0525082-704512 636 0.0937 -0.9695 6785 30 ±  3 M8
NRV0523185-675246 706 -0.0652 1.9045 6396 58± 3 M6










(km s 1 )
Spectral
Type
SHV0525012-694829 98. 0.0880 -0.0249 6779 44 ± 4 M l
SHV0529507-705948 103. 0.4759 -1.2193 6725 25: ± 5 M3
SHV0544043-705819 119: 1.6350 -1.2565 6779 42 ± 6 MS
SHV0520498-692715 122: -0.2781 0.3274 7077 56: ± 5 M6
SHV0519435-692511 125 -0.3757 0.3603 7077 41: ± 4 M l
SHV0519504-701848 125 -0.3504 -0.5330 7077 75: ± 7 M4
SHV0526175-701526 132 0.1935 -0.4748 7077 -20:±21 M6
SHV0518577-713308 133* -0.3988 -1.7736 6779 46: ± 4 M l
SHV0523438-712826 133: -0.0215 -1.6911 6779 49 ± 5 M6
SHV0538161-695130 136 1.2278 -0.1109 6398 14: ± 2 M3
GRV0512313-655936 141 -1.1686 3.7690 6393 66: ± 4 M4
SHV0523371-713351 146: -0.0302 -1.7814 6779 20: ± 8 MO
SHV0543382-691322 146. 1.7402 0.4908 6785 51:±2 K
SHV0517337-725738 152 -0.4723 -3.1868 6725 -16: ± 8 C
SHV0544151-724207 153 1.5060 -2.9848 6725 2 :± 4 M0
SHV0537137-704129 154: 1.0932 -0.9379 6785 26 ± 4 M8
SHV0525297-700960 155 0.1268 -0.3837 7077 33 ± 5 M2
SHV0520170-694410 155. -0.3218 0.0448 6398 20 ± 3 M3
SHV0541048-700657 156 1.4515 -0.3834 6398 19: ± 3 M2
SHV0516587-690160 157 -0.6281 0.7411 7077 66: ± 6 M6
SHV0549517-704513 163 2.1285 -1.0839 6779 74: ± 3 K
SHV0514465-682901 166: -0.8459 1.2841 6779 10 ± 6 C
SHV0538417-700359 167 1.2520 -0.3208 6398 62: ± 6 M3
SHV0535442-702433 170: 0.9836 -0.6496 6398 17 ± 6 C
GRV0517175-655753 178: -0.6820 3.8152 6393 48 ± 6 C
SHV0519429-694409 183 -0.3710 0.0442 6398 39: ± 5 M6
SHV0530380-702618 186 0.5552 -0.6626 6398 99: ± 4 M3
SHV0527357-694620 189: 0.3107 0.0088 6779 22 ± 4 M5
SHV0530080-695949 193* 0.5245 -0.2202 6779 21 ± 8 C
SHV0520188-693833 193: -0.3206 0.1384 6398 56 ± 2 C
SHV0501215-680112 195 -2.1175 1.6668 6784 -15 ± 5 M6
SHV0555109-742619 198: 2.0935 -4.8034 6785 8 ± 8 MO
SHV0519412-700407 199: -0.3676 -0.2885 6398 89 ± 2 M4
SHV0521380-685223 203 -0.2133 0.9093 7077 -9: ± 6 M6
SHV0526293-701248 204 0.2106 -0.4311 7077 12: ± 2 MS?
SHV0530076-684933 205 0.5533 0.9507 6779 6: ± 7 C
SHV0534438-721510 205: 0.8182 -2.4892 6784 -3 ± 4 M6
SHV0457386-734010 206. -1.8541 -3.9947 6725 22: ± 8 M4
SHV0529467-693825 206 0.5026 0.1371 6779 51: ± 9 MS
SHV0516273-714927 211 -0.5887 -2.0509 6725 12: ± 4 M6
SHV0515470-675945 211: -0.7699 1.7753 6785 59: ± 5 M6
SHV0516555-700100 212 -0.6044 -0.2421 6398 9: ± 9 CS?
SHV0521395-712713 221 -0.1862 -1.6711 6725 30: ± 8 CS?
NRV0515109-661736 225 -0.8879 3.4786 6393 -8 :± 7 C
SHV0541424-735637 225 1.2267 -4.2133 6779 20: ± 7 C
SHV0517478-693554 229 -0.5400 0.1773 6398 25: ± 3 C
NRV0528342-652010 230 0.4782 4.4518 6393 93: ± 4 C
SHV0516166-694342 236 -0.6689 0.0444 6398 30: ± 4 M6
SHV0522380-691255 240 -0.1212 0.5677 7077 27:±6 MS
SHV0518571-690729 244 -0.4497 0.6540 7077 86: ±15 M6
SHV0518331-685102 247. -0.4915 0.9274 7077 8: ± 9 M6
SHV0537193-694955 253. 1.1478 -0.0799 6398 32:±4 MS
SHV0535424-702402 255. 0.9815 -0.6409 6398 76: ± 5 M4
SHV0525276-695140 256: 0.1257 -0.0782 6779 34 ± 4 M5
SHV0523268-712658 263: -0.0440 -1.6666 6779 -3 ± 3 C
SHV0547410-704818 264. 1.9447 -1.1168 6779 -28: ± 3 K
SHV0522042-691731 264 -0.1706 0.4907 7077 104: ± 6 C
SHV0548278-705906 264: 1.9906 -1.3024 6779 44 ± 6 C
SHV0530364-701316 266. 0.5589 -0.4454 6398 9: ± 7 M6
SHV0546107-710125 266: 1.8015 -1.3230 6779 78: ± 5 M3
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SHV0522487-713657 274 -0.0937 -1.8334 6779 -1 :± 6 C
SHV0546548-710843 275: 1.8497 -1.4498 6779 78: ±16 C
SHV0525370-700553 292 0.1376 -0.3152 7077 74: ± 6 C
SHV0523006-695904 303 -0.0847 -0.2013 7077 21:±6 C
SHV0536347-701529 304 1.0619 -0.5022 6398 92:±6 C?
SHV0540493-693522 304 1.4658 0.1434 6398 31:±4 C
SHV0520254-693210 313. -0.3126 0.2449 6398 24: ± 3 C
SHV0526368-702258 315 0.2194 -0.6006 7077 -32: ± 9 M6
SHV0501019-691838 317 -2.0266 0.3777 7077 66: ± 4 C
SHV0541543-693305 327 1.5629 0.1747 6398 12: ± 0 M6
GRV0530530-662357 327: 0.6901 3.3786 6393 -7 ± 4 C
SHV0520187-711724 332: -0.2959 -1.5093 6779 61 ± 3 C
SHV0500407-691015 332 -2.0711 0.5139 7077 21 ± 6 c
SHV0524277-691146 336 0.0410 0.5872 6779 144: ± 8 M4
SHV0533078-700358 355 0.7781 -0.2973 6398 -1 :±4 C
SHV0516511-700222 368. -0.6100 -0.2651 6398 -5: ± 9 M6
SHV0515332-705510 370: -0.6903 -1.1483 6784 93 ± 3 M6
SHV0529395-695256 373 0.4865 -0.1045 6779 29: ± 3 C
SHV0501598-692433 386 -1.9328 0.2873 7077 3: ± 8 M6
SHV0504286-692536 386 -1.7139 0.2883 7077 29: ± 9 M6
SHV0532028-701647 397 0.6787 -0.5076 6398 92: ± 0 MS
SHV0525478-690944 398 0.1598 0.6205 6779 62: ± 8 C
SHV0530160-700352 398: 0.5341 -0.2880 6779 120: ± 3 M l
SHV0531582-701623 398: 0.6725 -0.5007 6398 20 ± 3 M6
SHV0535237-700720 401: 0.9684 -0.3615 6398 71: ± 4 M4
SHV0525230-700113 401 0.1182 -0.2373 7077 87: ± 3 C
SHV0530077-700023 401: 0.5238 -0.2296 6779 53 ± 5 M3
SHV0518573-695105 406. -0.4344 -0.0725 6398 29: ± 3 C
SHV0548458-710638 406* 2.0022 -1.4299 6779 78:±8 C
SHV0525159-695915 406: 0.1082 -0.2045 7077 68 ± 2 M3
SHV0518570-692207 411. -0.4448 0.4101 7077 8: ± 9 M6
SHV0524565-694559 413 0.0814 0.0168 6779 35: ±10 MS5
SHV0454041-691354 414* -2.6487 0.3897 6779 27: ± 9 C
SHV0529355-694037 417: 0.4855 0.1008 6779 60: ± 2 M l
SHV0526564-702111 420: 0.2471 -0.5712 7077 65: ± 2 M l
SHV0453592-685035 421 -2.7036 0.7750 6779 81: ± 7 CS?
SHV0505204-693458 427 -1.6263 0.1385 7077 29: ± 6 C
SHV0526166-695340 432: 0.1957 -0.1120 6779 95 ± 4 C
SHV0529198-695957 436. 0.4557 -0.2208 6779 81: ± 6 C
SHV0521087-693737 453 -0.2473 0.1547 6398 53: ± 1 M3
SHV0503481-693152 464. -1.7644 0.1793 7077 49: ± 8 C?
SHV0541527-693350 540: 1.5596 0.1624 6398 53 ± 3 C
SHV0517470-691303 611* -0.5514 0.5589 7077 55 ± 3 c
SHV0540410-692921 628: 1.4606 0.2444 6398 82 ± 5 M6
SHV0520355-694322 650 -0.2953 0.0585 6398 25 ± 4 M6
SHV0549503-704331 675 2.1296 -1.0555 6779 89: ± 3 M4
SHV0543398-694002 682: 1.7068 0.0474 6398 31 ± 3 C
SHV0452361-683928 756. -2.8517 0.9434 6779 56: ± 0 M6
SHV0517512-690314 786: -0.5493 0.7226 7077 36: ± 6 M3?
SHV0453238-690155 820: -2.7329 0.5808 6779 172: ± 8 C?
SHV0527332-691523 820: 0.3146 0.5247 6779 263: ± 4 M4
SHV0523154-690100 823 -0.0666 0.7666 7077 87:±9 C?
SHV0520422-693821 850 -0.2859 0.1420 6398 66: ± 9 M3
SHV0534587-701922 859: 0.9240 -0.5603 6398 3: ± 6 M3?
SHV0538410-695730 865: 1.2575 -0.2129 6398 49 ± 4 C
SHV0521559-713126 994: -0.1639 -1.7418 6779 13 ± 4 C
SHV0522592-713341 994: -0.0802 -1.7788 6779 25 ± 2 K
SHV0523187-713406 1016: -0.0544 -1.7857 6779 13 ± 7 K
Figure 4.2: LPV Spectra
The following 34 pages display the spectra of the LPVs observed in the LMC. The ordinate 
of each of these spectra is the number of CCD counts above sky. For convenience, the 
following information has been included within each figure (starting in the top right hand 
corner, moving counter-clockwise):
• The period, in days. If there is some uncertainty about the period, then this has 
been indicated by a colon (:) (or a single point if J HK  photometry from Chapter 
3 indicates the period is consitent with the luminosity, period relation), or if the 
spectrum is of an odd (non-periodic) variable then this is indicated by an asterisk
(*)•
• The name of the variable, incorporating the position (1950 epoch).
• The Julian Date - 2440000 on which the object was observed.
• The estimated phase of the object from maximum brightness.
• The spectral type (if applicable). The subtype of the M stars was either determined 
from FORS spectra (Chapter 3) or from the depth of the bandhead at 7060Ä.
• The galactocentric velocity (if applicable) in km s-1, with the formal errors in paren­
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of observed LPVs across the LMC 
The following 3 pages show, respectively, the positions of the YLPVs, ILPVs and OLPVs, 
for which velocities have been obtained. The scale, in degrees on the sky, has its origin 
at the optical centre of the bar, and is the position system used by Feitzinger & Weiss 
(1979). The symbols are coded according to the velocity difference A v = Vg — Vja from the 
rotation solution in Table 4.8 as follows: open stars - A v > 1.5(7«, filled stars - Av < 1.5(7«, 
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be rotating with the H I, although a lack of any obvious feature may simply be due to the 
large velocity dispersion. We also note a trend to lower velocities with increasing radius 
for the shorter period OLPVs.
The velocity dispersions are more graphically illustrated in Figure 4.6. If the period 
bins with less than 5 LPVs are ignored, we can see a clear trend of increasing velocity 
dispersion with decreasing period. Although a small part of this trend will be due to the 
slightly higher observational errors associated with the fainter shorter-period LPVs, such 
an effect is not large enough to account for the ~20 km s-1 difference in dispersion seen 
between the 150-200 day variables and those with periods ~350 - 450 days. We thus find 
a general agreement with the relation found for the LPVs in our Galaxy by Feast (1963). 
This result supports, in principal, our assumption of an age-period relation for LPVs also 
existing in the LMC. We shall later quantify this relationship.
4 .3 .1  D isk  K in em a tic s
Given the suggestion of rotation in Figure 4.4, we now proceed to analyse the LPV 
kinematics in terms of fitting a rotating disk model. This procedure also has the advantage 
of directly comparing the results for the LPVs with those of other populations.
Both FIO and Hartwick & Cowley (1988) have respectively analysed the cluster and 
CH star kinematics by fitting a flat rotation curve model to their data. However, as 
the younger populations in the inner regions have a solid body rotation curve (Richer et 
al. 1985), such a simple model will, in general, be inappropriate. Meatheringham et al. 
(1987), in deriving a rotation solution for the PN, made an improvement by assuming the 
PN rotation curve could be represented by a simple fit to the mean HI rotation. However, 
as the PN are an intermediate age population, with a higher velocity dispersion than the 
H I, they should have a correspondingly lower maximum rotational velocity, as seen for 
large velocity dispersion populations in the Galaxy. A better solution is to sacrifice a 
degree of freedom and fit a two component rotation solution that is solid body rotation 
(V(R) <x R) out to a radius R m, with the flat rotation curve model used by FIO beyond 
this, with R m being a parameter of the fit. Thus the model we fit is
V(R, 8) = V o ± ----------- ------------------ T
(tan2(0 — 0o)sec2i +  l ) 2
where Vo is the systemic velocity, i =  27° is the inclination of the plane of the disk relative 
to the sky, 9 is the position angle in the plane of the sky, 0q is the position angle of the 
kinematic line of nodes, Vm is the maximum projected rotational velocity (= V ^sim ), 
and the sign to the second term is that of cos(0 — 9o). The radial extent of the solid 
body component of the model R m has been calculated in kpc in the plane of the galaxy, 
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Figure 4.4: LPV - HI Velocity as a Function of Position Angle 
The variation with position angle 6 of the difference in galactocentric velocity between the 
LPVs and the H i measured by Rohlfs et al. (1984).
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Figure 4.5: LPV - HI Velocity as a Function of Radius 
The variation with radius of the difference in galactocentric velocity between the LPVs 




Figure 4.6: Velocity Dispersion about the HI as a Function of Period 
The variation with period of the velocity dispersion of the LPVs about the H I gas. The 












Because of its proximity, the LMC’s large angular size means that the line of sight 
from one side of the LMC compared to the other can vary by up to ~  10 degrees. Because 
the above model assumes the velocity components of the spinning disk are all parallel, 
we have only considered the component of the observed velocity projected onto the line 
of sight that psses through the rotation centre, leading to a correction to the observed 
velocities by a factor of cos(a), where a is the angular distance from the disk’s rotation 
centre. This is only a formality as the maximum correction is ~2%.
A series of solutions to the above model were obtained using the x^rainimisaVion 
package MINUIT (developed at CERN). Uncertainties in the parameters were derived 
directly from the minimisation program, and have been scaled by the probable velocity 
dispersion of each population. As these dispersions cannot be known a priori, we have used 
an iterative technique. First, fits were made with the associated uncertainties in observed 
velocities given only by the observational errors. We then used the rms dispersion about 
this fit as the adopted velocity dispersion of the entire sample in a second fit. In other 
words, the contributions of the velocity differences (between observed and the model) in 
the x2 minimisation of the second fit were equally weighted by the velocity dispersion of 
the first fit. This means we have probably given less weight than we should to the outer 
objects, where presumably the velocity dispersion is lower (this is certainly true of the two 
Scl galaxies studied by van der Kruit h  Freeman 1984, and is a requirement for a tellar 
disk of constant thickness as seen in the edge-on galaxies observed by van der Kruit & 
Searle 1981, 1982). Any possible bias this may introduce in favour of the central velocities 
will be counteracted by the two component model, which effectively weights the solid body 
region in proportion to the radius from the rotation centre.
To see how the LPVs fit into the wider picture of the LMC kinematics, we have applied 
the same model to the other recent studies: the H i gas (Rohlfs et al. 1984), CO molecular 
clouds (Cohen et al. 1988), PN (Meatheringham et al. 1987), the CH stars (Hartwick 
& Cowley 1988), and the old group V-VII globular clusters (FIO). All these published 
velocity data have been converted to galactocentric velocities assuming a circular velocity 
at the Sun of 250 km s-1 .
The first solution, given in Table 4.7, has assumed no transverse velocity, and adopted 
the Hi rotation centre (at 5h21m (1950) —69°17'= —0.27, 0.50 in the X,Y coordinates 
of Figure 4.3) used by FIO as the model rotation centre. Included in Table 4.7 is the 
intrinsic rms velocity dispersion <7 ,- about the fit, calculated by subtracting (in quadrature) 
the observational errors from the total velocity dispersion about the fit. In the case of 
the LPVs, the velocity dispersion due to pulsation (5 km s_1) was also subtracted. Also 
included with crt- are the lower and upper limits of its 95% confidence interval. ■
Our solution for the CH stars and old clusters agrees almost exactly with the Hartwick 
&: Cowley results (Vm = 26 km s-1 , 9q = 196°, Vo = 26 km s-1 for the CH stars, and Vm = 
35 km s-1 , 0q = 212°, Vo = 20 km s_1 for the clusters). Both of these solutions, however, 
give lower values for 9q and Vq than was found by FIO for the old clusters (namely 41 ±5°
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Table 4.7: Rotation Solutions with No T ransverse V elocity
Object N Vm d0 V0 R™ <7;
(km s-1) (degrees) (km s-1) (kpc) (km s-1)
HI .............  1087 24 ±1 14 ±1 54 ±1 1.7 ±0.1 7< 8<8
CO ............ 41 38 ±2 170 ±4 46 ± 2 2.0 ± 0.1 3
PN ............ 115 16 ±3 23 ± 12 45 ± 2 0.1 ± 0.6 20 < 23 < 27
CH s ta rs ... 39 27 ±6 15 ± 12 28 ± 4 1.0 ±2.5 18 < 22 < 32
Old clusters 25 38 ± 9 28 ±11 20 ± 5 0.5 ± 0.6 10
YLPV ....... 10 54 ±34 98 ±23 46 ± 5  4.7 ± 0.5 8 < 12 < 36
ILPV ............. 78 58 ± 17 34 ± 12 43 ± 3 4.9 ± 0.4 22 < 25 < 30
O L PV ....... 62 32 ±14 178 ± 14 36 ±5 5.4 ± 2.2 31 <36 <45
and 26±2 km s_1). This difference is due to the way the uncertainties are scaled in the 
X2-minimisation. When we examined the solution after only the first iteration, when the 
uncertainties were scaled by the observational errors, the results of the fit were Vm = 42 ±3 
km s-1, 0O = 40 ± 4°, and Vo = 27 ± 2 km s-1, in almost exact agreement with the FIO 
results. This shows how sensitive the minimisation is to the uncertainty scaling, at least 
for small numbers of objects.
Most of the populations in Table 4.7 have a line of nodes clearly different from the 
photometric line of nodes (at 170° = —10°). Therefore, we next fitted a model (Table 4.8) 
that included the transverse velocity of 275 km s-1 towards position angle 110°, this 
being the velocity derived by Feitzinger et al. (1977) and Meatheringham et al. (1987). 
(A similar fit was also made assuming rotation about the optical centre, as the majority 
of the LPVs are members of the bar (see Chapter 2), but no significant difference was 
made to the results in Table 4.8.) The solution in Table 4.8 now brings 9o into general 
agreement with the photometric line of nodes for the majority of populations, suggesting 
this is the correct transverse velocity for the LMC. Figure 4.7 graphically illustrates the 
dispersions about these fits for the OLPV, ILPV, CH stars and the clusters.
We note that the discrepant values for Vm and do for the CO clouds, and Vq for the Hi 
(ignoring the YLPV results due to the small number of points). An explanation for the CO 
results might be that the CO clouds are distributed in a NW-SE direction, and this may 
be biasing the fit toward a more negative position angle. Such a bias may also fit a high 
rotation velocity. Alternatively, Cohen et al. (1988) point out that many of the clouds 
near 30 Doradus have discrepant velocities, possibly as a result of strong stellar winds and 
supernovae explosions associated with the star formation occurring in this region. It is 
possible that these unusual velocities have distorted the CO rotation solution. A similar 
argument can be applied to the Hi, which has a complex velocity structure in the outer 
parts of the LMC, especially towards the east.
In order to seek more information regarding the cause of the discrepant parameters in 
the CO and Hi solutions, we made another fit that excluded all objects outside a radius
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Figure 4.7: Rotation Curves and Velocity Residuals of the Rotation Model 
The following figures show the results of the rotation solutions for the OLPV, ILPV, CH 
stars, and old clusters, superimposed on the velocity data.
T op Panels: The solid line is the two component fit to the rotation curve, defined by Vb> 
Vm, and Äm, plotted against the distance along the line of nodes given in kpc, assuming 
a distance modulus of 18.5. The dotted lines on either side of this are the upper and 
lower bounds of the uncertainties in Table 4.8. The observed velocities Vz (corrected for 
transverse motion and angular distance from the rotation centre) are also plotted, the 
larger circles being those points within ±15° of the kinematic line of nodes.
Middle Panels: The corrected observed velocities Fz, as a function of position angle 6 
(where 0 is toward the North, increasing to the East). The larger circles are again those 
within ±15° of Oq. The dashed curve is the flat rotation component of the rotation solution 
The dotted lines give the maximum uncertainty in Vm. The solid vertical line is at the 
position of do, whose uncertainty is given by the two vertical dotted lines. The height of 
these vertical lines is ±<t,-, the intrinsic velocity dispersion about the fit.
Bottom Panels: The difference between Vz and the fitted model, as a function of radius 
(in degrees from the rotation centre).
I l l
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Table 4.8: Rotation Solutions with T ransverse V elocity
Object N Vm 0O V0 Rm
(km s"1) (degrees) (km s"1) (kpc) (km s ' 1)
HI ............... 1087 29 ± 1  167 ± 1  53 ± 1  1.7 ±0.0 7 <  7 < 7
CO ............. 41 48 ± 3  154 ± 3  47 ± 2  2.2 ±  0.0 1 < 4 < 10
PN ............. 115 25 ± 3  162 ± 9  44 ± 2  1.6 ±0.5 20 <23 <26
CH s ta r s . . .  39 37 ±  6 159 ± 9 26 ± 4  3.1 ±  0.9 18 <22 <31
Old clusters 25 42 ±11 170 ±  10 17 ± 6  2.9 ±  0.1 10 < 17 < 33
YLPV .......  10 70 ± 1  106 ±11 46 ± 5  4.5 ±0.1 8 < 12 < 37
ILPV .........  78 56 ±17  7 ±15 43 ± 3  4.7 ±0.5  22 < 25 < 30
OLPV .......  62 47 ± 17  146 ±27 36 ±  5 4.9 ±  0.8 31 <36 <45
Table 4.9: Rotation Solutions with T ransverse V elocity, R < 2°
Object N Vm 0O Vo Rm
(km s-1 ) (degrees) (km s-1 ) (kpc) (km s-1 )
HI ............... 308 4 5 ± 2  165±1 4 8 ± 1  3.0±0.1 0 <  2 < 3
CO ............. 19 48 ± 5  161 ± 8  46 ± 2  2.4 ±0.2 5 < 8 < 17
PN ............. 50 48 ± 9  176 ±11 49 ± 4  2.0 ±0.1 17 <20 <26
CH s ta r s . . .  5 56 ± 57 197 ±51 10 ±  0 6.8 ±  7.6 17
Old clusters 5 70 ±  6 236 ± 14 30 ±  12 0.4 ±  0.2 5
YLP V . . . .  6 45 ±36  200 ±  148 43 ± 8  4.1 ±4.0 12 <15 <115
ILPV .........  66 31 ±21 168 ±45  43 ±  4 4.2 ±3.0 22 < 26 < 33
O L P V .......  34 44 ± 27  171 ± 42  44 ± 6  3.4 ±2.0 30 < 36 < 51
of 2° centred on the bar (Table 4.9). The only disagreement between the populations now 
lies in the lower systemic velocities of the clusters and CH stars, but there are too few 
objects remaining in these two populations for the discrepancies to be of significance. We 
therefore conclude that the differences seen in Table 4.8 between the young populations 
are due to the disturbed nature of the LMC in its outer parts, possibly due to the recent 
encounter with the SMC (Fujimoto & Murai 1980).
A comparison of the solutions in Tables 4.8 and 4.9 reveals three major results. The 
first is that the PN, CH, cluster and ILPV samples all have similar rotational velocities (if 
calculated at 1.6 kpc, where the PN rotation curve turns over) and similar intrinsic velocity 
dispersions. These two similarities might suggest that either the majority of the stellar 
component in the LMC is confined to the same disk, with no appreciable increase/decrease 
in velocity dispersion rotational velocity with age, or else all these populations have a 
similar age. However, the large range in the 95% confidence intervals in the dispersion, 
and the non-uniform distribution of objects (almost all the ILPVs are within the bar), plus 
the discrepant systemic velocities (see below) means that we cannot give much weight to
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Table 4.10: Rotation Solutions with T ransverse V elocity and R > 2°
Object N Vm 0o V0 R™ <rt-
(km s-1 ) (degrees) (km s-1 ) (kpc) (km s-1 )
HI ............... 779 28 ± 1  165±1 5 6 ± 1  2.1 ±0.1 7<  7 < 8
CO ............. 22 5 0 ± 4  154±5 4 4 ± 3  0 .9±0.5 0 <  0 < 7
PN ............. 65 22 ± 4  157 ± 12 45 ±  3 1.7 ±0 .4  20 <24 <29
CH s ta r s . . .  34 37 ± 7  154 ± 9  29 ± 4  3.3 ±1.0  17 <22 <32
Old clusters 20 40 ±  14 163 ± 10 22 ± 6  3.0 ±1.8 0 <  4 < 25
YLPV .......  4 70 ± 1  102 ± 5  43 ±  7 4.6 ±0.1 2
ILPV .........  12 43 ±12  189 ± 16 36 ±  8 0.1 ±0.6  9 <12 <31
OLPV .......  28 63 ±23  132 ± 18 25 ±  7 5.0 ±0.6 27 <33 <50
these similarities.
The second, most significant, result is that the OLPVs have a large intrinsic velocity 
dispersion, which we will show is the first indication the LMC possesses a bulge and/or halo 
population. BFW found for the old LPVs in their sample a dispersion of 30 km s-1 , but 
these were all near the centre of the bar, where the dispersion is expected to be this large. 
The run of velocity dispersion with radius (Figure 4.8) shows that the dispersion for the 
OLPVs is actually quite flat, even out to 4 kpc, whereas the ILPVs have a lower dispersion 
near the bar and show a falling dispersion with increasing radius. This suggests that the 
OLPVs may be pressure supported by random motions to a significant extent, as well as 
by circular rotation. The ratio of these two support mechanisms can be approximated 
by Vrot/<7i» where VTOt is the de-projected rotational velocity, calculated at a radius of 1.6 
kpc. This ratio is only 0.9 for the OLPVs, compared to 1.3 for ILPV, 1.9 for the CH stars, 
2.4 for the PN, 3.0 for the clusters and 8.6 for the Hi. A major component of the OLPV 
kinematics is therefore due to random motions.
The plot in Figure 4.7 for the OLPVs confirms the large uncertainties in Vm in Ta­
ble 4.8; the suggestion of rotation in Figure 4.7 seems quite marginal. Nevertheless, it may 
be that there is relatively more rotational support in the outer parts of the LMC, away 
from the bar, and we have therefore fitted a model to only those objects beyond 2° from 
the centre of the bar. These results are given in Table 4.10, which shows the rotational 
velocity for the LPVs is now 25 km s-1 at 2 kpc, very similar to the rotational velocities 
of the other old and intermediate age populations (the CH stars, clusters, and PN). (The 
ILPV group has a very flat rotation curve, with low dispersion, but this is probably an 
artifact of the low numbers). We therefore feel there is some justification for examining 
at this stage the implications that the OLPVs form a rotating disk by calculating a disk 
scale height for the OLPVs, assuming they form an exponential disk.
By modelling the mass distribution of the LMC as an isothermal self-gravitating disk, 



























Figure 4.8: Radial Dependence of Velocity Dispersion about the Rotation Model.
The upper panel shows the variation in the velocity dispersion about the fit in Table 4.8, 







height zq for the clusters. This model has a mass density distribution
p{R,z)  =  p(J?,0)sech2 (■— )
If the disk is mainly supported by centrifugal forces, so that the z motions can be assumed 
to be decoupled from the circular motions, then the gravitational potential seen by particles 
away from the bar should be that of an isothermal sheet with a mass distribution given 
by p, which will then be related to the surface density distibution S (assumed to be an 
exponential disk of scale length /i), the z velocity dispersion <rz, and scale height by (van 
der Kruit & Freeman 1984)
where G is the Gravitational constant. The rotation curve of a flat exponential disk turns 
over at R =  2h, at which point the maximum rotational velocity is given by (Freeman 
1970)
where Md is the mass of the exponential disk, and is related to the central surface density 
by Md = 27rS(0)h2.
FIO used a disk scale length h =1.6 kpc for their disk, and a circular velocity of 80 
km s-1 , derived from the Hi rotation curve, implying a disk mass of 6.2xl09 M q , from 
which S can be determined. The z velocity dispersion of the old disk was assumed to be 
that of the old clusters (18 km s-1 ), and therefore the scale height of the old disk will be 
zq = 0.48 kpc. Any tracer population responding to the old disk potential that is also 
mainly centrifugally supported will have a scale height, relative to the scale height of the 
old disk, in proportion to the ratio of the 2  velocity dispersions.
In order to avoid too much influence from the bar, we determined the velocity dispersion 
from a rotation fit-(Table 4.10) for the LPVs outside a radius of 2.0° (=  1.8 kpc). For 
this solution crt- = 33 km s-1 «  crz. If we also assume the OLPV population has negligible 
mass compared to the old disk, (and we ignore for the moment the large uncertainty in 
their rotation velocity and their large velocity dispersion) then we an derive a zq for the 
OLPVs of 1.7 kpc. As the assumed scale length of the old disk is only 1.6 kpc, this means 
the OLPVs form a very thick disk indeed, and it appears the OLPVs are the first evidence 
of a spheroidal population in the LMC. If this is the case, then the above assumptions 
concerning the decoupling of 2  and circular motions will be in error, and therefore so too 
will be our estimate of the scale height. We will later show the results of assuming a 
spheroidal distribution.
As well as the particular problems associated with the OLPV’s high velocity dispersion 
and consequent large uncertainty in the amount of rotation, a general problem with apply­
ing this method for determining scale heights in the LMC is that the circular velocity (i.e. 
maximum rotational velocity) of the old disk at a radius of 2h was assumed to be that of
<72 =  27rGp(Ä, 0)2 q =  ■k G H ( R ) zq
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the H i rotation curve. However, both FIO and our analysis shows that the de-projected 
rotation velocity of the old clusters at a radius of 3.2 kpc is in fact 90 km s_1, 10km s-1 
greater than the Hi rotation velocity used by FIO, and 30 km s-1 greater than the max­
imum rotation velocity derived by us in Table 4.8, and by Meatheringham et al. (1988), 
despite the fact the clusters are presumed to have the maximum z dispersion. As well, the 
solution for the clusters in Table 4.10 has a dispersion of only 4 km s-1 , compared to 22 
and 24 km s-1 for the CH stars and the PN, which implies that the LMC clusters are not 
representative of the old disk. However, if instead we take the CH star dispersion as being 
that of the disk, and the rotation solution for the Hi in Table 4.10 as being its circular 
velocity (maximum of 62 km s_1), then the scale height for the old disk is 0.8 kpc, and 
that for the OLPV population is again 1.7 kpc.
We now return to the question of the relation between the period and age of the 
LPVs. Wielen (1977) found a relation between the observed velocity dispersion <j v of 
various populations in the Galaxy and their age r ,  which can be simply related by
where <7q is their initial velocity dispersion at birth and Cv =  6xl07 (km s-1 )2 yr_1 is 
Wielen’s constant diffusion coefficient. Meatheringham et al. (1988) used this relation to 
derive an age for the PN in the LMC that was consistent with their evolutionary age. We 
follow their method by assuming the ratio of axial to radial velocity dispersions decreases 
with age in the LMC, and that <Jzlo r — 0.6 for the old populations (as found by Wielen in 
the Galaxy). We also assume the velocity dispersions in Table 4.8 are good approximations 
for crz, and that the diffusion coefficient in the LMC is the same as in the Galaxy (as is 
implied by the results of Meatheringham et al.). We then find the PN have an age of 4 
Gyr, the CH stars have an age of 3.6 Gyr, the YLPVs have an age of 0.9 Gyr, the ILPVs 
are 4.7 Gyr old, and the OLPVs are 10 Gyr old. With the exception of the CH stars, the 
age estimates for the LPVs are in very good agreement with our earlier assumptions, and 
that of the PN agrees with the estimate of Meatheringham et al.. In Figure 4.9 we have 
converted the velocity dispersions of the LPVs about the H i velocities (Figure 4.6) to a 
dispersion age, thereby giving an age-period relation for the LMC LPVs.
The dispersion age for the CH stars is a surprise, and may be an indication that most 
of these are the younger ‘CH-like’ stars observed in the Galaxy by Yamashita (1975), 
which have disk kinematics. As the CH stars in the LMC have kinematics so like the old 
clusters, then their age also implies that the majority of these ‘old’ clusters are also only 
~3.6 Gyr old, which is similar to the recently determined main sequence turnoff ages of 
the the intermediate age LMC clusters (Jensen, Mould & Reid 1988).
The third main result from Table 4.8 is that both the CH stars and the old clusters, and 
to a lesser extent the OLPVs, have a lower systemic velocity than the other populations. 





Figure 4.9: Age-Period Relation for the LPVs 
The dispersion age derived from Wielen (1977) has been applied to the dispersions about 







kinematic populations: one with the normal kinematics of the rest of the disk populations, 
and one with negative velocities (galactocentric). Their reason for making this split was 
a gap of ~20 km s“ 1 in the velocity histograms of the CH stars and clusters (at ~  +10 
km s-1 ) between the negative and positive velocity groups The negative velocity stars and 
clusters were predominantly south of the bar, and were associated with undefined peculiar 
bar dynamics.
A velocity histogram of the LPVs (Figure 4.10) shows no significant gap at +10 km s-1 , 
although the majority of LPVs are within the bar, whereas the majority of the low velocity 
CH stars and clusters are 2-4° out of the bar. However, the fact that the negative velocity 
CH stars and clusters are situated predominantly south of the bar is not a compelling 
reason to group them separately, because the line of nodes of all the populations lies 
roughly N-S, and hence we should expect the low velocity component of the disk to lie 
along the southern major axis, precisely where the negative velocity CH stars and clusters 
are found. The presence of the bar south of the rotation centre can still of course add 
peculiar motions to the objects in the south, although the simulations of stellar orbits 
produced by an off-centered bar that were made by de Vaucouleurs & Freeman (1973), 
and by Christiansen & Jefferys (1976) showed the largest perturbations in the rotation 
curve would occur about a point of equilibrium to the north of the bar.
Table 4.10 and Figure 4.5, show that the OLPVs also have a smaller systemic velocity 
at large radii, We have no explanation for this curious effect. However the systemic 
velocities of the OLPVs, the clusters and the CH stars are quite similar at large radii.
4 .3 .2  S p h ero id a l K in em a tic s
As previously stated, the velocity dispersion of the OLPVs relative to their rotation 
velocity may well be too high for the exponential disk approximation method to be valid, 
so that any measure of their scale height deduced from such a model would be meaning­
less. We now investigate the expected shape of their distribution assuming their random 
motions dominate their rotation, in which case they would tend to be pressure supported 
in a spherical distribution, forming either a bulge or halo or bulge.
Sommer-Larsen & Christensen (1989; SLC), as part of a study of the kinematics of 
blue horizontal branch field stars in the Galactic halo, have used the tensor virial theorem 
to determine the amount of flattening a spheroidal tracer population would experience 
in the potential of mass distributions of various flattenings. If we assume that the axial 
ratio of the mass distribution model used by SLC is approximated by the ratio of the 
LMC disk scale length to disk scale height, and scale the SLC results for the galaxy down 
to the LMC by the ratio of their respective Hi circular velocities, then we find that a 
spheroidal population of negligible mass with a z velocity dispersion of 32 km s_1 would 
have a flattening of ~0.4, thereby indicating the OLPVs do form a flattened spheroidal
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Figure 4.10: Galactocentric Velocity Histogram of the LPVs
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population. Their reasonably large rotational velocities, compared to both the rotation 
of the Hi and their velocity dispersion, would therefore imply the OLPVs have similar 
dynamics to the bulges studied by Kormendy & Illingworth (1982), who found the ratio 
of rotation velocity to velocity dispersion was in the range 0.6 - 0.9 (recall the same ratio 
for the OLPVs is 0.9, compared to 8.6 for the Hi). This is the first evidence for such a 
bulge/halo population in the LMC.
4.4 Sum m ary and C onclusions
The major finding of this paper is that the LMC appears to have a bulge or halo 
population which can be traced by old LPVs with periods < 225 days. The bulge/halo 
population has a large velocity dispersion (~33 km s-1 ) and a rotation rate significantly 
less than that of young and intermediate age populations in the LMC represented by HI 
gas, planetary nebulae and intermediate age LPVs with periods from 225 to 450 days. 
Although there is the possibility that observational errors are contributing to the large 
velocity dispersion observed for the old LPVs, we do not think that this is a significant 
effect as the intermediate age LPVs have moderate velocity dispersions similar to those of 
other similarly aged populations and yet the old and intermediate age LPVs are of similar 
magnitude in the spectral region examined, and they should therefore have similar errors. 
In addition, multiple observations of the same program and standard stars indicate that 
the observational errors in velocity are much less than the observed velocity dispersions 
of the old and intermediate age LPVs.
Given that the velocity dispersions are intrinsic to the OLPVs, what are the implica­
tions for the the dynamics and formation of the LMC? If the OLPVs are ~10 Gyr old, 
and the velocity dispersion relation relating the age of a population to its velocity disper­
sion is not too much in error, then the OLPV ages exceed those of the clusters, so that 
a higher dispersion may be due to their forming in a collapsing scenario, in which case 
the rotational velocity of the OLPVs would require the collapsing proto-LMC to also be 
rotating, in contrast to the Galaxy which has a spheroidal population with almost zero 
rotation (Binney & Tremaine 1987). As well, the old clusters would have had to have 
formed after this initial collapse.
We find no significant difference in the positions of the kinematic lines of nodes of 
the various poulations studied, implying that the LMC dynamics are dominated by a 
single rotating disk potential. However, the low systemic velocity exhibited by the old 
clusters, the CH stars, and the OLPVs in the outer parts is difficult to reconcile with such 
a potential.
The dispersion ages derived for the various populations agree in the most part with 
other sources, giving further evidence to the finding of Meatheringham et al. (1988) that
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the dispersing mechanism in the LMC is of the same scale as that in our Galaxy (Wielen 
1977). The dispersion ages for the LPVs are in agreement with their pulsation mass 
ages derived in Chapter 3, and agree with the age-period relation for the Galactic LPVs. 
However, the relatively low dispersions of the CH stars and old clusters indicates these 
populations to be younger than their Galactic counterparts.
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C h a p te r  5
C O N C L U SIO N S A N D  
F U R T H E R  W O R K
5.1 C o n c lu sio n s
An almost complete search for Long-Period Variables (LPVs) has now been made of the 
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). In the southern half and in the central regions covering the 
bar, 471 Mira (large amplitude) and 572 SRa (smaller amplitude) LPVs were discovered. 
The period distribution of these LPVs was found to differ substantially from that seen 
in the Galactic population of LPVs, being concentrated in the range 140 to 420 days, 
whereas in the Galaxy the LPVs are predominantly found with periods between 220 and 
450 days. The difference in the long period limits is probably due to the lower metallicity 
in the LMC causing the LPVs there to be of smaller radius for a given luminosity and 
mass. However, it may also be an indication that metallicity plays a role in the mass loss 
rates of the more massive, longer period LPVs, with the generally lower metallicity of the 
LMC causing greater mass loss rates.
The shorter period LPVs have been demonstrated to be of a sufficiently great age 
that the metallicity difference between those in the LMC and those in the Galaxy will be 
quite small, hence the difference in the lower period limits cannot be due to metallicity. 
The many short period (140 - 220 day) LPVs in the LMC may be explained if the LMC 
contains a population of stars of age ~10 Gyr which is larger relative to intermediate age 
stars than is the case in the Galaxy.
The numbers of LPVs found in the LMC were to derive a mean birth/death rate for the 
Mira variables. Comparing this rate to that of other populations (the planetary nebulae, 
clump stars, Cepheids, and OH/IR stars) shows that LPVs have lifetimes of a few times 
104 years. The number of Miras in the LMC is much less than in the Galaxy, when scaled 
to the respective total galactic stellar masses. This difference is probably due to there 
being more carbon stars than is found in the Galaxy, as the carbon LPVs tend to have
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a much lower amplitude of variability, and hence many will not appear as Mira variables. 
This may also be an explanation for the detection of fewer longer period LPVs in the LMC 
relative to the shorter ones.
We have also obtained J H K  photometry and low and medium resolution spectroscopy 
for a large sample of these LPVs. The K  magnitudes for the LPVs correlate well with logP 
for both carbon and oxygen-rich stars, and this relation can be used for distance determi­
nation. Applying the relation to the LMC, we derive a distance modulus of 18.62±0.09. 
The fundamental zero point of the ( K , logP) relation was estimated by fitting the same 
( K , logP) relation to the LPVs in 47 Tucanae. The possibilty of a North-South tilt to the 
plane of the LMC was also investigated, but no evidence was found for a significant tilt in 
this direction.
A kinematic analysis was applied to the velocities of a subset of the LPVs, which showed 
that the shorter period LPVs have a high velocity dispersion, giving direct evidence that 
they are one the oldest populations yet studied in the LMC. This same analysis was 
also applied to a wide range of LMC populations for which published velocities exist 
(the H I gas, CO molecular clouds, planetary nebulae, old clusters and CH stars). With 
the exception of the old LPVs, every population type was found to have high rotational 
velocities similar to that of the H I ,  and a common kinematic line of nodes. Therefore the 
kinematics of the LMC is probably being dominated by a single rotating disk.
However, the high velocity dispersion of the old LPVs and their low, but non-zero, 
rotation rate about the LMC indicates these old LPVs are part of a bulge/halo distribu­
tion. The old LPVs studied here provide the first evidence that of the LMC possesses a 
spheroidal population.
5.2  F u rth er  W ork
As the survey plates used for the LPV search only covered the northern, central and 
southern regions of the LMC, it may prove particularly useful to extend the plate survey 
to the eastern and western halves. This may be helpful in the east because the transverse 
velocity of the LMC is directed towards the east, and so a study of the older populations 
(as represented by the shorter period LPVs), when compared to the younger populations, 
may indicate the presence of any interaction between the LMC and the Galactic halo. As 
well, the Magellanic Stream is situated towards the south west, and it would be interesting 
to see if the star formation history and kinematics af the LMC in this region has been 
affected by the Stream.
As the old LPVs are the only so far identified tracer of the LMC’s bulge, extending the 
survey to the east and west, in conjunction with a comprehensive radial velocity program, 
may enable the global mass and kinematic distribution of the bulge to be mapped, and 
hence make it amenable to dynamical modelling.
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